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Abstract 

W it hi n the cont ext of international academic exchange, knowltdge. resources, and people 

have moved across nations for centuries. Despite this long hiaorical precedent. however. the 

present movement differs fiom the past in that it flows in a largely South to North direction. 

Today international nudents tend to migrate fiom the less industrialized to the major 

industrialized nations. Pas research has peflected this phenornenon. 

Research on international student exchange has been conducted almost entirely fiom the 

perspective of the Third World student in the First World. As a result. research on the Bow of 

international students among Third World nations is lacking. This thesis aims to begin to fil1 this 

nap and contribut e to a larger understanding of international academic relations. 
Y 

This thesis investigates the transfer of knowledge on a South-South dimension. 

Specifically. it considers China's educational exchange prograrns for Afnca, with a special 

concem for issues of sustainable and equitable development. A detailed description of the M c a n  

student expenence in China is provided through quantified data, obtained fiom a student 

questionnaire. Qualitative data, gathered through individual and group interviews with both 

Afncan and Chinese parties. adds interpretive depth to the description. 



This data is considered in the light of two bodies of literature related to views of 

international academic relations. A review of the literature on China's chaqing world view, with 

a focus on China's Third World Policy under the reign of Mao Zedong, provides the hiaorical 

context for this study. The literature on the changing approaches to intemational academic 

relations. with a focus on the theones of the World Order Models Project, provides the theoretical 

context These two transfomative approaches to international relations form an evaluative 

fiamework in which Sino-Afncan relations are examined within a global milieu. This study reveals 

that while Sino-Amcan exchanges currently play a supportive role in the international arena, 

potential signs and strategies to promote p a t e r  equality are beginning to emerge fiom this 

South-South collaboration. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

This thesis aims to contnbute to an understanding of international academic relations by 

directing attention towards the South-South dimension of knowledge transfer: specaically, the 

sustained educational cooperation berween China and Afrca. In this chapter, 1 lay the foundations 

for this study. First, 1 discuss the con ta ,  highlight the purpose, and point out the significance of 

ths subject From here, 1 sketch out the methodological approaches and limitations of the 

research design. Finally, 1 outline the content of each ensuing chapter to provide an overview of 

the substance and direction of this investigation. 

CONTEXT 

Since the early 1950s, the People's Republic of China, in an effort to aid nationals of allied 

countries, has been providing Afncan students the opporninity for higher education. The life these 

students encounter on a typical Chinese university campus has some rather miking characteristics. 

First, a complete and total society exists within the parameters of the university grounds. A wall 

defines these parameters and surrounds this entire society. Ail staff and students live within this 

wall. Two srnaller walls stand inside the main wall; these walis surround the foreigners. The fira 

wall surrounds the foreign "experts" (mainly Western professionais); the second wall surrounds 

the foreign students (rnainly Afiican men). These walls divide the society twice. The waiis 

separate the Chinese fiom the non-Chinese and the foreign experts fiom the foreign students. 

Thus. three distinct societies live inside the school grounds: the Chinese, the Westerners, and the 
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Afncans. In a way, each group plays a difFerent role in relation to the other. The Weaemers. as 

foreign experts, teach local Chinese midents; the Chinese professors, as local experts. teach the 

foreign African audents. In the first case, the more comrnonly discussed 'Fira Wortd' to 'Third 

World' (North-South) educational transfer occurs;' in the second case, the lesser known 

phenomenon of Third World to Third World (South-South) exchange takes place. This thesis 

explores South-South aspects of knowledge transfer by examining the lives of Aûican midents in 

China. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this audy is to acknowledge the sustained educational cooperation 

between China and Afnca and place this knowledge within a larger literature on approaches to 

international and academic relations. Within the context of international academic relations, 

knowledge, resources. and people have moved arnong nations for centuries (McMahon, 1988). 

Yet while this flow has long hinorical precedents, the characteristics of the present flow differ 

fiom previous times in that it is now skewed in the direction of a largely South to Nonh 

movernent (Altbach. Kelly. & Lulat, 1985). The overall trend is for students to go fiom the 

peripheries (the less industrialized Third World) to the centres (the indusaialired market-economy 

nations) Past research has refleaed this phenomenon (Altbach et ai., 1985). 

'1 use the t e m  -Fim World' and Thrd World' as Minexi ùy Mao Zedong in his Three-Worids Theory. Tbis 
theop. first discussed by Mao in hs interview with Zamhan President Dr. K. D. Kauada and Mer officiaily 
pronounced by Deng Xiaoping in 1974. is firrther explored in Cbpter Two. 
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Traditionai research efforts t O conceptualize and examine international study, identifieci by 

S. Spaulding and M. Flack in 1976 and by Y. G-M. Lulat in 1984, continue to dominate the 

literature These efforts have focused on two principal sets of issues: sociopsycholoejcal 

consequences and cultural adaptation (Lulat. 1984: 207). Ody very recently has this focus shifted 

to examining patterns of international audy within a larger context of global political and 

economic relationships, as exemplified in the works of Cummings 1993, Goociwin 1993. 

McMahon 1992. Scott 1993, and Sutton 1993 (as cited by Bamett & Wu, 1995: 354-355) 

Despite an emerging global view, however, research on international study continues to be 

conducted almost entireiy fiom the perspective of the Third World student in the First World. to 

the exclusion of other perspectives. As a result. there continues to be a paucity of literature on 

the flow of international students among Third World nations themselves (Altbach et al., 1985; 

Luiat. 1984) This thesis aims to begin to fil1 this gap. 

Since Emmanuel John Hevi's 1963 publication of An Africm Snrdent in Chim,' no other 

intensive work. to rny knowledge. has focused exclusively on this topic. In this text, Hevi relates 

his joumey whch began in November 1960 as he embarked fiom Ghana to China in the hopes of 

studvino medicine. This text chronicles his personal experience and the expenences of 1 18 other 

Africans who arrived in Pekmg in 196 1-62. This thesis attempts to complement Hevi's work and 

contribute to a larger understanding of international acadernic relations by directing attention 

toward a South-South dimension of knowledge transfer. 

The Dragon 3 Embrace ( 1967) 1s Hevi's &sequent text related to the activities of China in Afnca. 
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SIGNIFICANCE 

Ideally, the findings of this research will contribute on both a practical and theoretical level 

to al1 parties concemed. The Afican and Chinese participants have both expressed hope that their 

suaained educational efforts may be further enhanced and that their experiences rnay be heard by 

a larger audience. For a Western audience, hearing about Sino-AFrican experiences may broaden 

Our knowledge about the different kinds of international educational tramfers and may provide a 

context for understanding Western attitudes and aspirations in a global milieu. When, for example, 

Canadian international agencies set out to work with the Third World, it wodd be instructive to 

know how nations of the Third World work with each other. 

Snow (1988: xiii-xvi) points out that ofien researchers in the West, preoccupied by the 

cornplexities of their own relations with Asia and Afica, have taken comparatively little tirne to 

examine how the peoples of those regions have related among thernselves. Indeed, the action and 

reaction of Western and non-Western values is a major theme of the modem worid. Since Vasco 

daGama arrived in the lndian ocean at the end of the 15th century, the story of humankind has 

been largely an account of the response of Asia, Africa, and South Amenca to the alien culture of 

the West (Snow, 1988: xüi) However. long before the West rose into prominence, contacts 

between other cultures flourished. 

3 in fact. sewntyfive pears before Vasco daGama sailed round the Cape of Good Hope to establish a 
Porniguese empire. the court of the Ming repeatedly sent geat eupedi. tions across the fndian ûcean to the 
ports of the East African coast (Snow. 1988). For a closer look at the nature and depth of these bistorical linkages. 
see .4 Sketch ofSino-.4 frrrcan Relations in Histortcal Perspective. Appen&,.r k 
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Building international appreciation requires understanding ourselves, others, and how we 

relate together. It also involves understanding how others relate arnong thernselves (Snow, 1988) 

in effons to intemationdize and build a wly  global future, the consideration of contacts arnong 

d l  parts of the world becomes critical. The sustained cooperation in educational exchange which 

has taken place in the last fifty years between China and Afncan nations rnay be an instructive 

example. This major phenornenon, which deserves more attemtion than it has received, is the focus 

of this study 

METHODOLOGY 

In order to examine Sino-Afkican educational exchanges, 1 supplemented quantifiable data, 

obtained fiom surveys of Afncan students in China, with more qualitative information gathered 

through individual and group interviews with both Afncan and Chinese parties. For the Chinese 

parties, 1 visited a total of six sites in two cities. 1 held seven interviews with a total of six 

participants. I spoke with professors. administrators, and govemment officials involved in these 

international academic exchange progams. For the Afncan parties, I visited fourteen different 

sites in four cities I held seven interviews with twelve participants f?om six different countries and 

collected survey data from 133 students fiom twenty-nine countries. In dl,  1 spoke with current 

undergraduate and post graduate scholars, graduates living in China, and three Embassy 

Counsellors In additioh i obtained institutional documents fiom three sources, inciuding the 

State Education Commission. The specifics of the data collection are detailed in Chapter Four. 



LIMITATIONS 

1 make no clairn that these parties or sites provide typicai representations of the 

experiences of African midents in China. Lnstead, these sources illuminate a broad range of 

expenences, institutional settings, and educational environments which 1 hope will provide a 

multidimensional understanding to the study at hand. 

As such. t his research may not be easiiy generaiized or replicated and thus may be seen to 

be limited in both extemal and interna1 reliability. However, issues of reliabiiity to secure 

replicability are not an integral part of this investigative paradigrn. Instead, this study is informed 

by the belief that the same or similar settings can mean different things to different people and 

even to the sarne person at different t h e s  (Borman, Goetz, & Le Compte, 1986; Hammersley & 

Atkinson, 1983 ) 

Central to this understanding is the reflexive character of social research; that is, the 

recognition that both the researcher and the researched are engaged in the construction of 

knowled_pe (Borman et ai ., 1986; Davies, 1982; Eisner, 199 1 ; Hammersley & Atkinsolt. 1 983; 

Joron, 1992) In other words, the researcher, as the instrument that engages the situation and 

makes sense of it. is not detached fiom the process but rather an integral part of it (Eisner, 199 1). 

Thus. rather than engaging in attempts to eiirninate the effects of the researcher, this principle 

grounds personal experience as a aarting point (Hammersley & Athson, 1983). An 

experientially grounded approach locates the researdier in the research proceçs by recogniwig 

that every way of knowing, every form of knowiedge is organized fiom somewhere, a nul1 point, 

a set of coordinates that mark the standpoint of the knower (Schutz, 1962, as cited in Jackson, 

1991, 127. Joron, 1992). 
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One's "set of coordinates" may be partly defined by demographic characteristics such as 

class, race, gender, culture, language, religion, age, marital status, educatio~ and so on. As an 

occidental woman from the Western world attempting to conduct research, primarily in English 

about the experiences of a diverse Afncan scholarly cornmunity in the People's Republic of China, 

rny 'Way of knowing" was both necessarily informed and limited by my set of coordinates 

Attempting to account for one's location in the process of trying to account for the perspective of 

others is one goal of the reflexive research process. beli hooks (1 988) conditionally supports such 

endeavours 

Cenainiy it is important and necessary for people from any 
ethniclracial group to play a significant rolc in the creation and 
dissemination of material about their particuiar expenence. It is 
equally important for dl of us to work at leaming more about one 
another, and such learning is ofien ben expressed in concentrated 
work and study on another group. (hooks, 1988: 46) 

While hooks (1988: 42-48) encourages concentrated work and study to l e m  about one another, 

she cautions that when we write about cultures or expenences of ethnic groups different fiom our 

own. the issue of who wili be regarded as the "authoritative" voice is hkely to become political. 

hooks stresses the necessity to "actively refuse" a position of authority. One way of doing so is 

for researchers to attempt to locate themselves: to taik about their possible set of coordiies, 

their persona1 location to a given situation. 1 have begun to do this here and continue to do so in 

Chapter Four 



OUTLINE 

This study is anchored in two bodies of literature related to views of international 

relations. In Chapter T wo, the Literature on China's changing world view, informed by the three 

main foreign policies of the Maoia reign, the 'Peaceful Coexistence' approach of the 1 %Os, the 

'Revolution' approach of the 1960s, and the 'Grand Alliance' approach of the 1970s, provides the 

historical foundation for this study. In Chapter T h ,  the literature on the changing approaches 

to international academic relations, specifically. the theones of the World Order Models Project, 

informed by the four principles of Johan Galtung's mode1 of positive action (equity, autonomy, 

solidarity. and participation) and Ali A. Manui's three strategies of Afncan modemkation 

(domestication. diversification. and counter penetration) provide the theoretical context. In 

Chapter Four. 1 outline the intended research design, discuss changes made. and detail the actual 

protocol that enabled me to collect data. In Chapters Five through Eleven, 1 present the findings 

of the study The findings are organized into the following seven chapters according to the seven 

sections of the questionnaire: Student Profile, Motivation, Issues, Social Contact, Academic 

Experience, Chnese Language and Progress, and Financial Support. Within each chapter, i use 

the quantifiable data, obtained fiom the questionnaire, as a fnrmework for the more qualitative 

uformation. obtained through the i n t e ~ e w s  with Afican and Chinese participants. In the 

concludine chapter, I retum to the two approaches to international relations and anempt to place 

the findings within these views. Maoia transformative policies of international relations linked to 

transformative theones of international academic relations fonn an evaluative hmework in which 

to examine and reflect upon the place and possibilities of Sino-Afncan exchanges within a global 

milieu. 



Chapter Two 

Review of the Literature 

China's Changing World View: 
The Evolution of Foreign Policy during the Maoist Reign 

INTRODUCTION 

While the findings of this study are largely informed by the voices of Anican midents in 

China an Afncan viewpoint of Sino-fican relations is not the point of entry. As Ogunsanwo 

( 1 974 : 1 ) explains, Sino- African relations have largely resulted tiom the diplornatic initiatives of 

the People's Republic of China, rather than those of African nations. This immediately begs a 

number of questions. Why is China intereaed in e c a ?  How does Afnca fit into China's image 

of the world? 

Samuel Kim ( 1979, 1980) proposes that China's image of world order is a corollary of its 

image of intemal order and thus a projection of self image. China's behaviour in the international 

comrnunity can therefore be viewed as a reflection of its world image and self image. In this 

light, Kim (1 979, 1980) advances the notion that these images integrate both normative and 

epistemological pnnciples On the one hand, these images embody dominant social noms and 

values As such, they serve as philosophical assumptions about the international order. On the 

other hand. these images provide an epistemological paradigm. This paradigm perfoms cognitive. 

evduative. and prescriptive functions: it leads policy &ers to define the state of the world, to 

evaluate the meaning of the world, and to prescribe the correct behaviour to heed (Kim, 1979: 49, 

1980: 16). 
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The theme that correct behaviour is a mariifestation of correct thought permeates al1 

important theoretical writings in the People's Republic of China. Such a notion is referred to as 

the Chinese 'world outlook'. Since 1949, China's world outlook has been largely Shaped by Mao 

Zedong thought. Therefore, China's definition of its place in the world during the Maoia reign 

serves as a usefùl context in which to explore China's global policies. Moreover, the Maoia 

image of world order provides an indispensable frame of reference for assessing any change or 

continuity in the post-Mao global policy (Kim, 1979, 1980). 

PURPOSE AND FOCUS 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the historical context in which Anican students 

first made their way to study in China. To do this, 1 trace the evolution of China's definition of its 

place in the world as reflected by the evolution of China's three main foreign policy arategies: the 

'Peacefùl Coexistence' strategy of the 1950s. the 'Revolution' approach of the l96Os, and the 

'Grand Alliance' tactics of the 1970s (Lin, 1989; Yahuda, 1978, 1983). Within this purview, 1 

examine cornponents of the Maoist world vision and highiight China's policy towards the Third 

World Finally. 1 point out that while al1 three strategies failed to survive in totality, each, in part, 

continues to infiuence current policies. as China continues to define itself and its place in the 

world (Kim. 1980, 1983; Lin, 1989; Yahuda, 1978, 1983). 



PHASE ONE: THE PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE APPROACFl 

The Peacefùl Coexistence approach of the early 1950s had its intellecnial roots in the 

1940s. D u ~ g  World War II, Nationalist and Communist Chinese leaders, engaged'in virtual civil 

war. fim sought suppon fiom the emerging superpowers, the United States and Soviet Union. 

When the Communists claimed victory in October 1949, they naturaily entered into an alliance 

with the Soviet Union, the 'motherland of socialism', and began to share the Soviet view of the 

United States as the major imperialist adversary (Levine, 1 989; Lin, 1989). 

Just rnonths before the officiai establishment of the People's Republic of China. Mao 

declared this alliance: 

Intemationaliy we belong to the ami-imperialist fiont, headed by the 
Soviet Union. . . . The Chinese people must either incline towards 
the side of imperialism or that of socialism. There can be no 
exception to the mie. It is impossible to sit on the fence. There is no 
thrd road. . . . (Mao, Selected Works, IV, p. 4 1 5, as cited by 
Ogunsanwo, 1974. 3) 

Articulating the principal contradiction of the postwar international syaemL Mao thus obliged al1 

C hinese to lean in the direction of a socidist alliance with the Soviet Union (Kim, 1980, 1984). 

' Kim ( 1980: 20-2 1) explains that the Law of Contradictions is a central idea in Mao's world vim. Mao's 
philosophy of life revolved around the belief that contradiction is inherent in the socral process iîself and without it 
no social progress w-ûl occur. Evev contradiction represents an oûjective reality. To resolve contradiciion is to 
engage in a protracted struggle because as the moting force in nature. contradictions rise. resolve. and rise again. 
In the relationshp between various contradictions. one and on& one is the principal conuadiction that necessady 
detenumes the clevelupment of the others. In men. grven situation. the cnrcial task of leadership 1s to fint identify 
and then resolve the principal coatradsction. The remaining problems (the secon* contradictions) can easiiy be 
solved once subordinated to the resolution of the principal contradiction. 



Mao lnoked to the Soviet Union as a mode1 to emulate and claimed, "The Communia Party of the 

Soviet Union is Our best teacher and we must lm fiom it" (as cited by Yahuda, 1978: 46) 

However, Chinese and Soviet expectations of each other within this teacheffpupil alliance 

soon proved to be unrealiaic. As the alliance began to falter, Mao continued the cal1 to leam fiom 

the Soviet Union but began to stress the necessity for China to acquire an independent outlook: 

We mua not eat pre-cooked food. If we do we shall be defeated. 
We must ch i@ this point with Our Soviet cornrades. We have 
leamed from the Soviet Union in the past, we are still leanllng 
today, and we shall still leam in the future. Nevertheless Our study 
must be combined with our own concrete conditions. We must say 
to them: We leam fiom you, from whom did you learn? Why 
cannot we create something of our own? (Schram, Mao Tse-mng 
Ilnrehearsed, p. 129, as cited by Yahuda, 1978: 106) 

Intermediate Zones 

Indeed. Mao did create something unique. In the process of establishing independence 

frorn the Soviet Union, Mao modified the prescribed Two-World Theoiy and raised the notion of 

'an intermediate zone'. Instead of predicting an impending confrontation between the United 

States and the Soviet Union, as many had when the Cold War began, Mao deciared the 

international situation to be 'extremely favourable' (Kim, 1980; Lin, 1989). In his paper tiger 

thesis,' Mao ninimized the strength of the U. S. and the dangers a of Soviet4J.S. wu. Mao 

Mao launched hls concept of impnalism as a ..paper Ugei' in an inteniew with Anna Louise Strong. Mao 
stated "The atom bomb is a paper tiger used by the U.S. reacuonaries to scare people. It looks temble. but in fàcî 
isn't. . . Al1 reactlonaries are paper tigers. In appearance. the reactiowies are t e r m g .  but in reaiity they are 
not so powerfuf. From a long range poini of Ww. it is not the reactionaries but the people who are reaily powerfûi. 

U.S. reactionanes. hke ail reactionaries in history. do not have much suength. . . . Aithough the Chuiese 
people stilI face rnany difficulties and niIl long suffer hardships h m  the joint attacks of U.S. impenalrsm and the 
Chinese reactionaries. the da>- will corne when these reactionaries are defeated and we are victorious. The reason is 
simply h s :  The reactlonanes represent reaction. we regrwent progres" (Extracts h m  Mao S interview ~ 7 t h  Anna 
Louise Srrong. August 1946. as cited by Hsuan Chi. IV: i 192-93 as cited ùy Schram. 1963: 279-280). 
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proclaimed that the true batîlefield now lay, not between the two worlds, but rather in the vast 

zone that separated the two nvals: a zone that included rnany capitalist. colonial, and semi- 

colonial countries across Europe, Asia, and Africa (Kun, 1984; Lin, 1989; Yahuda, 1978). This 

intermediate zone became the new ally for the socialist camp because it served as a protective 

buffer. conaituting, in Mao's own words, 'the rear areas of imperialism' (Kim, 1980: 30-3 1 ). 

Thus. the theory of the intermediate zone. comprising of what later was refmed to as the Second 

and Third Worlds, reflected Mao's changing perceptions of the international environment. 

Hencefonh. Chinese leaders were numired with a tripartite perspective of international 

relations (Kim, 1984; Lin, 1989). According to Lin (1989: 29), Mao's emphasis on the existence 

and importance of a thrd force enabled China to develop its own identity and expand its own 

influence in international relations. China could now maintain its ideologicai cornmitment to the 

Soviet Union and at the sarne time seek relations with other nations with whom it shared a more 

common historical experience and international stature. Theoretically, China had defined an area 

that belonged to neither the Soviet Union nor the United States. This middle ground not only 

served China's own interests but the iarger interests of the socialist world as well. Mao's assertion 

of a changing world order and China's place within it later crystallized into his Three-Worlds 

Theory This notion of three worlds, though not yet fully developed, began to influence China's 

conception of the world in general and the Third World in particular. Ln fact, China's fira 

articulated Third World policy of Peaceful Coexistence was premised upon this tripartite 

perception (Lin, 1989: 229). 



Five Principles o f  Peacefui Coexistence 

The Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence were ikst introduced by Zhou Enlai to an 

lndian delegate in 1953 and subsequently appeared in the Sino-Indian agreements on Tibet. 

signed in Peking on April29, 1 954 (Larkin, 1980; Lin, 1989). These agreements gave rise the 

following five principles: 

Mutuai respect for each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty; 
Munial non-aggression; 
Mutual non-interference in each other's h m a l  e r s ;  
Equaiity and mutual benefit; 
Peacefùl CO-existence. (Ogunsanwo, 1974: 7) 

In essence, four of the five principles decreed a hands-off policy towards other sovereign States. 

The remaining stipulation, to seek equality and mutual benefit, was both a political and economic 

yideline. Thus, the five pnnciples could be reduced to two: justice and non interference (Larkin, 

1980 66). Though criticized as vague and platitudinous by some, as a doctrine these principles 

constituted a set of niles to govem international behaviour (Larkin, 1980; Lin, 1989). As a 

nrategy. these pnnciples reveaied China's desire to create a united. self-conscious, anti- 

colonialist. and anti-impenalist coalition arnong newly independent countries. Such a broad 

coalition was to manoeuvre China out of isolation and secure its nghtful position in the world. To 

this end. China tempered ideological dfirences and extended reconciiiatory policy initiatives as a 

means of approaching many Third World countries (Lin, 1989: 230). 

As early as August 1 1, 1954, the relevance of these p ~ c i p l e s  extended beyond Asia, as 

Zhou Enlai declared them the bais for 'relations between China and the various nations of Asia 

and the world' (Gittings. 1974, as cited in Larkin, 1980: 66). The folowing year, Zhou f i d y  

established these principles as China's officiai stated policy towards other Thkd World c o ~ e s  

at the Bandung Conference (Kim, 1984; Lin, 1989). 



Bandung Conference 

The Bandung Conference. held in Indonesia, April 18-27. 1955, was conceived by the 

Colombo Powers of Bunna Ceylon, India, Pakistan, and lndonesia and consined of twenty-nine 

Afro-Asian aates. The conference was not uiitiated by China, nor did China take a part in its 

planning. In fact, China was not even envisaged as a participant in the original proposal (Larkin. 

1 97 1 ; Ogunsanwo. 1974). However, contrary to expectations, China was not in the periphery at 

Bandung, in fact, for the first time in modem history, China played an active role. as an 

acknowledged, independent power, shaping the pattern of world order (Ogunsanwo, 1974; 

Yahuda, 1978). 

Bandung signified China's modem debut ont0 the world stage and this debut marked a 

wat ershed in Chxnese diplomacy (Cooley, 1 965; Ogunsanwo, 1974). Zhou Enlai, representing the 

Communia delegations. strove to resolve outstanding differences and establish a reputation for 

reasonableness. He avoided codict. sought reconciliation, and aeadfastly identified China with 

the cornrnon cause (Opnsanwo, 1974). He even managed to introduce two additional principles 

to the original five: 

Respect for the &dom to choose a political and economic system; 
Mutually beneficial relations between nations. (Coolq,  1965 : 1 1 ) 

However. Zhou's 'master card' was his offer to negotiate with the United States on the Taiwan 

issue. Zhou made this proposal, with China's top rival, at precisely the nght moment to achieve 

the desired effect (Larkin, 197 1 ; Ogunsanwo, 1974). Zhou gained prestige with a tnurnph of 

personal diplomacy and China gained a reputation for being accomrnodating and ready to resolve 

differences by negotiations (Yahuda, 1978). In the wake of Bandung, moderation and neutralism 

emersed as positive forces in Chinese foreign policy (Kun, 1980; Lin, 1989). 
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In addition to marking China's diplomatic debut and new current of moderation, Bandung 

also marked the beginning of China's Third World dimension of foreign policy.' Zhou utitked the 

setting as a plarform to eaablish China's Third World credentials, stressing two.pouits that China 

shared in common with al1 the other countnes: a hiaory of coionial dominance and a need for 

funher independence by economic reconstruction (Yahuda, 1983; Lin, 1989). Significantly. 

neither of these points applied to the Soviet Union. From this time on, China's foreign policy 

drew away from the Soviet clutches and drew towards embracing a common idemity with former 

colonial countnes. Hencefonh, the Chinese leadership anacheci increasing significance to Afro- 

Asia as the primary centre of the anti-imperialist struggle and Mo-Asia solidarity, as embodied by 

the 'spirit of Bandung', became a prominent theme in Chinese pronouncements (Yahuda, 1978, 

1983) 

The proposed image of Afro-Asia that Asians and Afncans share a common political and 

social ta&. provided powehl rhetoric. Bandung initiated the articulation of a Third World voice 

and this voice was to be heard in the global arena thereafter. In this way, Bandung was of great 

and lasting symbolic significance. Beyond symbolism however, the spirit of Bandung soon 

diminished 

3 The Bandung conference marked the first oppomuilry for leaders of the six pmcipating Afncan states. 
Egypt. Ethopia. Gold Coast (later Ghana). Liberia. Libya. and Sudan. to meet the ruiers of Communist China 
(Ogunsanwo. 1 974: 8). These meetings were followeâ @ Chinese efforts to renew diplomatic. economic. and 
cultural contacts that had begun mer 500 years ago. As Ogunsanwo (19%: 9) points out. in 1956. one year &er 
the conference. Ciunna dtural  missions vlsted Eg)pt. the Sudan. Morocco. Tunisin. and Ethiopia. China also 
made commercial inroads into Afnca with large conon purcharPc h m  Egvpt. foiiowed by its first c o m m d  
contracts with other Afncan countnes. begmmg with the Sudan and Morricco. On the diplomatic front. China 
succeeded in obtainuig recoption from Egipt in May 1956 and the fus Chuiese embssy in Africa was 
established in Cairo. Ambassador Ch'en Chia-Fang was sent to Cairo. where he remained until Deamber 1965. 
From Cairo. China's diplomats began to foilow the situation on the continent. 



Strategy Downfall 

The spirit of Bandung never materialized into broadly effective institutions nor did it 

create any mechanism for ongoing relations. China was unable to harness the rnomentum gathered 

at Bandung and unable to establish any type of extensive relations with the Third World. 

Ultimately, the arategy failed to create a viable foreign policy fiarnework. Lin (1 989: 23 1 ) 

explains that bot h domestic and international factors contributed to this failure. 

Dornestically. the increasing radicalization within China, experienced in movements such 

as the Anti-Rightist Carnpaign ( 1957) and the Great Leap Forward (1958-60), made such a 

moderate foreign policy line politically unappealing. Intemationally, the second Taiwan Strait 

crisis in 1958 and the subsequent effons of the United States to contain China diminished hopes 

of maintaining a unified and stable environment. China's calls for the unity of the Third World 

were funher muted by the looming Sino-Soviet split, as China now found it increasingiy necessary 

to distinguish pro-Soviet fiom pro-Chinese countrîes. Moreover, China's relations with 

neighbounng nations became increasingly strained as outstanding boundary and territorial 

problems emerged. According to Yahuda (1996: 551, China's neighbours feared that a newly 

reunified China would be influenced by the legacy of its irnperial paa that wielded a superior 

lordship over the other Asian mlers. in addition. Beijing's cornmitment to communism deepened 

distrust. Beijing was perceived as a supponer of local communia parties dedicated to the 

ovenhrow of the newly established and fragile regirnes. Neighbours feared that China would 

exploit domeaic weaknesses and intra-regional disputes. In 1958, when Chinese foreign policy 

shified away from the moderation of Bandung towards a more militant revolutionary line, these 

misgivings about China intensified (Yahuda 1996: 55). 
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PHASE TWO: THE DOMINANCE OF REVOLUTION 

In the iate 1950s and early 1960s. both domestic and international conditions created an 

atmosphere in China in which the low-key, conciliatory approach of Peaceful Coexistence was 

replaced by a revoiutionary-based strategy towards the Third World. Two, among many. 

developments that contributed to this revolutionary spirit in China were the escdating tensions 

between China and the Soviet Union and the growing independence movement in Afnca (Lin, 1989). 

The Collapse of the Sino-Soviet Alliance 

Since the establishment of the People's Republic of China, the Soviet factor had been at 

the centre of Chinese politics (Yahuda, 1978 : 102- 103). China's ideology, economy, national 

security. and foreign policy were al1 based on the 'leaning to the side o f  the Soviet Union in a 

bipolar world. The rupture with the Soviet Union fundamentally altered this paradigm. This 

rupture did not emerge suddenly but rather unfolded in the process of the deteriorating Sino- 

Soviet alliance. This alliance, seemingly cemented by the Korean War, began to unravel as 

historical. cultural, and socioeconomic differences surfaced and proved to be irreconcilable. 

However. differences over international politics and strategy drove the ultimate wedge between 

China and the Soviet Union f Y ahuda. 1 996). 

Yahuda ( 1 996: 57-58) explains that the Soviet Union, as the senior paxtner, could no? 

permit China to jeopardize its position and global mategic interests. At the same time, an 

independent China could not permit itself to be subordinated by the Soviet Union. These tensions 

affected the very nature of the entire international comrnunist movement. Moreover, since 

ideology was at the core of the legitirnacy of the movement, these daerences were expressed in 
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ideological tenns. Therefore, the legitimacy of each regime was necessarily chz!lenged by these 

rising disputes. Ultimately for Maria-Leninists, only one correct Mew exined and no true 

cornrade would persist in publiciy putting foward a contrary perspective. By the ~ l y  1960s, 

both sets of leaders accused the other of betraying the communist cause and their own people 

(Yahuda, 1996: 58). 

One root of this complex problem stemmed from their respective relationships with the 

United States Mer succeeding Stalin, Khxushchev sought to ease dxerences with the States. in 

pan to cary out reforms at home and to reduce the coas and nsks of maintahhg nuclear 

weapons for a military confrontatioii. At the same time, the Chinese leaders also sought to diffuse 

tensions with the Americans, in order to focus on domestic economic development. Unlike their 

Soviet colleagues. however, Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai found the Eisenhower administration 

unresponsive The Arnericans believed that the way to divide the two comrnunist giants was to 

keep up the pressure on China; thus. they denied China the dipiomatic overtures extended to the 

Soviets As a result, China found no evidence to support clairns by Khrushchev that the United 

States had moderated its tactics (Yahuda, 1996: 58-59). 

These differences quickly escalated to issues of national and international security (Lin, 

1 989).  In 1 95 9, w h e ~  the Soviet Union and the United States joined forces to resrrain China fiom 

developinç nuclear arms, it was a point of no retum.' In the following year, the Soviets dealt the 

Chinese economy a huge blow by withdrawing al1 of its aid and technicians (Yahuda, 1996). In 

1962 China. ni11 reeling fiom this withdrawal and fiom the faiiure of the Great Leap Fonvard, 

1 In 1959 the Soviet Union refused to suppiy China with a Sarnple atomic bomb. That was one factor that led to 
the Test Ban treaty in 1963 Undaiinted. Chna tested their fim device the foUming year (Yahuda. 19%: 59). 
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faced three major crises at its borders: in Xinjiang tens of thousands of Kazakhs crossed to the 

Soviet Union; in the southeast, Taiwan posed the threat of an invasion; and in the southwest. a 

border war erupted with india (Yahuda, 1983: 35). In this war, the Soviet Union sided with 

Bntain and the United States in nippon of lndia and thus confirmed China's worst fear: an unholy 

relationship between the reactionaries (India's m h g  class), the revisionists (the Soviet Union), 

and the irnperialists (the United States) (Yahuda, 1983: 35). From here on in, the Chinese and 

Soviet leaders took opposite positions on ail the key international issues (Yahuda, 1996: 59). 

Impact of the Colhpse 

The impact o f  the Sino-Soviet collapse on the international politics of the Asia-Pacific was 

not immediately obvious. However. the impact on the Third World was keenly and imrnediately 

felt In response to the split, both the Soviet Union and China increased their efforts to claim their 

own geogaphical nakes on the international scene (Lia 1989). From the early 196Os, the two 

nations competed for the allegiance of the various liberation movements and newly independent 

countries in the Thrd World (Yahuda, 1983). 

Chinese leaders felt that their Third World policy had to  be militant in suppon of their 

strong crîticism of the aileged 'sel1 out' by the 'revisionist' Khrushchev. Thus, partly to respond 

to the split and partly to challenge Soviet dominance, China adopted a diainctively radical, 

revolutionary-based Third World policy throughout the rest of the sixties (Lin, 1989). 



Independence Movement in Africa 

Given the historical, demographic. and geographical ties, South East Asia was a primary 

concem for Chma's Third World policy. However, unlike many of these Asian coumries. whose 

independence was accompanied by the hentage of a well-developed social and economic 

infrastructure. most newly independent Afncan aates were open to new social and economic 

models. Thus, Afncan decolonization contnbuted to China's revolutionary mal in that it provided 

a rare opportunity for China to put its new revolutionary-based policy into practice. 

C hinese leaders felt t hat the modem C hinese revolutionary experience provided them wit h 

the insight to u~derstand and deal with the problems of the African continent. Moreover, they felt 

that knowledge of this Chinese revolution could help Afncans deal with Afncan probiems. At one 

point. Chinese leaders actually proposed to teach Afiicans Chinese hiaory so that the Afncans 

rnight better understand AJrrca~ conditions: 

Amca itself looks like the seven powers of [China's] Warring 
States [403 BC to 221 BC] with its Nasser. N b & ,  Hussein 
[sic], Sekou Touré, Bourguiba and Abbas [sic], each with his own 
way of leading others. in general everyone is trying to sel1 his own 
goods. Africa is now like a huge political exhibition, where a 
hundred flowers are truly blooming, waiting there for anybody t:, 
pick. But everything must go through the experience of facts. 
History and realistic life cm help the ATncans to take the road of 
healthy development . We mua  tell them the Chnese revolutionary 
experience in order to reved the true nature of both new and old 
colonialisrn. In Africa we do no h m  to anyone, we introduce no 
illusions, for ail we say is tme. (Cheng, The Politics of the Chinese 
RedArmy, p. 484, as cited by Yahuda, 1978: 125) 
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Thus, the Chinese historical experience was advanced as a usefui fiamework within which Afncan 

conditions couid best be understood.' China's attempt to apply and universalize its experience to 

Afnca was funher revealed by Foreign Ministers Chen Yi's remark 'our yeaerday is their today 

and Our today is their tomorrow ' (as cited by Yahuda, 1978: 125). Thus. attracted by a perceived 

cornmon past and ripe revolutionary oppominities, China attempted to implement its new Third 

World policy in Africa. 

Two Components of the Revolution Approach 

Unlike the Peacefûl Coexistence approach whose rneaning was vague and implementation 

fiagmented. the Revolution approach was comparatively concrete and synematic. The Revolution 

strategy had two major components. First, China supponed countries fighting for independence or 

stniggling againsr reactionary rejjmes. Second, China advocated self-reliance (Lin. 1 989: 232-23 3).  

Componenr One: Syrnbolic and Substantiaf Support 

China increased both spbolic and subaantial support for countries undenaking various 

foms of stnigde ln pmicular, Chairman Mao Zedong, on behalf of 650 million Chinese people, 

declared 'HiIl sympathy and support for the heroic struggle of the Afncan people agaha 

imperialism and colonialism . . . [and he  expressed] firm confidence that ultimate victory would 

cenainly be won " (Chinese Afncan-People's Friendship Association, 1961 : 3) 

Accorduig to Yahuda (1978: 126) a-. . . i i  is critically imporîant to note thai China's didanic intentions clid 
not caIl upon the Chnese to direct and insuuct the Afncans. Even though Peking was perceiveci as the tnre source 
of Marxism-Lenimm and as the centre of pnncipled opposition to imperialism. was no sign that China's 
leaders soughi to . &ect its mernber constituents. . . . The Chinese position was still countqi-centreci . . . Mao 
had never pracused the export of molution." 



To promote the comrnon struggle, the Chinese Communist Party reached out not only to 

national leaders but dso to ordinary citizens. In the mid 1950s, young Amcan scholan were 

invited to travel, expenses paid, to Beijing. Upon amival, they were welcomed with'the fanfare 

reminiscent of the Song dynasty: 

They were carried shoulder-high, showered with flowers and 
confetti and bombarded with the din of traditional rejoicing, gongs 
and cymbals and fire-crackers. They were ied before microphones 
to voice their demands for &dom to appiauding crowds half a 
million arong. They were borne round in limousines like mininers 
and seated beside the Chinese leaders at rallies and parades. . . . 

Very humble Afncans. unknown young men and women, were 
received with honour by the greatest personalities of the land. . . , 

many] . . . found themselves closeted, almost as a matter of 
course, with Mao, his Prime Minister Zhou Enlai, his Foreign 
Minister Chen Yi; or dl of them. (Snow, 1988: 73) 

Beyond the syrnbolic fanfare, however, China did deliver subaantiai support for 

revolutionary activities. In a systematic study of China's suppon for wars of national liberation in 

1 965. (the peak year of the Revolution strategy). Peter Van Ness ( 1 970) examined three elements 

cntical to China's aate policy: whether or not the relevant aate had ( 1 ) diplornatic relations with 

Peking; (2) voted in favour of the admission of Peking to the UN in 1965; and (3) had trade 

relations with Peking in excess of $75 million in 1964 and 1965 (as cited by Yahuda, 1978: 159). 

Van Ness tested whether the nature of state-to-state relations correlated better than officially 

aniculated revolutionary theory. He concluded that 'bhether a foreign non-Communia country 

was seen to be 'peace-loving' or ruled by 'reactionaries', or whether a Communia Party aate was 

viewed in P e h g  as 'socialist' or denounced as 'revisionist' largely depended on the extent to 
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which that country's foreign policy coincided with China's own" (as cited by Yahuda. 1978: 159; 

Lin, 1989).6 In faa, during this period, China endorsed revolutionary m e d  aruggle 'in only 23 

of a possible total of some 120 developing countries" (Van Ness, 1970, as cited by Lin, 1989: 

233). Lin (1989). however, finnly asserts that China would have supponed more countries if it 

had been able. 

Snow (1988: 144-85) concurs that China offered what economic assistance it could. In the 

following two decades. Afnca had become the object of a philanthropie crusade The Chinese 

goverment spent approximately US$2 billion in loans, food, and aid projeas.' It was dunng this 

time that China began offering young Afncans opportunities for higher education. In 196 1-61. 

1 1 8 Afncan audents arrived in Beijing, bringing with them an image of an altniistic Communia 

novemment (Sullivan 1994). Regardless of China's own domestic problems, assistance to Africa 
C 

was to be a heroic endeavour: the poor helping the poor (Snow, 1988: 145). 

Compnent Two: Adv~~ucy  of Self-eliance 

China's willingness to provide economic aid to other Third World countries. even though 

it was far from rich in resources itself, supponed the prevailing view that the struggle for political 

independence would be incomplete unless followed by a nationalized and self-sufficient economy. 

To that end. China urged newly independent States to develop a arategy distinct fiom those of 

the imperialist West or the revisionist East (Lin, 1989). Thus, in addition to lending symbolic and 

6 Yahudtii (1978: 159) cautions that perbaps Van Ness went too far in th~s conclusion. He believes that China's 
foreign poli.- concems went beyond those of m w  state interest. 

The Tanzanian-Zambian Railway. initiated in 1965 and cornpeted in 1975. (two yean ahcad of r W e )  
stands as China's most sigdïcant accomplishment on the continent. The 'Tan-Zam' remains not only the longest 
railway in Afnca ( 1.860 hlomeues) but also the longest railway completed anywhere in the worfd since the end of 
the Second World War (Snow. 1988: 151). 



substantial suppon, the second component of the Revolution strategy involved advocating selfi 

reliance Shih (1  993) explains: 

. . . one of China's missions in the Third World is to help these 
nations achieve self-reliance in order to sever links with imperialism 
and facilitate its eventual collapse. Ahhough China does not have 
the resources of a superpower, China can demonstrate its sincere 
support in every possible fashion and without politicai strings. In an 
anticolonial struggle, China will sometimes back all the factions 
involved. Third World nations are expected to appreciate truly 
friendly support and gradually phase out the politically motivated 
assistance given by other powers. This is probably why the Chinese 
deem South-South cooperation critical to overall development of 
the Third World The notion of South-South cooperation extends 
the scope of self-reliance to include the Third World as a whole. 
Receiving aid fiord China is thus more desirable than rezeiving it 
frorn a non-Third World nation. The stress on self -reliance 
portrays China as a mode1 and the Chinese presence as being 
morally appealing. (Shih, 1993 : 1 75- 176) 

This message of self-reliance and self-sufficiency was brought directly to the Afncan continent by 

Foreign Policy Miniaer Zhou Enlai during his 1963- 1964 tour. The dominant theme of Zhou's visit, 

the cal1 for a new. independent. and prosperous Afnca, was warrnly welcomed. Six more Afkican 

countries established diplomatic relations with China in that year alone (Lin, 1989). Zhou's tour 

represented a breakthrough: never before had China been so positively received. 

Closer to home, however, China's revolutionary initiatives were less favourably greeted. 

The major diplomatic victories that China did manage, the signing of border treaties with 

neighbouring states such as Bunna, Nepal, Pakiaan, Mghanistm. and Mongolia, were 

overshadowed by failures. China's increasingly militant stance' particdariy the encouragement of 

domestic revolutions, fûelled exiaing suspicions among its neighbours. Except for a few countnes 

such as Indonesia and Nonh Vietnam, most Asian nations responded to these hard-line policies 
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with caution. Lin Piao's farnous 1965 article on the universal application of 'People's War' 

confirmed these misgivings (Lin, 1989). 

Failure of the Revolution Stritegy 

By the rnid 1960s, the Revolution strategy began to unravel. In Southeast Asia China lost 

one of its last remaining allies in the area when diplornatic ties with Indonesia were severed in 

response to the bloody coup of 1965 (Lin, 1989). Even in Afnca, the initial enthusiasm for the 

revolutionary spirit had been replaced by a more sober appreciation of its limits. China's hopes 

of revitalking the spirit at a second Asian-African conference were quashed when the meeting, 

on the eve of its opening, was aborted because of a coup in Algeria, the hoa country. In fact, a 

series of coups drove out many African leaders who had close ties with China. This led to the 

expulsion of many Chinese diplomats and contnbuted to growing suspicions about China's 

presence on the continent. In the end, not a single govenunent or movement gained power 

because of China's revolutionary tactics ( Laricin, 197 1, as cited by Yahuda, 1978: 1 58). 

.4ccording to Lin (1989), the Revolution strategy failed for two main reasons: 

overreachng and miscalculation. First, by committing to a broadly defined goal of revolution, 

China overextended itself into too many regions. The intense ideological component of the 

revolutionary arategy inhibited China from establishg priorities and developing effective means 

to impiement them. Second, by relying on an ideologicdîy based strategy, China seriously 

miscalculated the complexity and diversity of the Third World. China alienated itself from many 

countnes by insisting on a united Third World stniggle against both revisionism and imperialism. 

China failed to consider that each country had its own conception of national interest and wanted 
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to define its own relationship with the superpowers. Moreover, China misinterpreted the general 

international trend and its ability to influence world events. Chinese leaders believed that the 

influence of the Revolution approach, iike the Peacefbl Coexistence approach. wodd encourage 

a movement that would inevitably lead to vast changes benefiting all Third World nations. When 

this did not happen, Chinese leaders were forced to reevaiuate and reorient their foreign policy 

strategy (Lin. 1989. 234-23 5 )  

PHASE THREE: TBE GRAND ALLIANCE 

The transition from revolutionary chaos to pragmatic reconstruction began in late 1968 

and culminated in April 1969 at the First Plenum of the Ninth Party Congress. The new strategy, 

based on the concept of a united front against the Soviet Union, ushered in a new era of Chinese 

foreign policy (Kim. 1980). Once again, domestic and international pressures combined to prompt 

the changes. Domeaically. the disniptive effeas of the Cultural Revolution, which put Chnese 

foreign policy in limbo between 1966 and 1968, were subsiding. As the fienzy waned, Mao and 

other top leaders shified their focus to more threatening developments abroad, especialiy the 

Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 and the Soviet border clash in March 1969. The risk of 

Soviet military intervention against China, rendered plausible by the upheaval fiom the Cultural 

Revolution, pushed Beijing to reassess its foreign policies (Levine. 1989; Lin, 1989)The 

reassessment followed a new analysis which identified four, instead of the ideaiized one, 

contradictions in the world.%m (1980: 31-33) explains that Mao's difficulty in identifjmg the 

8 Accordmg to Mao the four major contradictions in the world now were between: i) oppressai nations versus 
~mpenalism and socid-imperialism ii) the proletariat versus the bourgeoisie in the capitaûst and revisionist 
countrtes iii) imperialist versus social-impenalist corntries iv) socialist coutries versus i m m s m  and social- 
impenalism (Kim 1980: 32). 



single principal contradiction revealed his 'agonking reappraisal' of the international system. Kim 

( 1980) adds that the structural shift fiom bipolarity to mdtipolarity, coupled with the Sino-Soviet 

split, promoted Mao to examine different variations on the theme of multiple zones.' Ultimately, 

because of the superpowers' hegemonic 'contention and collusion' in both intermediate zones, 

Mao proclaimed it desirable to combine the two zones in order to create the broadest united front 

(Kim, 1980: 32-33). The People S Dai& newspaper was used to reinforce this united front stand 

and argue that the immense changes of the late 1960s led to this new historical situation: 

For a time US imperialism remained the arch enemy of the people 
of the world. But many countries in its camp were no longer taking 
their cue fiom it and most countries in Asia, Afiica and Latin 
Arnerica won independence. Meanwhile the Soviet leadership 
betrayed socialism, restored capitalism at home and the Soviet 
Union degenerated into a social impenalist country. Then, after a 
succession of grave events, the Soviet Union not only tumed into 
an imperialist superpower that threatened the world as the United 
States did, but also became the moa dangerous source of another 
world war. (nie People's Daily. as cited by Yahuda, 1978: 245) 

Thus, United States was portrayed to be on the defensive and in decline (largely as a result of the 

protracted Vietnam War), while the Soviet Union, as a younger imperialist power, was depicted 

as on the offensive and on a mthless and insatiable incline (Yahuda, 1978). Henceforth, Soviet 

social-imperiaiism, rendered "more crazy, adventurist, and deceptive" than U.S. imperialism, 

became China's number one enemy (Kim, 1980: 33). 

9 Mao-s different variations on the theme of multiple zones induded. i) the superpower zone. comprised of 
US. impenalism and %let social-mpenalism ii) the sdalist zone ma& up of al1 Socialist countries iii) the first 
intermediate zone. including Asian. Afncan. and Latin American iv) the second intermediate zone. representing 
the mqor capitalist counuies in the East and the West. exçept the two super powers (Kun. 1980: 33). 



Alignment with the United States 

The perceived Soviet threat to Chinese security provided a rationale for establishing a 

temporary strategic alignment with the United States: the irnperialist superpower that, though 

weakened, remained the sole power able to counter îhis danger (Levine, 1989). Fomiitously. 

China's perceptions of the Soviet Union coincided with the United States' own anxiety over 

unprecedented Soviet expansion. Subsequent Nixon-Kissinger advances enabled China to shift its 

international arategy of opposing both superpowers to opposing only the Soviet Union and 

embracing the United States as an implicit ally (Lin, 1989). Levine (1 989) concludes that for both 

pmies a classical balance-of-power politics prevailed over ideology. The Sino-Amencan 

rapprochement of the 1970s, culminating in the normalkation of formal diplomatic relations on 

January 1. 1979. was rooted in a shared strategic assessrnent representing the union of two 

parallel obsessions: Arnerica's Cold War obsession with the Soviet Union and Maoia China's 

latter-day obsession with Soviet social-imperialism (Levine, 1989: 67-68). 

The Sino-Amencan rapprochement held tremendous practical implications for China (Lin, 

1989). First, the rapprochement enabled Beijing to estabiish new contacts with moa industrialized 

nations. During the final years of Mao's rule, political and econornic relations flourished with the 

West. ln 1 973. for example, China purchased USW, 3 billion worth of industrial equipment from 

the West. the largest such move made since China accepted Soviet aid to construct its industrial 

base in the 1950s (Lin. 1989). Second, as a result of improved relations, Beijing was able to forge 

new contacts with 'pro-U. S. ' developing countries. Between 197 1 and 1 972, twenty-four Third 

World countries opened or resumed diplomatic relations with China. In short, the reorientation of 

China's foreign policy in the eariy 1 970s put China in a far better position to implement its Third 



World policy (Lin, 1989). M e r  the initial focus on the Sino4J.S. rapprochement, Mao tumed his 

attention to a more systematic and theoretical basis for this new arrangement (Kim, 1980). 

ThreWorids Theory 

Mao's image of China and of the new world order finally cryaallized in his Three-Worlds 

Theory (Kim. 1984: 183- 184). The Three-Worlds Theory began to develop as a response to the 

increasing untenability of the 'lean-to-one-side' policy that Mao himself had earlier pronounced. 

As discussed, Mao premised that policy on a Two-World Theory which he later modified by the 

notion of intermediate zones. comprising what he later termed as the Second and Third Worlds. 

According to Kim (1 984). Mao's repeated anempts in the 1960s to define the theory of 

intermediate zones in the face of a rapidly changing world revealed an acute crisis of Chinese 

identity By the early 1970s, however, Mao finally resolved the crisis by positioning China with 

the Third World Thus, within the final refinement of the theory of the intermediate zone emerged 

si mode1 of the Three-Worlds. 

The Three-Worlds Theory was officially pronounced by Deng Xiaoping at the Sixth 

Special Session of the U.N. General Assembly on April 10, 1974 (Kim, 1985; Yahuda, 1978). 

Three mont hs earlier. however, Mao fia discussed this theory in an interview wit h Zambian 

President Dr K. D. Kaunda. At the meeting Mao aated: 

In rny view. the United States and the Soviet Union f o m  the first 
world. lapan, Europe and Canada, the middle section, belong to the 
second worid. We are the third world. . . . The third world has a 
huge population. With the exception of Japan, Asia belongs to the 
third world. The whole of Africa belongs to the third world, and 
Latin Arnerica too. (Renmin &&au (People's Daily), ''Chaùman 
Mao's Theory of the DSerentiation of the Three Worlds 1s a Major 
Contribution to Marxism-Lenimsm," translateci in Peking Review, 
no. 45 (November 4, 1977), p. 1 1, as cited by Kim, 1980: 33) 



Kim (1 984) explains that the Three-Worlds Theory is a sirnplified model to d e h e  and assess the 

main contradictions in the international order. The theory operates as a geopoiitical compass for 

China to establish its rightfùl place in the world. Like the Walleraein world-system model." 

which divides the global political economy into core, semiperiphery, and periphery, the Three- 

Worlds Theory also makes a tripartite division of the globe: the First World of two superpowers 

in predatory competition or collusion; the Thud World of developing nations in Asia, Afnca. and 

Latin Amenca, the Second World of Norihem developed countnes in berween O(im, 1984: 183). 

Kim ( 1984) captures the essence of the theory in the following synopsis: 

Stripped to its core, Mao's Three-Worlds Theory is a theory of 
antihegemonism designed to arengthen the weak and the poor 
(including China) to overcome the arong and the nch. It envisions 
a united front strategy, denved from China's own revolutionary 
experience, that has been extrapolated to the global setting to pit 
the nations of the Third World againa those of the First in an 
unfolding struggle to transform the postwar international system. 
Although the theory calls for a dual- adversary approach directed 
against both superpowers. in practice the Soviet Union has often 
been singled out as the greater threat to world peace. (Kim, 1984: 
184) 

' O  The Wailerstein wodd ?stem model 1s al% applied to the anaiysis of intemational educationai relationships. 
as discussed in Chapter Four. 
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The Three-Worlds Theory served different purposes over tirne." Rra, it served as a theoretical 

underpinning for the drastic shift in China's foreign policy. At the same tirne, it served to negate 

any unfavourable reactions some Third World nations felt in regard to the rapprochement and the 

subsequent close relations between China and the United States. Soon, however, the theory 

became a convenient tool to juatfy China's Cocus on the Soviet Union as the arch foe. Finally, and 

perhaps most importantly, the Three-Worlds Theory put forth a Grand Alliance strategy which 

arongly mfiuenced the development of China's Third World policy (Lin, 1989). 

The Grand Alliance strategy af5eaed China's Third Worid policy in two clear ways. First. 

the strategy tied China's Third World policy closer to its arategic concems in regards to the two 

superpowers As China's relations with the two superpowers changed, so did its Third World 

policv As a result, China's Third World policy becarne derivative and less coherent. Second, 

under the Grand Ailiance strategy. China tended to judge other Thrd World nations according to 

their degree of 'Soviet connections' (Lin, 1989; Yahuda 1978). Supponers of the Soviet Union 

1 1  W h l e  rickno~ledging the v a m p  of purposes Lhe Three-'Yt'orlds nieory serveci Kim (1994. 129) critiques 
Mao's construction of nirrd WorIdisrn and concludes it "was more qmbolic than substantive." He States. "The 
c1e;ivages rn the South between fast-growng and stagnant. small and large. coastal and iandlocked. left and right. 
and democratic and authontanan made any ciatm of a unified T ' d  World mwement seem a airious mixture of 
rhetonc and wshfiil thinking. . . . The unexen and Werentiated performance in economic growh and social 
que has inuochrced a masure of distortion to the holisuc image of the Third World" 

Whdc h m  rnterrogates Mao's use of 'lhird Worldisrn he also cautions against its qurck dismissal. Kim 
( 1994. 139) warns that ". . . deconstnicting the synbolism of the Thtrd World as an independent force in world 
poliucs. if camed too far. can be just as misleading as the earlier cIaims on behalf'of its negotiating solidan&. A 
more vdid cntique is normative and amceptual. The tenn "Third Worlb' is increasingly challenged by those 
clumng to represent that world who prefer such terms as "nonaligned" and "South" to a designation thq see as 
unmtingly legitimating a herarchy in the global political -stem. Without completely rejecting uiis critique . . . 
the label "Thrd World" [enduresi partly because it persists in Chmese poli- pfonouncements and parilu b u s e  it 
1s emblematic of the cornmon identity and shared aspiration that still link the -tries and peoples of the p r  
South in an essential but e l m e  suuggle to escape from poverty and underdevelopment." 



were enemies and those who were not were allies." Throughout the 1970s, China justified this 

stark delineation by two assenions: one, in the wake of the U.S. decline, the USSR was the moa 

threatening hegemon: two, the Third World was the target of Soviet expansion. China thus 

obliged al1 Third World countries to 'wake up' and suppon a broad coalition to contain the 

threat fiom the Soviet Union (Lin. 1989). 

Demise of the Grand Alliance 

Within a few years, three fundamentai limitations of the Grand Alliance strategy began to 

surface First, the strategy proved to be too simpliçtic. By insisting on the anti-Soviet criterion, 

many Third World aates were alienated. By focusing largely on a single factor. whether or not 

the Soviet interest was hun, this strategy, iike the Revolution approach, underestimated many 

developing nations' will to determine the nature of their own foreign relations. Moreover, the 

increasing parallels between Cbinese and American policy on many Third World issues, especially 

those involving regional disputes. incited suspicions and tesentment fiom many who viewed these 

parallels as evidence of China's increasing deviation fiom its claimed Third World position (Lin, 

1989) As the strategy distanced China from many potential Third World allies it attached China 

to the United States. Thus, the third and perhaps the moa serious flaw of the plan was the over- 

reliance on compatible, sustainable, relations with the U.S. which, in the end, lefi China somewhat 

stranded. In the early days of the Reagan administration, any illusions of a Sino- American 

'' Yahuda ( 1978: 159) points out that t h  way of thinlaag surfa& before. He states tbat there was '.. . . a 
natunl tendency by the Chinese to perceive a hicage tmween opponents. During the C u l W  Revolution their 
pronouncemenfi often used the phrase 'anti Communist anti China' as if the one was equ~valent to the other." 
Now the equation becarne 'pro-Srniet Union anti-lhina'. 



partnership were quickly exposed as the new American govemment took an increasingly pro- 

Taiwanese stance While this new U.S. aance did not escaiate into a major confrontation, it did 

signify the beginning of China's disenchantment with the Grand Aiiiance Approach TLin, 1989) 

Dropping the Grand Alliance 

Above al1 else, the most fundamental motivation for dropping the Grand Alliance stemmed 

from China's increasing concentration on domestic reform and modemkation (lin. 1989) With 

the main benefit of the strategy. the normaiization of diplornatic relations with the U.S. now 

exhausted. the continuation of the policy would only increase coas with no retum. Moreover, to 

invest huge resources in direct conflict with the Soviet Union became counterproductive. To 

continue to distinguish between pro and anti-Soviet aates only \United China from expanding 

relations. Moreover, harsh anti-Soviet propaganda now seemed outdated as the domeaic scene 

deradicalized (Lin, 1989). Indeed, interna1 &airs took precedent, panicularly in the two years 

immediately foliowing the deaths of Zhou Enlai and Mao Zedong in 1976. In fact, due to the 

serious domestic situation in the immediate poaMao period, Beijing was in no position, rnilitarily 

or otherwise. to employ provocative tactics. Thus, for a while China assumed a relatively passive 

position in which it remained before taking its first aep  in the post-Mao years of foreign policy 

(Sutter. 1986) 



CONCLUSIONS 

During the Maoist reign, China's definition of its place in the world undenvent a 

protracted struggle (KuR 1980: 34). The 1950s witnessed a dialogue between the tiuo-camp 

theory and the theory of the intermediate zone as China made its diplornatic debut with the Five 

Principles of Peaceful Coexistence at the Bandung conference. The spirit of Bandung, however, 

was shon lived. As China continued to search for a place in the rapidly evolving international 

system revolutionary tactics seemed more prornising. The identity crisis of the 1960s. evident in 

China's repeated efforts to define the theory of the intemediate zone, was manifested in the 

fallout with the Soviet Union, the confiicts with neighbouring nations, and the loss of faith on the 

Amcan continent. Finally, however, China "made peace" with itself as a member of the Third 

World. China's foreign policy may thus be seen as an adjustment of struggles - of conflict. 

cornpetition. coexinence, and cooperation - whose focus shifls fiom time to time, place to place, 

and actor to actor (Kim, 1980: 2 1.34). 



Chapter Three 

Considerations of Theoretical Frameworks 

INTRODUCTION 

Perhaps the most significant Maoia legacy is the crystaüization of the Three-Worlds 

Theory, linking symbolically and normatively China's fate with that of the Third World in the 

enfolding challenge to t r d o r m  the existing world order (Kim, 1980: 34). To explore 

transfomative possibilities of international order in relation to the flow of students from Afnca to 

China, the field of Comparative Education provided a useful theoretical framework. Specifically, 

Comparative Education provided an arena in which to begin to understand the place of Sino- 

Amcan educational cooperation in the international academic order. 

Entenng such an arena, however, was somewhat daunting. As Ham Weiler (1989) 

pointed out. in the field of Comparative Education consensus over epiaemology has eroded. In 

other words. there is growing doubt over how we corne to b o w  what we know (see also 

Masemann. 1 990 47 1 ) What were the once seemingly fixed paradigms that have now apparently 

disintegrated9 

PURPOSE AND FOCUS 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine this question with the goal of understanding the 

broader underpinnings of my work and identifjmg the paradigm most appropnate to this project. 

To do this 1 trace. in a roughly chronologicat w q ,  the changing approaches to Comparative 

Education 1 begin by outlining the first three phases of methodologid development in 
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Comparative Education as delineated by Bereday (1  964): the period of borrowing, prediction and 

analysis. From here, 1 discuss the emergence of the Positivist-Inductive Approach, foliowed by the 

development of the Problem Approach. Then, I examine the movement towards Dependency/ 

World Syaems theories. Finally, 1 highlight the contemporary issues raised in Peace Research and 

conclude with an attempt to reflect upon and identify the theoretical directions moa appropriate 

for this project. 

THE PERIOD OF BORROWING 

Since the pioneering days of Comparative Education, various attempts have been made to 

define the purpose and scope of Comparative Education. Hiaoncally, the begiMings of the field 

were not comparative at ail (Hans. 197 1 ) Studies were confined to description and collection of 

information on education in foreign countries. These works primarily dealt with what Kandel 

( 1955) identified as the general anatomy of education: school organization, cumculum design, 

methods of instruction. time tables. and administrative practices. The main purpose of these initial 

studies was utilitarian; they were to provide a foundation for the reform of domestic education 

(Hans. 1 97 1 ). 

The fira such study in the field is attributed to Marc-Antoine Iullien de Paris (Lauwerys. 

1 959. Bereday, 1964; Hans, 197 1 ). In 18 1 7 Jullien designed a comprehensive strategy to compare 

systems of educat ion. In his paper, L 'espisse et vues prélimhaires d'un ouvrage sr,r I 'L;ducation 

comparée [sic], Jullien conceived the purposes and methods of Comparative Education to include 

an "anaiytical" study of education in al1 countnes with the goal of bettering national systerns in 

accordance with local conditions (Hans, 1 97 1 ). 
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Ham (1 97 1 ) details sirnilarly conceived repons that abounded in the 19th century. 

Matthew Arnold in Engtand, Victor Cousins in France, Leo Tolstoy and K.D. Ushinsky in Russia, 

Domingo Sarmiento in Argentins, John Griscorn, Horace Mann and Henry Bamard'in Arnenca, 

al1 studied foreign educational systems with the explicit or implicit assumption that their 

respective country should borrow, albeit it prudently, the bea school practices fkom abroad 

(Bereday, 19M; Ham. 1 97 1 ). 

By focusing on the utilitarian applications, the scope of the pioneering mdies was limited 

by a narrow concept of education. The principles underlying the development of national syaems 

were barely co~sidered (Hans. 197 1 ). As such, these analyses, though not without interest, failed 

to contribute to a breadth of approaches to the problems of education (Kandel, 195 5). Bereday 

( 1964) identified the accomplishments of the 19th cenniry as the fira phase in Comparative 

Education and terms it the period of 'Borrowing." During this period, emphasis was on 

cataloguing descriptive data and comparing the collected information in order ro transpon the 

best practices. Taking educational synems of one country and moving them wholesale to another 

was thought feasibie in the 1 9th century . 

THE PERIOD OF PREDICTION 

The second phase of Comparative Education, which prevailed during the first half of the 

twentieth century, inserted a preparatory process before allowing any transplantation (Bereday, 

1964) Bereday ( 1964) suggested that this era be called the period of Trediction." The purpose 

of Comparative Education moved beyond borrowing to predicting the kely success of an 

educational syaem transplanted fiom one country ro another. 
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The first attempt to predict and thus move away fiom a strictly utilitarian, borrowing 

approach was made by Sir Michael Sadler in his lecture, How Fur Cm We L e m  Anythng of 

Practzcaf Vahefrom the Stuc@ of Foreign Systems of Eaticaiim? (Guildford, 1900, as cited by 

Kandel, 1 95 5; Bereday, 1 964; Hans, 1 97 1 ; Mallison, 1 975). Sadler urged students of 

Comparative Education to 'try to find out what is the tangible, impalpable spiritual force which 

in the case of any successful system of education, is in reality upholdiog the school system and 

accounting for its present efficiency" (Sadler, 1900. as cited in Kafidel, 1955: 9). In this same 

lecture, Sadler conjured up the now famous garden metaphor to vividly illustrate that education is 

a living thmg, not easily transplanted fiom one place to another (Kandel, 1955; Ham, 1971 ; 

Mallison. 1975). Sadler pushed scholars towards a more cornprehensive point of view. He called 

for the acceptance of the principle that each educational system is not readily detachable but is 

inaead fundamentally connected with the society that supports it (Bereday, 1964). 

THE PERIOD OF ANALYSIS: THE HISTORICAL APPROACE 

Many heeded Sadler's callings. The field of Comparative Education then moved towards a 

historicaVcuitural approach in which Friedrich Schneider and Franz Hiker of Germany, Isaac 

Kandel and Robert Ulich of Amena, Nicholas Ham, Vernon Mallinson and Joseph Lauwerys of 

England were among the first to seriously consider the social foundations of education (Bereday, 

1964). These scholars continued to redefine the purpose, scope, and method of Comparative 

Education but did so with a seemingly larger vision. The field of Comparative Education thus 

broadened to include a systematic investigation of other cultures and other models of education 

with the hope that extensive analysis would ultimately nurture greater sensitivity, lower the 
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barriers of ethnocentrism, and contribute towards better international understanding. The work of 

Ham. Kandel, and Mallison exemplify the period. 

Hans (1  97 1 ) believed that national educational systems refiected both the friture and the 

past Factors that fomed national paas were seen as common to many nations. Therefore, the 

problems of education in different countnes were somewhat similar. Moreover, he felt that 

national ide& of the fiture were the outcome of universal movements and as such the principles 

that guided their solutions could be identified and compared. For Ham (1971 ), the main purpose 

of Comparative Education became an analytical study of these national factors fiom a historicai 

perspective and a cornparison of the probiems and solutions. He pronounced Comparative 

Education to be dynarnic, fonvard looking, and intent on not only comparing existing systems but 

envisioning reform (Mallison, 1975). 

Kandel was also reform minded. He compared various philosophies based not on theories 

but on actual prevailing practices. He paid special attention to nationalism and national character 

as a historicai background to existing conditions (Hans, 197 1 ). For Kandel, the shidy of foreign 

educational systems meant a critical challenge to one's own philosophy and therefore an ultimately 

clearer understanding of the basis underlyng one's own educatiod system (Maiiison, 1975). 

Like Kandel, Mallison acknowledged that every definition of the purpose of education had 

an implicit philosophy. He, however, believed it was aimed at producing, not the "natural man" 

but rather the kind of person that a particular society at a given period in hiaory desires 

(Mallison, 1975). He focused on the identity and developmem of a 'hational character." Mallison 

(1 975) concluded that the real purpose behind the study of Comparative Education was a 

syaematic investigation of other cultures and other models of education in order to uncover the 
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problems common to dl.  To identiQ the problems of education thus became a most important 

preliminary task (Mallison, 1975). 

The historicaVanalytica1 period continued the prediction tradition, but it postuiated that 

before prediction and consequent borrowing, systematization of the field mua  be in place in order 

to reveal the whole panorama of national practices in education. In order to aid this expanded 

vision, primary concern revolved around analysis, theory, methods, and the clear formulation of 

comparative procedures (Bereday, 1964). 

THE POSITMST-INDUCTIVE APPROACH 

The positivist-inductive approach to Comparative Education developed fiom this stage 

Pioneered by Bereday, Noah, Eckstein and Husen among others (Hayhoe, 1986a), scholars were 

increasingiy concemed with a theory of empincal investigation (Noah & Eckstein, 1969). During 

this period, scholars attempted to make Comparative Education "scientific" in order to support 

knowledge and beliefs and to eradicate the problems of bias and a lack of generally accepted 

criteria (Noah & Eckstein, 1969). Ideaiiy, comparativists sought a method of inquiry that 

minimized the possibility of observer bias and maximized the validity of data. Above ali, the 

method had to be self correcting and open to public scmtiny AU this pointed towards a method 

of science (Noah & Eckstein, 1969). 

A scientific methodology oflered a set of attractive tools for a rigorous quantitative 

analysis (Hayhoe. 1986a). Such a method for quantitative educational research could not oniy 

illuminate pmicular educational phenomena, but aiso lead to a solidly empirical body of 

information about relationships between educational and societal factors across nations. On one 
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level at least, cornparisons could be made across nations within a common h e w o r k  (Hayhoe, 

1986a) 

Bereday's work typifies the era. He advocated a "problem approach" (later taken up by 

Holrnes) in order to develop a 'total analysk." For hm, d y s i s  of the overall impact of 

education upon society in a global perspective was the culminating point of the discipline. He 

believed this final stage involved the formulations of "laws" or "typologies" that contributed to 

international understanding and a definition of the complex interrelation between the schools and 

society The 'total analysis" dealt with the immanent forces upon which al1 systems were built 

(Bereday, 1964). Bereday further asserted that as its final aim, Comparative Education should 

aspire to ease national pnde in order to permit events and voices from abroad to count in the 

continued reappraisal and reexamination of schools. 

THE PROBLEM APPROACH 

Brian Holmes was largely influenced by the work of Bereday. Hayhoe (1986a) credits 

Holmes with developing the most thorough and credible critique of the positivist-inductive 

approach to Comparative Education. Holmes' methodologies difFer, however, from the positivist 

approach in that the main notion of a predictive science of education does not seek the hiaoncal 

causes of educational phenornena but rather anticipates the likely consequences of various poiicy 

choices in specific societal contexts (Holmes, 1 98 1. as cited by Hayhoe, 1 986a). 

Holmes ( 1965. 198 1 ) worked on the assumption that "problems" aise out of asynchronous 

social change Hence a theory of social change was needed if 'problem" analysis was to be 

successful and replicable. He went on to assert that models and classificatory syaems were ais0 



needed in the process of policy formulation, adoption, implementation, data identification, and 

outcome anticipation. To meet these needs, Holmes devised a system of classincation. Based on 

Popper's theory of "critical dualism" or "critical conventionalism," Holrnes proposèd a 

hypothetico-deduetive scientific methodology to view how scientific knowledge is fbrthered. 

Holmes. drawing upon Dewey, offered a highly specific definition of a problem. Holmes stated: 

. . . in Dewey's conceptuai fnünework, sociological laws are 
hypothetical policy solutions to identified problems. They are the 
basis on which the planned development of education should be 
built and. of course, they are aatements which c m  and should be 
tested in experience. (Holmes, 198 1 : 80) 

In addition to the quantifiable data placed within the 'problem approach," Holmes proposed 

Weberian ideal types as a means of deaiing with the cultural values that resist quantification yet 

are vital to an understanding of educational phenomena. The Problem Approach thus ernphasized 

an understanding of the cultural values that create a contexi for educational phenomena. 

Hayhoe ( l986a), however, highlights its limitations. lmplicit in both the Positivist 

inductive and the Problem Approach philosophies is a belief in an objective reality. Deep-level 

cultural factors cannot be easily incorporated within this methodology. The validity of 

cornparisons made between nations expressed in educational statiaics is dubious. Hayhoe 

acknowledges that the Problem Approach does promote an understanding of cultural values; 

however. it also adheres to critical dualism. Hayhoe explains that an absolute distinction between 

facts and values prohibits scholarly contribution to normative choices, beyond the technical one of 

predicting results in specific societal contexts. The absolute adherence to a fact-value dichotomy 

and the lack of an integrative global framework limit the effectiveness of these approaches. 

Hayhoe underscores the need for an evaluative approach beyond predicting the outcornes of 
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differing poiicy approaches. Moreover, she highlights the necessity for a framework which allows 

for the exploration of links between cultural educational phmornena and the global political 

econorny (Hayhoe, 1986a). 

THE DEPENDENCW WORLD SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

During the pas twenty years. DependencyMrorld Systems Theones have emerged with 

certain characteristics to address these needs (Hayhoe, 1986a). Primarily based on Marxist 

dialectic thought and a historicia view, these theories propose that an accurate analysis of the 

hiaorical process can provide normative directions. This lends the theory a certain integrity in 

contrast to the supposed value-fiee objectivity of the eariier approaches (Hayhoe, l986a). The 

airn is towards a global syaems theory in which educationai phenornena in different countries can 

be understood in their relation to the international political economy (Altbach, 1980; Amove, 

1 980. as cited in Hayhoe. 1 986af. Moreover. this theory moves beyond the exclusive 

consideration of industrialized nations to inciude consideration of the Third World. The ties 

between industrialized nations and the Third World are discussed around the concepts of 

dependency and centre-periphery and are based on hiaorical traditions, current economic realities, 

and the location of key educational and intellectuai resources (Altbach, 1977). These 

socioeconornic theories provided new perspectives on the apparent failure of nonindustrial nations 

to benefit fiom educational transfers fiom developed countries (McLean, 1983). The dependency 

theory proposes that the nature of the mcturai relationship between the developed and l e s  

developed states thwarts developments in education as weil as in economic fields. These theories 
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shift the emphasis fiom the "deficiencies" of Third World societies to a reevaluation of practices 

(McLean, 1 983) 

In an article which boldly c d s  for world-system analysis of education, Amove (1980) 

defines its three central concems: econornic and cultural dependency, centre and penphery issues, 

and convergence and divergence in the international order. Arnove suggests that dependency 

theory delineates a descending chah of exploitation fiom the hegemony of metropolitan countries 

over peripheral countries, to the hegemony of the centres of Third World countnes over their own 

periphenes. Arnove relates the concepts of centre and periphery to Wallerstein's notions of 

convergence and divergence in the giobal system. Amove summarizes Meyer et al., to explain 

that convergence is produced as the world market and society ~bjugate al1 countries to the same 

force The world market and society produce divergence by creating different roles for different 

societies in the world stratification system. For penpheral countries, partaking in the world system 

represents an opportunity for access to valued resources such as capital, technology, and skills; 

however. it also involves the risk of subjugation by stronger nations (Meyer et al., 1975. 233. as 

cited in Arnove, 1980 49). 

A world synem analysis. however, does not confine these dynarnics to an international 

capitalkt order. Arnove ( 1  980) stresses the need to recognize that knowledge and institutional 

exchanges occur not only between developed and iess developed countries, but aiso arnong Third 

World countnes For example, India and the Phillippines host many international students fiom 

Southeast Asia and India also provides scholarships to Afncan students. Mexico and Argentina 

serve as a centre for Latin Arnerican scholars, whiîe snidents fiom the Middle East traditionally 

nravitated towards Egypt and until recently Lebanon (Altbach et ai., 1985). Amove (1980) points 
C 
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out that many countries change their position in the international stratification system. Countries 

can move fiom peripheral to centre status in the world system either by cucumaances or choice. 

Certain Third World nations acquire prominence and become centres of hegemony fhemselves. A 

world syaem anaiysis allows for a certain flexibility in order to examine the flow of ideas and 

personnel within regional blocs of countnes beyond the notions of First World, Third World. 

Arnove concludes with the conviction that histoncal studies of the effects of such shifts in a 

country's position in the world system would make a major contribution to an understanding of 

international education. ' 

Other scholars are less convinced. In a thorough critique of dependency theory, McLean 

( 1983) draws attention to the dangers of borrowing and applying economic theories to education. 

Econornic reductionism and detenninism obscure more than they reveal about the dynamics of 

cultural and educational dependency. Moreover, he states, these very theories have now been 

rejeaed by econornias. He stresses that his criticîsm does not amount to a claim that the issues 

raised by dependency theorias are not important. On the contrary. McLean calls for a new 

analytical framework of greater applicability and flexibility in order to address these very same 

issues but with a keener sensitivity. The World Order Models Project (WOMP) offers such a 

fiamework with an avowed and explicitly normative perspective (Kim, 1979: 4). 

' For example. Alibach. Kelly. and Lulat ( 1985: 3)  point out tbat whiie international centres of knowledge 
are now predominately trased on a Western model. this was not aiways the case. As far back as 600 B.C.. non- 
Westem systerns such as the universities of Taxiia and Nalan& in India hosted foreign studénts and employed 
foreign faculty to teac h in Sanskrit or Pali. Ai- Azhar in Cairo stiil exemplifies the Islamic universi".. serving the 
enure citïlization in the Arabic hguage. These international 1n~tltUteS were among the earliest h o n a  
universities to w h x h  at some points in history. Western scholan fiocked 
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WORLD ORDER MODELS PROJECT (WOMP) 

WOMP expands the capacity of the dependency mode1 beyond politics and economics to 

include a consideration of knowledge and culture. Kim ( 1979: 4) characterizes WOMP as a cross- 

cultural, transnational, and global research enterprise dedicated to the actualiration of four centrai 

goals. the rninimization of collective violence: the maxirnization of social and economic well- 

being; the reaiization of fundamental human nghts and political justice; and the mzintenance of 

ecological balance and harmony. Thus, motivated by the values of peace, economic well-being, 

social justice. and ecological balance, WOMP scholars raise culture to a place of significance in 

order to examine international academic relations in an interdisciplinary, global, and value 

explicit fiamework (Hayhoe, 1986a). Within this h e w o r k ,  WOMP theorists such as Johan 

Galtung ( 1975) and Ali A. Mamii (1975gb) acknowledge the strength of the periphery and its 

power to provide the means for a peaceful transformation of knowledge relations. 

Johan Galtung 

The work of Galtung ( 1  975) complements the work of the dependency theonas and its 

critics Concerned with the same issues, Galtung highlights the notion that prernises are ofien as 

important as conclusions His approach differs from a classical dependencyfworld system analysis 

by openine up the possibiiity of positive action in relation to global inequalities (Hayhoe, 

1986a.b). In an article on the possibility of a peacekl research methodology, Gaitung (1975) 

conceptualizes aructural violence based on four components of imperialism: exploitation, 

penetration. fragmentation, and mar@nalitation. These components, he argues, apply to the 

relationship between the researcher and the researched. As summarized by Hayhoe ( l986a: 70), 



the exploitation of the periphery by the centre in the vertical division of labour takes place with 

centre scholars creating theory and periphery scholars carrying out the more modea task of data 

collection or theory application. Penetration occurs to the degree that eqlanations or theories 

produced in the centre 'get under the skin' of periphery thinkers and researchers, establishing in 

the exploited a bridge of a 'local bourgeoisie' whose cultural alienation frorn their own periphery 

is thereby increased. Fragmentation happens to the degree that researchers in the periphery are 

separated fiom one another. They have close links to one or several centres but no channels of 

communication among themselves or with other peripheries. Thus. the possibility for an academic 

counter culture is obaructed. Margiiialization results to the extent that the peripheral researchers 

remain in a permanent aatus as secondary scholars, dependent on and subordinate to the more 

influential scholars of the centre (Hayhoe, 1 986a: 70). 

To counter such imperialiaic and oppressive practices. Galtung proposes a model of 

positive action, a model of nonviolent social science based on four guiding principles: equity, 

autonomy. solidarity, participation. Hayhoe ( l986b) reflects on Galtung's alternative values: 

Equity suggests aUns and forms of organization that are reached 
through full mutual agreement. Autonomy suggests a respect for 
the theoretical perspectives rooted in penpheral culture that wouid 
require center participants to gain a thorough knowledge of this 
culture. Solidarity suggests foms of organizations that encourage 
maximum interaction among penpheral participants and growing 
links between them and their fellow researchers. Participation 
intimates an approach to knowledge that does not stratifi in a 
hierarchical way but assumes the possibility of a creative peripheral 
contribution fiom the very beginning. (Hayhoe, 1986b: 535) 

Critics of Galtung argue that these formulations are 'naive' and expand the problem so 

broadlv that it is impossible to develop guidelines and pnonties for research (Falk, 1982: 147; 
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Holai, 1985: 60; Lawler, 1995: 74 ). Within this expanse, the implicit assumption may appear to 

be that the interests pursued by peace research are the expression of values held by specific 

groups of actors or investigators, dominant or otherwise (Lawler, 1995: 78). As Lawler (1 995. 

79) points out, this approach is in contrast to Galtung's work on structural fùnctionalism where 

values are located within the subjective disposition of the members of a specific system to avoid 

the dangers of consenative functionalism whereby subjective values are characterized as objective 

needs of a system. These formulations overlook the problem of dominance and its bearing upon 

supposedly consensual social values (Lawler, 1995: 79). As such, the power, inteilectual 

autonomy. and resistance of local subjects may be ovenhadowed. The work of Ali A. Mazrui 

( 1975a, b), on the other hand, highlights the power of local subjeas and offsets these potentiai 

risks. 

Ali A. Mazrui 

Mazrui ( 1975a), like Galtung, insists on positive action to global inequities. M m i  shives 

to transform knowledge structures and consequently transfomi political and economic power 

structures. Mazrui likens the peripheral universities to a multinational corporation, thus linking 

cultural and econornic dependency. For Mazrui, centre universities domhate peripheiy 

universities analogous to the ways in which multinationals dominate in economic matters. As 

such, the peripheral university epitornizes cultural dependency as the muhinational epitomizes 

economic domination. Thus, both the Atncan university and the M c a n  multinationai face the 

same challenge: the process of decolonizing modemiration without ending it (Mazrui, 1975a: 285). 



Mazrui focuses on the potential of culture and knowledge in penphery nations to face 

this challenge To this end, Mazrui proposes penpherai umversities counter the domination of 

knowledge from the centre by the following three strategies: domestication, diversification, and 

coumer penetration 

The fira arategy seeks to domesticate imported howledge and make it relevant to local 

culture. The second strategy seeks to diversi@ the cultural content to create a truly inclusive 

global curriculum. The third arategy bids the Afncan continent to counter penetrate, to reverse 

the fiow of influence to western civilization. (Manui, 1975a: 306-3 18) Mazrui wams that the 

firn two strategies, the domestication of rnodeniity and the diversification of its cultural content, 

cannot be fully realized without the third. Mazrui explains: 

Full reciprocal international penetration is a precondition for a 
genuinely symmetrical world culture. As Atiica fist pennits its own 
societies to help balance the weight of western cultural influence, 
then permits other non -western extemal civilizations to reveai their 
secrets to African researchers and teachers, and then proceeds to 
transform its educational and intellectual world in a manner which 
rnakes genuine creativity possible, then Afnca wili be on its way 
toward that elusive but compelling imperative-not only to 
decolonize modernity, and not even rnerely to participate in it, but 
also to help recreate modemity anew for fuhire generation. 
(Maznii, 197Sa: 3 17-3 18) 

Mazrui's concluding remarks hold much promise for China's academic relations with 

Afncan nations. In these programs, do Afncan nations permit China to reveai their secrets? Have 

these programs begun to transfonn the international educational world? Have they moved Afica 

closer towards that compelling imperative of recreated modemity? These questions inform the 

laqer objectives of this study as detailed in Chapter Four. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The values expounded by WOMP theorists such as Johan Galtung and Ali A. Mazrui 

provide the means to begin asking such questions and reflect upon the nature of int'emational 

knowledge transfer They fùrther provide the means for placing such queries within a paradigm 

that is holistic, global. and transformative. 

Knowledge paradigms do change. When Ham Weiler declared that the consensus over 

episternology had eroded, he signified an emerging space for new ways of knowing. The growing 

imponance of environment ai paradigms, feminia paradigms, peace paradigms inevitably changes 

the linkages between knowledge and power relations. As the world shnnks, individual worlds 

expand. Human beings can now, perhaps more than ever, potentiaily see themselves in a world 

context As a Canadian exploring the lives of African scholars in a Chinese context, this vision 

became cntical. If the world has indeed become a "global village," then forms of knowledge, 

like nation states. must not be seen as isolated facts, but as integrated wholes, adapted to 

accommodate al1 members (Masemann, 1 990). Increasingiy, the field of international academic 

relations is moving towards this understanding. 



Chapter Four 

Research Design and Data Collection 

Within a theoretical paradigm informed by the work of Galtung and M m i  of the World 

Order Mode1 Projects, 1 proposed to examine the lives of Afncan students in China. In January 

1997,I responded to an announcement fiom the Education Office, The Embassy of the People's 

Republic of China in Canada (dated Novernber 25, 1996) cailing for research proposais for the 

ChidCanada Scholars Exchange Program (Appendix B). In a letter dated March 25, 1977 

( Appendix C), 1 was awarded the oppom>nity to conduct research in China contingent on final 

approval from Beijing. 1 was asked to resubmit my proposed plan of study in fùrther daail. In a 

letter dated July 28, 1997 (Appendix D), I was asked to report to Tongji University in Shanghai 

by September 3, 1997. The letter and an Admission Notice (Appendix E) confinned that the 

award had been granted. The award included mition fees, on campus accommodation, medical 

care, textbooks. living allowance, and international airf'are. The award not only provided me with 

the means to do my research, but it also signified something more: official permission. 

When the State Education Cornmittee of the People's Republic of China oficially granted 

me permission to go to China, 1 underaood that 1 would carry out the approved research 

proposal Upon arrival, however, key changes were made. The modifications altered the 

fundamental design and nature of the proposed investigation. 
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PURPOSE AND FOCUS 

The purpose of this chapta is to trace the evolution of the changes in the research design 

and data collection procedures. To do this, 1 first outline my intended research prcftocol; second, 1 

discuss the changes made to this protocol; third, 1 detd the actual protowl; fourth, 1 s d e  

the overall effects of these developments. Finally, 1 rdect on the methodoiogical process and my 

personal location within this study. 

PART ONE: INlXNDED RIESEARCH PROTOCOL 

Intendeâ Objectives of Study 

ln the proposais submitted to the Chinese Embassy in Canada and later to the State 

Education Commission in Beijing, 1 stated that the purpose of my study was to contribute to an 

understanding of international academic relations by highlighg a perspective least considered: 

the South-South dimension of the organization and transfer of knowledge. Specifically, 1 

proposed to investigate the structures and patterns of Sino-.4frican international educational 

exchanges In addition 1 aimed to: 

i. identify the nature and objectives of China's educationai aid for Afiica 
ii. identiS Afncan snident priorities related to technology and training . . . 
lu. investigate China's educational practices in response to those pnorities 
iv  assess the extent to which prograns are relevant and applicable to Afncan conditions 
v. reflect upon the nature of South-South trander of training and technology 

1 strove to contribute to an understanding of international development and training by 

directing attention towards the collaboration ktween Third World nations. With the help of 

many, 1 designed the overd research, instrumentation, and data collection procedures to meet 

t hese objectives. 



Intended Methods of Data Collection 

As aated, 1 intended to use quantifiable data, obtained fiom surveys of African -dents, 

as the framework for the more qualitative information, gathered through individual and group 

interviews with both Anican and Chinese parties. 

lntended Time Line and Subject Populations 

My intended time line was four months: Septmiber 1997 to Decernber 1997. During this 

time, 1 planned to consult two subject populations in this study: Afncan students and Chinese 

university adf The Aûican population included midents ranging in age h m  approximately 

twenty to thirty years old and residing in China for at least one year in preuniversity language 

training. The Chinese population included facuity, administraton, and government authorities 

involved in international academic exchanges and foreign affairs. 

Intended Sources of Data and Research Sites 

I intended to coliect data 60m three sources: student questionnaires; student in t e~ews ;  

and intenews with Chinese faculty, administrators, and govenunent authorities. 1 intended to 

invenigate three sites in two cities: Tongji University in Shangha<, Shanghai Medtcal University in 

Shanghai, and Zhejiang University of Agriculture in Hangzhou. These three sites were chosen ta 

represent three dEerent academic disciplines: Engineering, Medicine, and Agriculture, 

respectively . 
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lntended Procedures for Data Coileetion and Sdection of Subjects 

Al1 African undergraduate and graduate students fkom the above three universities were to 

be asked to participate. For the survey, I proposed to go to the foreign student dofxnîtory at each 

of the three sites. Once there, I planned to hand deliver a w e y  package to e v q  Afncan student 

in their choice of English or French. A Chinese version was also to be made avaiiable. 1 had hoped 

to contact at Ieast one hundred students fiom each institute. 

For the student interviews, participants were to have been selected fiom the sanie 

institutes. From among those students who volunteerd an interest, 1 hoped to secure witten 

consent for taped i n t e ~ e w s  from eighteen. 1 planned to select students according to their 

discipline, level, and geographical origin. 1 had hoped to i n t e ~ e w  six students fiom each of the 

three universities representing the three discipiines (Engineering, Medicine, and Agriculture). 

Within each discipline, I had hoped to speak with two students from each level of study 

(Bachelor's, Master's, and Doctoral) In al1 cases, I aimed to reach shidents fiom a variety of 

countnes in order to achieve some geographical representation from the North, South, East, and 

West of the Afiican continent. 

For the staff interviews, participants were to be sought frorn these same three institutes. 1 

also aimed to have six interviews from each school seeking input fiom various Chinese 

representatives: administrators in the foreign affairs office (waibm), officiais at the student afFairs' 

office (lithan), and professors. Whenever necessary, I planned to seek the assistance of an 

interpreter. Whenever possible, 1 hoped to use a tape recorder and senire written consent. 



Administrative and inforrned Consent 

Administrative consent for the project had been secured from the Govemment of the 

People's Republic of China. Informed consent was to be secured fiom aii individual panicipants. 

For the interviews, as mentioned, signed consent was to be sought. For the queniornaire. consent 

was considered implicit in its completion. The interview consent forms (Appendixes F and G)' and 

the first page of the questionnaire clearly emphasized the voluntary and confidentid nature of the 

research 

Intended Instruments: Student Questionnaire and Interview Schedules 

As a guest in China, 1 felt the design of a questionnaire, as a prearranged program for 

collecting and analysing information, would enable me to reach as many students as possible and 

would enable my hosts to know the questions I wmed to ask in advance. As Babbie (1973: 45) 

States, survey research is like a "crustacean: al1 the bones are on the outside." In other words, al1 

the biases of survey research are more or less clear and upfiont thus enabling others to appraise 

their implications. For these reasons, 1 chose to do a questionnaire (Appendixes H and 1). 

While the statiaical approach of the questionnaire may provide descriptive material and 

suggest significant relationships between variables, it may lack the capacity to explore 

in-depth contextual factors. Such factors rnay be better addressed througb the inclusion of 

qualitative interviews. LnteMews offer a contrasring approach to the statistical analysis, 

1 The design of the intemew consent forms was largeiy adapteci h m  Ashbury. F. D. ( 199 1 ). International 
scholarfv exchange and siam recognition: a case stu& of China s exchange scholars and students (pp.225-226). 
Unpublished doctorai thesis. York University. Toronto. Ontario. 
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providing a check on the findings and at the same time allowing "a conversation between the two 

approaches" to take place (Morgan, 1983, as cited in McMahon, 1988: 45). 

AU resexch approaches endeavour to describe, explain, explore phenornena; as such, 

every method is only an approximation of howledge, each providing a dEerent glglimpse of reality 

(Warick & Lininger, 1975; Babbie, 1973; Gray & Guppy, 1994). Each method has certain 

arengths and cenain limitations as to the types of data, variables, and analytical approaches it 

generates. Thus, I combined both quantitative and qualitative methodologies in order to yield 

different types of data to provide a more comprehensive understanding of this study. 

Questionnaire Design 

The design of the questionnaire was the remit of a truly collaborative effon. 1 am largely 

indebted to the academic works of Sornsak Boonyawiroj (1982), Uko T.C. Ekaiko (198 l), 

Yousef Feiz ( 1993, Cecilia Siqiong Huang (1994). Kang Ji (1993), Otto Klineberg and W. Frank 

Hull IV (1 979), Georgine Konyu-Fogel ( 1994). Kathryn M. Mickle (1 984), Shahrzad 

Poorshaghagh ( 1992), John Porter (1962), and Hamdesa Tuso (1 98 1). While al1 these studies 

dealt with some aspect of international student expenence, and Ekaiko ( 198 1 ) and Tuso ( 198 1 ) 

dealt specifically with the expenence of international students fiom Amca, al1 these works 

focused on international study in the North. For this reason, 1 relied heavily on the work of Otto 

Klineberg and W. Frank Hull's ( 1 979), AI ci foreign universiîy: Ait iiztenwtionaf sh.y oj  

acioputtion and coping. In this study, researchers looked into the experience of foreign students 

fiom thineen areas of ongin, classifieci in the foliowing divisions: Western Europe, United 

Kingdom, Eastern Europe, Black Afnca, Arabic speaking corntries, Iran, South Pacific coumies, 



South Asia, South East ASa, Other Asian countnes, Latin America, Canada, and the United 

States. These students were studying at universkies in eleven countnes: Brazii, Canada, France, 

Hong Kong, India, Iran, Japan, Kenya, United Kingdom, United States, and West Germany The 

questionnaire in the study was not or@ applied imernationally; it was constructeci internationaily. 

Throughout the construction process, the investigators "did not wish to adopt a Western, or an 

Asian. or any other ethnocentric approach" (p. 10). Thus, they sou& participation fiom scholars 

across the globe. While plans to include a country fiom the Comunist world were not realred. 

they did receive input from nationals of Brazii, Canada, France, Ghana, Hong Kong, Iran, Japan, 

and the United States. The questionmire in my thesis was largely influenceci by this "international, 

interdisciplinary" study. 

In addition to these academic texts, 1 also sou@ penonal input fiom many people for a 

wide range of advice and perspectives. Yu Liming and Pei Chao assisted me in making the 

pro? oc01 and instruments appropriate to the Chinese context and sensibilities. Barbatus Gatoto, a 

Burundian who spent five years studyuig in China, was involvcd in the overall project fiom the 

aan and contnbuted sigruficantly to the construction of both the interview scheduies and 

questionnaire design. For both instruments, he tailored the questions for an audience he knew 

better than I and he translated the questions ftom English to French. 1 have named just a few 

individuais but the methodology was the result of much effort by many. 



Questionnaire Content 

The questionnaire was designed to generate information about the lives of Afican 

students in China. The questionnaire package began with a later to imroduce myself, outline the 

nature of the project, and iden* the purpose of the research. The ]*ter requested students to 

participate in the audy by complethg the questionnaire and volunteering for in-depth inteniews. 

Moreover, this letter stressed the voluntary and confidentid nature of the research. Students were 

assured of anonymity and those with any concems were invited to contact me at my residence. 

The survey consisted of more than 125 both closed and open-ended questions. Moa of the 

questions used a 5-point Likert scale and the remaining required a one word or short phrase 

answer. The questions were divided into eight sections: 1. Students Profile; 2. Motivation; 

3. Issues; 4. Social Contact; 5. Academic Experience; 6. Chinese Language and Proficiency; 7. 

Financial Support; 8. Future Plans. Section One was designed to generate a student profile by 

asking questions in the following areas: Biographical Information; Family Background; Academic 

Background; and Current Education in China. Section Two sought information about factors that 

motivated students to leave their country and make the cornmitment to midy in China. 

Respondents were asked to rate the level of importance of thirteen factors that were focused 

around four areas of motivation: financial, academic, employment, and personai. The last question 

in the section was lefi open for mdents to comment on other factors that infiuenced their 

decisions. Section Three focused on issues that foreign students comrnonly face. Respondems 

were asked to rank their level of agreement on founeen aatemems pertaining to student Me. 

Again this section closed with an open-ended question to &le students to raise issues that 1 had 

not. Section Four dealt with social contact. Items in this section were designed to probe the 
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sources of social companionship, close companionship, and fkquency of contact with the hoa 

nation. Section Five deait with academic experience. The first set of nine questions dealt with 

evaluating academic experience and the second sa of thirteen questions deah witii the relative 

ease or diaculty regarding academic tasks. Section Six dealt with Chinese language training, 

proficiency, progress, and the relationship among the t h e .  Section Seven inquired about the 

sources, approximate percentages, and sufficiency of financial support. Section Eight asked 

students to reflect upon their future plans. The final section of the s w e y  was opensnded, 

inviting students to provide any additional information. The fira and the last page of the survey 

ended with a requea for volunteers to contact me for an intmriew. 

Intended interview Schedule 

For both sets of interviews, 1 had planned to use a semi-mctured interview schedule 

centring around issues of equity, autonomy, solidarity, and participation as reiated to the three 

disciplines of Engineering, Medicine, and Agriculture. The imended interview schedde for the 

students (Appendix J) and the intended interyiew schedule for the Chinese participants (Appendix 

K) were designed to complement one another and reflect on the nature of the Sino-Anican 

exchanges in relation to the values and principles expounded by WOMP theorists. As diçcussed, 

this investigation was placed in a holistic, global, and transfomative paradigm. As such, the four 

principles of Galtung's mode1 of positive action (equity, autonomy, solidarÎty, and participation) 

and Mamii's three strategies of Afncan modernization (domestication, diversification, and 

counter penetration) were the theoretical directions in which 1 had hoped to shape the inteniews 

and the entire study. 
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PART TWO: MODiFICATIONS TO INTENDED RESEARCH PROTOCOL 

On September 3rd, 1997,I attended the first meeting with my assigneci junior and senior 

supervisors They were familiar with my intended protocol from copies of my two'applications. 1 

was asked to present an itinerary and submit my questionnaire. I did this imediately. On the 25th 

of September 1 was called in for the second meeting. At this meeting 1 was advised of the 

following two changes. First, I was asked not to distribute the questionnaire. 1 was pennitted to 

administer the questionnaire but one at a the and 1 was asked to remain present while students 

filled it out. Second, 1 was asked to do the questionnaire orally. I was asked not to have the 

audents "check" their answers themselves; kstead 1 was to check th& answers for them.' 

Beyond these changes in method of questionnaire distribution and procedures, 1 later iearned that 

the three planned research sites were no longer available. 

Initial Impact of  Changes 

First, these changes alened me to potential sensitivities surrounding the project. Thus, 

while 1 had begun my research with a certain confidence, (my proposais accepted, a scholanhip 

granted, instruments in place) these new developments and their implications shook this 

assurance. Second, these changes signified that the choices regarding the time Iine, the research 

sites. and the methods for data collection were now to be arranged by my supervisors. 1 did not 

proceed until instructed to do so. Third, 1 went fiom a state of clarity fl knew what 1 had to do, 

how to do it, and how long 1 had) to a nate of perplexity. 1 had understood that 1 had 

' These two changes were funher modifiai b?. my hosi innitution and the institutions 1 visiteci. Io the end. the 
conditions changed mer tune and h m  piace to place. 
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Govenunental consent to investigate three sites, representative of three different academic 

disciplines. The focus of this investigation was to revolve around these institutes. these academic 

disciplines, and the Afncan scholars and Chinese faculty found therein. Now my research would 

no longer revolve around three sites, three disciplines, and two subject populations. The change of 

the intended research sites consequently changed the intended subject populations, both of which 

ultimately changed the fundamental focus of my research. While 1 quickly understood that the 

premise of my investigation was to be transformed, 1 could neither predict nor control the degree 

or direction of the transformation. While the intended design and methods for data collection were 

no longer acceptable, no alternative plans were advanced in their place. The sites changed, the 

focus disciplines changed. and the subject populations changed, yet 1 did not know beforehand 

what they had changed to. Thus, the core of my research problem and the framework in which 1 

had envisioned looking at this problem had to be let go. In some ways, the project was now out of 

my hands In the end. 1 did not systematicaily and consciously plan the itherary, choose the sites, 

disciplines, population, and methods of data collection. In other words, 1 designed the original 

plan but the actual plan was not fhlly designed by me. As the final protocol never fùlly revealed 

itself upfront, it is only now upon completion that I can reflect and reconstmct its unfolding. 



PART THREE: ACTUAL RESEARCH PROTOCOL 

Actual Time Line and Subject Popuhtioiis 

The intended four-month time line decreased to less than t h e .  By the tirne 1 was 

authorized to begin data collection, five weeks had passed. My first assigned appointment with 

Afncan scholars was more than one month after 1 had anived: Oaober 6, 1997. My first assigned 

appointment with Chinese parties was almoa three months later: November 18, 1997. While the 

time decreased. the intended two subject populations (Afncan mdents and Chinese university 

staff) increased to four ( A h a n  students, graduates, Embassy Counsellors, and Chmese 

university staff) . 

Actual Sources of Data 

The intended t h  sources of data (student surveys, shident interviews, and interviews 

with Chinese staff) more than doubled. From the Chinese panicipants, 1 collected data fiom seven 

i n t e ~ e w s  with the following six participants:' 

O Vice President, -- University 

0 Director. Foreign Students' Office 

a Deputy Dean/ Director, International Exchange Division, Associate Professor 

a Professor, Department Head 

0 Director, Depanment of Foreign Affairs 

Acting Section C hief Engineer, Foreign Affairs Office. 

These titles are the job hcadings on panicipants- h n e s s  cards. 



In two cases, a translator was required and each tirne an Afncan studmt offered his skills. 1 also 

obtained one document from the State Education Commission, produced by the Department of 

Foreign Anars, dated April 18, 1997 (Appendix L).' 

From the African participants, 1 obtained one hundred and thirty-three questionnaires from 

students fiom twenty-nine countries and held seven inteniews within the following three groups: 

Students: 
one group interview with three (two undergraduates and one post graduate) 
two individual i n t e ~ e w s  with post graduates 

Graduates: 
O one group interview with four graduates h m  three Chinese universities These 

graduates ail1 live iri China but no longer smdy 

Em bassy CounseUors: 
0 three individual interviews with Counsellors from three counties 

in these seven intewiews 1 spoke with a total of twelve participants nom six daerent couanes. 

Oniv two of these participants were women. In addition to the questionnaire data and interviews, 

L obtained one document from the General Union of Afiican Students in China (GUASC), 

Shan_ohai Executive Branch, dated July 4, 1996 (Appendix M) and one document h m  the foreign 

graduate students at Tongji University in Shanghai dated November 17, 1997 (Appendix N). 

4 1 met with a representative of the State Education Commission on December 15. 1997 to seek documentation 
and an intenim. An interview was not granted brn on December 19, 1997 this dbcument was left for me to pick 
up. It was subsequently vaaslateci ty Ztiang Xiaoman in Shangh- J a u q  1998 and Pei Chao in Montreal. June 
1998. The orignal version and tmsfated summan. appear in Appendix L. 



Sourcts of Data 

Questionnaires 

Interviews 

Documentation 

Ovewiew of Actuai Sources of Data 

African Participants 

1 33 questionaaires h 
studcnts from 29Afncan 
nations, studyng in ovcrr 12 
faculties. across 14 sites. in 
4 ciUes (Bajing, Hangzhou, 
Nanjing, ~hanphar) 

7 intervie%% (5 uidividual, 2 
p u p s )  with 12 
participants, fium 6 
différent wtmtries. across 5 
sites u\ 3 cities 

Memorandum to the 
Raident Statc Education 
Commissioner, from the 
h e r a l  Union of Ahcan 
Students in Ciuna 
(GUASC). Shanghai 
Executive Branch, dated 
Julv4, 1996. 

Letter to the Drrector, 
Foreign Stuh ts '  OfXe, 
Tmgji University, from 
Master~s and Doctonl 
Foreign Students. datai 
Novernber 17. 1 997. 

Chinese Participants 

7 inchiduai intenriews uith 
6pcopleacross 5 sitesin2 
cities 

One piece: 

Oocumentation produced by 
the Dcparancnt of F m p n  
Affairs of ttir State 
Education Camrnission, 
dated April 18, 1997. 

14 interviews ~ i t h  I 8 
pople (6 Chmese. 12 
Afncan) amss 10 dtffaent 
sites in 3 cities 

Three pieces in total. 
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Actual Research Sites 

In total, the imended three research sites in two &es became eighteen sites in four cities. For 

the Afncan populations, I visited the foliowing founeen sites in four cities: 

Ten universities in four chies for the student questionnaire 

One site fiom the above for the student interviews 

a One site for the Graduate interview 

t Three sites for the Embassy Counsellor interviews 

For the Chinese populations, 1 visked the following six sites in two cities: 

O Five universities in two cities for interviews (at three of these sites 1 did not meet with any students) 

The St ate Education Commission in Beijing for institutionai documentation 

CHART 4.2 

Overview of Actual Sites of Data 

Sites 14 sites m 4 cities 18 dia'crent sites, in 4 cius: Beijing, Hangzhou Nanjing. Shanghai 

With the exception of the State Education Commission, the sites were chosen for me. 

Typically, my supe~sors  manged an appointment and gave me a calling card of introduction. 

Upon my arrivai at each institute, 1 presented this card to the Foreign Main Otnce. 
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Administrative and Informeci Consent 

Institutional consent was granted by way of these calhg cards. Administrative consent 

fiom the Governent of the People's Repubüc of China, though intact, did not imply individual 

institutional consent. Institutional consent was granted by some schools and not by others. In al1 

cases, the nature of individual institutional consent varieû greatly. Informed consent was secured 

fiom al1 individuai participants. For the survey, consent was implicit in its completion. For the 

interviews, signed consent was sought but oral consent had to suffice. 

Actual Selection of Subjects and Procedures for Data C o i i d o n  

There was no one approach for the selection of subjezts and procedures for data 

collection. The Foreign Anars Office at each institution proceeded in very different ways. Many 

Amcan students were selected by the Foreign Affairs Oflice of their institute. Typically, the office 

arranged a room and chose students to meet me. In some cases, 1 was permitted to inreniew; in 

some cases, 1 was permitted to do the survey; in some cases, both. Some institutes asked me not 

to do the survey orally: 'why waae people's time'? Some institutes invited me back and ailowed 

me to contact students independently. 

For the interviews with Afincan students, &er a general invitation, al1 participants 

approached me. 1 waited for people to take up my invitation because 1 wanted them to feel 

confidence in me and codonable with the project. Their level of confidence and cornfort, rather 

than discipline, academic level, and geographical representation became the guiding criteria. In all 

cases, 1 obtained oral consent. and in al1 cases 1 was permitted to tape the interviews. For the 
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intewiews with Amcan Ernbassy Counsellors, 1 sought the assistance of a colleague who works in 

one of the embassies. He arranged the three intewiews for me. 

The Foreign AflFairs Office of my host institution selected al1 Chinese participants. In al1 

cases, 1 obtained oral consent, and in three cases 1 was permitted to use a tape recorder. On the 

advice of my host institute, I approached the State Education Commission independently. 

Impact of  the Changes 

While the time M e  had already decreased fiom four months to thm. the new 

procedures for data collection dramatically increased the required time. 1 had imagined 1 would 

distribute al1 of the surveys in one week and while waiting for the mailed renims, begin the 

i n t e ~ e w s  Now 1 had less time for interviews as 1 collected an average of ten surveys a week. 

Students' time commitments also increased. A thirty minute written survey easily became a ninety 

minute oral survey. The process not only required more t h e  but also more f o d i t y .  As students 

could no longer complete the suwey alone, at their convenience, booking individual appointments 

was now necessary Students cornrnitted a block of time, on a given day and hour. 

Yet somehow. alongside the formality of these arranged meetings, alongside the formaiity 

of the oral protocol, an unexpected openness emerged. In many ways, the oral surveys resembled 

i n t e ~ e w s  and as such, provided an intimacy which may not have been realized in the intended 

format. 1 saw £irst hand how midents understood and responded to the questions. The oral 

surveys may have given students an opportunity to be more expressive and forthcoming, which 

ultimat el y provided more information and greater insight int O their individual experiences. In the 

end. these oral surveys greatly influenced the actual interviews. 
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Actual Interview Schedules 

As mentioned, the intended interview protocol was semi-structureci to focus on academic 

issues for specific populations. As these populations changed and as the circurnstahces changed, 

this interview protocol changed in response. To accommodate any incoming, unbiown 

participants, to provide maximum security and wnifort for dl, and to balance the f o d t y  and 

amcture of the questionnaire process, 1 aitered the serni-structureci interview schedule to be as 

open as possible. 1 began every interview 1.vith both Chiaese and African parties by asking one 

basic question: 'What are the essential elements in these exchanges?' 

1 chose the expression "essential elements" to be as neutral as possible. 1 avoided words 

like concerns, issues, challenges as they might cany negative implications. Occasionally, 

participants asked for more of a lead. In these cases I asked: What are the essential elements of 

your experience? What are the essential elements in the lives of Afncan students in China? What 

are the essential elements in these Sino-Afkican educational programs? 1 asked them to imagine if 

they saw =ch a thesis in the library, what would they expect to find. What should be there? What 

should this thesis not miss? 

In al1 cases, participants discussed only the issues that they chose to discuss. They told me 

what they wanted to and as much as they wanted to. 1 fuUy participateci but at the same t h e  1 

deliberately and consciously said as lnle as possible to neither encourage nor discourage trains of 

thought. 1 attempted to put the i n t e ~ e w  agenda in the hands of the participants. 



Reflections on the Interview h c e s s  

la the case of al1 intenriews with Anican parties, the response was ovenvhelrningly 

positive. This may be attributed to the faa that 1 had a personal comection to the foreign studem 

cornrnunity through hiends I had made during my previous stays in Chha. During those times, I 

was moa closely linked to the Burundi comrnunity. When 1 initiated this project in 1995,I did so, 

as mentioned, with the assistance of one Bumdian, Barbatus Gatoto, now living in Canada, but 

who had spent five years in China. As 1 was setting up the project, 1 sought further assistance by 

contaaing my Burundi colieagues in China. Even before I made it to China, many students and 

one Embassy Counsellor already h e w  of the project. Once in Chuia, my coUeagues acted as my 

guides, accompanying me to al1 four d e s .  They introduced me and the project to the Afhcan 

community as a whole. Thus, these coiieagues, rnany of whom had been in China for over nine 

years, gamered interest and, more importantly, ma h m  the larger Afnm wmmunjt. Whm 

doubt did arise, as to whom 1 rnay be associated with, or where ths data may end up, my 

colleagues were able to assure students, "don't worry, 1 know her." Wlth this assurance, 

participants needed no more leads. They knew what they wanted to tel  me. Students, in some 

cases. aaually sought me out to participate. When 1 anived to do the interview, they inevitably 

had prepared food for the occasion. One tirne, when my tape recorder broke dom, I had to 

cancel an interview. When 1 did this, the student was amcious to reschedule: 'please, make sure I 

get my chance." When I thanked students for their participation, they in turn thanked me, not in 

response to my gratitude but for "granting" them an interview. Participants wanted to talk. 

Interviews ran from two to four hours as students m v e  to articulate their full experience. They 

also strove to ewure 1 understood. On di 'essential elernats', the message was clear. Whm 1 
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did not immeàiately understand some accompanying points, students took pains to explain the 

details to me. For example, when one group spoke about the image of South Africa, 1 was 

perplexed. As a Canadian, I associated South Afka primarily with apartheid. My bias was 

admittedly negative. However, they were talking about a view of South f i c a  that associated this 

nation with a high level of development. The bias towards South Afhca was positive. 1 had never 

regarded South Afnca in this light before. When these types of gaps arose, participants worked 

hard to help me to understand. In some cases, they wanted to compare their perspective, their 

experience with mine. Above dl ,  Afncan participants had a sincere desire to be heard and 

understood. 

In comparison, Chinese participants were more reserved. On three occasions interviews 

were cancelled at the last minute and on two occasions the person jua did not show up. When 

i n t e~ews  were held, they ran fiom forty-five to ninety minutes. In al1 but one case, participants 

looked to me throughout the i n t e ~ e w  to provide lads. In these cases, 1 offered a single word, a 

shon sentence to move the conversation dong. This reservation may be attributed to several 

factors. First, I may have had a professional connection to the Chinese participants but 1 did not 

have a personal one. Unlike my connection with the Afncan comrnunity, 1 had no "insider", so to 

sps&, to assure participants of confidentiality. Moreover, aU the interviews were set up by my 

h o a  institution. Thus, with an official record of our contact, none of the interviews felt strictly 

private. This was very clear in one case where the interview was held with three other people in 

the room, one of whom was taking photographs. Finaiiy, it is worth repeating that 1 conducted 

these interviews in English (and in two cases with an Aûican student as an interpreter). While ail 

but these two participants were completely fluent, English was, nevertheless, not th& first 
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language. If these interviews had not been Limited by my lack of fluency in the Chinese language, 

participants may have been more at ease and the flow of communication rnay have been greater. 

These rasons may begin to explain why these participants were comparatively more reserved and 

reluctant to move beyond the surface of an official discourse. 

As this thesis is participant driven, the hdings reflect the level of participation of each 

group. As a result, the findings are largely the voices of the Afrcans. In the interviews, Afncan 

participants spoke volumes and on the questionnaire, they wrote copious notes. Many students 

even attached separate pieces of paper to the already lengthy docummt. 

In ail cases, 1 hope that both Chinese and African readers wili find a full and accurate 

ponrayal of their testirnony . And while each group painted a sharply contrasting picture of their 

relationship, these pictures did not necessarily confiict because they did not fully overlap. In the 

interviews with the Chinese parties, mon felt the "essential elements" related to the history of the 

program. In addition to the hiaory, the most cornmonly mentioned elements were language and 

scholarship aid. In the inteMews and on the questionnaires, the Afncan parties felt that the 

"essential elements" related to race' social contact, and fiinding. These essential elements became 

the essential elements of ths thesis. Their focus became my focus. 



CEART 4.3 

Overview of Actud Interviews with AfnePn Participants 

Students I I 
- -- 

4 intaneus (2 group. 2 individuai) with 9 students hm 4 anmiries. AU interviews taped. I 
1 1 .  h v p  o f ~ c e  1 ~ m u p  intemieu. wih twHo  utes es 8id one pst p i u t t e  I 

1 E m b u q  Counsellon 1 3 individuni inicrvim wiih 3 munsellors h m  3 wuntna. Ail interviews ta@. 1 

2. Post Graduate A 

3. Post Graduate B 

4. The Four Graduates 

5. Embassy Counsellor 
A 

\ 

Indrvidual intcryicw one post graduate 

Individual interview with one pst graduate 

Group intcrvicw of4 studcnts who pduated h 3 différent Chmese univcrsitits, stili l i w q  
in China but no longer studying. 

1 6 Embasq Counsellor B 1 1 
7 Embassi. Counselior C 

COMMENS 

- -- 

In total, 7 i n m c w s  with 12 people f b n  6 differcnt countries were held at 5 =tes in 3 cities 
hm October to Deanber  1997. 

The exact dates and sites have becn omitted to ensure canfidentiditv 



CaART 4.4 

Overview of Actud lateMews With Chinese Pirticipants 

NOTES 

l 3. I)eputy Dean/ Dutaor intanaticmai Exchange Division, Associate 
Professor 

- - 

1 Vice Prcsident, -Univers& 

1 

2. Director. Foreign Shidents' Office 

l 7. Deputy Dead Dvector intanational Exchange Division, Associate 
Professor (*same person. second interview) 

- 

Rccorded ( mdividual intaview with 
photographa & 3 office assistants) 

Rccorded 

Totals 

written I 
written I 

In total, 7 individual interviews uith 6 people 
wue hcld at 5 sites in 2 cities hm November io 
Dc=cemôa 1997. 

I The exact dates and sites have k e n  omitted to 
ensure conficlentiaiity. I 
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PART FOUR: SUMMARY 

To summarize, 1 believe the following points bear emphasis. Fust, the changes made to the 

questionnaire djstribution and procedures ultimately required more tirne and reduced the total 

number of anticipated participants. 1 had left Canada with six hundred and fi@ surveys and 

returned with one hundred and thirty-three completed. 1 had hoped to interview thirty-six people 

but in the end 1 inte~ewed eighteen (twelve Afican parties; six Chinese parties). Second. the 

changes made to the sites attenuated the focus of the project; the attenuation of the focus shif'ted 

the intended concentration of the investigation. The loss in numbers and focus, however, brought 

fonh unexpected gains 

As the intended protocol indicates, 1 planned to go to t h e  sites, in two cities, and 

concentrate on three disciplines. As the final protocol reveals, I actualiy visited eighteen sites, in 

four cities. and looked at over tweive disciplines. As the number of sites, cities, and disciplines 

increased so then did the variety of subjects. Within these three institutions, 1 intended to consult 

with two subject populations: African students and Chinese authonties. In the end. 1 met with 

three goups of Afncan participants inside and outside academic institutions: students, graduates, 

and Embassy Counsellors. Moreover. 1 met with Chinese administrators, facuity, and goverment 

officials, not from three but rather from six institutes. In the case of both subjea populations, the 

numbers of participants may have decreased but the variety and scope of the populations 

broadened The change of sites ultimately resulted in a greater nurnber and variety of sites, cities, 

disciplines, and populations. Thus, paradoxically, the conditions placed upon the intended 

protocol brought forth unexpected expansions and directions to the project. 



l SOURCES OF DATA 
( S e  Chart 4.1 for more 
information) 

INSTRUMENTS t-- 
CONSENT 

CHART 4.5 
Ovcrview of Inteodeci and Actuai Rcsearch Protoc01 

MTENDED PROTOCOL 

Four months: 0% 12 1 997 

Interviews: 
b18 Ahcan sludents 
bI8 Chinese Staar 

Snident Survcys: 300 
(min) 

For 80th Populatioos: 

1 .Tonai Universin. 

2. Shanghai Medical 
University 

3. Zhejiang University 
of Agriculture 

1. Stuclent Survey 
2 .  Structured intervieux 
(Appcndixes H-K) 

buiformeci consent tiom al1 
institutional and individuai 
part i~p; in~ .  

&Signeci consent for 
interviews (AppendUics F, 
Gi 

ACTüAL PROTOCOL 

Studcnt Survqs: 133 totd 

NEW ADDITIONS 

Docunntncation: 
~State Education 
Commission 
*Afincan StuQnt Union 
Graduate Students at 
T q i  (AppdYres L- N) 

For Afncan Populations: 

iatcniews: 
5 différent sites in 3 citm 
S u w ~ :  
p l 0  clifferait sites in 4 citics 

For Cbinesc populstions: 
*6 sites in 2 cities 
( 5 univasitics & State 
Education Commission) 

1. Snident smq 
2. Open Interviews 

4mplicit consent for 
completed m e y s  

populations i n c r d  to 4.  

pp 

Thc intendcd 3 sources of 
data more rhan cioubled. 

The intended 3 sites in 2 
cities becamr: a total of 18 
ciiffernit sites in 4 cities: 
Beijing, Hangzhou. Nanjing 
Shanghai 

Admuitstrative consent from 
the Govemmcnt thou@ 
intact, did not imply 
individual institutid 
amsmt The nature of 
individual institutional 
consent varied. 



PART FIVE: FINAL REFLECTTONS ON METHODOLOGY 

To close this chspter on methodology, 1 would like to reflect upon my penonal "set of 

coordinates," as outlined in Chapter One. Discourses of identity are, of cour&, not universal 

Thus, it is difiicult to speculate and offer broad generaIizations as to how 1, as the researcher. 

may have been perceived by participants fiom thhy Werent cornries (twenty-nine Afncan 

nations and China). What 1 can discuss more confidently is my own location within the ~ u d y .  

As mentioned, this study is informed by a recognition of the reflexive character of social 

research; that is. the acknowledgement that both the researcher and the researched are engaged in 

the construction of knowledge (Boman, Goetz, & Le Compte, 1986; DaMes, 1982; Eisner, 

1 99 1 , Hamrnersley & At kinson, 1 983; Joron, 1 992). In other words, the researcher, as the 

instrument that engages the situation and makes sense of it, is not detached fiom the process but 

rather an integrai part of it (Eisner, 199 1 ) Many argue that this understanding is not just a matter 

of methodoiogicai cornmitment but rather existentid fact. 

There is no way in which we can escape the social world in order to 
midy it; nor, fortunately, is that necessary. We cannot avoid 
relying on 'cornmon-sense' knowledge nor, ofien, can we avoid 
having an effect on the social phmornena we study. (Hamrnersley & 
Athnson, 1983: 15) 

Thus. rather than engaging in attempts to eliminate the effects of the researcher, this principle 

grounds personal experiences as a starting point (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983). An 

experientially grounded approach locates the researcher in the research process by examining 

what was initiaily a personal reaction to a given situation (Joron, 1992). 



My Location 

My personal reaction to this situation under midy was indeed a strong impenis. For over 

two years, 1 travelled throughout Asia and iived in China. This life contrasteci profoundly with 

anything 1 had ever known. Immersed in this ancient state, I began to understand the relative 

degrees of modernity which distinguish Canada. While the conaast between Chuiese and 

Canadian living was becoming clearer to me, 1 was also leamhg much about other cultures. For a 

long ponion of my aay, 1 lived with foreign studems in a university donnitory These students 

were predominantly Afncan. We were al1 foreign to each other, difEerent cultures, religions, 

languages, races, and an infinite range of social practices al1 coexiaing and interacting. 1 began to 

see how others live and learn. This study is, in pan, my anempt to capture some of what 1 saw. 

My persona1 reaction to this situation was one of compelled interest and admiration. China 

has been offenng educational opportunities to cititens of many Afiican nations for over forty 

years. For as long, young Afncan men and women have made profound commitments and 

sacrifices in pursuit of higher education. Moreover, they have achieved serious accomplishments. 

My initial interest and admiration ody intensified over tirne and was later coupled with a sense of 

profound gratitude. 1 feel tmly gratefùl to have had the oppominity to go to China in the first 

place Once in China, 1 feel I had the hirther privilege to encounter an extraordinary group of 

scholars in a remarkable situation. My initial impetus for this study was to communicate what 1 

could about this situation, to acknowledge the sustained cooperation between China and M c a ,  

and to pay tribute to all those involved. 



Su bjectivity 

Because every individual's history and hence world is unique, what moves one person, 

what one sees, how one rems and interprets a situation inevitably bears an "'ndiviaual signature" 

(Eisner, 199 1 ). Hammenley and Atkinson (1 983) draw attention to the need to recognhe and 

make a personal mark: 

Once we abandon the idea that the social character of research can 
be standardked out or avoided by becoming a 'By on the wall' or a 
'full participant ', the role of the researcher as active participant in 
the research process becornes clear. He or she is the research 
instrument par excellence. The fact that behaviour and attitudes 
are often not stable across contexts and that the researcher may 
play an important part in shaping the context becomes central to the 
anaiysis. (Hammersley Br At kinson, 1983 : 1 8) 

Subjectivity is thus not viewed as a liability or contamination; rather, subjectivity is regarded as a 

matter of aandpoint, individual input, and cMlenge to the idea of pure objectivity which assumes 

that the object can and ought to be separated from the subjects (Cook & Fonow, 1990, as cited in 

Joron, 1992 ) Scholars across the disciplines have corne to reject the myth of a context-fke and 

value-fiee location fiom which an objective way of knowing can be established and instead 

recognize that every way of knowing, every form of knowledge is organired h m  somewhere, a 

nul! point, a set of coordinates that mark the standpoint of the hower (Schutz, 1962, as cited in 

Jackson, 199 1 ) 



My Standpoint as Knower 

As an occidental woman fiom the Western world attempting to conduct research, 

primarily in Engiish, about the experiences of a diverse Afncan scholarly communlty in the 

People's Republic of Chuia, my "way of knowing" was both necessariiy informec! and limited by 

my "set of coordinates." Though much remains undefmed in these formulations, variations in such 

coordinates inevitably affect the type of questions asked, the choices made, and the interpretations 

given in the research process (Boman, Goetz, & Le Compte, 1986; Pennycook, 1992; Woolgar, 

One goal of the reflective research process is to attempt to extract, to try to understand 

the situation fiom the perspectives of others. This goal raises uiherent challenges as it confiicts 

with the assumption held by many field researchen that we can best represmt but never truly 

know the condition of others. EUiot Liebow reflects on this perspective: 

This perspective -- indeed, participant observation itself - raises the 
age old problem of whether anyone c m  understand another or put 
oneself in another's place. Many thoughtfbi people believe that a 
sane person cannot know what it is to be crazy, a white man cannot 
understand what it is to be black, a Jew cannot see through the eyes 
o f  a Chnaian, a man through the eyes of a woman, and so forth in 
both directions. In an important sense, of course, and to a degree, 
ths is c e n a d y  me; in another sense and to a degrec, it is surely 
false, because the logical extension of çuch a view is that no one 
can know another, that ody John Jones can know John Jones, in 
which case social We would be impossible. I do not mean that a 
man with a home and family can see and feel the world as homeless 
wornen see and feel it. 1 do meaq however, that it is reasonable and 
usefil to try to do so. Trying to put oneselfin the place of the other 
lies at the heart of the social contract and of social He itself. ( EUiot 
Liebow 1994: xiv-xv, as cited by Bailey, 1996: 1 13) 
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Despite the inevitable challenges, looking beyond ourselves, beyond the limits of our own 

experience is, of course, a necessas, and valuable exercise. In this process, to "actively refuse7' an 

"authoritative voice" (hooks, 1988: 42-48), 1 have atternpted to identify my possible set of 

coordinates. Meaning in this study is constnicted and shaped, in part, by the tools 1 have chosen 

and know how to use. This meaning then reflects not oniy qudities "out there" but also the tools 

and appreciation I bring dong (Eisner, 1991).' Thus, 1 conclude this chapter on methodology and 

begin the presentation of the hdings with the acknowledgement that my location necessarily 

informs, limits. and implicates the knowledge production of this study. 

Ttus beiag said readers rnight begm to wonder wh*ha I have excludeci aimments or perspectn,es tbat did 
not fit the analy& because. at times. ths amiysis may seem one-sided and werwbelmingiy negatrve. However. no 
positrve or alternative points of vim were ornitted 1 malii! a full and conscious effort to incorporate aII written 
questionnaire comments and as much of the in t e~ew material as 1 possibiy d d  This ta& was made easier bS. 
the fact that stucients % m e  and spoke in a rernarkabiy consistent manner and mice. Their message. although at 
times possibly dsconifortxng.  as strong. clear. ami uuambigwus. 



Chapter Five 

Student Profile 

INTRODUCTION 

In earlier chapters, the histoncal, theoretical, and methcdological foundations for this 

investigation have been considered. Before tunllng to the findings, it bears repeating that the 

scholarship programs for Afncan students to pursue higher education in China were eaablished in 

the eariy 1950s. as China, inspired by the spirit of Bandung and a revolutionary zeal. made a 

concentrated effort to establish close ties with the newiy independent AGican nations. Pm of this 

effort included eaablishing educational ties, a bond which has been sustained ever since. A 

document produced by China's Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the State Education Commission 

April 18. 1997 (Appendix L), itemires Sino-African exchanges and divides the cooperation into 

four time periods: 1949 to 1966. 1966 to 1978. 1979 to 1989, and 1990 to 1996. During these 

four penods. China has sent more than ninety delegations, dispatched more than 400 teachers, and 

provided various kinds of educational suppon to over twenty-five Afncan countries. In addition, 

China has hosted more than eighty delegations fiom Afiican nations and admitted approximately 

4.570 Afhcan exchange students (Appendix L).' This thesis looks at the experience of 133 of 

these students in China today 

1 Unfortunately. 1  as unable to find out e.uactly how many Afncan students were in China at the time of this 
stua. Figures and trends h m  secondan sources cliffer. Ten years ago. Cheung's ( 1989: 32) obsemd that in 
China. "The proportion of Afncan and Third World stuclents are falling. Fmm making up the vast majority of 
foreign students in the 1 970s. the 1.5004 Afrtclin students todq acçount for o n m e r  of the total." While 
Cheung reponed an overall decrease m en roll men^ Sautman ( 1994: 4 16) reported a time of increase. "ln 1982. 
more than 400 of the 1.800 foreign mdents in China were Ahcans. By 1988. there were some 1. 500 Africans 

among 6.000 foreign students." At ths tune. Delf (198% 12) and Cheung (1989: 16) also estunated that 1.500 
Afncans were s t u w g  in China. And two yean before t h .  Scott (1986b: 20) reporteci. "Some 1.600 of the 3.500 
foreign universi- stuQnts in the country are from African countries. . . ." Scott's 1986 figure of 3.500 foreign 
students Mers  substantiaily fiom Sautman's 1988 figure of 6.000. Sautman (1993425) further estimated that 
Afncans are les  than one-tenth of one percent of [dl] universi@ students in China. . . . " 



ORGANIZATIONS OF FLNDINGS 

The findings of this thesis are organized into seven chapters according to the seven 

sections of the questionnaire: Student Profile, Motivation, Issues, Social Contact, Academic 

Experience. Chinese Languaee and Progress, and Financial support.' Within each chapter, 1 

follow the general format of each questionnaire section. in ail cases, 1 use the quantifiable data, 

obtained from the questionnaire, as a fiarnework in which to place the more qualitative 

information, obtained through individual and group interviews with African and Chinese parties. 

Section One of the questionnaire was designed to generate a profde of the students in this 

audy by asking questions in the following five areas: Biographical Information, Family 

Background. Cultural Background, Academic Background, and Current Education in China. 

Therefore this chapter, the first of the seven chapters of findings, is divided into the above five 

parts. 

PART ONE: BIOGRAPIEIICAL INFORMATION 

The biogaphical section sought information in six categories: nationality, sex, age, 

religon, marital, and parental aatus of students. A total of 133 students filled out the survey, 53 

(39.8%) in English and 80 (60.3%) in French. Of these 133 students, 6 declined to identify their 

nationality From the remaining 127 respondents. twenty-nine nations were identified as presented 

in Table 5 . 1 .  

' The lasi senion of the quenionnaire. Future Plans* did not gamer a signrficant respoase. The information 
that it &d produce prmed to be beyond the limitations of this study and thus 1 chose not to inciude it as part of the 
findmgs. 



TABLE 5.1 

Nationality of African Students W bo Completed Questionnaire 
by Frequency and Percentage (%) 

Nation 

Bumndi3 
Cameroon 
Congo 
Rwanda 
Mali 
Uganda 
Equatonal Guinea 
C bana 
Cuinea Conrw 
Sierra k n e  
Kenya 
Nami bia 
Tamania 
Gabon 
Madagascar 
Mauritius 
Zambia 
Benin 
Etbiopia 
f i i r e  
Botswana 
Chad 
Lesotho 
Mozambique 
Niger 
Nigeria 
Somalia 
Sudan 
'foR0 
No Response 

Total 

Frequency 

3 Burundi has a comparatively hgh representation because. as mentioned. Burundians assined me in ai i  stages 
of this project. These colleagues garnered interest and paruclpalion from the larger African cornmuni' and h m  
thelr own commumty in parucular. 
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Gender Distribution 

Of t he 1 3 3 respondents, the vast majonty, 85.7 % ( 1 14), were male, while 1 4.3 % ( 19) 

were fernale? Of the twenty-nine countries represented, women came fiom twelve. Men and 

women from T anzania and Mauritius were equally represented (two out of four and one out of 

two respectively). The single student in the sarnple f?om Botswana was femaie, as was the single 

audent from Lesotho. From Cameroon, four out of nine students were female; fiom Namibia. 

three out of the seven students were women, fiom Rwanda, two out of seven; fiom Kenya, one 

out of five; from Congo. one out of eight; fiom Sierra Leone, one out of five; fiom Guinea 

Equatorial. one out of six; and fiom Burundi, one out of twenty-four snidents was a woman. 

Age 

The age distribution of dl survey respondents ranged fiom 2 1 to 43; the mean was 29.1 

years old; the median 29.0. The age range of women was considerably younger (2 1 to 33); the 

mean and median age of the women was 25.0. 

a Regional data for SubSahara Af'ca provideci LXESCO Sroirsrical ïembmk 1995. Table 2.10. pp.2-26. 
2-27. provides an interesiing cornpanson for these figures. This UNESCO data reveals that in SutFSahara f i c a  
1993. 3.4% of the total popuiation was enroiied in hgher &cation. with 4.7% of the age mhort male and 2.2% of 
the agc cohort female. Thus. women's representation in higher &cation was approxirnately half of men's. 
(46.8%). or. in other words, for meq- two males approximately one f e d e  was enrolled. In ths study. women's 
partraption in hrgher Êducation in Chna was 14.3%. a considerably lower representation than th= participation 
in htgher educatron across the Sub-Sahara. 



Religion and Marital Status 

Of the 126 people who answered the question on religion,' the majority of tespondents. 

75.2 % ( 1 OO), identified themselves as Christian; 19.5 % (26) identified themselves as Muslim. 

The majority of students. 74.4% (99), were single: 82 male and 17 female. The total percentage of 

manied respondents was 24.8 % (33).  which broke down into 3 1 males and 2 females Ofthose 

M .  8% (33) who were married. 2 1 2% (7) had spouses in Chuia, while 63.6% (2 1), did not (the 

remaining 1 5 1 5% (5) did not answer the question). The rnajority of respondents, 63.2% (84), did 

not have children. while 24.8% (33) indicated that they did. Of those with children, 75.75% (25) 

did not have their children with them in China, while 12.12% (4) did (the remaining 12.12% (4) 

did not answer the question). 

From here on in. the numbers reponed are indicative of the number of students who amvend the p ~ c u l a r  
question. Thus. in the cases where not al1 133 students replied to the question the total counts do noi add up to 
1 3 3 but the percentages were still calculated h m  133. 



PART TWO: FAMILY BACKGROUND 

The Famiiy Background section of the questionnaire sought information about the education 

and occupation of parents, number of siblings, birth position,6 and location of gro~ng up. 

Parents Formal Education 

On an ascending scale. Table 5.2 indicates the highest level of formal education of 

respondents' parents. 

TABLE 5.2 

Highest Level of Formal Education of Father and Mother 
by Frequency and Percentage 

FATHER 

Bachelor ' s 

Elmatan 

Post Srconcian 

Secon* 

No Formal 

Master's 

No Responser 

L>octoral 

0 t h ~  

Totals 

Frequency Percentage MOTHER 

Sccondaq- 

No  FolmaI 

Elmat.. 

Post Secondary 

Bachelor's 

No Response 

Master's 

Frequency Percentage 

' Number of siblings and birth position in the family did not pmve to be sig"f1cant factors for students. 
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Most students indicated that the level of their Father's formai education was higher than their 

Mother's While 1 1.3% (1 5) of Fathers had no formal education, almost double that figure, 

20.3% (27), of Mothers had no formal education. Moreover, this data indicates that while there 

was considerable range. more than haif the students have come from family backgrounds where at 

lean one parent has obtained some formai higher education. Over haif of students' Fathers, 50.3% 

(67), and almost one quarter of students' Mother's, 28.6% (38), had obtained some form of 

higher education Compare these figures with the regional data for Sub-Sahara a c a  provided by 

( INESRI Srar~srml Yembook 1 989 and 1995 This data reveals that in 1960,' 0.5% males and 

O 1% females were enrolled in Higher Education, (0.3% of the total population). These UNESCO 

figures reveal, by contrast, that the audents in this mdy come fiom families that have obtained 

very high ievels of formal education. 

7 Given that the average age of students in ths au& is 29.1. it may be reasonable to assume that man? of these 
parents were of the age to be enrolled in institutes of Higher Education around 1960. 



TABLE 5.3 

Enrollment Ratios for Aigher Education (Tbird Lcvel)' in 
Sub-Saharan ~ f r i c a ~  

1960-1993 

1 Year 1 Total 1 Male 1 Femrle ( 

Sources: L3'ETCO Staristical leorhwk. 1989, Table 2.10, pp.2-3 1.2-23 and 1995. 
Table 2.10, pp.2-26. 2-27 

8 UNESCO defines Third Level education to include universities and other institutions of higher education. 
T h e  spec* that the data in these tables are standardized and based on the current national -em of education of 
each counny fL3'ESCO Statistical learbook. 1995. Table 2.10. pp.2-26-2-27). 

This data excludes Arab States of the Middle East. 



Parental Occupation 

For parental occupation, 1 assigned value labels a d  categorized respondents answen into 

ten fields, as displayed in Table 5.4. 'O Table 5 . 5  presents the percentage of respondents' answers 

that fell into each of these ten categories. 

10 ln retrospect. 1 wodd have asked ths question differently. Fim. 1 should have asked the quesuon in the 
present and in the past tense. Many students wote that their parents were "deçeased" or "m. These amvers. 
dong with blanks. 1 had to ci- as 'No Answer'. Second 1 shouid have asked stuâents their parents' 
occupation and then asked the students to categorize the occupations thexmeives according to a list of categories. 1 
did not do ths and so m a s  left with the task of tqing to classif'. occupations amss m a q  Qvexse cultures. After 
delibentions and consultations. 1 W y  sorted student responses into the followïng categories as presented in 
Tablc 5.4. recognizing they mai. not be entirely fitting. 



TABLE 5.4 

Assigocd Categories of Student Response for Parental Occupation 

1 Assigoed Citegoricil Label 

Business 

Education 

Professional 

SWled Labour 

Bankt 
Burinessmrii Entmprcneur 
Economis t 
Factory M e r  
Personnel and Administrative Manager 
Self Employed 
Senior1 Cerrifitd Accouatant 
Trader 

Eduuiioa Inspecter 
Educntion Omcer 
Professor 
Proprielor of Islamic Schools 
Teacher 

Fanner 
Peuant 

Agricultural Onicer 
Assistant of Rural Development 
Civil Servant 
Customr Oniccr 
Court Chairman 
Diplomat 
Mayor 
Militan. Onicer 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Police Onicer 
Politician 
State Agent 
Traffic Manager 

Doctor 
Engincet 
Nune 

- 

Secretary 

Auto workcr 
Carpcnter 
Chauffeur 
Fitter 
Mechrnic 
Phone Exchange Technician 
Plumber 
Printer 
Triditional Chef 
Tailor/Dressmaker 

Blank 
Dcceased 
Retired 
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For Father's occupation, respondents' answers fell into eight of these categories: 20.3% 

(27) Government; 14.3% (1 9) Farrning; 1 1.3% (1 5) Education; 1 O S %  (14) Business; 9.00/0 (12) 

Skilled Labour; 6% (8) Professional; 0.8% (1) other; and 27.3% gave no answer; or wrote 

"retired" or "deceased." For Mother's occupation, respondents' m e r s  fell h o  nine categories: 

30.1% (40) Housewife; 10.5% (14) Farrning; 9.8% (13) Education; 7.5% (10) Business; 6.8% 

(9) Government; 5.3% (7) Secretarial; 3.8% (5) Professional; 3.8% (5) Skilled Labour; and 

22 6% (30) gave no answer, or wrote "retired" or "deceased." Table 5.5 highlights this data. 

TABLE 5.5 

Occupation of Father and Mother 
by Frequency and Perceotage 

No Ansuer 

G o v m a t  

F ~ ~ w E  

Education 

Busmess 

Skilled Labour 

Rofessiond 

Oîher 

Totals 

Housewife 

No Anmver 

Fannine 

Education 

Business 

Governeni 

Secretaria1 

Professional 

Sicilleci Labour 

Percca tage 



The two top categories for Father's occupation were Government 20.3% (27) and 

Farming 14.3% (1 9)  while the nuo top categories for Motha's occupation were Housewife 

30.1 % (40) and Farming 1 0.5% ( 14). While 'Farrning' rnay signrfy an occupation* held by 

wealthy, land ownuig proprietors, the mdents' fiequent use of the word "peasant" to describe 

their parents' occupation suggested to me that this was not the case. This information seemed to 

indicate that Afncan snidents in China came from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds. 



PART THREE: CULTURAL BACKGROUND 

This section sought information about students' level of exposure to Werent cultures 

while growing up and through previous îravel. This information may be indicative of students' 

ability to adapt to a new c u b e .  The majority of respondents 55.6% (74), indicated they had 

previously travelled outside their country, while 43.6% (58) had not. Of those that had gone 

abroad, most, 27.8% (37), had travelied to other A f n m  countries, whde 14.3% (1 9) had 

travelled to both Afican and European countries, 8.3% (1 1) had travelled to Europe, 3 3% (5) 

had travelled to Asian countries, 0.8% (1) had travelled to North American countries, and 0.8% 

(1) had travelled to Nonh American and European countries. For 28.6% (38) of respondents, the 

stay was more than six months but for 25.6% (34) the stay was less than six months. 

On a scale from 1 to 5, respondents were asked to rank their level of personai exposure to 

six other cultures while growing up. The largest percentage of responses to the question, while 

growltig up, how much exposure did you have to other cultures? , fell into the 'none' category for 

each culture listed: 49.6% indicated that while growing up they had 'no' exposure to South 

AmencdCaribbean cultures, 44 4% had 'no' exposure to Asrim cultures, 39 8% had 'no' 

exposure to Middle Eastern cultures, 34.6% had 'no' exposure to North American cultures. On 

the other hand. 32.3% had 'speat' exposure to other Afncan cultures, while 36.8% had 

'moderate' exposure to European cultures. This data is presented in Table 5.6. 

Finally, to get a sense of students' overall cuhural exposure, ai l  the counts from the given 

variables of each culture IAfncan, Asian, Middle Eastern, European, North American, South 

AmericadCaribbean, and M e r )  were collapsed ùito one variable of 'Overd1 Exposure', as 

presented in Table 5.7. As the cumulative totals reveal, while growing up, only 4.1% had 'very 

great' exposure to other cuitures, while the majority 54.7% (509 total count) had 'no' exposure 

to other cultures while growing up. 



TABLE 5.6 

k v d  of Personal Exposure to Other Cultures whiie Growing Up 
by Perceotage (%) and Frequency (FQ) 

TABLE 5.7 

k 

Otber African 
1 

Asian 

Middle Eastern 

Eutopean 

N. Amencan 

S. Americd 
Ca ri bbean 

Overdl Exposure to Other Cultures (Coiiapsed Variable) 
by Cumulative Percentage (740) and Counts (C) 

V e q  
Great 

Ovaall E'rposurci 

*h 

15.0 

1.5 

0.8 

9.0 

1.5 

0.8 

FQ 

20 

2 

1 

12 

2 

1 

Gmt  

Very 
Great 

Moderite 

% 

32.3 

3.8 

5 .3  

15.0 

6.8 

1.î 

./O 

4.1 

Smrll 

*/e 

27.8 

8.3 

9.8 

36.8 

16.5 

9.8 

FQ 

43 

5 

7 

20 

9 

2 

C 

38 

Great 

O/. 

9.8 

24.1 

21.8 

18.0 

23.3 

16.5 

FQ 

37 

i l  

13 

49 

22 

13 

No 
Response 

Nonc 

*/O 

9.2 

FQ 

13 

32 

29 

24 

31 

22 

'!/a 

6.8 

18.0 

22.6 

9.8 

17.3 

21.8 

*/e 

8.3 

44.4 

39.8 

11.3 

34.0 

49.6 

Modernte 

C 

86 

4 

FQ 

9 

24 

30 

13 

23 

29 

Tot& 

FQ 

11 

59 

53 

15 

46 

66 

*/O 

15.8 

'/a 

100 

100 

100 

10(i 

100 

100 

C 

147 

Smdi 

FQ 

13.3 

133 
1 

133 

133 

133 

133 

% 

16.2 

C 

151 

Noue 

% 

54.7 

Totrls 

1 

C 

509 

*/O 

100 

C 

931 



PART FOUR: ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

The Acadernic Background section of the questionnaire sought information about 

students' secondary schooling and higher education pnor to their studies in China.*These 

questions also sought to detenine the extent to which students felt infomed about their 

academic and living conditions in China pnor to their departure. 

Secondary Educatioa Prior to China 

When asked about the type of secondary school attended, the majority, 63 .% (85), 

indicated they had gone to public school; 22.6% (30) attended rnissionary schools; 7.5% (10) 

attended foreign schools; and 6.Ph (8) attended private schools. Of these schools, the majority, 

504% (67), were boarding schools; 38.3% (51) were day schcols; and 6.8% (9) were both. In 

70 7% (94) of the cases, respondents were not the first in their famiy to go to secondary school, 

while 28.6% (38) were the first . The majority, 57.9% (77), were not the first in their family to 

receive higher education, while 42.1 % (56) were the first. 

Eiigher Education Prior to China 

The majority of students, 64.7% (86), attended university before going to China; 33 3% 

(45) had not . Of those that attended university before going to China, 38.3% (5 1) held a 

Bachelor's degree; 1 1.3% (1  5) held a Diplorna; 6.@?/0 (8) held a Master's degree; and 3.0% (4) 

had incomplete studies (some university education without complethg a credential). Of those that 

had previously attended university, the majority had attended Ui their own country. A small 

rninority of students, 7.5% (1 l), had attended university in another country. As Table 5.8 reveals, 
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most of these snidems, 72.7% (8), who had attended university in another country did so on the 

Afiican continent. This table offers just a gibpse of international academic exchanges within 

Afnca. Beyond the continent, one student from Zarnbia had gone to Britah, one dudent fkom 

Equatorial Guinea had gone to Spain, and one studmt fiom Guinea Conakry had gone to Russia. 

TABLE 5.8 

Country of  University Attended 
Prior to China 

1 Nigeria 1 
1 Rwanda 1 

Congo I 

Levei of Prior Information 

The last question in this section of the questionnaire inquired about the extent to which 

students felt infomed about the academic prograrn and living conditions in China pnor to their 

depamire. Using a five-point scale fiom 'very weii informed' to 'not informeci at dl', ody 12.8% 

( 1 7) felt 'very well' or 'adequateiy ' informed, while 23 -3% (3 1)  chose the middle option 



indicating they felt 'fairîy well informed*. The overwhelming majority, 62.4% (83), felt 'not 

adequately infonned' or 'not informed at ail'. 

Students were asked to narne the source of their information. Answers were classified 

into the following four sources: the Chinese Government, their own Governmem, other students, 

and the media. Most respondents, 3 & .3% (5 1 ), wrote that they received information fiom the 

Chinese Govement. Of the 38.3% (5 1 ) who received information fiom the Chinese 

Govemment, the majority 66% (34) indicated they were 'not adequately' or 'not inforrned at dl', 

though one sntdent. O .8%, who specified that he was 'very well informed' was infomed by a 

'Chinese teacher' in his country. Of those informed by their own Govement, 1 7.3% (23), the 

majority, 65.2% ( 1 S), felt they were 'not adequately ' or 'not Uiformed at al]' Of those informed 

by other students, 19.5% (26). the majority 73% (1 9) felt thqr were hot adequately' or 'not 

infonned at al!'. Of the 12.0% ( 16) informed by the media. the rnajority, 3 7% (6), felt ' not 

adequately' or 'not infoxmed at dl. '  Regardless of the source, the majority of midents indicated, 

they were hot adequately' or 'not informed at dl'. A Zambian student surnmed up these 

sentiments when he wrote, "Students corning to study in China are not given adequate 

information and they have to find out many things by themselves. This situation puts many 

audents at a loss when they arrive because they do not know what they have to do." In faa, this 

was jua one of many students' comrnents about the inadequacy of prior information. These 

comrnents wiil be discussed later in the findings. 



PART FIVE: CURRENT EDUCATION IN CHINA 

The final part of the student profile sought information about students' ment studies in 

China. Studems were askeà to identq their faculty, specialilrition, level of study, number of 

program years, their year, and the total number of years they had been in China. As Table 5.9 and 

5.10 indicate, the 133 respondents in this study came fiom twelve Werent Faculties and sixteni 

Majors. 

TABLE 5.9 

Current Faculty of Study in China 
by Frequeacy and Percentage 

Pcrccn tmge 

27.8 

- -  - 

Ficulîy 

Agr~cultiPe 

Arrs 

Mathematics 

Frcquenq 

37 

No R e s p o ~ ~ ~ c :  

Totals 

I 

2 

1 

1.5 

O. 8 

3 

133 

2.3 

100 



TABLE 5.10 

Cumnt MajorlSpecidization 
by Frequency and Percentage 

1 lntenmtional Relations 1 14 1 10.5 1 

Major 

Gentml 

Food Science and Technologu 6.8 

Frqucnq 

25 

Civil Engm&g 

Environmental Studies 

Cornputer Science 6 4.5 

Perccntage 

18.0 

Radio Engineering 

Transporta t ion 1.5 

12 

9 

1 Rural Economcs 1 I 1 0.8 1 

9. O 
1 

6.8 

On average, a Bachelor's degree in these fields takes five years of study: one year of 

language training and four years of the subjen. Most Maser's and Doctoral programs are three 

years in length, and of the three people studying for a diplorna, two indicated their program was 

1.5 years in length and one indicated his program was just five months long. 



As Table 5.1 1 Uidicates, the rnajority of students in this study, 64.6% (86), were at the 

graduate level: 2.3% (3) were working towards a post graduate diploma, 53.4% (71) were 

working towards a Master's degree, and 9% (1  2) were working toward a Doctoral degree. The 

remaining 33.1 % (44) of students were undergraduates. 

TABLE 5.1 1 

Current Degm Sought in China 
by Frequency and Percentage 

Most students, 42. 1% (56), who awwered this questiomaire were in their fira year; 

3 0.8% (4 1 ) were in second year; 1 8.0% (24) were in third year; 1.5% (2) were in founh year; 

0.08% ( 1 ) were in fifth year; and 5.3% (7) had graduated fiom their particuiar program of study. 

Overail, respondents of this survey had iived in China fkom 5 months to 13 years, the mean being 

3.29 years and the median 2.5. years. 

Post Graduate Diplorna 

Bachelor's 

3 

44 

2.3 

33.1 
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PART SM[: SUMMARY PROFILE 

A total of 133 students fiom twenty-nine Afiican nations fdled out the questionnaire. The 

majority of respondents, 85.7% (1 14), were male and 14.3 % (1 9) were female. The majority, 

74.4% (99), were single and 24.8% (33 ) were marrieci. The age of respondents ranged fiom 2 1 to 

43 years. the average was 29, and in general, moa had lirnited exposure to other cultures while 

growing up. Students carne fiom diverse socioeconomic backgrounds, but the major@ had at 

least one parent who had obtained a formal higher education. The majority of students, 64.7% 

(86), fira attended univenity in their own country and of these moa, 38.3% (5 I), held a 

Bachelor's degree. Pnor to their departure, the msjority, 62.4% (83), felt they were not 

adequately infonned about their academic program and iiving conditions in China. The majority, 

53.3% (7 1 ), were currentty studying for their Master's degree and the largest concentration of 

students was in the fields of Agriculture 27.8% (3 7) and Engineering 25.6% (34). On average, 

students who answered this questionnaire had lived in China for 3.29 years. The next chapter 

discusses the factors that motivated these snidents to go to China in the fim place. 



Chapter Six 

Motivation 

Section Two of the questionnaire sought information about factors that moiivated 

students to audy in China. On a five-point scale from 'Very Important (1) to Very Unimportant 

( 5 ,  respondents were asked to rate the level of importance of each motivating factor. Thirteen 

potential factors were grouped around four areas of motivation: Financial, Academic, 

Employment. and Personal.' The fast question in the section was lefi open for students to 

comment on other factors that influenced their decision to study in China. 

PART ONE: FINANCIAL MO'ïIVATIONS 

Three factors centred around potential financial motivations. Students indicated that 

the factor dealing withfitimcial asszstancefrom fmiS, was 'not applicable', 21.2% (28), 

'unimponant ' 17.0% ( 1 6), and 'very unimponant ' 46.6% (62). The factor that inquired about the 

level offinancial assisfunce in China compmed to home aiso proved to be 'not applicable', 

20.3% (27). ' unimponant', 20.3% (27)' and 'very unimportant', 25.6% (34). However, the f m t  

factor, obtaining a scholarship, was by far the most ofken cited motivator: an overwhelming 

majority of audents, 82.8% (1 IO), rated this factor as 'very important' and 'important'. Table 6.1 

highlights this data. 

' niis secuon of the cpstionnaire m a s  largeiy adopted h m  Mickle. M. (1984). The C m  Cultural ildaptation 
of Hong Kong srudents af two Ontmo untversihes. UnpubliShed doctoral dissertation, University of Toronto. 
Ontario. The four s p A c  themes of motivation. Financial. Acxbic ,  Emplopent. and Persad. emergeû h m  a 
series of questions desxgned to touch upon ai l  of the potential factors that iduenced Ahicans to study in China. 



TABLE 6.1 

Financial Motivations 

Frequency ((FQ) and Percentage (%) of Respondenb who indiut& the 
Lwel of Importance of Each Factor 

Obtaining a Scholarship: The Enabling Factor 

An abundance of written comrnents supporteci and supplemented these statistical findings. 

Two siudents specifically pointed out the financiai oppomuiity that the scholarship provided. For 

one ~urundian' the "scholarship provided financial independence," while the scholarship enableci a 

student fiorn Congo 90 avoid financial dficuities." Other midents commented on the academic 

opportunis, that the scholarship provided. A Kenyan student was 'hery keen to pursue a poa 

graduate degree . . . and a Chinese scholanhip opened the door fjrst." A Namibian woman 'susi 

wanted education no matter where in the world . . . [and] China [came] up first. . . . " A Zambian 

student further explained that "schoiarships to snidy abroad are really hard to obtain and when I 

was offered a Chmese scholarship 1 had to take it up" (Notes fkom five surveys). 

L 

1. 1 obtained a scholarship. 

2. 1 meiveci more financial aid by 
studyinp in China than at home. 

Nationality of quemonmire respondents bas ban dep~aed for aimW 

V q  
tnipatart 

FQ 

55 

6 

3. My famil' promsed me 2 
IassistanceifI~udidabrmd. / 1 1 1 1 I I  I I  1 I I  I I  1 

% 

41.4 

4.5 

1.5 
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FQ 

55 

16 

4 

./a 

41.4 

12.0 

3.0 

Na 
Applicable 

FQ 

10 

27 

28 16 12.Q 

FQ 

3 

27 

*/a 

7.5 

20.3 

21.1 

*/a 

2.3 

20.3 

V a y  
t- 

FQ 

9 

-34 

62 

% 

6.8 

25.6 

46.6 

So 
R- 

Taals 

F Q  

1 

23 

21 

FQ 

133 

133 

133 

*/. 

0.8 

17.3 

15.8 

'!/a 

100 

100 

100 



The difficulty of gefting a scholarship and the sense of obligation to "take it up" was 

echoed repeatedly. At the same tirne, the rnajority of mdents specifically made a point of 

highlighting the fact that China was not their first choice but their only choice to niidy abroad. A 

student fiom Madagascar wrote, "I came to China because 1 had a scholanhip in China and 1 

didn't find any scholarship in other foreign countnes." A Mauritius woman repeated this 

sentiment, ''1 wanted to go snidy abroad, but China would have been the last country 1 would 

have chosen if 1 had the means to pay for my studies myself The bwsary was definitely the 

decisive factor." A student from Benin noted, ''1 wanted to snidy in any other country. as long as 

it was more developed than my own country, and 1 didn't get any scholarship other than the 

Chinese one." For a Guinean, the Chinese scholarship was also "the only factor that made me 

corne . " Finally, a man fiom Cameroon indicated that China was his only choice and last reson 

for higher education. He explained that. M e r  having tned several times to get a scholarship to 

the developed countries such as France, Belgium, Germany, and Canada without any success, 1 

tned China and a scholarship was given to me, and since 1 absolutely wanted to study abroad. I 

came to China" (Notes fiom five surveys). 

The arongest motivator was the pursuit of higher education; students "absolutely wanted 

to aodv abroad." Students chose to pursue higher education abroad rather than higher education 

in China per Say. Many, like this snident fiorn Sierra Leone, were ". . . looking for an oppominity 

to study abroad no matter which country." Though China may not have been the first choice, for 

many it was their only choice. A student fiom Congo achowledged, ". . . it's only China that 

eives graduate scholarships" and for one Burundian, China aiso provided the "only possibility" to 
L. 

pursue his "dreams." He wrote: 



Since a long time ago. I dreamed of audying agriculture and 
coming here was the most certain way of achieving that. In fact, in 
my country, I wasn't sure of being oriented to the faculty of 
agriculmral studies. Also, 1 wanted to study abroad and China was 
the only possibility available. (Survey Note) 

China may have been the "only possibility available" because in some cases this "ody" choice was 

made available through a meritocratic process. A man from Togo pointed out that the Chinese 

scholarship was his "only chance" because "they give a test and it's not dependent on relations, 

since I only had rny head and 1 passed the test, so here 1 am." A audent fiorn Mali also eamed the 

scholarship with his "head." He wrote, "in the last year of secondary school, the fira three 

students in grades after the first semester had the right to a scholarship abroad . . . [when 1 got 

one] . 1 didn't hesitate to go to China." A Burundian added, ". . . when 1 finished the 

university. 1 was the first in my class, so 1 was able to go study in China . . . " (Notes from six 

surveys) In these cases, midents emphasized that the scholarship was an eamed opportunity. 

A comment from a student, in China since 1985, seemed to mm up a number of these 

issues 

You know that in Third World countries, young people have major 
problems when they want to discover the world. So by corning to China 
with the help of the Chinese scholarship, it allowed me to do my studies 
and at the same tirne see the worid However, if I had gor another 
opportunity, 1 would have gone to any other country. (Survey Note) 

Thus. out of ail thineen factors from al1 four categones, this first factor, ohzainirg a schoiarship, 

was by far the most often cited motivator. Obtaining a scholanhip seemed to be the moa 

important motivating factor in the sense that it was the enabling factor, making al1 other factors 

secondary 



The Chinese Scholarship 

Two of the three Afican Embassy CounseUors that I spoke with reported that their 

countries receive ten annual scholarships fi0111 China. Though as little as thrkyeais ago the 

number of scholarships used to be twice as many, these Counseilors rernarked that their country 

receives more educational scholarships fiom China than any other country. One Counsellor added. 

"1 don? thnk we ever sent ten students to Amenca or France." Moreover, these Counseliors 

noted that the scholarships from China were not only "more in number . . [but also] more regular 

[and] more reliable." As such, their Govenments considered the Chinese scholarships to be 

'kery valuable" and they "count[ed] on" them in their annual planning. 

Rocess of Recncitmen t and Seledon 

One Counseilor detailed the process of recniitment and selection. 

When 1 get the ten scholarships here [in Beijing] in February, 1 send 
the forms directly to the Ministry of Education [in my country]. They 
advenise openly . . . in the local papers, on the radio. [They 
announce]. we have ten scholarships fiom China [sol go to the 
Ministry and choose the course. (Embassy Counsellor A) 

The same Counsellor reported that "out of the announcement for ten you get over one hundred 

applicants [sol the process of selection is quite cornpetitive." Interested candidates mua go to 

the Chinese embassy and apply While these scholarships used to target undergraduates, they are 

now pnmarily for graduate students. Post graduates and those "coming to do the arts . . . or 

humanities. jun appl y direct', however, for undergraduates this application involves an exarn. 

The Counsellor explained that for undergraduates interested in "science related courses, 

engineering, medicine, actuarîal science, agriculture . . . [the Chinese embassy adminiaers a 



written exam] equivdent of A-levels in maths, physics, and chexnistry." The Counseiior added 

that he thinks this exam is 'ûnnecessarily difncuit [and thus] eluninates many . . . [if not] moa." 

After the exam, the Chinese embassy "short lists" those with the highest marks and then 

"according to the facilities [in China], they select their ten. They give them their tickets and 

[midents] corne" (Embassy Counsellor A). 

Despite initial interest, however, the ten scholarships are ofim not filled. The Counsellor 

holds his Govemment and the snidents responsible: 

It's on the fault of the inefficiency of our Govemment and, of course, 
Our own students. . . . Some puii out at the last Mnute and we can't 
replace them. . . . In fact, for the last three years, that is how it has 
happened. You have pianned for ten and then at the las minute, when 
they are going on the plane, you fuid somebody bringing their tickets 
back saying, 'I am not going'. (Embassy Counseiior A) 

Finaly, on behalf of those that do go, the Counseiior expressed his gratitude for the individual 

opponunities and national links the scholarship provided: 

. . . as far as my country is concerned, we are quite happy that we 
have ten scholarships every year from the Chinese govemrnent. So 
we feel grateful. That is somebody to educate ten people for you at 
university level and now postgraduate [level]. That's great, that's 
.quite great because our university intake back home, for h a n c e ,  is 
how many? . . . Not very many. . . . So you get ten extra through. 

. . . If you calculate how much you would spend on a student per 
year and that snident is probably going to midy six years if they are 
competent enough for poa graduate [study] . . . and that one won't 
affect another ten corning in . . . so we actuaüy have a cumuiative 
number, so i fs  quite good. 

We are very gratefùi for that cooperation . . . [and] that's good 
enough to maintain a link between the two countries. The scholarships 
. . . on that level definitely . . . enhance our relations. It's one of the 
levels of cooperation acnially. (Embassy Counseilor A) 



Refemce fur the N o h  

While grateful for the enhanced bilateral relations and the individual opportunities, the 

Counsellor did confirm and elaborate on the strong preference, among Afncan &lents, parents, 

and govemments, for scholarships to the North. The Couasellor stated: 

You will always find, there is a prefemce. . . . Given the chance, 
the students wili always choose to go to the North. . . . Comuig to 
China, . . . or going to Russia, or Cuba, we also sometimes get 
those scholarships, you find that they are not well liked. . . . 
These South-South relations . . . it's not the sarne as ifyou are 
going to sîudy in the Sorbonne or in the University of Toronto. So 
there is that kind of attitude. Definitely there is a preference . . . 
That, 1 am sure of. (Embassy Counselor A) 

From the point of view of the students, the Counsellor identified four main reasons "students are 

attracted" to the North: 

[One], . . .any scholarship fiom the North is always gwd, quite 
good actudy, very good, generous really. Kit's a good 
scholarship, the allowance wiil feed you properly, dress you 
properly, and at the end of the day, maybe he will go home with a 
car if he saved properly. So the Nonh scholarships are generous 
really, . . . that's for sure, that's quite sure. 

Two. the language is so clear to them. . . . They are teaching in a 
language that is quite familiar to them. . . . You are not going to 
the hassle of going to learn Russian fh, or Spanish, or Portuguese 
here, . . . or Chinese here. . . . Relatives and fiiends, the first thing 
they ask is, 'oh, you are going to Chuia, how are you going to leam 
Chinese . . . ? How are you going to learn Chinese fast?' . . . They 
don't have to go into the hassles of learning Chinese in Canada or 
in America or in France. They know French already or they know 
Enylish already so they go svaight into the system they h o w .  

Three, in our education systems back home, we in a c a ,  . . . have 
dready [leaned] towards those who have colonized [us]. So if it is a 
British system, 1 mean if they are c o l o d  by   ri tain,' they are 
already foiiowing a British syaem, colonized by France, following a 
French system back home, Belgium, the Belgiurn system. Gennany 



was depnved of their colonies so nobody is following that system 
and the Arnerica system is almost suited to dl .  So . . . i fs  just a 
continuation really, fioxn nursery school to University, just e n t e ~ g  
a ctassroom and you are meeting the same lecnirer who is teaching 
you w h t  you expect, straight, right, direct fkom high school. So 

* 

they settie d o m  very quickly. 

Four], the faciiities, the libraries, the books, the stucient 
interaction, [are all] excellent also, so they definitely choose that. 
They always choose that morthem] one. (Embassy Counselior A) 

Thus, while "students are attracted" to the North because of the generosity of scholarships, 

familiarity of the Ianguage, familarity of the educational system, and the level of facilties, for the 

students' parents, the preference for an education in the North is related to social natus: 

. . . fiom the point of view of the parents, you know, we in the 
Third World, especially the f i cans ,  you know, . . , those who 
have consemative, old parents, who, they have always dreamed to 
go where the colonial masters are. Just go there and corne and 
boast that you have been there, kind of a higher social aatus. . . . 
(Embassy Counsellor A) 

From the point of view of the home Govement, the Counsellor identifieci two main reasons for a 

preference towards an education in the North: speed and quality. 

. . . fiom the point of view of the Govement, they would prefer 
the North. One, because [students] go thme and they finish faster 
and corne back to work. . . . Two, there is even that slight 
inclination that they are even gening [a] better education because 
they have bener faciiities. . . . Defhitely, we wodd be happier if 
we got more scholarships from the North. (Embassy Counseiior A) 

Despite t his arong preference among Af?ican student s, parents, and Governments, scholarships to 

the South nevertheless do enhance bilateral national relations and provide more oppominmes for 

individual midems to pursue studies abroad. As the Counselior stated, North or South, ". . . you are 

having a chance to go to university anyway." For many students having the chance to go to uriiversity 

meant the chance to fuM scholarly goals as revealed in the next section on Acadmiic Motivations. 



PART TWO: ACADEMTC MOTiVATIONS 

In this section, students were asked to consider three potmial fictors in the atea 

of Academic Motivations. As Table 6.2 reveals, students had linle fem of rior king accepted ~nio  

a universi9 at home. as the majority, 59.4% (79)' cited this as an 'unimportant' and 'very 

unimponant' motivating factor. However, a total of 47.4% did cite ChiM's bener faciiities as a 

'very important ', 22.6% (3 O), and 'important ', 24.8% (33), motivating &or. 

TABLE 6.2 

Academic Motivations 

Frequen y (FQ) and Pemntage (94) of Respondenb who indicated the 
Level of Importance of Each Factor 

4. in mu country, 1 feared 1 
u-ould not bc acccpted into 

5 .  in C h .  facilitics m mu 
field of study were ktta 
than m p counp. 

6 .  In China. there were 
courses and facilities not 
avaiîable in mu counm. 



Facilities in China 

While some studems ')~a wanted to get another degree" or "just wanted to funher 

[their] education," most students went to China with specific academic goals that required specific 

facilities. For example, a man fiom Mali wrote, "After my bachelors in Biology, my dream was to 

continue my studies in relation to the fixation of N2 or in another domsin in Sol Microbiology, 

but in my country. continuhg my studies was diacd!: . . . because of the reasons in 5 and 6 

[facilities] . So 1 was a volunteer in my university lab and 1 found the Chinese bwsary and I came. " 

A woman fiom Rwanda also indicated that she came to China for "advanced" hcilities. She 

wrote, "Mer the international conference on women which was canied out here, 1 think that 

China was an appropriate place for me to do my speciaiization and . . . in the fields of education, 

China is somewhat better advanced." W e  these students commented about China's better 

facilitles. the majority of students, 54.9% (73), also indicated that faciliities and courses 

unavailable in rheir own countries, was a 'very important' 27.8% (37), and 'important' 27.1% 

(36) motivating factor. A woman fiom Cameroon noted that her purpose" in coming to 

China was academic. She wrote, '9 was interested in the environmental sciences, particularly in 

waste and waste water management and treatrnent technology. There doesn't exia an 

environmental department in my university of origin consequently 1 was ver-  happy when 1 had 

the chance of corning to China." Likewise, a Rwandan student of Chernical Engineering wrote 

that he ''wanted to study in China because [that] faculty . . . does not exia in my country. And 

the Chinese technology is not bad in the world." For other students, their chosen facuities wae in 

place at the undergraduate but not at the graduate level. One studem wrote that "the lack of an 

opportunity to do my post university studies in my country made me accept to go study anywhere 
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there was such a possibility," while a student fiom Rwanda also noted that he was ". . . in C h a  

for my graduate studies . . . because in my country, that level doesn't exia untii now" (Notes 

fiom six surveys) 

China's Academic Reputation 

Beyond these three factors tisted in the survey, students raised many other issues 

penaining to academic motivation. Several audents were motivated by the reputation of specific 

Chinese institutes. academic specialities, and scholarly traditions. A Zambian man wrote that 

"Tongji University is renowned for ils programs in Architecture and given the rate at which the 

property construction industry is growing and the role this University is playing, 1 thought it would 

be better to undenake this programme here to obtain vast practical experience which 1 can apply 

back home or elsewhere." A student from Guinea Conakry looked to Chinese scholars and hoped 

to "benefit fiom the experiences of the eminent Chinese researchers in order to make my country 

benefit fiom thern." A Niserian man found ''the bea place to audy traditional Chinese pharmacy 

is China," while a Kenyan audent looked to l e m  fiom China's accomplishments. He noted, 

"China is the most populous nation in the world and has a rich cultural history. It is able to feed its 

van population. It is therefore an opportunity for an agriculturalist to appreciate its intensive 

agricultural production system"(Notes fiom six surveys). While these students had clearly defined 

acadernic goals, others were motivated to go to China for employment related reasons. 



PART THREE: EMPLOYMENT MOTIVATIONS 

As Table 6 .3  reveais, the largest response to al1 t h e  factors in the category of 

Employrnent Motivations fell into the 'not applicable', 'unimportant', and 'very unimportant' 

rankings. 

TABLE 6.3 

Employment Motivations 

Frequency (FQ) and Percentage (%) of Respondenb who indicated the 
Level of importance of Each Factor 

Students ovenuhelming disagreed that o degreefrom C h a  was worth more !ha12 a Iocal 

depree. 27.8% (37) cited this as hot applicable'; 9.8% ( 13) 'unimportant'; and 39.1% (52) cited 

this as 'very unimportant'. In the margin beside this factor, one -dent wrote in capital letters 

'WOT TRUE." punctuated with three exclamation marks. This notation generally summed up the 

majority opinion on this factor. 



Employment Prospects 

A few students cornmenteci about the relationsbip between studying in China and 

employment prospects. One Doctoral candidate fiom Uganda studying Construction Management 

'kanted educational qualifications to get a position back in my govemment." A Kenyan midying 

for his Master7s in Agriculture felt that "improvhg academic qualifications would be a step in my 

upward mobility as far as (job) opportunities are concerned." For a Tanzanian wornan "China was 

the bes way to obtain more education for my future career as an architect. 1 wanted to be more 

prepared to face various challenges ahead of me. . . . " Also looking ahead was an Architecture 

nudent fiom Gabon for whom "the most important [motivating] factor [was] related to . . . the 

possibilities which (will] open up . . . after training" (Notes from four surveys). 

These four comments were atypical. No other audent wrote about employment 

motivations. For most students, obtaining a higher degree was important for employment 

prospects but obtaining a Chinese degree was not directly related to future opportunities. The 

majority of midents, 72.2% (96). indicated that getting o g d  job at home or getting a good job 

ahroad, 71 4 %  (95), was neither an applicable nor important motivation for going to China. One 

Zambian student clarifiai this point. Marked by an asterisk in the ma@ he wrote that it was 

"not really a degree from China but a higher degree [that] wiil get me a good job." He emphasized 

his point on the bonom of the page stating that "the most important factor was the need to obtain 

a higher degree which will really make a difference in job opponunities" (Survey Note). 



Ghana: A Unique Cage 

In al1 of this, one exceptional case emerged. Ghahaian students revealed that their 

motivation for going to China was alrnost exclusively related to employment . Ghanaians neither 

"apply" nor "even initiate" going to C h  but instead are nominated by their employer for job 

related training. 

Nominated Gmernment Workers 

These students explained that China's ten annual scholarships go straight to the 

Scholarship Secretariat Body. This secretariat then contacts goverment institutions such as 

research establishments, universities, and science and technology corporations such as water and 

sewage plants, electrical plants, and highway boards. S u p e ~ s o n  in these institutions then 

nominate candidates to go to China. 

Seniority und Timing 

Nominations are based on senioity and the country of your nomination is a matter of 

chance. One student explained that in his Company eveq individual has an oppominity for 

training. According to a seniority lia, workers are autornaticdly norninated when the offer cornes 

fiom the secretariat. He stated, "it just happened that 1 was next on the lia to be trained abroad 

and the opportunity was to go to China." As another student put it, . . . V h e n  your time comes, 

[they] cal1 you. It's not that they Say, you go to China, you go to the US, you go to Japan . . . but 

the scholarships, as they corne, they give." In other words, "it's a matter of. . . what cornes your 

way at what time." If these workers had bem in a dinerent place at a difEerent time, a scholarship 
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rnay have been granted to a different countiy. One student explained the process, ". . . when you 

are nominated, yow name is sent to that [scholarship] secretariat . . . from there . . . [you are] 

given the application forms and you nII them in." However, midents felt that this application was 

more like an invitation and this invitation was r d l y  mon Iike an obligation. 

Obligatiott s 

As one student put it, 'ahen your boss calls you and tells you that they are nominating 

you, who the hell are you to say that 1 won't go? . . . In one way or the other, you feel obliged 

because you have to get your Master's at the place we work . . . the minimum is a Master's. . . . " 

A second student also shared this sense of obligation, ". . . actually, you donyt have any option, 

vou don? have a choice." He continued, "1 am due for a promotion and before 1 move on to the 

next level1 should have the MasterYs degree . . . 1 was n w  on the lia so 1 had no option than to 

take the offer." These nudents did concede that technicaliy ''nobody will force you to corney' but 

by refûsing the first ofFer, it may be years before a second offer is made, ûit is ever made at di. In 

eit her case, workers risk losing promotions. 

In addition to these risk factors and the sense of obligation, age was another issue. One 

student felt that, "age is very important . - . [because] moa of the scholarships . . . spece  age 

Limits . . . if people are younger, in their menties and tems, they have more chances." One 

Ghanaian he felt that "age was mnning out for me to wait for a scholarship from other 

countries. " 



For these workers going to other countnes was crucial. One student explaineci that though 

workers can do "moa of the courses . . . in our country . . . we need to go to a place outside of 

the count- . . . because of the element of exposure to what is happening outside." Employees are 

"encouraged to go out [because their work involves] contact with a lot of international 

organizations [and thus employers] . . . want people to have much more exposure to what is 

happening outside our countries. . . ." Thus, nominated by the& employer, Ghanaians go to China 

seeking exposure. knowledge. and credentials for employrnent related purposes. 

One audent admitted that he was decidedly unmotivated to go to China but went out of a 

sense of d u l '  

Well, as a rnatter of fact, I came without any enthusiasm. . . . In the 
first place, China is very far fiom our place and it's difficult to leave 
vour family behind for such a long time. . . . There is no possibility 
to go home before you end the course and mon of my [previous] 
traveling outside the country had been short courses, seminars . . . 
two months, one month. . So, I was obliged to corne, that 's why 
1 came. 

.4lthough this particular student felt obliged to go to China for employment related reasons. 

others went willingly motivated by personal factors. 



PART FOUR: PERSONAL MOTIVATIONS 

On the questionnaire, four factors centred around potential areas of Personal Motivations 

in relation to family, educational authorities, desire to see the world, and desire to kilow China. 

The following table reveals these findings. 

TABLE 6.4 

Personal Motivations 

Frequency (FQ) and Percentage (%) of Rtspondenîs who indicated the 
Level of Importance of Each Factor 

Advice from Relatives and Friends 

As Table 6.4 indicates, 39.8 % (53) of the students report& that advrcefrom relatives 

amifiends to szudy abroad was 'a very important' and 'important' motivating factor. Two 

audents acknowledged the influence of their peers. A Cameroonian wrote, "My fiiend who 

preceded me had lefi me a good impression by the mail and the pictures that he sent [and] that 



stimulated me a lot." And a man fiom Gabon paid tribute to "the contribution of fiiends and 

acquaintances" in his decision. In terms of family, some students wrote about their motivation to 

assen their independence. A mdent fiom Uganda rwealed that he 'Yelt . . . a chance to be 

independent fiom the influence and constant assistance of my parents." A audent fiom Mali 

wrote that he went to China for, "the preparation of my future Life in a liberal way and without 

parents' pressure." Findly, one man fiom Burundi noted in the margins that going to China was a 

"personal decision" that his family "were against" (Notes from five surveys). 

On the other hand, most comments suggested that students with strong familial support 

had family with di plornatic ties to China. For example, one woman fiom Sierra Leone wrote: 

1 was really convinced by my uncle who was the then Ambassador 
to China. He emphasized on the speaking of another international 
language Since China was opening and not [many] people in Afnca 
speak Chinese so 1 was told to take this opportunity to midy in 
China since he was there. 1 was grateful for that. (Survey Note) 

A woman fiom Lesotho also wrote about her family ties to China. She stated, "the first reason for 

me to corne to China was to accornpany my Mother on a diplornatic mission. And of course when 1 

got here 1 was offered a scholarship which was very important to me because 1 figured 1 would still 

be in rny country . . [had I] not got the opportunity to study abroad. . . . " Likewise a man f?om 

Equatonal Guinea wrote, %ben my brother was the Ambassador . . . in China . . . he found the 

bursary " Another Guinean also noted the influence of his family. He revealed, "1 was in China 

on an invitation for holidays. Once in China, my father asked me to aay and study in China. So 1 

stayed because he wanted me to do my midies in China." Finally, a student fiom Madagascar also 

acknowledged the influence of his rnother and father. He wrote, "my parents know Chinese, so I 

have to know Chinese and know the Chinese and China" (Notes fiom five surveys). 
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Advice from Educational Authorities 

The advrce of educutiotial althorities had less duence than f d y  and fiiends. A total of 

24.8% (3 3) cited the advice of e d u c a l i u ~ /  airthorities as 'not applicable', while 32.3% (43) 

cited this as 'unimportant' and 'very unimportant'. However, one student fiom Burundi did 

attribute his motivation to a high schaol math tacher. 

1 was in the last year of secondary school [and] I was getting ready 
to take the State Exam to go to the University. My Math professor 
advised me to take an exam at the Chinese Embassy in Burundi 
which was designed to select candidates to go to school in China. 1 
went to take that exam and 1 passed it. That was an important 
factor that made me go to school in China. (Survey Note) 

Chance to See the World 

Beyond teachers. fiiends, family, however, the chairce to see the world was the moa ofken 

cited motivator second oniy to gening a scholarship. A total of 62.4% (83) rated this factor in the 

top two categones of imponance. Having travelled extensively with his diplornatic family, one 

Zairian wrote that he was motivated because. "Asia was one of the continents that I hadn't yet 

visited " A Burundi man stated that 'besides [feeling] proud for being out to do my studies, . . . [I 

wanted] firn, f to] see the foreign world, the other people and their cultures [and] second, to 

open up to the outside world. . " Another Burundian was also motivated to become "open to 

the outside world" adding "at home, we know what is going on in the world, but Asia remains a 

difficult continent to know [because of ] language, culture, etc." (Notes from three nirveys). 



Chinese People and tbeir Customs 

Some midents declared a desire to "discover another world" while others expressed a 

more specific desire to krow Chiese people and thetr mstoms. Though more studet~ts rated this 

factor as 'very unimportant' than 'very important', 18.8% (25) and l5.0?40 (20) respectively, a 

total of 44.3% (59) midents ranked this as 'vwy important' and 'important'. Moreover, mOQ 

witten comments tended to relate to this factor. 

Curiosity Factor 

A few students wrote about ''the curiosity factor," as expressed by one Gabonese. He 

added that "China is a country that is very far and not very familiar. It wss then necessas, to go to 

that country. to appreciate those mosaics, those traditions, etc." A Tanzanian woman was also 

curious, " to get to know Chinese people and their cuaoms." Likewise a audent fiom Guinea was 

motivated "especially [by] the discovery of a people so far away, strange, and closed." For a 

Carneroonian wornan, " the Chinese people [were] an enigma . . . I had a desire to know their 

lifestyle and how they react with foreigners." Findy, a student fiom Congo simply wanted "to 

leam about the Chinese . ." while a student fiom Benin wrote that he "loved China [and] . . . 

wanted to know [the people]" (Notes fiom five surveys). 
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Chinese Language 

Beyond general curiosity and a desire to know more, a number of students commented 

specifically that they were motivated to leam the Chinese language. A man from Mauritius was 

motivated by the oppominity of "knowing to speak Mandarin'' as was a student from Gabon who 

wrote that "besides travelling outside of my country, 1 [wanted to] speak Chinese and know 

Chinese kung-fu." Some students felt that leaniing the Chinese language would distinguish them. 

A student fiom Congo chose "China . . . to be special . . . because the people in my country do 

not speak Chinese. . . " A wornan from Botswana also felt motivated to distinguish herself. She 

wrote. "1 was aiways interested in Asia . . . 1 thought it would be Nce to be able to write and 

speak Chinese. 1 don? know anyone in Botswana who does." Finally, a woman fiom Lesotho 

was also interested in the language but specifically in writing. She noted, "above al1 what excited 

me was that nudying in China adds on something else that not everpile who studies abroad can 

get -- learning or knowing how to write characters" (Notes fkom five surveys). 

Chinese Culture 

Leaming the lanpage is, of course, an entrée into the culture and many midents were 

motivated to go to China because of its rich cultural history. A student fiom Sierra Leone noted 

that "China is one of the biggest countries and the most populated in the world with diverse 

cultures, traditions. noms, and values which are wonh knowïng." A shident fiom Kenya 

reiterated this feeling, "China is the moa populous nation in the worici and has a nch cultural 

history." A third audent also supponed this view, '7 had the choice between the former USSR 

and China, so I chose the last because 1 thought China is very rich culturally" (Notes fiom three 

surveys) . 



Other Cultures 

Students wanted to know China but also other cultures. A student from Ghana was 

motivated by the "the oppomuiity to hteract with peopie fiom other cultures." Likewise, a Sierra 

Leonean was motivated ". . to be able to appreciate the values in different customs and 

traditions. especially those of other foreign students." In addition, a studefit from Mali wanted 

"the chance to meet several races and groups and know better their problems, their culture, their 

way of thinking and reasoning" (Notes from three surveys). 

PART FIVE: OTHER MOTIVATING FACTORS 

Beyond the four areas of potential motivation I had proposed, Financiai, Academic, 

Employment. and Personai, students offered many other factors in the open-ended section. These 

comments could generally be organized into five additionai areas of influence: govementd,  

politicai, economical, developmental, and technical. 

Govemmental Factors 

Students were motivated both by the Chinese govemment and their home govemment. A 

woman from Namibia noted that the "the Chinese embassy in my country" was a motivating force, 

while another emphasized, with capital letters and three exclamation marks, that he came to 

China because of "no other factors than the false impression given to me about the life in China 

by their embassy in Sierra Leone." While the Chinese embassies in these countries were 

influentid. the home governments of many countries were also cited as a factor. A student from 

Ghana was motivated by 'the factor that 1 did not know the conditions here and my govemment 
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had spent money in b ~ g h g  me to China." A man from Burundi wrote that '?the main reason" he 

came to China ". . . was because 1 was told that . . . they need people who speak Chinese . . . in 

the embassy of Burundi or in the field of cooperation between Burundi and China in general. . " 

A student from Sudan was also influenced by his goverment. He wrote, "the only motivating 

factor . . [was the] . . . agreement between China and my country [for] an academic exchange. 

Hence. 1 am here under ths umbrella. That is, I am the only one here for the agreement of country 

to country . . . " (Notes from five surveys). While these students reporred that they came to China 

out of a sense of duty towards their governrnents, other students came to China to avoid 

govermental icaability and political uncertainty in their countries. 

Political Factors 

Four Rwandan students detailed how the civil strife afected their educational 

opportunities By way of motivation, one explained, % my country, there was no stability, 

othewise 1 would have continued in the university in my country." Another student also searching 

for stability added, " . 1 am in China for the second the ,  not because I wanted it [but] the 

events in my country made me corne, in order to find some peace. Really, I had a lot of 

disappointment in my life (war) maybe that is why 1 am not very touched by the world." Another 

audent noted that in his country ". . . there are not enough facilities to enable people to study 

well. even professors and teachers are not available since some were killed during the genocide 

that took place in Rwanda in 1994." Finally, one student explained the situation fùrther: 



In my home country, there is a lot of trouble and for that reason, 
the university there has acadernic years without school. To finish an 
architecture degree there, it could easily take you 7 years instead of 
5, and that is not encouraging at aii. In my country, there is a lot of 
uncertaine. (Survey Note) 

A number of Burundians expressed similar motivations. One wrote that, ". . . the situation 

in my country (security wise) was detenorating and coming to China was a way to help myself 

stay away fiom it." A country mate added, "it's mostly the current political situation in my home 

country (civil war) that made me decide to corne here. . . ." A third student was also motivated to 

30 ". . , because my country is going through a hard time. Also, I thought China was a country 

where 1 could have the rneans necessary to finish my studies, which is exaaly the opposite for my 

country of origin." In addition to Rwandans and Burundians, a student from Mali was motivated 

to avoid " the perturbations (arikes from time to time)" in his country and one audent from 

Congo wrote that, "the essentid motivation was that 1 wanted to go out of my country" though 

he did not speciS, the exact reasons. Finally, another student from Mali seemed to sumrnarize this 

issue. 

Now. many young Anicans want to lave their respective countnes 
for political reasons (civil war, instabiiity). They want to continue 
their studies in other countries where there is peace. So the Cbinese 
schoianhp is welcome. (Survey Note) 

Economical Factors 

While some student felt compelled to leave their own countries, others were drawn to 

China because of the "economic factor" as one Gabonese put it, adding " . . China is now a 

mowing economic power in the world. . . . '*An Ugandan also commented that ". . . China had 
C 

the fastest growing economy in the world [and] this made me reaiize that they could have 
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something to offer ." Another mtdent noted, China's 'Yastest growing economy" and [hoped to] 

leam their rnagx formula." The same student also wanted to " . . . get to h o w  how the 

govemment is able to govern a gigantic population." These students ciearly felt tharchina had 

much to offer beyond the classroom. 

Developmen ta1 Factors 

Many students were motivated to go to China in order to help their own countries 

develop. Some perceived that ''China was son of a lab for the developing wodd," as one 

Burundian wrote. Others linked China's development with the development of their own country. 

A Zambian aated, ''China is a developing country . . . and coming fkom a developing country 1 

reckon 1 would be weli exposed to actual experiences of various developments going on in China 

which will be very relevant in my home country." A student from Sierra Leone expressed simiiar 

sentiments. He wrote, "the developmentai status in both Sierra Leone and China are very similar 

in nature but China is a little ahead . . . in advancement of Science and Technology. He added 

that he felt his education and " training in the appropriate technologies would enhance transfers of 

useful knowledge for the benefit of the [Sierra Leonean] cornrnunity." 

Technological Factors 

In the interviews, the two Poa Graduate students elaborated more fuily on these factors of 

appropnate technologies, transfer, community benefit, and development. One student aated: 



I'm here purposely because my country is trymg to develop and 
then also because [of] this concept of appropriate technology. . . . 
[This is] . . . one of the motivating factors that brought me here . . . 

We know back home that the Chinese have some of the now cal1 
appropriate technologies . . . so 1 came here purposely to leam . 

some of these basic technologies, what we cal1 appropriate 
technologies, fiom the gras roots. (Post Graduate A) 

The second interviewee expressed almoa identical motivations: 

1 was thinking that 1 would have a first hand opportunity to see really 
what they are doing here because back at home we usually think that 
China is a Third World country, a developing country, so maybe their 
technology, the level of technology, shouid be more applicable to ours 
than the West. So, we were really interested in seeing what they are 
doing here [and] their level. (Post Graduate B) 

The same student continued as he defined his sense of appropnate technologies: 

We think that the technology that is more appropriate to a Third 
World country would be one that is being used in a Third World 
country . . . We get Our impons of machinery and high tech fkom 
the West. . . They are expensive and when they break down it is 
vev difficult to replace parts because you have to Unport 
everything . So the idea is that if you get technology that is relativeiy 
simple, it will be more applicable to our stage of development nght 
now. 

So the idea [is] that, you know, South-South. . . . The Chinese are 
a developing country and they are also coming up in development 
right now. II is interesting to corne see what they are doing and 
then to see whether or not you can apply that to Our situation back 
at home So that was a real important t h g ,  one real imponant 
consideration for corning here. (Post Graduate B) 



SUMMARY OF MOTTVATIONAL FACTORS 

In summary, the most often cited motivating factor was obtainir~g o scholarship. The 

majority of students, 82.8% ( 1 1 O), reported that ar the lime of [theirj decisjon tu l e m  [their] 

country 20 sttrdy in China. obtaining a scholarship was a 'very important' and 'important' 

consideration. Students indicated that without the scholarship al1 other factors would be 

secondary. Getmg a chance to see the world as the second most oflen cited motivating factor, 

rated ' very important' and 'important by 62.4% (83), and Chim 's faciiliilies and course oflerir~gs 

as the thrd most oflen cited motivator, rated 'very important' and 'imponant by 54.9% (73). 

Employment prospects related to a higher degree, though not necessarily a higher degree from 

China, were aiso important motivating factors, especially in the case of Ghanaian students. 

Written comments fiorn the open-ended question which closed this section supponed these 

statistical findings and added to the discussion by raishg other sources of motivation such as 

governmental, political, economical, developmental, and technological factors. 

Finaily. it is worth noting a few comments which defied specific classification. One 

woman fiom Kenya regarded audying in China as a personal challenge. She m e ,  '4 had actually 

never considered studying anywhere else apart h m  in my country let alone studying in China. So 

the opponunity tu study in China was son of like a challenge and so 1 decided it would be worth a 

try" A audent fiom Uganda who cited ali factors as 'very unimportant' explained, 'Whenever 

there is a place or a chance to tap knowledge fiom please do. Never mind whether it's what or 

where. what you need is knur4edge." While he was motivated to seek knowledge, a returning 

student fiom Cameroon was motivated by the "possibilities of doing business [and] mak[ing] 

contacts for creating small and medium enterprises." Finally, one Kenyan was motivated by 
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religion Quoting the Bible, he wrote, "my Christian faith requires me to 'go and make disciples of 

al) nations. . . . ' People have to hear the love of Gud and not bound in sin and immoral 

practices." He ends by motivating others to "rad  Matthew 28: 16-20." 



Chapter Seven 

Issues 

This chapter focuses on issues that foreign students commonly face. In .Senion Three of 

the questionnaire, respondents were asked to rank, on a scale of 1 to 5,  their level of agreement 

and disagreement on fourteen statements pertaining to student Ne. Table 7.1 presents these 

findings. This section closed with an open-ended question that enableci students to raise issues I 

had not. 

PART ONE: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT AND DISAGREEMENT ON ISSUE STATEMENTS 

Despite ofren feeling homesick, (62.4 % (83) 'mon& agreerd]' and 'agree[dI7), and 

ofen feeling lonely. (3 7.6% (50)  ' strongly agree[d] ' and 'agree[d]'), the majority of students, 

5 3 4 %  (7 1 ), 'agree[d] ' to some extent that they enjoy living on cmnpus and only 28.6% (3 8) 

expressed some tendency to szïflerfrom occasional depression. in the margins, one student wrote 

that he was homesick "only to Msit my family and my fnends" and another wrote that he was 

homesick "not very often but sometimes when I feel unhappy." 

Approximately one t hird of the students, 3 3.1 % (44), 'agree[d] ' that th& Chinese 

classm~~es are fiend& and helpff,  although four noted that this staternent was not applicable as 

they did not have any Chinese classrnates. The same percentage of students, 32.3% (43), 

'agree[d]' that they enjoyed close personal relationshrps with both Chinese men and Chinese 

women and 4 2 9 !  (57)'agree[d]' that they were able io en~oy contact with f e f f m  foreign 

students. The majority of students, 82.7 % (1 lO), 'strongly agree$i]' and 'agree[d]' that they had 

adequute echrcational prepwation uz home '%ut without the fluency in Chinese language," as one 



student pointed out. The majority of audents, 62.4% (83), also 'strongly agree[d] ' and 'agree[d]' 

that they feit highly motivated to do well in schooï. One student, however, felt that his 

motivation had been thwarted, "Naturaiiy I am a very motivated person bgt the education system 

here is not very stirnulating to my personal experience. Maybe it is because of the field of my 

studies (International Poiitics) needed more debates and pasonai views" (Survey note). 

The majonty of students, 59.4% (79), 'strongly agree[d]' and 'agree[dI3 that they were 

concer~red aboui raciaI discrimination though one student noted he had ". . . been able to get 

over that aspect. " Mon responses, 39.1 % (52), were neutrd when asked about the fmourabie 

attitude of the heocal people about rheir country but more, 3 3 3% ( 5 9 ,  tended to 'disagree' than 

'agee' ,23.3% (3 1 ), that the local attitude was f m r a b l e .  A slightly higher number of snidents, 

3 3.9% ( 4 9 ,  tended to 'apee' rather than 'disagree' , 32.3% (43), that their behaviour was ofrn 

m~sunderstuud by the local people. in the masgins one student amibuteci these misunderstandings 

to '?the big gap between our cultures" and another explained, "more often 1 have to readjust my 

behaviour to the Chinese counterpart." This notion of readjustment was echoed by another who 

wrote, "after six years in China 1 know what 1 can do." For the final issue, a large majority, 

60.1% @O), 'disagree[dJy and 'strongly disagree[d]' that the f d y  a reasorzable 

knowledge of their counîry. 

Most respondents, 44.4% (5 9), 'agree[d] ' that this lia presemed a cornpiete picture of 

~ h e  mosr important issues facing foreigrt mdents in China. One Guinean penneci, '7 agree 

entirely that the above lia presents complete images of the aspects with which us, the foreigners, 

are confronted with in China" At the same the ,  40.6% (54) 'disagree[d]' and felt the lia was not 

complete. Many of those who felt the iist was Uicomplete brought new issues to my attention. 

However, even those who indicated the lia was complete chose to elaborate on the issues raised. 



TABLE 7.1 
Issues 

k v e l  o f  Agreement and Disagmment on Issue Statemeats 
by Frequeacy (FQ) and Percentige (%) 

Nd the r 
agrcc nor 
disignc 

I 1. 1 enjoy liviag ou 
campus. 

l 2 My Chinese clrssmites 
arc fnendly and helpful. 

4.1  am able to enjy  
contact with feliow 
foreign students. 

5. 1 am able to enjoy close 
personal relatiwships 
with Cbiaese men. 

6. 1 am able to enjoy close 
personal rclationships 
with Chinese women. 

7.1 am concerned about 
racial discrimination. 

8.1  suffer fmm occasional 
depression. 

9. 1 am often lonely in 
China. 

l 10. 1 feel highly motivated 
to do weil in school. 

11.1 tee11 bad 
1 adequate eduutionol 

pmparation at home. 

12. Tbe attitude of local 
people towards my 
country is favourable 
-- - - 

13. My behaviour is often 
misunderstood by the 
loci1 peuple. 

14. The facule bas a 
reasonable knowledge 
of my country. 



PART TWO: WRXTTEN COMMENTS ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Students' comments frequently related to Gnancial, language, academic, and social 

issues. 1 have reporteci these contributions in the sections which focus specificslly 'on those 

topics. Issues that 1 did not account for in this particular section nor in any other part of the 

questionnaire were brought to my attention. In just a single word or two, a few studmts noted 

the weather, food, health services, living quartm, and generd living conditions on campus. One 

student brought up issues regarding family Me. In a rhetoricai style he asked: 

For the married students, are there adquate structures on the 
campus to weicome their families? How about the education of 
their children if they are in China witb their parents? If you are 
marrieci to a Chese person, is the connection of the cultures 
possible? (Survey Note) 

Race 

Beyond these notations, the number and depth of -en comments on aU of the 

questionnaires ovenvhelming pertained to race, discrimination, and bias. Many students even 

anached a separate piece of paper to comunicate that ''the most important issue facing foreign 

students is the question of racial discrimination and the class consciousness of the local people," 

as expressed by one Ghanaian. A Burundian specified this point, "The Chese have the bad habit 

of looking down on black fficans" . . . [and] . . . "even teachers," according to one Ethiopian, 

". . . don't believe blacks can be good enough." A Benin man observed that, "the Chinese 

unconsciousiy think of an Afncan as  someone they should set straight." Another mident simply 

noted, "they are critics of black skin." A Cameroonian woman elaborated, ' the Chmese present a 

masked xenophobia towards foreigners, especiaiiy the Mcans, therefore, they pretend to love us, 



but in reahty, they despise us . . . " (Notes fiom six suweys). As a result of these attitudes, one 

Narnibian woman declared : 

Afncan snidents are seriously molested and embarrassed in China. - 
They [Chinese people] aiways teii their feiiow Chinese that Afncans 
are dirty and that's why we are black. We sleep on nees and don't 
have food to eat. Because of these ugly words, Chinese class 
Aoicans as slaves and [feel] their so-called assistance is a big relief 
to ail Afkicans in China. They always look [at] Afiicans with 
contempt, hatred, and malice. (Swey note) 

Students linked how they are perceived individually to how the entire African continent is 

understood. "Our continent is the most damned according to their conception," wrote one 

Burundian. An Ugandan added that the ". . . Chinese simply associate Afiica and any country in 

it with disaster, poverty, wars, and al1 the bad things you can imagine." Another Burundian 

assened that "regardless of what is meant in political speeches by Chinese officials in Africa, . . . 

when you are fiom a small country they don't respect you anymore and . . . [if you are] fiom a 

poor country then [you are] not an important person." And yet another student achowledged 

these sarne biases when he wrote, 'Without denying the slow development of Afnca, the Chinese 

seem to look d o m  on Afnca. As a proof of that, jua look at the rare television prograrns. For 

them. al1 the bad thnp are A f n c a  nothing good cornes from there." One student seemed to 

surnmarize these sentiments when he wrote, "if you look at the whole thing, Our feeling, inside is 

that we are0 am not satisfied by these attitudes of many Chinese [who] look down on Afiican 

audents as [if] we came fiom no where3'(Notes from five surveys). 



Misinformation 

Students largely attributed these 'attitudes' to " a  lack of knowledge of the Afncan 

realities. . . . " This ignorance, according to students is because as a society "the Chinese are not 

open to the outside world and they are taught things totaljy contrary to Afnca. . . ." Again and 

again, this sentiment about the local population being '%i uifomed" and deliberately 

"misinformed" about African realities emerged. One student noted that "Afiican studmts . . . are 

maltreated by the lack of information" and to a Malian this Yack of information' explains why 

"there is aiways confrontation between Africans and Chinese."' In shon, students recognkd that 

"the existence of several bad prejudices on our counuies of origin and ourselves . . . makes the 

conneaion between Chinese and foreigners difficult" (Notes fiom tm surveys). 

PART THREE: THE INTERVIEWS 

The nature and impact of this "difficult connection" became clears in the i n t e ~ e w s .  The 

following answer to my question about essentlol elements typifies students' response: 

1 think an essential part, you know, you should try to focus on how 
the Chinese people relate to foreigners in general, and more 
specifrcally to black Afncans. Right, no matter your social statu, 
the fact that you are biack, you know, you are bmg here, how 
should 1 say, looked down upon. (Post Graduate A) 

Thc Beijing Rwim (1987 01 19.0 1 26): Chcuag (1989): Delfs (1989); b t t  (1986 06 19: 06 26): Zhi 
( 1989) are a few among many who reprted on the Chinese-African camps coxtfiontations in Nanjing, Wuhan, 
ShanghaJ. Beijing. and Tianjin between 1978 and ta@ 1989. Crane (1994). Dik6tter (1994), Sautman (1 99.1). and 
Sullivan (1994) pmide W e d  examinations of these incidents and discuss their far reaching significance. These 
works are further dixussed in the finai chaper of this study. 



Daiiy Fnistratians 

In the interview with the Four Graduates they also spoke about king "lmked d o m  upon" 

as the very fira essentiaï alement they chose to raise were the " ' M y  frustrations"? that is, the daily 

hstrations of walking d o m  the street, talking the bus, waiking into an office. In these daily 

situations, students reponed that they are insulted, shunned, and f a e d  as a matter of course. 

One student described walking down the street and verbal taunts that ensue: 

Every day, everywhere 1 go, [Il get the same thing. Someone is cailing, 
hey black devii,' . . . you are dirty, you are poor, you have nothing. . . . 
Biack devil, black stupid, you are - whatever - all dirty words. Y o u  
leave one corner and then the next one, . . . la's say you're walking a 
hundred meters . . . in between, you can get the same thhg ten times, 
eleven times, in one hundred meters. (The Four Graduates) 

One Embassy Counsellor also brought up the severity of these daily comments mcountered 

in the streets. He concurred that "'they do speak t b g s  Wre that": 

People in the areet wili Say, . . . you corne here because] you need 
assistance but you can't give anything. . . . You corne for something but 
you are not bringing in anything. . . . Black stupid, black poor, black 
grange, black very ugly, AIDS, things like that. . . . Black - any 
negative adjective you can put on it. (Embassy Counsellor B) 

ûver hny-five pars ago. Hevi (1963: 183) exprcsscd this exact sentiment in almost the exact words. He 
wote. " M a q  of the thuigs that are done to Afncan students and of which they daily cornplain can be embodicd in 
the concept of mlow discrimination that pendes ail social mata in China." 

3 Black &il. hei gui. is the most common epithet stuQnts reponed they encounier. Sull~an (1994: 448) 
explains that "the meaning of 'devil' (gui) is derogatory in that it qresscs various degrees of hastility tuward 
foreigners. m m g  hem as "non-humans" (i.e. without having the Chinese 'hem and mind')." In adding the 
word bladr (hei) to gw, the epitiiet takes on a r a d  meaning 



The Counsellor explained that most "don't say it straight." In other words, these "negative 

adjectives" are usually delivered by people who assume that the students don't understand 

Chinese. However, 'how 99,98 percent of Afiicans here, they [do] understand the language. So, 

you are in . . . a shop, for example, they can be talking, not talking to you but you hear what they 

say" The Counsellor added that even at times when students may not understand the language, 

t hey can understand the message: 

. . . even when you dont understand the language, for example, if you 
go to Shanghai [where] they speak Shanghai [dialect], you don? 
understand. But when somebody's talking . . . you can read it and see 
it. Yes. When it's a question of admiration, you can also see it, if the 
mind is really appreciating. Yes, you feel it. (Embassy Counsellor B) 

Shunned 

As the CounseUor pointed out, language is not a sole indicator because students can 

"read" and "see" people's reaction. This type of nonverbal reaction became evident when 

nudents described another daily mimation: taking the bus. For these snidents, taking the bus had 

become "a very strong issue". One mident expiained: 

[Despite over crowdedness]. . . people aiways stand in the bus whm 
there is a seat next to me. 1 do think what's wrong with me? Do I 
smeii? . . . I'm decem, you know. I dont see any [reason why] someone 
could not sit next to me. . . . 

Then, of course, if there is someone sitting on the window and 1 sit next 
to hirn or her, then he will, she wiU, feel Wte trapped. And then, ifthere 
is another spare seat, it doesn't happen always, but it happens very, very 
often, she or he will move to another [seat] . . . but moa [of the tirne] 
. . . maybe 70 percent, 1 will sit, like in two seats, and no one will corne 
to sit next to me. (The Four Graduates) 



For this student, when people refuse or vacate a seat next to hm, they signal a clear gesnire of 

impo liteness and disrespect: 

If 1 sit next to someone and he just stands up, to just stand in the 
' 

bus, obviously, it is elementarily impolite. You dont have to have a 
university degree to understand that. You've shown a lack of 
respect to that person. You cannot give him the luxury of sitting 
next to him. . . . It's just simple elementary Unpoliteness. And it 
happens always, very, very often. (The Four Graduates) 

On rnany different levels these daily verbal and nonverbal afnonts though clear, leave the students 

mystified : 
You know, it's really arnazing when . . . 1 see someone digging a, a 
Street and laughing at me, like poor, black devil. They insuit me. 1 
dont want be sarcastic but, 1 should feel sorry for him but he feels 
sorry for me. He thinks I'm, I'm, I'm really meaningiess because I'm a 
black devil. . . . 

Sornehow he's proud, he's proud of himself. He's aliowed to be proud 
of himself, . . . more [than], . . . according to him, h aliowed to be 
proud, because I'm really a little thing. And this 1 cannot understand. 
1 dont understand where, where al1 this pride cornes fiom. And, I do 
not get [why] someone who has been digging the road and who has 
dirty clothes [and] 1 have a dean jacket or trousers, he cannot sit 
next to me. (The Four Graduates) 

Feared 

Perhaps even more perplexing than such 'pride" is the reaction of fear. Another stuc dent 

in the group described the third daily haration of entering an office building. He began with a 

specific example- 

1 had an appointment with the general manager of [a] Company. . . . 
The secretary, . . . she's aiways someone who is educated, at 
minimum she's graduated fiom the university, . . . she came to open 
the door [and] ahh!, she screams, she jumps . . . [as if she met] a 
tiger or a lion in the comdor. (The Four Graduates) 



According to this man, 'îvhen they see me, . . . they are afraid, . . . they do fear me." The 

secretary's feamil recoils "shamed" this student and it took him "maybe something iike Meen 

minutes or twenty minutes, jua to cool down . . . to talk, sayhg everything confidèntially, 

without any problems." Her response to him shook his confidence and raised many unanswerable 

questions in his mind: 

1 do think why, why . . . is she so scared? What does it mean? 
Why are you acting k e  this? Am 1 an animal or what? Why, am 1 
something like. as a devil, or am 1 something that is coming from 
the other . . . planets, or Mars or what? . . . 1 have a head, 1 have 
two eyes, I have a nose. . . . 1 do ask myseif, what does she or he 
think 1 am? 

My answer is very mange. 1 carmot find a proper answer. . . . This 
answer is, is full of alternatives. It's full of my feeling, what 1 feel is 
very strong, it's even stronger than me, than myself'. 

The only thing different is the coiour. . . . It's because of rny 
colour, they're not used to this. . . . So for me, he or she should 
know first hand, 1 am a human being. (The Four Graduates) 

Alienated 

In three in te~ews  snidents spoke about this feeling of dropping %om the skies" and 

feeling like "creatures" frorn other "planets." Students reponed that "people do not seem to 

understand why and how an Afncan could possibly be in C h .  Nothing can explain or can tell 

them why a black man is w a l h g  in the Shanghai streets or Nanjing streets." On a few 

questionnaires, midents aiso wrote about this sensation of being "some h d  of alien that 's 

dropped down fiom Mars" and being perceived like an " . . . Extra-Terrestrial. Wce ET." One 

Zambian student wrote that these feelings intendy duMg "certain times [when] the way people 

aare at me almost swes  me." In an interview, one woman reported she initiaily dismissed this 



aaring in that it came fiom "just students." She understood that, ' lou know, students can peer 

through the window and then hide fiom the teachers." Yet she was dishubed when she reaiized, 

"even the teachers don't care. [They) can see [the mdents staruig] but d not even bother to 

stop and Say, 'what are you dohg here'?'Another woman fiom the same group added that she 

could understand if 'Sit was the first tune they are seeing me but these people downstairs [on 

campus] see me every day. . . . " This woman diaerentiated between ignorance and familianty: 

If it [were] a matter of not seeing me before [okay]. . . . But now 
ifs  a matter of, you know, like, maybe just showing mdeness to 
me, or [showing me] . . . 1 am not accepted in your land, or 
something like that. Then it 's . . . humiiiating. It is reaiiy 
humiliating . (Group of Three) 

A man in this same group also expressed feelings of humiliation and ensuing depression: 

When you are walking down the streets, 1 mean, they start looking 
at you. 1 mean, you feel so bad, you feel so depresseci. 1 mean, they 
look at you with so much amount of haeed, malice or what. 1 mean, 
it's no good. I m m  when you walk, they come to touch your skin 
to see if it's black. 1 mean, it's not good. (Group of Three) 

In a different interview, one student reponed that these sarne feelings of ''hudiation," 

"depres~ion~" and 'Tear" become so 'iuicomfortable" that, at times, he found it difficult to go 

outdoors and especially difficult to condua his research: 

. . . people come and they aare and they aare and you feel real[ly] 
uncornfortable. . . . They can really stare at you untii you fall d o m .  
Yes, they can really aare at you . . . everywhere you go. So sometirnes 
[it is] very difncult to even go outside. . . . Even people on campus, 
they gare at you . . . [If you] have to go to the villages to colle* . . . 

informatio~ it's one heU of a problem. It's one heu of a problern. The 
whole village d come and surround you. Yes, that's really 
uncornfortable. (Post Graduate B) 



On a questionnaire another audent acknowledged this discornfort stating that "the a a ~ g  . . . 

[can] really be awfiil'' but rationalized the circumstances: 

For most of the people here, it's like the first t h e  they're comuig ' 

face to face with an Afncan outside of the TV. . . and they don? 
know how to react or to handle the situation. . . . (Surwy Note) 

Al1 Across Society 

From the mral village to the urban campus, nom the street digger to the university 

professor, fiom a passenger on the bus to the professional office secretary, al1 -dents made a 

special point of anphasking that the inability to know "how to teact or handle the situation" came 

from al1 ievels of society: 

Linen, there is one point 1 want to say. This is . . . my big point. 
The Chinese, . . . educated or not, we s t U  face the same r adon .  
. . . For example, [if] . . . someone who is digging the road [says] 

black devil . . . it's okay. . . . [Il . . . can be insuiteci by someone 
who is diggmg the road . . . because he doesn't understand this. 
But someone who is a university student . . . is supposeci to be 
capable to know better]. (The Four Graduates) 

Questions 

Students expressed further hstration about the type of questions that people, "capable to 

know bener" ask as a matter of course. In al1 but one interview with Afncan participants, 

snidents and Embassy Counsellors both reported that they are asked 'Yimny, -y" questions 

about their blood, their hair, the type of housing, ianguages, food, temperature, and conditions in 

their home countries. The nature and regularity of these questions added to the daily fnistrations. 

As one student put it: 



It's iike living in . . . the middle of a big ocean made of hstration. 
. . . There is linle 1 can do. . . . I cannot stop on every street corner 
and Say, yes, 1 eat at home and yes, 1 have a roof, yes, yes, yes, yes, 
yes. (The Four Graduates) 

In addition to this sense of fnistration students expressed incredulity and sadness: 

What really rnakes me sad [is that] such kind of strange questions will 
be fine if you get them fiom people wbo have never been to uiversity. 
But it's incredibly unbelievabie when you have such questions fkom your 
. . . professor or your university classrnate. (The Four Graduates) 

Refiections 

To these students, Yhe only answer . . . to this situation, is that it is extreme ignorance." 

Students contemplated the nature of this ignorance and linked it to issues of language, economy, 

and development . 

In two separate interviews, students pointed out that in the Chinese language 'Afnca' 

translates to Fei zhou. Students explained that z h  means continent and fei means nothing; 

thus, students concluded, "Fei rhm means the continent of nothing!" Students protested this, 

"we were rehsing the word fei =hou . . . [because] fei has a lot of negative [meanings]." On 

the other hand, students pointed out that America translates to mei giro which means beautifid 

country. Students asserted that the perception of the country affects the perception of race. For 

example: 

. . . when they see Michael Jordan playing basketbail on T.V., he's 
not as black as 1 am. . . . Obviously, it doesn't mean that he is not 
black. He's black, but he is something else. (The Four Graduates) 

' Sauunan (1994: 421) reports that after the t h e  of the anti-African ouiùreak in Nanjing (1988-89). Afiican 
students also requested that the Ciunese name for Afhca be changecl Saiitmaa like these studen~. points out that 
Jkizhou. a homophone for Afiica. c m  be translated as "evil continent" whereas homophones of othu countries, 
such as Arnerica (mergua or "beautiful country") and Englaad @ngguo or "brave country"). are contrast 
complimentary . 



The students explained what this "something else" is: 

Michael Jordan, he's black, but he's Western, very Western. I mean, he's 
Amencan, he's a millionaire, billionaire, and he's fiom U. S .A., the first 
developed country in this world. . . . He's black . . . but he's not the 
same, black like me, from the bad lands. (The Four Graduates) 

The %ad lands" as this shident put it, does not refer to the whole a c a n  continent. South 

Afnca, as these students pointed out, garners respect because it is econornically developed: 

When they say, for example, that he cornes fiom South Aftica, thm 
he goes, 'Oh, your countq is developed, diamonds, uranium', and 
whatever, they stan talking about Mandela, a m  talking about 
everythuig, you see. But suppose 1 say I am coming fiom [my 
country], 'Huh, must be smaîi country. I never heard about it. . . . ' 
They try to minimite me. (The Four Graduates) 

These midents attributed these attempts to "minimize" them to concepts held regardhg the level 

of development and economic prosperity of their home nations: 

The people here they have a certain conception, a certain thinking 
about Atncan people. And if you analyze this very weU, this 
conception, how they are thinking about African people, how they 
[are] just rnimeating Afncan people, it's, it's jua because of the 
problem of.  . . rnaybe . . . this economy. [China] is just pointhg 
[to] Aûican people [t hinking], they are very poor and dirty, they 
are worthiess. (The Four Graduates) 

Res ponses 

Students reflected on how these attitudes and circumstances affect them: 

. . . people shdl think maybe it doesn't affect us. But when every 
day you are waking up or walking around . . . you find that you 
have this kind of pressure. You know that . . . the people they 
dont accept you very well. There is something very bad, iike they 
feel they can jua insult me, like 'black devil', mythe. It's okay, 1 
think it's an insult, it doesn't change me [but] it's not easy for me to 
accept. . . . 

Am 1 Living with . . . some people who are considering me 
[as] an animal or am I just an inferiority? i am buman being . . . but I 
am just rnaybe haif to them. Sometimes we can have this kind 
of feeling, because someone is 'oh, how this creature aniving 
here . . . ?' (The Four Graduates) 



Students spoke at length about dealing with this pressure. To cope and to avoid serious confiict, 

students pretend not to notice and pretend not to understand. As one post graduate put it: 

. . . if you want to reply that will be another thing. [Sol when 
people are staring at you and, of course, some of them even insult 
you, we jus pretend that we don't understand. (Poa Graduate B) 

ûther students also reponed that they choose to feign ignorance, keep quiet, and walk away to 

"save face". 
If you dont want to get into trouble, . . . don't [want tolcause an 
arrea on the stren . . . you pretend you dont understand and you 
walk your way. . . . And actually, ifs bmer if you walk your way 
and you keep it for yourself, then . . . you're sort of saving face. 

. . [Sol for most of the time, 1 say nothing. 1 pretend 1 dont 
understand. (The Four Graduates) 

While students "save face" in public, they acknowledge that these situations lave a personal 

mark, "Of course, you have it. You've got it in your heart, . . . you've got it in your brain. . . " 

Once in your hem and in yow brain, the pressure builds and students fïnd it necessary to retreat: 

. . . getting this every day, this kind of problem, you find sometimes 

. . . you become aggressive put] . . . you mua connol. Maybe it's 
being used to these people, jus insulting you every day, t e h g  you 
this and that words, bad things. Sometimes . . . you hide. I mean, you 
hide because you may be under pressure. (The Four Graduates) 

Of course, in hiding, the pressure remains: 

You think about a lot of things. [You] feei, feel destroyed . . . [me] 
you . . . don? belong. . . . You don't, you don? know exactly what 
you are. So you have to think about that. Perhaps, you are going to 
drink a beer,' . . . because if you . . . keep on thinking about that 
. . . you will never, never, never get the solution. You will never, 
never, never know why they do that. (The Four Graduates) 

An Ethiopan au&nt also bmught up the issue of alcdiol as a meam of m g .  On a questionnaife. he 
wmte. " M a q -  stuclents who have never teste- [tastedl alcohol or any similar things end up king Qunkards and 
irresponsible @ the t h e  they graduate due to a long cbqqminting life experience mith Chinese. Chinese do not 
treat foreigners equally. thq never treat their peoplcs qua& either." 



Although students feel they wüi "never know whf' and wiU 'hever get a solution," they take 

some comfon in the consensus among their communities: 

Take any African audent . . . who has been here in Chha, you just ' 
ask one question, . . . 'how do you feel about the Chinese?' I cadt 
say 100 percent but it's at least 85 percent, you're going to find 
everyone is complaining about how they treat us. (Four Graduates) 

One mident concluded that "the general behaviour of the Chinese towards foreigners, especially 

blacks, . . . brings a lot of negative reaction from the students" (Post Graduate B). This 

consensus and negativity was acknowledged by aii Embassy Counseilors. 

PART FOUR: EMBASSY COUNSELLOR PERSPECTXVE 

One Counsellor proposed that an esset~tiai element in the iives of Afhcan students was 

this overwhelmingly "negative reactiony7 fiom the students. in his capacity as Counsellor, he 

expressed his bewilderment and admined: 

1 don? know how to describe it. . . . Actuaiiy, it amazes me in a way. 
1 ask myseif why, why, why ? Four years, your first degree, three 
years, [another degree], nobody says anything positive, be it smd, be 
it srnail. . . . I've never found anything positive when talking to 
. students at aü. Nothing, nothing, nothing. Everything, anything they 
talk about - Chinese food, Chinese behaviour, Chinese anything - 
redy, you won? find anythmg gcod. . . . You won? h d  a single 
one talking anything good about China. (Embassy Counselior A) 

He added that the students' disposition " . . . is not only negative . . . [but also] resent[M]": 

. . . the African students resent the Chinese. It's a resentment, it's a 
high resenmient, you know. And they resent anything about them. 
They feel the Chinese . . . don7 Wre them in the fim place. They feel, 
they despise them. They feel they are not liked. They feel, the attitude 
is reaüy negative, we can say resenâul. (Embassy Counsellor A) 



The same Counsellor explainecf that thts negativity and resentment is because "somehow nobody 

amonga them has learned. they have never . . . known the root [of] the Chinese culture [and thus 

they remain] as perplexed as everyone else." He added: 

You wiU find . . . you have two students who have been here for 
a number of years, you find them disagreeing on something about 
the Chinese culture because none of thern knows. You find they 
are differing. They have lived here long but they are diffenng . . . 

mainly because their guess is as good as anybody's who has jus 
amved that day. (Embassy Counsellor A) 

The Counselior revealed that some students, in China for ten years and fluent in the language, 

remain at same the level of cultural understanding as newcomers because they "have never been 

let i n  . They have never been given the chance to understand the culture . . . [nor] participate in 

any of the Chinese way of life." He emphasized that the culture has never been " inculcated into 

them [and] they have not lived within it practically [because] it has always been closed to thern." 

Upon reflection, the Counsellor stressed what he "really wants to get at": 

The Afncan has never got the chance to dig deep into the Chinese 
life . . . and really . . . get exactly what he came to do: to make the 
fnendship here. They never manage to get it. . . . There has aiways 
been a bamer. (Embassy Counsellor A) 

The nature of these barriers and their impact on personal relationships are furiher discussed in the 

next chapter on social contact 



Chapter Eigbt 

Social Contact 

This chapter discusses the following three areas of social contact: sources of social 

companionship. sources of close cornpanionship, and the ffequency of social contact between 

African students and their Chinese hosts. 

PART ONE: MALN SOURCE OF COMPANY 

The f h t  item in Section Four of the questionnaire inquired about audents' main source of 

company As Table 8.1 highlights, 25.6 % (34) of audents mainly associated with other 

foreigrwrs: 15.8 % (21 ) mainly associated with 0 t h  Afrrcanr; 9% (12) mainly associated with 

peopkfrom herr nw)r couno; and 1 .5 % (2)  cited that their main source of companionship was 

with people-fium Chma. 

Many nudents could not choose one main group and so 46.7% (62) chose a combination 

of responses. Of this 46.7%, 24.1 % (32) of students checked two or more boxes including 

people fiom China, while 25.6% (30) checked two or more categories of companionship 

excluding people fiom China. Thus, 74.4% (74) of f i c a n  audents indicated that maidy, they did 

not keep the Company of local people.' 

These statisticd figures begin to paint a picture that is fbrther supplemented by cornments 

on the questiomaire and in the interviews. In fact, African students and Counseilors alike reported 

that issues of social contact and social relations were essential elemenfs of their experience in 

China. 

1 alculated (1.5%) + (24.1%) = 25.6% keep the company of local pople. T'us. LOO - 25.6 = 74.4% do not. 
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TABLE 8.1 

Main Source of Companionship 
by Frequency and Percentage 

Percent 
I 

9.0 

15.8 

Main Source of Compinionship ' Frrguenq 

Other foreigners 
I 

People from Chiriii 

People from vour o w  country 

Other Afiicans 

Barriers to Friendship 

Typically. when midents spoke about their fhends they were refemng to fellow foreigners 

because, for many, their "Chinese fiends [were] very few" (Poa Graduate B). This situation was 

contrary to the expectations of both Counsellors and audents alike. As one Counsellor remarked, 

"one wouid expect if they came to China, they would have fnends, Chinese, . . . they would 

become v e y  close " He added. "afier three years time aayino with the same students. in the 

same class, you wouid expect . that some fkiendship can be developed. . . . However, students 

just "don't see that corning" (Embassy Counsellor C). This reality perplexed rnany. Another 

Counsellor asked- 

12 

2 1 

34 

2 

22.6 

- - 

1 
S e v d  groups cxcludrng C h e x  people' 

Sevenil p u p s  mcluduig Chmese people 

No Responsc: 

Pleasc note. the iast mo opuons were not on the quesuonnaire but were added during the data analysis to 
accornmod;tte student responses. 

25.6 

1.5 

30 

32 

2 

24.1 

1.5 



Why, why, why, can you aay years in a country and you don't have 
a single fiiend? 1 always ask . . . 'you guys, don? you have 
Chinese fnends? Where are they? Where do they go?' Instead you 
have foreigners that you met here. but not a single person in the 
country where you spent seven y=, eight years. It's quite 
arnazing. 

I often ask these feilows, 'you h o w ,  you have been here eight 
years, where are your f'iiends? I want to meet them and we will tak 
and we get to know China'. And they say, 'ah, you are joking. You 
c m  never have a Chinese fiend'. So that is the attitude reaily. 
Y ou've been wit h them for seven or eight years but . . . [you] can't 
make a fnend. . . Why? (Embassy Counsellor A) 

Comrnents on the questionnaire began to answer these questions. Students reponed that "'there is 

a very ciear bamier between the foreign students and the Chinese students. It is really difficult to 

make good fnends among our comrades." One attributed this difficulty in rnaking friends to 

"reasons of openness" and another to the fact that authorities "'do not aiiow [local people] the 

chances of being in permanent contact with the foreigners." Other students suggested 'lhe closure 

of the Chmese society" and the "interdiction of access to many places for foreigners (recreation, 

work)" separates people (IYotes from five surveys) 



In the student interviews, many expounded on the difficuhy of friendship in light of these 

barners. Students fiequently spoke about the separate living and eating quarters fofforeign 

students and the local population.' One Counsellor revealed that these divisions fim p d e d  him: 

The first question [1 had for students] when 1 amved [in China], . . . 

what stmck me, . . . you mean, you don't stay in the same 
dormitories as the Chinese?' They say, 'no'. Boys and boys? No. 
Girls and girls? No. We have our building, our own dining [hall]. 
(Embassy Counseflor A) 

Students not only reflected upon their "own building" and "own dining hall,'" but they also 

comrnented on the reguiations for receiving visitors. Students pointed out that if they received a 

Chinese guest. the guest could only be fiom that university. Generaüy, no local gueas fiom 

outside the university were permitted. Students reponed that when entenng the building, guests 

mua check in with the guard. sign in a registry. note the tirne, and note the purpose of the visit. 

When leaving. guests mus sign out and again note the t h e .  Students descnbed the environment 

in which guest must register, visitations are timed. and purposes are monitored as 'Ynistrating," 

Generaîly spcakmg in a Chnese university. 41 scudents and much of the naB. live on campus. Students 
attend class. eat. and stay together in the same domtories. Foreign students. may attend the same classes. but th? 
live and eat in separate quarten. The lning conditions gven to foreign stuQnts are fundamentally M e r  than 
those of their Chinese coIleagues. For example. most foreign quarters have daiiy hot water. heat in the winter. and 
more spacc. Whle students may enjoy these hgher standards of living. some view these conditions as means to 
enforce segregauon. More than thup yars ago. Chen ( 1965: 1 17- 140) detailed the nature and consequences of 
tius "pnviieged segregation enforced upon hem" and H a i  (1963). throughout his tex1 commentexi on h s  
situation in much the saine way as students did in this study-. 

At one institution in Shanghai. midcnis also spoke about -their own floor." They contend that wuil a violent 
protest a feu years ago. foreign students were m e r  segregated withm theu donnitozy. by floor. accordhg to their 
place of origm: Mricans on one floor. h b s  on another. Koreans on another. Europeans on another, and so on. 



"restrictive," and "srange." Above dl, such conditions were not conducive to developing close 

fiiendships and mutual understanding: 

Foreign students are not allowed to have continual or perpetual ' 

contact with Chinese. They have to be observed, controiled, 
like you were [doing] something wrong. Obviously, they [the 
authorities] are waiting [for] somethmg wrong to happa. 
So [gueas]. they have to be tirned . . . and registered and . . . 

so there's no really personal, private contact. And when 1 say 
private. it's like, just to be open up to each other, to taik freely. 
you know, cal1 each other or do things together, [like] cook 
together (The Four Graduates) 

Another student in this group concurred: 

We are living on a campus of thousands of Chinese students and the 
only tirne you have to be together is when you are in class. But . . . 

when you are in class, you have no time to talk. And outside class. 
. . . you are put in a separate compound, and then, you are not 
allowed to get in touch. Sometimes, it reaily does not make things 
easier . (The Four Graduates) 

For the students, these rules may not "make things easier" but one Counsellor tried to explain his 

sense of these reguiations from the Chinese perspective: 

These are our niles, please respect them. . . . Among the rules do 
not bring Chinese here, in the foreign building. . . . Don't mess 

. around with our Chinese boys or girls. . . . Don't mix fieely. 
(Embassy Counsellor A) 

Hevi ( 1963 : 130-13 1 ) also noted that segregation bred mutuai igaonnce. He nated "Through no fault of our 
olrn. Ive foreigners forrned a segregated co lo l  in the xhool. eating studying. sleeping separately and even hmng 
separate entertatnment. with the result that. though living in the capital of C U .  we knew extremely little about 
what the Chnese were really iike. . . . " 
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However such regulations are understood, the results remain. Afican students in China ". . . can 

hardly make a fnend. You actually live four years here but you wouldn't be having a fiend, a 

Chnese fiiend" (Ernbassy Colinsellor A). 

Students and Counsellors alike spoke about the risks for anyone who may readily seek 

friendships and challenge the niles. According to another Counsellor, " . . if these rules are not 

respected and students don? stay put, there are sanctions"( Ernbassy Counsellor B). He added 

that one responsibility of the Foreign Affairs Office. (the waihan), was "to protect [and] to 

prevent too much involvement of AfÎican snidents in Chinese [lives]." He revealed that '700 

much involvement in Chinese &airs can be one of the rasons of bad relation between Chinese, 

the waiban. and the students." According to the Counsellor "too rnuch involvement" is 

"suspect.' especially "too many fnends, too many visitors, and ladies"(Embassy Counsellor B). 



PART TWO: CLOSE COMPANIONSHIP 

On a number of questionnaires and in the inteniews, mdents and Counsellors broached 

the sensitive issue of relations with women. On the questionnaires, students were more candid and 

revealed "it is difficult to feel at ease with a Chinese girlfiend because of the numerous rules of 

the Chinese law and also the Chinese society itself considen girls who go out with Afncans as 

being prostitutes." Another questionnaire comment reiterated this exact point. 'Even though we 

are obliped to spend here in China more than four years, an Afican student who entenains 

relations with a Chinese woman, simple friendship or not, that means the practice of prostitution 

in China.'' 

For those who do have girlfiends or wives, nudents reponed that both parties endure 

difficulties6 One mdent illustrated this point with the following exarnple: 

An Afncan guy was married to a Chinese lady, and this is a real 
story. And they were walking down the Street and then some young 
Chmese, they stmed . . . mocking them and insulting thern, 
insulting his wife. . . And then the guy, because he was in China 
for such a long tirne, he understood everything, and he just grabbed 
the guy and . . . [said], . . . 'I'm legaliy manîed, under Chinese law, 
my country's law. everything is legal. So, you accept it or not, she's 
my wife' He took the guy to the police station and then the 
policeman said, 'Oh, okay we handled the case, blah, blah, blah. ' 
Yeah but. of course, we know . . . this Chinese poiiceman . . . 
thinks the same. Because sornetimes they [the police] say the same 
in Our ears and we hear. (The Four Graduates) 

Hmi ( 1963 : 13 1 ) reportal that Chinese women who associated with Amcan students were "packed off to 
pnson or to the commune fanns for hard labour. . . . their oniy crime being that t h e  dared to make fnends with 
Afncans. contrary to Party's orders." Henry (1976) relates the experience of a Tamanian student who after king 
arrested hvice ty the local miliua "spent several nights in jail. in those underground nmnels. as penance . . . [for] 
attempts at seducuon. . . . " Scott ( 1986) reported on a Liberian stuâent who in 1985 "ended up alone in a jail ce11 
for four days . . . m u s e  of ] . . . contact with a Chmese grrl." At the time of this stuc@. sanctions seemed to be 
primariiy soctal not legal. 



As a result of theses reactions, students reported that any relationships they may have are kept out 

of the public eye. In an i n t e ~ e w  one man tdked about the extent of this discretion: 

You know, here in China, there are some Afncan students . . . 
. 

who have Chinese girlfriends. Why [do] those people, even 
today, [if they] want to go . . . shopping, they dont go with 
their girlfiend? Why? . . . If'you have a Chinese girlfnend, [and] 
if you go with her, just to go one hundred meters . . . every 
Chinese you will meet will excite you and excite her. And those 
Chinese girls, they understand mor;: than us, so sometirnes you 
can see she wants to fight, she wants to cry, because she is feeling 
very bad. (The Four Graduates) 

The same student added that is it more than just a question of having a girlfiend because if an 

African student " . . . has a European girl or Arnerican girl . . . or African girl, whatever, . . . 

together . . they can go . . do some shopping, eat outside, . . . [they]. don't care." What 1s 

cared about, according to one Counsellor, is not so much interracial relations but relations 

specificdly between Chinese and Afncans. He stated that it is more than a question of 'Toreign 

relations . . . between a man and a wornan." It is "a question of colour first": 

For a Chinese here, i fs  more acceptable to see a white man going 
out with Chinese ladies. it's more acceptable to see a Chinese man 
going out with a white lady than seeing a Chinese and an Afi-rcan. 
When you, you are walking around, you are in the streets with a 
Chinese girl or man, people are going to tum out and look. There 
are people who still [do] not understand that such a relationship can 
exist because he's black. (Embassy Counsellor B) 

While intimate relationships may be the most cornplex, the sense of divorcement between the 

local people and the midents extends into everyday social contact. 



PART THREE: FREQUENCY OF SOCIAL CONTACT 

On a five-point sale, (fiom daily, weekly, monthly, yearly, to never), students were asked 

to indicate the degree of fiequency of six statements penaining to social contact with the host 

nation. In only two cases. the largest figure indicated c'daily" contact: 40.6% (54) had 'daily ' 

social contacr with Chinese people and 57.g0? (77) watch Chinese television program 'daily'. In 

dl other cases. the larges number of students indicated that the frequency was 'never'. The 

majority of students, 55.6% (74) 'never' hme social contact with C h e s e  families: 45.1 % (60) 

' never' engage r11 athlefzc acfivzries with Chinese people; 3 6.8% (49) ' never' reod Chinese 

tiewspapers or mugazines; and the larges majority, 77.4% (103), 'never' prficiprrre m Chinese 

sruhzt organi~atio~~s. Table 8.2 presents these findings. 

TABLE 8.2 

Frequen y of Social Contact with Fiost Nation 
by Frequency (FQ) and Percentage (%) 

- -- 

1 2 1 have social contact ~ t h  C h e ~  familia. 1-5 1 3 . 8 - 1  13.8 1 15 1 -,Y 
3 1 engage m athletic activities with Chmese 1 1 4  I 1 0 . 1 1 2 0  1 1 5  / 14 1 I I  

6. 1 pmictpate in Chmese d e n t  
orpanizations. 



To get a further sense of the dearth of social contact, one Counsellor suggested: 

Ask any of these students ifthey have ever been to a Chinese 
house. Ask them if t he Chinese have ever invited thern to go 
[out] together. Ask thern if any of the teachers have wer 
invited them to their house to see how big their houses are, 
what is inside, how they live, how many children, and ail that kind 
of stuff (Embassy Counsellor A) 

That ""kind of stuff' was "pan of what we have been coming to see" but in the end '"don't 

get. . . " The Counseilor believed students "'don't get it" because the Chinese have a different 

view of their program. The Counsellor attempted to communkate the nature of the program from 

the Chinese perspective: 

We told you come. We'll give you tuition, accommodation, 
500 yum. . . . We'll give you what we promised and please stay 
there. . . . Don7 interfixe with any internai matter of the Chinese. 
. . . We have given you what we promised, so lead a nice life with 
that. Keep your distance, put simply. (Embassy Counsellor A) 

In other words, students may be welcomed to pursue academic endeavours but mua confine their 

interests and pursuits to their studies: 

You must know what you ought to know [and] no more. I will 
teach you economics or engineering but don? ask how a Chinese 
.lives. 1 wiil teach you medicine but please don't kiss a Chinese girl. 
1'11 teach you veterinarianisrn [sic] but don't ask why [the] Chinese 
don't keep doys. (Embassy Counseiior A) 

Cultural Exchange 

This Counsellor admitted that he found it a "little bit funny to cal1 somebody from over 

there [in Afrca] to come to China and when he reaches [China] say, you live here, you nudy here, 

but don't meet my people fieely." Considenng this situation funher, he asked and answered an 

essentid question: 



What is the objective of bringing you dl the way fiom 
home [Africa] and then they cail it a cultural exchange? 
If . the objective . . . was to rnake real friendship 
between the two countries, has it been achieved? No. 
1 dare say no (Embassy CounseUor A) 

The Counsellor linked the degree of cuitural interaction with the overail objective of the exchange 

and reflected upon why "'the so called cultural exchange doesn't live up to its objective " 

Our students corne to study the Chinese language, get a 
Chinese education but they find they are limited in the interaction 
they have with the Chinese counterparts. They live apart. They 
are not allowed to mix freely. They don't visit each other freely. 
Actually, the social intercourse is so, so, so, limited, at the end 
of the day you wonder, . . . what the objective was dl about? . . . 

It's quite amaring. So 1 link it with the objective of that exchange. 
The objective has not been achieved. It is shooting short of 
something . (Embassy Counsellor A) 

Protectionism 

The Counsellor "personally believe[s]" that the objective has not been achieved because 

the Chinese authorities "don't want that cultural interchange to be." He attributed this resistance 

to protectionism. 

They want to protect their children, their future citizens, fiom any 
other cultural influence they may have. . . . The Chinese want to 
resist the foreign influence. 1 mean, they want to protect their 
people fiom any other cultural idluence. . . . They say they are 
opening up but . . . 1 don't know. . . . It's pure protectionism, 
. . . protectionism against a foreigner. (Embassy Counsellor A) 



M utuality 

According to the Counsellor, the "protectionism" goes one way. In other words, "they are 

protecting theirs against us, they are not protecting us against them. . . . They are ptotecting their 

people from being influenced by any foreigner whatsoever, not the other way around." He added 

that, "they don? want the Chmese to be influenced by the foreigner [but] they want the 

foreigners to be influenced by the Chinese" (Embassy Counsellor A). 

Like the Counsellor, students also raised the issue of protectionism and believed that this 

protectionism hindered the mutuality of the exchange. Students, on a personal and acadernic level, 

regretted this lack of mutuality: 

We have come to China first and foremost to leam and to acquire 
degrees and also to understand the Anans, like more specific[dyJ, 
the Chmese. Right, so to be able to do that, 1 think, there should be 
this interaction. To be able to understand the Chinese culture or the 
Chinese way of doing things, 1 should come into contact with the 
Chinese so that 1 will know exactly what it takes to be a fiend to a 
Chinese. . . . See. for you to understand someone's c u b e ,  1 think 
there should be interaction between the different backgrounds. 
So I think there should be enough interaction between Chinese 
students and foreign students for us to leam. You know, it's a 
mutual sort of thing, you leam fiom me, 1 leam fkom you. . . . 

.But that's not the situation. (Post Graduate B) 

In ano ther intervira? a studenr saw this lack of mutual exchange, leaming, and understanding at 

the hem of many confiicts: 

l f i t  has to be called cultural exchange, [they] have to make it in 
the full, the whole sense. 1 don? understand why this segregation, 
why? And this 'why' could be the answer to this cycle of conflicts. 
. . . If Afncan students and Chinese students . . . are fighting each 
other, it's because . . . this conflict is created . . . is built by the 
whole systern. . . . We are sharing classrooms, but we cannot share 
a social life. (The Four Graduates) 



Conflias between local and foreign students rnay be one result of this lack of contact, but on an 

individual level, audents also noted its impact. On a questionnaire, one student from Guinea 

Conakry, now in China for over ten years wote, 'Vnder any circumstances. 1 always feel a 

foreigner in China." This feeling of being perpetually foreign was echoed in an interview: 

I've been already in this country for aiready the last seven or eight 
years. . . . 1 have been accustomed to the food, to the language, to 
everything . . . but 1 dont belong here. . . . 1 asked myself, when . . 

can 1 feel like 1 have entered this culture? . . . What wiU it take? . . . 

1 don? know, but it's sornething 1 cannot help because 1 cannot get 
used to it. . . . Every single &y 1 wake up and . . . 1 feel like a 
stranger. . . . (The Four Graduates) 

A Baiance 

Al1 Counsellors acknowiedged that students "have not met adequate relations." Students 

feel 'Ihey have not been able to integrate within the society and they feel they are not accepted 

here in China" (Embassy Counsellor C). This same Counsellor suggested that though this lack of 

integation and acceptance may "have an impact of regret, [midents] manage to go around their 

education fine Some even may use [the situation] to their advantage because then [they] mua 

achieve what [they] came for." The Counsellor added that "in one way it means, well, I'm not 

meant for here so no problem. . . 1'11 get my education and go home." Students, having "now 

commined much of [their] energy [on going to China], concentrate on getting [their] degrees": 

1 have seen many of them successfblly finishing their degrees 
completely on tirne and imrnediately rhey are told it's tirne to leave 
and go home. . . . So they rnay not stop regretting . . . but they do 
not cornplain about it. . . . They have their degree in their pocket 
[and] they are gratefbl for it because, after aU, it is sponsorship. 
They are not spending out of their own pocket and [audents] Say, 
China has given us a scholarship, sponsored our education, thank 
you. (Embassy Counsellor C) 
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Thus. according to this Counsellor, "there is a balance." Students 'may be dissatisfied with lack of 

integration . . but not . . , with the content [of their education] and the way they are being 

taught" In many ways. the aatistical findings fiom the next chapter on Acadernic Bxperience 

support the Counsellor's observations. 



Chapter Nine 

Academic Experience 

This chapter explores snidents' acadernic experience in two parts. In Section Five of the 

questionnaire, the fira set of questions asked students to evaluate nine areas of their academic 

experience The second set of questions asked students about the relative ease or difficulty 

regarding twelve academic tasks. 

PART ONE: EASE AND DIFFICULTY LN ACADEMIC TASKS 

Overall. students did not repon many diaculties in their studies. On a five-point scale 

fiom 'very easy' to 'very difficult', the largest number of students found the foiîowing four items 

'very easy ' and 'easy ' . Cornpleting course work was 'very easy ' and 'easy ' for 3 9.9% (53). 

iisrr~p fhe heibrmy was 'very easy' and 'easy for 45.8% (61 ).' Wor- i t ~  cooperatioti with 

cias.mute.s was 'very easy' and 'easy' for 4 1.3% (55), though many students wrote that they "do 

not have Chinese classrnates." Finally, peakrttg infro,rr of ohers was also 'very easy' and 'easy' 

for 45.8% (61). 

One Master's mident acknowiedged that his evduation of the prograrn was "highly 

influenced bv the type of studies [he did]. . . . " He wrote the "only thing we did was follow 

' In regards to the Li-. midenu nored the foliowing: 1 . 7 1  is hard to get books teachers use in  lais.^ 
2 ."The best books are in foreign languages." 3 .The îibraxy d a s  not authorize us to borrow [foreign books] ." 
4. "I do not have enough time to go to the 11- because 1 have to read slowiy the academic manuals using a 
dictionary" (Notes h m  four w e y s ) .  



the book without criticism." He encouraged professors to ". . . d o w  debates [and] critical 

[thinking] . in class" and added: 

It is very important to mention that as international politics 
students, we have never been given a chance to comment freeiy 
on international flairs. 1 was going to the same class with Chinese 
students and I'm sure they have the same feeling. (Survey Note) 

For al1 but one other item on this lia, the largest nurnber of students ranked them in the 

middle catesory finding them 'not easy but not difficult ' : ut~derstmdi~tg lectures 42.9% (57);  

(57) In regard to exarns. one student noted that "conditions differ from professor to professor." 

ln regard to courses. one student added. "there are not many choices in selecting courses." 

Another student pointed out that "as a Bachelor's student. 1 cannot choose the courses" and a 

maduate student found courses were. "irnposed regardiess of .  . . personal interest." For 34.6% 
C 

( 4 6 )  t a h g  mues r11 c1a.s.s was hot easy but not difficult' but the same percentage also found 

note taking 'dificult' and 'very difficult' One student noted that "the Chinese language is very 

difficult to wnte [and thus) taking notes in class [is difficult]." Finai!p, the oniy item students rated 

more difficult than easy was comrnunrcaimg wirh school authoritie~+. For 42.8% (57) of the 

students. comrnurircai~lg wiih .rchoo/ azrthorirres was 'difficult' and 'very difficult' . Table 9.1 

displays these findings. 



TABLE 9.1 

Degrees of Ease and Difftculty in Acrdemic Tagks 
by Frequency (FQ) and Percentage (%) 

Not Eaq- 
but not 

Difncult 

1. Undentanding; 
lectures 

2. Writinp: term papers 
and assignments 

3. Taliing notes in class 

4. Selecting courses 

S. Communicating with 
school authorities 

6. Using the libraq 

7. Estabiishing rapport 
witb professon 

8. Speakinp; in front of 
others 

9. Getting academic 
advicc 

10. Taking examinations 

1 1. Campleting course 
work 

12. Working in 
cooperation witb 
classrnates 
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School Authorities, Students' Rights, and Respect 

On the survey. many students discussed the difnculty of their relationship with school 

authorities. One student wrote that "among the challenges with which the foreign smdents face 

[is] . . an excessive control of our private Me by the authorities." Another added that "foreign 

students are highly cautious of the fact that the Chinese authonties are always keeping a 

suspicious eye on them." One student felt that in terms of "individual accomplishment. 1 could do 

much more in a country which has less police control [and more] freedom of action." Three 

others observed that "many basic rights, like the right to associate . . . " and "the ngb to move" 

and the "right for students to fieely worship God with each other . . ." were not ganted, 

Students linked issues of ''respect" and "attitude" of the school authorities to the "confusing 

management of the material and spiritual nghts." Part of this confusion lay in the fact that 

"universities are not govemed by the same social law whch makes it a challenge between brothers 

to see one 1aw for one and not for the other" (Notes fiom eleven surveys). 

In fact. "the way these university authorities . . . treat Afncan students" was an esserztial 

rlwretrr for one Embassy Counsellor He began by explainhg that a typical Amcan university is 

unlike a Chmese university in that the entire acadernic community does not iive within the same 

pararneters He stated that, "at an h c a n  university you might corne to school [but live] far fiom 

vour teachers . " Beyond geographical distance, however, at an Afncan university, the 

lecturers maintain a professionai distance and evaluate midents solely on acadernic matters. 

Students personal lives do not corne into consideration: 



What he is going to consider is your paper, [your] participation in 
class, the way you act in class. But he's not suppose to know, he 
cannot know, at what time you sleep . . . how many days you go 
[out], how many beers you have a day No. no, no, no, no. He can 
see it on the way you work, he can judge [the work]. (Embassy - 
Counsellor B) 

Yet at a Chinese university the relations between professors and students were "completely 

different." In China, the university community knows details of your Life "they are not supposed 

to know pven] the one who is working in the [cafeteria] is going to know [dl about you]." 

In other words, "there is no complete separation . . . between life , . . and academic issues . . " 

(Embassy Counsellor B) 

This Counsellor wanted to "insia on that [point] because it is so different from [Afncan 

universities] and it is one main problem foreign students have." He spoke at length about the "way 

the waibail deals with foreign students . . . [and the] . . . relationship between teachers and those 

waihari " H e  explained how the waibatz and the teachers "exchange information and . . . influence 

each other. even influence p u r  academic records " (Ernbassy Counsellor B). 

The influence of administrative authorities on a students' academic records was 

specificaliy noted in one questionnaire: "the student's grade is ofien related to his rappon with a 

professor in management or the office of international students and not his ac2demic 

cornpetence " The Counsellor was even more explicit, ". . . there are very good students who fail 

because of the wa~bari and there are very bad students who pass because of the waibrnt " He 

elaborated 

There is no difTerence between academic [relations] and [relations 
with the] waiban. The waibarr can ask academic teachers to let you 
pass. . . . Yes, and they can also say, please this man is not doing 
well, [do] not pass [him] . . . The waibm~ can do it . . . . They can 
do it and they do it. (Embassy Counsellor B) 



In the following passage, the Counseiior aated his case by illustrating how poor audents 

may pass and good students may fail depending upon their relationships with the waiban: 

When you have good relations with the walban, the waiban cari. * 

Say . . . to the professor, ' . . . please . . . you know, [this student] 
is failing but [he] is a very hard working student. Every night you 
see that man staying in his room, doing his best, reading al1 the 
tirne. . . He's . . . a foreign student who is fahg only because of 
the language. Please, if you could do something for him. ' There is 
that.. . . 

On the other hand, [take a] more intelligent [snident], five or even 
ten points [ahead] but still under sixty percent, which is a failure. 
For that one, the waibat~ would say, 'do you know why he fails? Al1 
the time, he is having three beers When others are going to study, 
he is going away for dancing. . . . ' And you fail. And it can be 
wrong (Embassy Counselor B) 

The Counsellor reponed that students must be highly cautious of what they Say and do. in and 

outside of the classroom: 

You don't Say [to yourselfl, . . what I'm doing, what I'm 
sayng is for the teacher [because] you never know. M e r  a 
hour it can be reponed to anybody else. When you have a very 
small problem in your room something is [broken], you don't 
say. this is to do with the woibati. No. It might be . . . put to 
academic authorities. . . . [Any] small problem . . . affect[s] 
your academic record. (Embassy Counselor B) 

As a result. students ' '  . . are very nervous [about] their social Me because]. . you never how 

exactly . . . where p u  are, what you are doing. what you have to do, here or there . . . whether to 

pay attention. [You mua] watch out anywhere you are, you [mua] know what you are 

doing in everything. in eve~hing" (Embassy Counselior B )  Students' academic expenence was 

necessarily affected by t his environment. 



PART TWO: EVALUATING ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE IN CHINA 

On a scale of one to five, fiom 'excellent' to 'not applicable', students evaluated their 

academic experience in nine areas. This data is displayed in Table 9.2. 

TABLE 9.2 

Evaluation of Academic Experience 
by Frequency (FQ) and Percentage (96) 

As the table indicates, the majority of students evaluated the following aspects of their 

acadernic experience as 'excellent' and 'good': program des~gn and requiremem 50.4% (67); 

r~itellecruai snmzrkltrori 5 1 . 1 %  (68); reievance of courses IO [their] counrry 52.6% (70); and the 

relevame of c m s e s  IO [theirJfuture plans 5 7 3% (77). 

1. Orieatation 

2. Facuip assistance 

3. Quality of  instruction 

4. Relevance of course content to home 

5. Program design and requirements 

6. intellectual stimulation in graenl 

7. Relevance of  courses ta future 

8. Involvement in student 

9. Overall satisfaction witb tbe 
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Orientatiorz of intenratiotd stucients was found to be 'excellent' and 'good' by 45.1% 

(60) of students and the exact sarne percentage found it to be 'fair' and 'poor'. Likewise. 48.9% 

(65) found the quaiity of i m t m c ~ i o ~ ~  to be 'excellent' and 'good' while the same petcentage, 

48,9% (65). evaluated it as 'fair' and 'poor' . One audent felt that the instruction "could be better 

because sometimes the professors advance on the rhythm of the most intelligent student" while 

another student noted that he " . . appreciate[s) [that] the teachers are bard working"CNotes fiom 

t wo surveys) . 

The majority of midents evaluated the following aspects of their academic experience as 

'fair' and ' poor' . More than half, 53.3% (7 1 ), of the students indicated that the level of 

oivoivemettt with stzident activrties was 'fair and poor'. One student wished this level of 

involvernent was higher and recommended that "foreign students [bel integrated into other school 

activities [such] as, cultural programmes, entertainment, and sports, out of which that are &en 

sidelined " Finally. 50.4% (67) of students indicated that fanrlty assistance was 'fair and poor'. 

One student "suppose[d] the biggest obstacle is lack of personal touch with either the professors 

or Chinese colleagues . . . which . . . makes a difEerence in academic life. They don't seem willing 

to assist. . " Another student wrote that, "our Chinese classrnates seem to have more access to 

the lab matenal than us, this to say that our academic supe~sion is far from being very 

satisfactoq" (Notes fiom four surveys). 
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Overall Satisfaction 

As indicated, 42.8% (57) of students rated their overoll satisfactiorr with the Ch~zese 

rducatio~~ai program as 'excellent ' and 'good' . On the questionnaires no students ~pecifically 

commented in this area but in the in te~ews  one student expressed satisfaction about learning 

traditional Chinese techniques for p rese~ng  bit. He explained that in China when h i t  falls off 

trees, they gather the h i t ,  take it to the kitchen, and prexrve it. Yet in his country. fallen h i t s  

are "thrown away . because they don't have that [preservation] technique." By studying the 

shelf life of mandarin oranges that he canned in a processing lab, he was leaming traditional 

Chinese presewation techniques that were "scientifically based" but at the same time "very 

simple." He described the techruques as "home made" . . . [requiring no] sophisticated equipment 

or machinery " He claimed, "dl you need [is a] cooking pot [and] you cm tum your kitchen into a 

processing plant." Because fniit preservation was not widely practiced in his country, he looked 

forward to introducing these new techniques at home (Pon Graduate B). 

The same nudent was aiso studying traditional Chmese methods of aoring vegetables. In 

his courses, he had been studyng mature Qreen tomatoes which were harvested, refrigerated, 

ripened. and then sold Now he was preparing his Master's thesis on chilling injury. He explained 

that chilling injury occurs when tropical produce gets damaged while being aored in a cold 

environment The damaged miit has to be destroyed and thus "injury causes a lot of losses." For 

his study, he was investigating a hot water method to pre-treat tomatoes to prevent or alleviate 

chilling injuries. He found that his thesis work "very useful" and felt he was learning "something 

new" because he had not studied "this hot water application on tomatoes before." Moreover, he 

was pleased because this method "worked quite well." He felt this technique could be applied at 
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home because "people haven't been using that hot water method for tomatoes." 

Thus, this student expressed satisfaction about learning traditional Chinese techniques for 

preserving h i t  and aoring vegetables. He reponed that bath techniques were new to km, usefûl. 

relevant. and directly applicable alone or as supplements to indigenous methods of his own 

country (Post Graduate B). 

Unfortunately, this mident's level of satisfaction was atypical. Although. as mentioned, 

428% (57) of students rated their overoll satisfacfiot~ with Chinese educatronalpro~ as 

'excellent' and 'good', a slightly larger percentage of students, 48.1 % (64), rated their level of 

satisfaction as 'fair' and 'poor'. Among those who found their experience to be 'fair' was a 

Maser's audent fiom Ghana. He wrote, "China is not ready and ripe eoough to accept 

foreigners, especially fiom Affica, as students to audy in their institutions. To do this a lot of 

stmctures have to be put in place." Among those who found thek experience to be 'poor' was a 

Doctoral candidate who wrote. "the acadernic program for foreigners is a total failure. 1 am quite 

djsappointed It seerns like the Chinese people care less about us. They seem to undermine us." In 

the inte~ews.  students chose to focus and elaborate on these feelings of disappointment and 

neglect 

In the interviews, students reported " . . . we. who corne fiom Amca, . . . realize . . . 

there is something lacking. . . . " Students expressed that an essenrral element of their experience 

in China was a sense of unfulfilled expectations in the following three academic areas: program 

and course des& level of mutuality, and access to technology and induarial sites. 



Program and Course Design 

Students contended that "the universities don't have any weil defmed program for foreign 

students. especially in the post graduate area" One N e n t  qualified his remarks, aating he does 

"not know much about those who are reading their courses in Chinese, [but for] those of us who 

are reading our courses in English . . . they don? have any specific program . . . for foreigners." A 

second student corroborated 

1 came here to do a course in food technology. I wanted 
to do some research in storage of fniits and vegetables . . . 

[but] . . when 1 came there was nothing. . . . Al1 their programs are 
maybe designed to meet the [needs of] Chinese students but 
foreigners, we don? have anything. Yes, they don? have anything 
for foreigners (Post Graduate B) 

Students reponed that the universities " . . don? have a program for foreigners" and students 

must "scramble to find courses . . . just to get [the] minimum credits." And those minimum credit 

requirements "keep on changing . . every year." Students stressed "it is very important . . . 

[because] those who are a year ahead of us are . . . are taking something different, rneanwhile you 

are going to be awarded with the same [degree]" (Post Graduate A). 

Moreover, students felt the universities should consider their background and experience. 

Students were not very happy" because aher they "scrambled," they found many of the 

courses to be "just [a] repetition [ofl what [they had] done before. . . . " One student illustrated 

his point. 

1 've been in the h i t  sector . . . [for] seven years. After graduation, 
. . I've had quite a lot of experience. . . . So at the graduate level, 1 

was expecting that the course would . . . give me new ideas. [But] we 
talk about concepts in food technology . . . [that] I read about seven 
years ago. . . . (Post Graduate A) 
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He recommended that in addition to fomalieng academic matters, academic authorities should, 

"look at the person's background. . . . look at the person's first degree. and . . design a 

program that will make the [student] . . . capable of doing research . . . " (Post Graduate A). 

While these two snidents recommended that university authorities consider their personal 

backgrounds, another student urged university authonties to consider Afiica. This student asked. 

" M a t  conditions [do the Chinese authorities] have in the back of their mind[s] . . . for selecting 

courses . they are sending for scholarship . . . [to Anica]? What criteria [does] China use to 

ofTer courses for various African countries?'(Group of Three). In other words, he felt China 

offered course scholarships to Afican countnes without adequate consideration of Afncan 

conditions. 

When [China] advenises for scholarships, the courses for each offer 
have been designed in China. They don't [design] them to Afnca. 
They want students to corne and study this course, this course, 
this course, without taking into consideration what is there in 
Afhca! When we came here, they gave us topics that are purely 
Chinese based. (Group of Three) 

For his thesis. ths student reponed that he had the choice between m o  "purely Chinese based" 

topics: rapeseed or soya bean Neither are found in his home country. 

We are in West Afnca. We don't have any thing like rapeseed, oil 
seed. i mean, rapeseed, we don't have oil in my country. It ' s not 
there. It's purely a winter crop and we don't have winters in my 
country. It's not important in [my country]. When [we] get here, 
they said we should do Our thesis based on rapeseed or soybean. 
Soybean in my country is not important. The moa important food 
in my country is rice! Potato, rice, cassava, sorgo, millet, these are 
most important things. (Group of Three) 



Despite what is important in his country, he felt he had "no choice, no choice definitely " He 

added %bat 1 want counts for nothing. . . . " He felt increàulous about the situation and felt his 

time was being wasted: 

Can you imagine, like me, coming here doing this research 
in rapeseed? 1 mean, there [is] no rapeseed in [my country J . So 
what's the use? What's the advantage of that? It's jua like waaing 
time. . . . (Group of Three) 

He continued that if China "really want[s) to help African countnes, as they are claiming . . . ," 

China should ask questions and seek input. He recornmended: 

[China] should ask the African countnes which area of development 
they need mon . . and fiom there offer scholarships. poreover], 
let the Afiican countries design their own prograrn and send 
students to corne and study based on their program that is related to 
the development in their country. (Group of Three) 

Finally. he asserted, " if you want to help someone, don? do something that is purely in your 

own interest. Do it in interest of the other man's position " (Group of Three) 

Mutuality 

Students did wish that the universities showed more interest in their position. In addition 

to lacking interest in their personai background and conditions of their country, students dso felt 

that their schools lacked interest in mutual academic exchange. One mident illustrated this point 

by refemng to two of his seminars In the first seminar, he spoke about the role of the national 

standard institutions and quality management. In his second seminar, he spoke about his country's 

traditional approaches to food production, processing* and aorage. He pointed out that the 

information in both conference papers was "put together by his personal experiences in the field" 

[and as such would] not be found in any textbook or tirnetable either at the undergraduate or the 



graduate level." He emphasized that '"nich knowledge and ideas can otdy be gonen from people 

who are in the field." Yet at both seminars, his Chinese colleagues were 'ho where to be found." 

As fellow graduate students, he expected '?hem to be there so that at the end of the seminar, 

through the questions, and answers, suggestions, . . . we can leam from [each other]." 

This student found the situation 'hot pleasant" and "strange" and speculated on four 

possible reasons why, although he was "taking about quality control systems [to] fûture quality 

control managers, . . very few, few, few, [came to liaen]." First, his colleagues may "not [bel 

interested [in] new concepts and ideas that 1 am bringing fiom my home country. . . . " Second, 

his colleagues rnay "ihink there is n o t h g  that they can learn fiom foreign guys that they 

don't already know." Thrd, lecturers "'do not encourage mtdents." He compared how lecturers at 

home encourage students' interest and attendance: 

Back home when a graduate has presented a seminar the publicity is 
quite enormous. Everybody gets to know. You go to a library, it is 
there. And you [see], I'm intereaed in this topic because maybe you 
want to go into that area. You always want to iearn from others. Maybe 

the student has to . . . advenise. You do that and you expect the 
lecturers to disseminate the information for graduate students. That 
aspect 1 don'r think they are doing well. . . . Maybe the department 
[does not] . . encourage that. . . . (Post Graduate B) 

Finally. ths student iinked the iack of encouragement and interea in academic exchange to a 

lack of social exchange, "1 don't know why, rnaybe they don't want to interact with foreigners. . . ." 

In al1 he concludes, "so this mutuality, I l e m  from you lem, you from me, that is not here. It is 

lacking'' (Post Graduate A) 

Anot her student also highiîghted his seminar experience to illuarate the lack of exchange. 

In passing, he mentioned that no Chinese colleagues attended his serninar either, but he focused 



on his professor. His professor expressed interested in, supponed and benefited fiom his 

presentation on "what we are doing [in my country] in the food control area." He elaborated: 

1 presented a serninar on . . . a new concept d e d  hazard and . . . 
' 

cntical control point. 11's a new concept in food processing where 
you really have to know the hazards that are associated with the 
production of food and the critical points where you have to connol 
so you can get good produas. In the chah from the raw material to 
the finished products . . . you [shouldn't] need to wait until you've 
tasted the final product to see whether it's good or not. But you 
really have to do the control on the line. (Post Graduate B) 

M e r  his serninar, this snident expected an element of exchange, "you tell them what you are 

doing, they tell you what they are doing, and then we can leam fiorn each other." And although 

the professor acknowledged that they do not pracrice hazard and cntical control point. "he didnyt 

tell me what they are doing" (Post Graduate B) 

But leaming what China is doing is specifically what this student wanted He "thought it 

would be interesting to know what they are doing, so 1 an, maybe we can, leam fiom them or 

vice versa but that hasnt happened." As a result, he "can't even get into the business of 

comparison between what they are doing and what we are doing" (Post Graduate 8). 

Access to Tecbnoiogy 

Students linked this lack of mutual exchange to a lack of access. As reponed in Section 

Two. many students were rnotivated to go to China "purposely to l e m  some of these basic 

technologies what we cal1 appropriate technologies from the g ra s  roots." Another student 

explained that he did not corne ta China "to leam any complex technology, because 1 can leam 

that one elsewhere, in the developed worid. I've corne to learn some of the basic ones, so-caiied 



appropriate technology" To this student, appropriate technoiogies blended traditional and 

sophiaicated methods into cost effective. simple procedures. And although appropriate 

technologies may be "based on specific principies . . . you don? have to be an engiiieer or a 

scientist to apply [them] ." He explained the importance of appropriate technologies: 

These are the concepts we are trying to propagate in our country 
because . . . most of the f m e r s  cannot a£Eord some of these 
sophiaicated technologies in terms of food aorage and food 
processing. So it's just a step away fiom the traditional way of 
doing t hings to the modern stage of using . . . new advancements 
in science and technology. [We] are trying to blend the two, the 
traditional and the more sophisticated technology, and make it cost 
effective [and] very simple. (Post Graduate A) 

Although ths audent had a very clear definition of appropriate technology, two yean into his 

program. he had not been exposed to that technology. He offered an example: 

[China has] a very simple way of .  . . processing nce. I know it's 
happening because 1 see them doing it. . . . Such a technology can 
apply in my country easily . . . but I have not been given the chance 
to leam how to do it so that 1 can go back and teach my people 
what I'm talking about. (Post Graduate A) 

He stated that he is "not very comfonable with this because it wouid be a complete waste of time 

to spend almost three and a half years in China and not have the oppominity to have . . . access 

to that kind of technology . . (and ] acquire the knowiedge that I intended to acquire in China" 

(Post Graduate A) 

A second student explained that appropriate technology was also a "really important 

consideration" for him As China is "coming up in development right now," he wanted to "see 

what they are doing . . and then to see whether or not [he could] apply that to the situation back 

at home. . " This has not happened. As a result, the student felt that "a large part of the reason 



why 1 came to China is not fulfilled Yes, a large part because this is what 1 wanted to do before 1 

came to China" (Post Graduate B) 

Access to Sites 

In addition to being denied access to technology, students felt they were denied access to 

sites Students ". , . have had no opportunity to visit . . . manufacturing factories and places that 

we think wiil be very good for our course." One student wanted to have the specific opponunity to 

see the level of development in the area of food processing, food technology, and food norage, 

especially, the aorage of fiozen vegetables. He elaborated on the source of these expectations: 

We know [China]. . . exports fiesh foods and sornetimes serni- 
processed or fully processed food . . . to other countries. such as 
Europe and Japm And [in] that area [of experts], 1 work back 
home. So 1 was thinking that 1 would have a fna hand opportunity 
to see really what they are doing here. Because back at home, we 
usually think that China is a Third World country, a developing 
country, so maybe their . . . the level of technology should be more 
applicable to ours then the West Yes, so we were r d y  interested 
in seeing . . . their level [of technology] and then what actually they 
are doing in that area. (Post Graduate B) 

Yet three years later this student was lefi wanting because he has not "had the opportunity to go 

and see what they are doing." He srated. "1 jus  see the produns in the market but I don't know 

how they are doing it There is no chance of knowing that." The student, however. continued 

"pressing hard and hoping that at least they will open up. . . their local industries, particularly food 

industries [for us] to see the kind of machinery . . . and . . . processing protocol . . . so that we 

can learn" (Post Graduate B). 



For audents in Shanghai this issue of access becarne so cntical that they called upon the 

Generai Union of Mcan Students in China (GUASC) for support. "Under increasing pressure." 

the GUASC. as "elected representatives of the Afncan student community in Shanghai and the 

official voice of the Afncan students . . ." raised the issue of access with the Resident State 

Education Commissioner in Shanghai. In an officia1 memorandum to the Cornmissioner 

(Appendix M), the GUASC detailed their concems: 

we understand that Shanghai is the most industrialised city in 
China. It is really unfortunate that someone can spend 2 years and 
[a] half wirhout being given an opportunity to visit even a simple 
factoiy or rnanufacniring plant. As mentioned earlier we are the 
ieaders of tomorrow in our respective countries. Sorne of us 
studyins here take important eonomic [sic] decisions on behalf of 
Our Govenunents in our various jobs at home. We can play a 
crucial role in initiating vital trade links between Our countries and 
China if we knew exactiy what China produces, that would be 
usefùl for our countnes. Not oniy are we envoys of our countries 
here, but would like to give the business cornrnunity in Our 
countries a ciear picnire as to what cm be bought fiom China. 
China is loosing (sic] out in terms of securing a stable market in 
Afhca and indeed [in] other pans of the world by not exposing us 
to what they are able to offer Our markets back home. 
(General Union of Afncan Students in China, 1996 4) 

Bv restricting foreign student access to local factories and plants, the GUASC contended 

that China would ultirnately be 'losing oui'. However. students also felt rhey were losing out. 

Without the opportunity to be exposed to China's industries, they felt "denie[d] getting the 

practical aspect of the course." Students reported that classes concentrated on the textbook and 

while "the theory is usehl . . . without the practical aspect of it, [the course] is not complete . . . " 

(Group of T hree, Post Graduate A & B). In the next chapter, levels of academic satisfaction are 

hirther explored in relation to language and progress. 



Chapter Ten 

Chinese Language and Progress 

C hapter Ten investigates issues regarding language. This chapter is divided into t hree 

p a s :  Chinese language training, proficiency, and the relationship between profiaency and 

academic progress. 

PART ONE: CHINESE LANGUAGE TRAINING 

Prier Training 

Of the 129 students who answered the question about prior language rraining, ody 1 -5% 

(2) indicated that they received ony l a n p g e  training before to coming fo China. One student 

fiom Congo noted that he studied the Chinese language "au lycée" and a student fiom Mauritius 

"specialized in the Chinese language at home." In fact, this student earned his Master's degree in 

the Chmese Language and was now studying for his Doctorate in Chinese Foreign Policy. The 

majority of students, 95.5% (1 27), however, received no prior Chinese language training. Upon 

amival in China, 9 1.7% ( 122) received some language training. The length and intensity of the 

training varied, depending upon the level of the student and in most cases, the language of 

instmction. 



Language of instruction 

Chinese is the language of instruction for al1 undergraduate programs. Al1 foreign 

undergraduates undergo at least one year of language training before they nari their four-year 

degree program. If these undergraduates continue into graduate audies, they will continue in the 

Chinese language. Thus, basically two groups of Anican students audy in the Chinese language: 

undergraduates and graduate students who already spent at l e s t  five years in China dohg their 

first degree. 

English is the language of instruction for moa graduate programs under China's new 

'High Level. Shon Period. High Benefit' policy (see Appendix L). Thus, those who study in 

English are mainly newly arrived graduate mudents who did their first degree outside of China. 

However. some of these new graduate students do study in Chinese. 

Chinese Language Training for Graduate Student Studying in English 

Some graduate nudents who study in English receive a few months of Chinese language 

training while others receive no training at al1 There does not seem to be one set pattern. Four 

Master's students. 3.8%. received no language training. These students, in China from one to 

over two years, included two Ugandans studying Computer Science in Shanghai; one Sudanese 

studying Mathematics in Nanjing; and one audent studying Plant Nutrition in Hangzhou. While 

these audents had no language training, others indicated that they attended short courses, ranging 

from two to three months. For exarnple. a Doctoral candidate fiorn Sierra Leone, studying Agro- 

Environmental Chemiary for the past five years in Hangzhou, had 'Mo monthspinyin . . ." 

training. ûthers audied Chinese for one year but now were taking their courses and preparing 



their theses in English. Still, others studied Chinese for one year and were now taking their 

degrees in Chmese Of those students who did snidy Chinese for one year, many received their 

training at the Beijing Language Institute. 

Beijing Language institute 

As an esstwtial efement in these exchanges, one Chinese administrator that 1 spoke with 

focused on the Beijing Language Institute and their approach to teaching foreign students He 

explained that between 1973 and 1996, the inaitute has accepted 3250 students from fifly-one 

Afncan countries.' Dunng this time. the Inaitute developed many strategies to improve the 

quality of language instruction. For exarnpie, the Inaitute requires that al1 instmctors speak at 

least one foreig language. such as English. French. Swahili, Hausa, or Arabic. Thus, teachers, 

aware of linguistic difficulties related to other languages, cm easily locate and track learning 

problems of students from diverse linguistic backgrounds. Once a problem is located. teachers can 

use their own foreign language skills to compare and explain grammatical differences Moreover, 

teachers understand that audents fiom different educational systems need help to adapt. Thus, 

teachers strictly ensure that students attend classes six days a week, kom 8:30 a.m. to noon. In 

addition to hi_@lv qualified and dedicated instmctors, the Institute also provides language leaming 

mechanisms. 

' The admmsuator pointai out that the figure 3250 does not repfesent the totai nurnber of Afncans who 
mdied ln C U  b u s e  students were sent to m a q  other universities and institutes across the country. 



Learning Mechanisms: A Chinae Character inventory 

Language experts and researchers at the Beijing Language Institute spent five yean 

creating a Chinese Character Inventory. The Character Inventory divides into the6 categories: 

i) Chinese characters in general ü) 2500 frequently used characted iii) 500 fiindamental teacbg 

techniques. According to the inventory, students usuaily require two years of instruction in order 

to Iearn the '2500 frequently used characters,' necessary for starting their degree. However, after 

only one year of language training, audents might acquire a knowledge of 1500 to 2000 

characters. When students enter a degree program with less than the prefemed minimum linguistic 

knowledge, they find the ikst three months particularly difficult. However, with suppiementary 

classes, audents, in time, arengthen their language proficimcy (Adminiarator). 

Every Chinese professor and authority 1 had the oppomullty to speak with concurred: 

language was an essential element in the lives of Afncan midents: 

[For the students] the biggea problem is language because before 
they corne to China, they don? understand Chinese. The Chinese 
government requires them to audy Chinese for one year for basic 
knowledge, for daily Ne language. But for some of them, they 
cannot leam Chinese quite weil [enough] in one year. . . . 

. (Professor) 

A colleague at another university also r e c o p e d  that some students camot l e m  enough Chmese 

in one year He, however, highlighted that students did improve once in class alongside their 

Chmese classrnates: 

' As a point of reference. the admimirator explawd that a knmledge of 35W characters enables people to 
read and understand 97% of the newspaper. 



Foreign students . . . have many problems with the language. 
Chinese students . . . never have this problern with language, so 
when they study they have a big advantage. . . . But . . . they are in 
the sarne class and . . . the same lectures, so the Afiican students 
improve [their] level and they can be at the same level as the 
Chinese -dents. (Director, Foreign Students' Onice) 

To '& at the same level" of Chinese audents, many universities offer "coaching classes." These 

coaching classes require extra time and effort of the student and "the teachers also work hard for 

it . " Teachers also make concessions wit h exam time. Afncan and Chinese students write the same 

exams but if the Chinese students are given two hours, f i c a n s  rnay be given three because of the 

language (Director, Foreign Students' Office) 

Despite coaching classes, exposure to native speakers, and extra effons by teachers, the 

prospects of mdying for a degree in the Chinese language remains daunting for some students. 

OAen these students go to their embassies for suppon. AU Couaselion discussed the many 

students that go to the embassy "genuinely" claiming, "it is impossible." Students feel that the 

Chmese language they "leam for one year is not enough for a course. . . . " For example, one 

Counsellor discussed the case of a student, who, despite her higb marks, wanted a ticket home 

because of the language dficulty: 

I've had a case of one mdem. . . . Her Chmese language at the 
lnstitute was good. She was getting high marks. But this year, she 
aarted her course in economics. She is so fiustrated. She says, '1 
can't follow, so what am 1 doing here?' Twice she has asked me to 
get her a ticket to go back. She said the level of Chinese she knows 
is not enough ro follow in economics. (Embassy Counsellor A) 

This Counsellor encouraged her, as he did all his students, to persevere and to !ook at those who 

came before: 



I've always told her, '. . . Just give it a chance, another chance. AU 
these students who have studied here, who have finished, have had 
the same dificulties. It 's not really a unique case. Your marks were 
almost the best at the institute of Languages. . . . So how about 
those you are beating in Chinese? They are here dohg their degrees 
in Chinese too. So you are not alone. Jua give it a chance. It WU . 
come.' (Embassy Counseilor A) 

A second counsellor also achowledged the many students who come to him to discuss 

the "degree of difficulty in [the] Chinese [language] and [report] they cannot folîow." He also 

encouraged them to persevere and to look at those who came before for inspiration: 

1 always advise them, 'Be patient. AI1 of these fellows you find here 
had the same problems and they are going ahead. Those who 
finished before you, they had the same problems, so give it time. 
You'll manage. ' 

And gradually, they tend to manage. 1 t W  they have. They are not 
cornplahhg anyrnore. Maybe they, you know, at times when they 
talk between each other and [with] other feiiows fiom other 
countnes, they find it is the same problem. So they settle down to 
the reality that it is gohg to be W<e that. (Embassy Counsellor C) 

While some students 'settle dom'  others would tike to change that reality. On one 

questionnaire, an undergraduate student advocated longer and specialired Chimse language 

courses, " . . though we take language lectures first it is not enough to enable us to study 

smoothly . The language (training] needs more time, . . . more than one year, or I think the 

language should be taught according to one's speciality, not generaliy." He ended his note 

optirnistically, however, adding that despite these dificulties, "people try to come up over the . "  

Although this first year of language training and the prospects of doing a degree in Chinese may 

be ovenvhelming, clearly, people do ''corne up over time." Undergraduate students who spend 

one year in a language course may begin their degree programs on unsure footing but by the end 

of a four-year degree program, these students become proficient, as the foiiowing statistical data 

indicates . 
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PART TWO: CHINESE LANGUAGE PROFICJENCY 

As previously discussed in Chapter Four: Research Design and Data Collection, 1 initially 

prepared the questio~aire for three subject populations: Engineering, ~ed icak  anil Agricultural 

midents. Thus, when 1 asked the students to rate their proficiency in the Chinese language and 

discuss the relationshp between their proficiency and their academic progress, 1 had these very 

specific populations in mind. These students would have al1 been studying their degrees in the 

Chinese. As these intended subject populations changed, two characteristics among the new, 

unanticipated populations emerged for which these questions on Chinese Language and Progress 

did not M y  apply. 

First, thirty-seven of the questionnaire respondents tumeci out to be newiy-arrived 

undergraduate and graduate midents. Out of the 133 students, twenty-four had been in China for 

less than five months, nineteen had been in China for jua one year, and four had been in China for 

one and a half years. These questions about language proficiency did not fully apply to these 

students who had jus arrived or had jus finished their language training and barely begun their 

degree studies Some students just lefl the section blank while others wrote a note to explain, 

'Tersonally, 1 think it is too early to judge." Second, many questionnaire respondents tumed out 

to be graduate mdents snidying in English. Thus, for these students, this section did not fully 

apply as well. 

Adjusting the Data 

In Light of the two new elements in the mbject population (new students and students 

studying in English), I adjusted the statistical data file to rnake the findiags in Tables 10.1 and 



10.2 rneaningful. Thus, for Section 6 of the questionnaire. questions 3-5 only, 1 removed al1 

statistical data fiom audents who had been in China for less than one and a half years and 1 

removed al1 students who studied in English. 

Language Proficiency of Students Studying in Chiaese 

The following findings were thus taken fiom the remaining seventy-two audents who had 

been in China fiom two to thineen yean (mean of 5.035 and median 4.00 years) and were 

studying for their degrees in the Chinese language. Of these seventy-two students, 3 7.5% (27) 

were studying for their Bachelor's; 43.1 % (3 1 ) for their Master's; 13.9% ( 1 0) for their Doctorate; 

and 4 . ? O / 0  (3) were audying for a diploma or specialized cenificate. In this sampie, al1 graduate 

students did their undergraduate degrees in China. As presented in Table 1 0.1, these seventy-two 

students rated their ability in the Chinese language on a sale  of 1 to 5 ,  (Fluent, Advanced, 

Intemediate, Fair. Poor), according to four skills areas: reading, wrïting, listening, and speaking. 

TABLE 10.1 

Self-Rated Language Proficiency 
of Seventy-two Students studying for Degrees in the Chinese Language 

by Frequency (FQ) and Percentage (%) 
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Of al1 the four skill areas, students rated themselves most highly in speaking and listening. 

The highest rated skill was sprabt~g 63.9% (46) considered themselves 'fluent' and 'advanced' 

The second highest rated skill was Iiszemrg- 59.7% (43) considered themselves 'fluentT and 

'advanced' Reading and writing seemed to be more difficult areas. While 47.2% (34) considered 

themselves 'fluent' and 'advanced ' readers, only 29.1 % (2 1 ) considered themselves 'fluent ' and 

'advanced' writers. One student. however, noted that his writing was 'improving by using the 

cornputer" 0ivral(. 15.3% (1 1 ) of students considered themselves 'fluent', 29.2% (21 ) 

'advanced'. 33.3% (24) ' intermediate', and 15.3% ( 1 1) rated their overall language abilities as 

'fair'. No student rated their overall language ability as 'poor'. 

These statistical findings correspond to observations made by a Director of an 

International Exchange Division. In an interview, he praised Afncan students' linguist capabilities. 

statino that out of al1 of the foreign audent. Asian students might have an advantage in reading 

and writing. but he found that the speaking and listening fluency to be the highest among African 

students The Director attributed the Afncans7 fluency to multilingual exposure and psychology. 

He pointed out. that in one African country. such as Zambia, it is possible to find more than 

seventy-three different languages. Thus, he remarked, that many of these audents grow up in a 

highly multilingual environment. In fact, data fiom Section One of the questionnaire revealed that 

the population was remarkably multilingual Over 88% ( 1 15) of these students were at least 

3 Snow ( 1988: 205) emphasizes that such praise is ". . . not entirel!. flanen-. Several African languages such as 
Hausa and Krku?u are spoken. like Chinese. in a range of difKerent tones. and partly for this reason Afncan 
students often learnt to speak Chinese faster and bener than their Western counterparts." 
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trilingual' In addition to this multilingualisrn, audents' "psychology," according to the Director, 

was also a contributing factor The Director found students were generally 'hot timid [and] not 

afiaid to make mistalces," In his thirty years of experience, he found that among aU foreig 

students. the Amcans were the most fluent speakers of the Chinese language (Director, 

International Exchange Division). 

For [tus conclusion 1 considered that in anmer to questions 4 and 5 of Section One: Profile. the majority of 
respondents. 75.2 % ( 100). [dentfieci one rnother tmgue. 19.5% (26) identified hm. and 3% (4) identified three 
mother tongues (3 out of 13 3 did not respond). Moremer. 12% ( 16) of students also identifieci one other language 
that they spoke in addition to their mother tongue. 30.1% (40) identfied two othen. 32.3 % (43) three others. 
17.3% i23 i four others. 5.3% (7) five othcrs. and 1.5% (2) idcnuficd sis othcr languagçs that t hq  spokc. îhus. to 
rcach the conclusion that 88% of these students werc at least trilingual. 1 added up the number of stuclents who 
spoke two or more Ianguages in addition to their mother tongue (40 + 43 + 23 + 7 + 2 = 115) and then 1 dMded 
ihis figure by the total number of respondents to ths question ( 115 -13 1= 87.7%). It is a b  useful to note that for 
most of these students their lingiilsuc knowledge covers ai least three famhes of languages: Afncan. European. 
and h a n .  

It 1s interestmg to t h d c  about the lingwnic accompùshments and potentiai of these mdents in relation to Ali 
A. Mazrui's If orld culrure and the search for hunran consensus ( 197%) and lus "structure of peace" found therein. 
Maznii-s stnicture of peace is p;utly based on fwe languages: Enghsh French Russian Arabic. and Chinese. 
Mazrui defines Chtnese as an "inesistible" world language in that it is spoken ôy -a nfth of mankins' and links 
the elevauon of the Chinese language to cultural and politid possibilities for new soctal directions (197%: 23-37). 

At that time. Mamu felt that Chinese had " . . . certainly not crossecl continents except with averseas Chinese 
and some Western scholars."( lY75b: 24). Now afmost twenty-five years later, Mauui might find some promise in 
the lingutstsc accomphshments of these African scholars. 



PART TBREE: ACADEMIC BROGRESS AND LANGUAGE PROFICLENW 

Of the seventy-two midents studying for their degrees in the Chinese ianguage. the 

majority . 5 1 .4% (3 7), reporied a 'moderate' degree of sati.$action with acodemic progress; while 

3 0.6% (22) felt 'great ' mti@iacnor~. At the same time, 36.1 % (26) felt that their fi~~gwistic 

proficrercy rtr the Chit~ese kat~guage /ww related zo therr academic progress to a 'moderate' 

extent while 3 4  7% ( 2 5 )  felt that language and progress were related to a 'great' extent. Table 

10.3 highlights this data. 

TABLE 10.2 

Relationship between Academic Progress and Proficienq in the Chinese Language 
of Seventy-two Students Studying for Degms in Chinese 

by Fwquency (FQ) and Percentage (%) 

Vev Great Great Modcnte Little Not rt al1 Totils 

'1. Satisfaction 4 5.6 22 30.6 37 1 .  7 9.7 2 2.8 n 100 
- 

*2. Rel~tionship 13 18.1 25 34.7 26 36.1 7 9.7 1 1.4 72 100 
Y 

1. Satisfaction: Estent of sausfac~on u~th academc propess 

2. Relationship: E s t a c  of relrttionship berneen Chmese language proficiency and academic progess 
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Chinese Pmficieacy & Academic Progress among Graduate Studeats with English Option 

By contras, mon students studying in English found their Chinese proficiency 'not at dl '  

related to their academic progress. Many students, who had been in China for a few years, rated 

dl of their language skills as ' poor' but found this poomess had no bearing on their academic 

progress because their courses were in English. This type of case came up again and again. For 

example. the previously mentioned Doctoral student from Sierra Leone who had ' h o  months 

p r y w  " training, reported that &ter five years in China, his speaking and listening skills were 

'intermediate' but ail other skiUs were 'poor'. Nevenheless, he felt 'very great' satisfaction with 

his academic progres and considered his language skills 'not at al1 related' to his sudies. A 

Master's student. in China for four and a half years, indicated that he had one year of Chinese 

language training but his degree program was in English. Thus, while he rated his readitig and 

wrnirlp as 'poor' and hs speuking and hstening as 'fair', he considered his proficiency to be 'not 

at al1 related' to his 'great ' academ;c progress. On the bonom of the page, this audent wrote, 

"Generally. when you do not midy in Chinese then the Chinese language is only useful here in 

China." This case and types of comments were common. A Master's student from Ethiopia 

indicated that he received one year of language training "because i was forced." He emphasized 

this statement by an asterisk and then wrote it again at the bottom of the page. This particular 

mident rated al1 of h s  language skills as 'poor', his academic progress as 'poor', but at the same 

tirne felt that this poor progress was 'not at al1 related' to his to his poor Chinese language skills 

because his program was in English. 

Although these students studying in English found no reiationship between their academic 

progress and proficiency in Chinese. on the questionnaire and in the interviews this particular 



group raised many issues in relation to language. Students' comments were plentifid and 

consistent and while definite trends and patterns emerged, no clear, uniform picture developed. 

Language Expectations 

On one questionnaire and in two separate interviews, this issue of 'Yorceà" Chinese 

language lessons was brought up by audents from Ethiopia, Ghana, Namibia, and Sierra Leone. 

Students expressed concem that they agreed to go to China with the understanding that their 

programs would be a certain number of years and in English. They were taken aback when, upon 

arriva1 in China, they learned that they would have to spend an extra year audying Chinese. One 

Ghanaian expressed concem by 'lhe fact that 1 had to spend one year in Beijinç to do [a] one year 

Chinese language course, which was not in our original plans before coming here." With farnily 

and emplopent responsibilities waiting for him at home, he felt that this extra year of tirne was a 

senous imposition. Moreover, he, like all the others. felt troubled that they were 'Yorced" to 

spend ths  unexpecred, extra year to study Chinese. 

At the same t h e ,  students were fùrther concerned because they felt they could not 

possibly acquire sufficient language skills to properly pursue graduate studies within this one year 

of training One student spoke for many when he stated: 

1 came to see it was just impossible for somebody to corne here and 
do one year Chinese and go to do his Master's or Doctorate, using 
Chinese characters and writing a thesis and everything in Chinese. 

.Yes, to me, 1 still insist, I've done the course [in] one year, 1 did 
well [the] exams, but that doesn't make me prepared enough to do 
rny Master's in Chinese. (Post Graduate B) 



Fundamental Questions 

According to every Counsellor 1 spoke with, this situation and reaction were not 

uncornmon Time and time again, students went to the embassies to discuss the feaiibitity of 

studying Chinese for one year and then pursuing a university degree. Moreover, for the 

Counsellors and many students, these language issues posed an even more fundamental question. 

namely, the quaiity of the degree. One Counsellor described a "mature" mident who came to the 

embassy ". . . wondering [and] asking what kind of degrees, . . . what quality of degree. . . . [was 

he] likely to get, . . . especially, if he is doing it in a language that [he doesn't] seem to 

understand3" This student asked the Counsellor: 

If they give me a test now, what do 1 write? So if 1 spend a whoie year 
like this, that 's almost a year wasted. At the end of the day, am 1 really 
going to do research in this ianguage? Am 1 going reaily to write a 
good thesis in this language? Am 1 really going to acquire enough 
knowledge in itself ? . . . If I cannot consult textbooks, if 1 cannot do 
[research], how do 1 know the Chinese are not giving me 6ee marks? 
What [is] a reaily good degree here? (Embassy Counsellor A) 

These fundamental questions about the feasibility of snidying Chinese for one year and the 

''quality of the degree" pursued thereafter were ones that the Counsellor himselfhad "always 

wondered" about. especially "if [nudents] don't have enough language to do research in their 

books and read reaily widely " He admitted that he has "aiways questioned the quality of the 

degree that they get . " (Ernbassy Counsellor A). 

Whle this Counsellor raised senous questions about the feasibility of new graduate 

nudents doing academic work in the Chinese language, he also questioned the abilities of students 

who had been in China for many years. He acknowledged that while they do speak fluently, he 

had his doubts about their abilities to read and write: 



A audent may finish here a course in Engineering but if you give 
him a Chinese simple letter to read for you he will not manage. 
Because they speak it very fluently, they speak it very well, but [if] 
you find an announcement for an art exhibition somewhere and you 
ask hm, what it is? , . . . you will find, they won't tell you. 
(Embassy Counsellor A) 

To illustrate his point, the Counsellor oEered an example of a student who reponed to have 

earned his degree orally: 

A student fiom another country, a fiend really, quste close to me. 
he finished his degree in fine an . . . [and] speaks Chinese very 

fluently, m h e d  to a Chinese girl. . . . But when he passes a shop 
somewhere and you Say, 'What is &en there?', he cannot tell 
you . 

[I say], 'You are supposed to have done your degree in Chinese 
How did you do it? Is it a fiee one? Did they give you a free degree 
or what?' So he says, 'No, ours is more practical'. But I say, 'No 
In an there are written papers everywhere, the history of art, al1 
that kind of miff How do you write it?' He says, 'No, no, 1 prefer 
to do it orally . 

' 

He convinced me that he did it [orally] but then that means, 'How 
about your course work, was it always oral?' And so 1 found there 
was some flexibility somewhere (Embassy Counsellor A) 

Because of ths "'flexibility" and concems around the length, feasibility, and quality of the degree, 

many students lobby to have their programs in English. In fact, accordhg to another Counseiior, 

the issue of finding schools where English is the language of instruction was one of the main 

concems students raised in his office Students came to the embassy to discuss "the language they 

face" and to ask, "1s it possible we do it in English? 1s it possible?" (Embassy Counsellor C). The 

Counseiior admitted that '"some of them get scared and take off' though he encouraged them to 

stick to Chinese. He stated, ". . moa of the time, we tell them, 'Look, take the [course] . . . try 

and iearn . . . probably the Chinese language will be useful tomorrow. Don? look for English 



only. . . . Try to have another laquage' " (Embassy Counseiior C). 

Despite such encouragement, however, many students do look for English prograrns. 

Students feel that if they were taught in English with Engiish materials, "they shoulii be able to 

follow better and . . , at the end of their degree, feel that really they worked and they are getting 

a good quality degree . . . " (Embassy Cowellor A). In fact, the same Counsellor descnbed a 

case where a number of students came to the embassy and announced: 

We are already forrning a group to go and complain to the Chinese 
[authorities]. We can't follow. We caxmot. It is impossible. They 
have to teach us in English. . . . [We] are insisting. They have to 
teach us in English. We can't foliow in Chinese. (Embassy 
C ounsellor A) 

Schools and programs that offer an English option become attractive for many. One student, who 

spent an unexpected year in Beijing, "insisted . . . on a school that would take my course in 

English." He was not alone: 

Actudly, a lot of people here complain, a lot of people have 
changed universities and courses j u s  to have the chance to do their 
courses in English. So consider . . . for instance, we have a lot of 
foreign students . . . in this university, a lot, because of the fact that 
most of their courses are taught in English. (Post Graduate B) 

Catch 22 

Many students do protest that Chinese instruction was not in their original plans and 

successfully lobby to study in English. However. they then encounter what this same student 

described as a "Catch 22": 



You know, after going ahead and doing my course in English, you 
go and meet professors, lecturers, and teachers who know very 
little English, at least in speaking. So you find out that you cannot 
cornmunicate well with your professor, your lecturer, during class 
hours because his English is not so good and so he can't express 
his views or explain things well. 

You see, so it's a bit fiuarating actually because you know he 
wants to do his best, you know he wants ?O tell you what he wants 
to but he can't do it because of the language . . . difficulty. So that's 
another point. At least as of now, it's still a vital. bitter point many 
students are facing. (Post Graduate 8) 

On the questionnaires many students raised this '%id, bitter point." One student declared, 

"Language is a huge problem here. Those of us taking Our course in English often meet lecturen 

who know little or no English. Those using the Chinese language have even a bigger problem 

because of difficulties in grasping well the language." For a Kenyan student, this problem 

distracted fiom the benefits of the program, "The courses are well-designed, the laboratones are 

weli-equipped but communication in English is a major bottleneck. One, therefore. should put 

more efforts to bridge the gap." 

Language was a dificult issue for students. but students also recognited the difficulty for 

professors A Ghanaian captured the sentiments of many when he wrote. 'leachers [who] teach in 

English should be given orientation or proficiency training in the language and should not use 

students to polish their English." While students were critical, they were also empathc with 

professors '%ho want to do their best." One audent descnbed what happens in the classroom 

when the communication breaks down: 

[Professors] keep on apologising and they keep on apologising 
about it, that, you know, they just can't speak. They just can't 
expiain. Weil, sometimes they jus give up, because they can't do it 
and they also get ha ra t ed  actually. So you find yourself havuig to 
do most of the work yourself (Post Graduate B) 



Thus. he descnbed the dilemma: "Do it in English . . . it will be very difficult for the lemrers and 

do it in Chinese and ah . . . 1 wouldn't even think of it. So it's like a Catch 227  Post Graduate B). 

Final Thoughts on Language and Cultural Cooperation 

In closing, one Counsellor refleaed upon the issue of language proficiency and feasibility 

in relation to cultural cooperation and in a way brought up another type of Catch 22. The 

Counsellor poiated out that in order for the cultural cooperation to be successfûl, students must 

If it is a cultural cooperation, those students who come here must 
finish. . . If they [dl] have the same level of difficulty, you must find 
a way of standardising the courses and the tests, so that at the end of 
the day, they dl go home with the qualification. ûtherwise, you will 
be explaining [to] them every other day and there will be no use of 
c o i n g  here now. There will be no use for this exchange. 

This is what 1 want to mean. My feeling is that there is this kind of 
flexibility. You are a foreigner You have this level of difficulty [with 
the] language, so the exarn must be oriented towards this difficulty. 
So t shouldn't require much fiom you because is most w e s  you 
don't even understand what 1 teach you. So that at the end of the 
day, a serious student . . . may feel that he may not get the iund of 
knowledge he came to look for. (Embassy Counsellor A) 

These Catch 22's are not lirnited to issues of language. In fact, the next chapter on Financial 

Suppon reveals another paradomcal situation where students on a "full scholarship" struggle to 

meet a fiaction of their needs 



Chapter Eleven 

Financial Support 

This chapter investigates the sources, approximate percentages, and sufficiency of 

students' financial support. In Section Seven of the questionnaire, students were fia asked to 

indicate all sources of fbnding and approximate the percentage fiom each source to account for 

100 percent of their income If students felt their income was insufficient, they were asked to 

explain. 

PART ONE: SOURCES AND PERCENTAGES OF SUPPORT 

As Table 1 1 . 1  reveals, the largest majority of nudents, 87.2% ( 1 16), received an average 

of 5 1.7% of their income fiom the Chinese Govenimertf. Students indicated that those 

contributions ranged fiom 3-1 00Y0 of their total funds. In addition, a majority of students, 63.9% 

(85), indicated they received an average of 47.19% of their financial income from the Goveniment 

uf therr owt~  country. Those contributions ranged fiom 5- 100%. 

When examining Table 1 1.1. two points should be kept in mind. Fim, a few students 

noted that the percentage of financial income that they indicated represents the arnount received in 

hand In other words, the figure, as one woman specified, "doesnyt take into account the arnount 

dedicated to the other dornains of academic life (which 1 don't know the value)." The "other 

domains of academic life" include arrfare, tuition fees, and lodging in a serni-furnished roorn. 

These costs are covered by the Chmese scholarship. My feeling is that when answering this 
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question, most audents indicated the amount of money they receive in hand because the values of 

these other dornains were unknown. 

Second, as this chapter d l  detail, many students feh their suppon was so "wholly 

inadequate" that when they answered this question, they approximated percentages that purposeiy 

did not equal 100 percent to emphasize the point that they felt severely underfùnded. For 

example. one student indicated that she received 5% of her income fiom the Chinese Government 

and 15% of her income fiom the Govemrnent of her country and she carefûlly totalled this 

amouiit to 20%. In other words, she could not see fit to indicate that what she received could 

possibly equal 100% when it feit more like 20% of an income. For these reasons, the figures in 

Table 1 1 1 do not add up because audents felt their sources of income did not add up 



TABLE 11.1 

Sources and Amounts of Fioancid Support 
by Frequency (FQ) and Perceotage (%) 

Chinese Covernment I 
Penonal L 
Otber 

1.Students ZAvtmge 3 . w ~  of 4. Medirn 
witb this contribution corib.ik#on contribution from tbis 
source of from this from thk source (inoh) 
income source source 

(in%) (in O/*) 

KEY: 

1. Students wit b tbis source of income: Students checked one or more 'sources of income' as it appiied to their 
situauon. 

2. Average contribution from this source (in %): Students appromnated the percentage of income receivd h m  
-ch source. 

3. Range of contribution from tbis source (in %): Some students. tac example. appmximated the percentage of 
income t h e  reçeived from the Ciunese Govenunent uas 3% 
whle others approximated 100%. Thus. the range of 
contribution from the Chinese Govemment was 3-100%. 

1. Median contribution from this source (in %): This refers to the middle A u e  (with values of equal total below 
and above) of the contribution h m  each financiai source. 



PART TWO: SUFFICIENCY OF FINANCLAL SUPPORT 

The majority of students, 71 4Oh (95). reported that their financiai support was 

insufficient, while 24.1% (32) indicated that their resources were sufficient. Most of those 24.1 Oh 

with sufficient funds were graduate students who study as part of their employment training. In 

the queaionnaire and in the interviews, t hese students acknowledged t heir privilege: 

The Chinese scholarship is woefuIly inadequate. 1, we are able to 
suMve here because of what we receive from Our government and 
our employer but not because of what we receive fiom the Chinese 
[Governrnent]. (Poa Graduate A) 

A Zambian man revealed that he also "survives" because of a similar arrangement: 

1 work for my Govemrnent back home and am on paid study leave. 
The [stipend] fiom the Chinese isn't sufficient. Very ofien I have to 
cal1 for my salary back home for 'buck up.' (Survey Note) 

While these students managed because of their salary fiom back home, the majority of students 

found their financial resources to be "wholly inadequate." Out of 133 questionnaires. more than 

half (68), wrote comments about their financial situation. Only one person wrote that he found his 

resources to be "satisfactory without luxury." One other indicated that he feh the aipend was 

insufficient but. that this insufficiency was not dl bad: 

the inadequacy of the stipend is, in rny honea opinion, good 
for most Afncan midents. Given the temble managers of ours 
resources that we are back home, some financial discipline could 
arise fiom this situation and may be pilfered to other sectors of our 
everyday life when we get back home and develop our nations to air 
away fiom the perpetual dependency syndrome. . . . (Suwey Note) 

All other written comments claimed that the insufficiency of financial resources was a serious 

problem To ascertain the cl- the General Union of African Students in China (GUASC), in the 

previously mentioned memorandum addressed to the Resident State Education Commissioner on 

Iuly 4, 1996 (Appendix M), presented a survey of students' food and scholastic monthly 
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requirements The survey detailed the coas of meais, stationery. and toiletries for one month and 

found that the 'the barea minimum that cm meet the barest minimum of daily ne& was 1 185.00 

rmh. ' The GUASC "pleaded with the Chinese Govemment to look at Our plight with sympathy 

if we have to survive" and proposed an allowance of 1050.00 nnb per month. Today, 

undergraduates receive a monthly stipend of 500 rmb and graduate students receive 650 rmb. 

Students expressed the extent of their discontent in the questionnaires and interviews. 

The Full Scholarship: Financial Support from the Govemment of  China 

First, the issue most often raised was that students went to China understanding that their 

scholarships were full and they would be well provided for. Students reported this was not the 

case Students wrote in detail about the "so called" Chinese scholarship. One student noted that, 

"when they cd1 us from our coumries they pretend they give full scholarship[sj." Another 

understood that, "China promised to take us in charge but in reality it does not do that." On the 

understanding of this promise, another student wrote, "1 sacrificed my good job at home for 

nothmg." Two others noted that 'the Chinese authorities said our scholarship [was] full but what 

we are getting [does] not cornmensurate to what is expected by a foreigner to live an average life 

in China." in shon, one concluded. that students "[are] not getting anything that was spelled out 

in our letter . . . so they are deceiving us"' (Notes from eight surveys). 

' Rem arn  hi cmb) or-won 1s the standard m o n e w  witt in China. 

' One nudeni itemmxi three points to express the degree to wbich he feli misled by ~eepropagan&." He 
\note. "1. . Their level is not up to standard yet stifl they want to fool the world that îhey can sponsor foreign 
students. 2. Th. use foreign stuâents as scapegoats. They unkno~ingiy Lake [sic] foreign snidents in decent places 
like hotels and take \%kas of these places as their living places. Then these video cassettes are sent IQ vanous 
countnes to fool the people that foreign students are living in ah lu te  better conditions. 3. They tell our 
Govenunents that students allowance is far above the salary of pmffesson [sic]." A second student aiso expressed 
sunilar senuments of feeling misled and scapegoated " Foreign students are used to portray their (China's] faise 
image abroad. They requested for large numbers of foreign mdents when they cmot cater well for them." A third 



Al1 Embassy Counsellors I spoke with were well aware of these concems: 

The Chinese tend . . . to tell us, as a Government, that the 
scholarship is complete; it is a fidl scholarship Whereas actually, on 
amival in this country, okay, you find that the accommodation and ' 

tuition are covered but the extra money, the living dowance is 
realfy inadequate, very inadequate, very, very inadequate. (Embassy 
C ounsellor A) 

Students expressed a sense of feeling misled and wrote that authorities should "make students 

fûlly aware of what scholarship entails." In fact, one Kenyan student declared that 'the biggest 

problem is in getting the correct information [about] the 'full' scholanhip." In an i n t e ~ e w ,  

students discussed this problem and the confusion around the definition of a hl1 scholarship: 

If you applied to Western universities, you know your tuition fees. 
you know [the] allowance fees, you know your everything fees. 
Here, no way! Nothng is clear. 

A [foreign] mident in China wiU not tell you how much tuition fees 
[are], how rnuch books c o s  . . . and in this respect it is very hard 
for a student, an Afncan student, to know what does fbll 
scholarship [mean]. Can you give me the definition of a full 
scholarship? Can we Say it is a full scholarship when someone 
canot join the two ends, the two extrernities of the month? 

They pretend . . . it to be a full scholarship. Can I cal1 it [a] full scholarshp 
when 1 can't reach the 10th of the month? (The Four Graduates) 

studcnt attached a separate piece of paper to the quesuonnaire to add " Afier ail these long years in China. the 
overail feeling 1s [that it bas been] kmd of a waste of urne. a kmd of victun[izatonJ offered beween two 
governments willing to keep up the poiitical and culturai relations in . . . political speech[es]. . . . The spirit of 
cooperauon as a whole is a failus because the unpresson 1 hase got is that the AfÎican generation 'made in 
China' 1s not happy in general with the Chnese experience at al1 . . . " (Notes from rhree survey, students h m  
three countnes) 

In an uiten-~ew. one student took these concems to another levei. He stated. -We are ody like politid 
hostages. just hostages by. made [b-.] contracts between the Afircan gcnrernments and Chinese goverment. [and] 
for [iheirl interest [the contract) is called culturai exchange. But, when the make the ded [and) i h q  send a 
number of student here. nothmg nothmg is bridgmg" (The Four Graduates). 



A student fiom Ghana agreed when he wrote that Wanket statements [such] as full scholarship 

. . . lack understanding and should be rectified if the cooperation is to stay " The sarne mident 

recomrnended that this problem rnay be solved if the "Chinese side . . . spell out in Clear terms the 

content of the scholarship, aating what they can offer and what they cannot" (Swey  Note). 

UNESCO 

One result of this confusion is a highly charged debate about the involvement of 

UNESCO On one questionnaire and in three interviews, students brought up their understanding 

that these scholarshps from China are in fact from UNESCO. According to the students, 'The 

money . is not from China . . they are managing [it] from UNESCO: 

The Chinese government is developing, kind of like us. They 
are poor like us. . . It's oniy UNESCO, through [the] Chinese 
govement, [that] gives me this scholarship. The Chhese 
government is only managing. . . UNESCO [is] how we 
get Our scholarships. . . (The Four Graduates) 

In other words, students claimed that UNESCO pays China to educate them. Dedaring, "this 

UNESCO thing has to be cleared up," another student explained: 

Our countnes are . . . members of the United Nations. The 
United Nations has many branches, including a UNESCO branch 
for United Nations for Science and Education and Technology. 
This UNESCO is a prograrn [among] one of the UN programs. 
UNESCO [looks] among those mernbers [of] the United Nations 
[which are] developing countries [and] helps them get 
scholarship[s] in order to educate their funire leaders. 

UNESCO inveaed [in] education and they wanted to put [the 
inveament] in China jus because China was claiming that it had 
infiastnictures, universities, laboratories . . . to host, to receive 
Afncan students here. [LJNESCO] sent Amcan mdent[s] to 
China Decause] China['s] . . . living costs were relatively cheap 
[and thus they could educate] the maximum [number of] students. 



When China became a member of the UN, they wanted to show 
they are supporting the cooperation South and South. And they 
wanted to show, they are helping [a] special, old fnend, the Afiican 
countries because [then the UN] helps the Chinese govemment 
to excel in t heir transitions. They say, 'We are helping Afncan 
countries.' [But] these things are not help, [it's] jus managing. 
(The Four Graduates) 

In addition to the claim that China was "jua managing" the prograrns, audents expressed concern 

that the Chmese Govemment and in some cases their own Governrnents received money fiom 

UNESCO on behalf of students and failed to give it to the students. In other word, students 

charged that the Governments profited at their expense: 

Under UNESCO, contracts have been made between [African] 
governments and China. We don't know how they share 
commissions, [but African] govemrnent [s] and [the ] C hinese 
govemment get [a] percent [frorn UNESCO]. (The Four Graduates) 

However. as convinced as these students were about the role of UNSECO and the Govements' 

profiteering. the three Counsellors I spoke with were equaily convinced otherwise. Aware of 

t hese beliefs arnong students, one Counsellor comrnented: 

People believe that [UNESCO] gives [money] to the Chinese who 
are takine the money . . Some students say UNESCO is giving 
supplements to countries, so that the money should corne to them 
and that the money is kept. It is wrong. 1 think it's wrong. It is a 
bilateral issue It's between China and the [individual] countnes 

. It's reaily a rumour. (Embassy Counsellor B) 

Another Counseilor aiso dismissed these claims as rumour: 

UNESCO has no hand in this. It's highly bilateral. . . . These 
scholarships existed even when China was still endosed. UNESCO 
didn't even have an office yet. [Sol no, I don't think so. 1 think it is 
Chmese money. 1 don? even think UNESCO is aware of that. I am 
very sure of t hat . (Embassy Counsellor A) 
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The third Counsellor concurred with his colleagues and claimed he had ". . . never heard of 

[UNESCO's involvement]. . . . For [our] audents, China totally sponsors al! of them" (Embassy 

Counsellor C ) .  

While there was no consensus between the students and Counsellors on UNESCO's role, 

the entire scenario. be it a rumour or be ii true, indicated a level of confusion. For the students, 

this confusion was fùrther exacerbated by the lack of support from their own countries. 

Supplernentary Funds: Financial Support from Home Govemments 

Students expressed confusion over UNESCO, felt rnisled by the promise of a "full 

scholarship" fiom the Chinese Government. and at the sarne t h e ,  felt disappointed that their own 

Govemments did not suppon them on a consistent basis. A few countries, not dl ,  did promise 

supplementary funds. This helped. One Burundian wrote that the Chinese scholarship was 

insufficient ''but with the heip of my country, it is bearable." Yet more students, like this 

Cameroonian felt. 'vie are never sure that the money will corne from Our home country." His 

countq mate added. ". . the hnding from my own country cornes with a big delay or simply 

doesn't come at ail." A student from Congo similarly found that 'bbursaries [ h m  home] come late 

and sornetimes don't come at dl." A Zarnbian also echoed this concem, "the stipend 1 get from 

my country cornes irregularity and cannot be relied upon."A Sierra Leonean atrributed this 

unreliability to nationai difficulties, "support from home is not forthcorning due to the present 

3 When dtscussing these biiateral relations. w o  Counselors and one group of amdents emphasized a 
second point: that is. if an Afncan counm feli out of favourable relations nith Cbuia. a i l  students from that 
counw wouid be sent home unmediate@. regardles of where the individuai student may be in their &gree 
progn*. 



political inaability . " A Malian student 

country of origin . . . since September 
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had "not received any bursary supplement fiom [his] 

1996" while another had not received any money at dl 

aating that, "the Governrnent of my home country has never paid its part of the bursary for al1 

the students in China." A student from Benin wrote that, ". . . $1 agreed to come, it's because my 

country had guaranteed that supplement. But ever since 1 arrived in China, 1 have never received 

it " He added that al1 students 'Who do not have a bursary supplement from [their] own country 

are living a very miserable life in China" (Notes fiom nine surveys). 

While the home Governrnent of these students may have had some intention of providing 

extra hinds, mon students never expected any money from their govements. One student from 

Mali wrote that "since the Chmese govemment announces that the bursary it gives us is a full 

schoiarship, so our country does not give us any expense money." Another student added that 

because his scholarship was assumed to be full, he had "no reason to seek alternative fùnds." 

Finally. one student ended with a personal plea to home governments: 

1 would like to appeal to the Afncan govements [regarding] the cost 
of living here in China. . . . Give sufficient financial means to African 
audents who come here because life is very expensive here for the 
moment and that is the prerequisite for studying well. (Survey Note) 

One Counsellor explained the various circurnstuices students may find themelves in 

relation to their home country. Some counties promise 1 O00 rmb and students ger it. Others 

countries promise 3000 rmb and students never get it . ûther countries promise suppon on the 

condition that the country is doing well Other countnes sirnply never promise. This Counselor 

felt that students who corne without false hopes and expectations were the best off (Embassy 

Counsellor B). Another Counsellor knew of "only a few countries that manage to keep ttieir 

students a little bit more confortable than the others. . . . [In fact,] most Afncan countries now 
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cannot afford the extra hnds." He admitted it was " a cornrnon problem we share with the other 

diplomats." 

Diplomats face this problem directly as many students " . . approach the embassies asking 

not [for] individual help but [for] intervention from the goverment back home. . . . " Although 

the embassy agrees with çtudents and feels it is "a genuine question," the embassy "cannot help 

them " Instead the embassy offers moral suppon, ')ou jua have to sit down and audy with them 

the problem Tell them the background [ofl where they are coming from. And they get contented 

but really. they are really miserable, that's for sure" (Embassy Counsellor A). 

Inflation 

As many audents pointed oui, this misery cornes at a time of "exceptional growth [in] 

China." As another student put it. China is "developing every day." Many wrote about China's 

"economic evolution" and ensuing "skyrocketing inflation." One snident noted that "prices 

change every year but the resources don't change." Another specified these daims. "prices for dl 

products and seMces have gone up about 400%" [and the] level of life has chaqed [but] the 

bursary remains the same . . " (Notes fiom seven surveys). 

The General Union of Afncan Students in China (GUASC) assened that the wlnerability 

of African students in China is one side effect of the economic growth: 

. . China's economic refom implementation is now the world's 
fastes. Any fast economic growth is never without its side effects. 
Arnong the vulnerable have been students on scholarship. 
Adjustments in pnces and general coa of living to mach [to] 
economic refom[s] demands, entail[s] new hardships on the 
part of the student. 'This now means that the students can bardly 
manage to afford the basic necessities of life. . . . (General Union of 
Afncan Students in China, 1996: 2) 
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Making Ends Meet 

With inadequate scholarships. little support fiom home, and economic inflation of 

400%, students reported that they were unable to a o r d  the 'basic necessities' of life They 

expressed further haration in that, unlike local people and other foreigners, Afncan students 

have ". . no access to p a n  tirne jobs. . . " They described the "impossibility of canying out 

lucrative work" . . "even during holidays to make up for the low dowance received as stipend." 

Again and again. students lamented that for them there was ". . . no possibility of earning extra 

income . " (Notes fiom five surveys). 

Students characterized their financial situation as "desperate." Many wrote about the 

problems of sustaining themselves with money "just enough" or "not even enough for food to 

eat." Some students wrote that the scholarship was "'just enough for surviving," while others 

found it "difficult to survive on." Some wrote of the "impossibility . . . [ to] join the two 

extrernities of the month" while some conceded it "just allows them to join the two ends of a 

month " Counsellors recognized and acknowledged these concems as "genuine": 

I've been to their canteens. . . 1 know the cost of their food. If 
{they] are spending very less than reasonably, [they] may just be 
spending about ~ O - M I L ~ I Z  per day. So that is . . . 600 b a n ] .  For 
undergraduates. it's already gone beyond. (Embassy CoumeIlor A) 

With the money 'gone beyond." students felt they were not "pemit[ted] to eat wel1, [let alone] 

t hnk of buying books, clothes, etc. " Many added that clothes, train tickets, recreational act ivities 

were out of the question. Two students also noted that they could not even af5ord "medicai 

services since students are supposed to buy them first and get reimbursements later." Moreover, 

students claimed that they could not effectively pursue their academic endeavours because 



stationery, class materials, books, and research supplies were simply too expensive (Notes fiom 

nineteen surveys). This particular point was taken up by the GUASC: 

. . . the issue of book allowance and research fund[s] needs 
attention. Some universities do not offer any provisions for book 
allowance, while some gve a bare 20ûrb [nnb] per year. This is 
inadequate. The problem of book allowance needs attention. This is 
especially critical among midents studying in English. There are 
very few relevant books wrinen in English, and when such books 
are available, they are very expensive. We are committed to Our 
study, and we feel that we can only denve maximum benefit from it 
if we have enough leaniing materials. Apart fiom the issue of book 
allowance, the other problem is faced mostly by graduate students, 
who have to carry out research projects before they can graduate. 
To cany out sufficient research work in some cases requires 
extensive travel and purchases of materials. There is a severe 
disparity in the fùnding given by various universities for research 
work. While realising the varied nature of the various research 
programs, we feel that funding in some cases requires review, 
because it fails far below the minimai requirements for carrying out 
any meaningful research project. (General Union of African 
Students in China, 1996: 5) 

While the GUASC made the point that under funding inhibits students fiom effectively 

pursing acadernic endeavours. other midents reported that under funding also inhibits them 

psychological~ One student wrote that he cannot ". . . effectiveiy pursue my acadernic plans and 

program because I am womed of how to survive for the rest of the month when the money is 

finished " Another felt that poverty forced students to "stay in Our ghetto and as a consequence 

deprives us of good knowledge of the outside milieu, outside the campus." In addition, three 

other students wrote about feeling auck and cut off One expressed regret about being unable to 

afford "any communications (telephone or fax)" while another specified, " 1 have not even once 

called my parents, even I carmot fkquentiy write a letter to them because I cannot afford rit]." A 

Tanranian woman felt that her inability to fiord such communication senices added to her 

rnelancholy : 



As a foreign student in China, I feel the need to be in contact with 
the outside world every now and then - to know what's going on 
out there (back home especially). But most often these facilities 
(phone, fax, e-mail) are oflen VERY EXPENSIVE for a normal 
foreign student to afford. So I guess it adds to the loneliness, 
depression, and homesickness. (Survey Note) 

Discrepancies in Prices 

Students expresseci further diaress because 'Yoreign students are not tourias here but in 

China students are supposed to live like tourias, ie. accommodation in designated hoteis. soft 

seater in trains, and expensive air tickets, not to mention expensive visa renewals . . . jus1 iike 

tourists." In addition to tounst coas, students pointed out the "differences made between 

foreigners and Chinese citizens [in tenns of the] prices of goods." Another explained that 

" 
. foreigners are to pay for the same services more than what Chinese pay." Students wrote 

about feeling "swindled," especially when shopping, because "[merchants] multiply the prices by 

two" (Notes from four surveys). 

Discrepancies in Funding 

Moreover. on three surveys and in two interviews, students raised other discrepancies 

when they spoke of "realizing" that there was "a cenain injustice towards the Afncans, if we 

compare what China does for the Asians, Europeans or Americans." A woman specified this 

realization when she wrote that ?the amount of allowance given to Afican midents [is] less than 

what [is] given to others." Another student detailed this claim: 



AU foreign students are not getting the same ailowance. They give 
Afncan and Arab students less money compared to the same 
students under the same scholarships fiom Europe, Amenca, 
Korea, and Japan. These students from these countries are aven 
more money, more facilities, and [are] more highly respected than * 

the Afncans." (Survey note) 

Respect 

Respect was an issue raised when one audent pointed out that the questionnaire did not 

ask " . . if China responds well to the total sponsorship of the foreign students." It seems the 

response was not positive. According to one, ". . . the respect to scholarship students is getting 

less . . . . Self-finance[d] students are welcome[d] at high[er] respect." Respect was also on the 

mind of another who wrote, ". . . according to the Chinese, Africans . . . corne to beg here in 

China . . . only because they do not have enough food in their own countries, which are very 

poor . . " motes fiom three surveys). 

While the GUASC contended that financial vulnerability of Afkican students was an 

economic side effect, other students asserted social vulnerability, that is, the perception and 

treatrnent of African students was another econornic side effect: 

' A number of ~ T i t e n  have reporteci on this sarne phenornena. Hevi ( 1963: 185) revealed that "Whereas 
al1 other foreigners took 100 yuan a month each. the Albanians took 150. . . . There was nothmg at al1 to warrant 
the Aibanians takuig more than we. . . . if the Albanians ne- 150 yuan IO live comfortably. we saw no reason 
why w e  shodd not do the same. Th~s was one of the ways in which the Chinese tacitly acknowledged A1b;uua.n 
supenonty over Afncans. . . . A fw years later. Chen ( 1965: 1 17) reported the Qscfepancy became exen pater.  
". . . snidents from Africa and Asia. get one hundred~lan. and European and Soviet students received the 
generous amount of mo hundred and .vuan.'' Chen expiaineci that " One reason why European students are 
grven a larger allowance is that the are semed Western f d  instead of Chuiese food" Goldman's (1 96s: 136) 
observations from the sarne t h e  period concur. Though not referrîng specifically to Afncan stubents. she wrote. 
"Chnese policies toward the foreign studenu were not uniform and rhere was a different attinide. . . . " She noted a 
". . . a subtle gradation of preference. shihing with the mood of China's foreign policies. aAripA M e r  
Werentiation. . . . The graduation was aiso rdected in thc amount of the scholarship anorded and the h d s  of 
prniieges accordai. . . . " 



They are heading towards the First World and we are Like left 
behind Tbis, it's not their fault but like we ail1 have something to 
be recognized [for]. We have a culture, we have, we belong to a 
culture. (The Four Graduates) 

While this mident focused on the negation of African cultures, another mident directl~ attributed 

the negation of individual Afiican students to economic changes: 

The most recent Chinese' economic reform/ economic miracle 
is creating a big problem in how they treat African students. 
[Because] Africa [is] an economically left behind continent, Afncan 
students are considered globally, like by a Chinese national mord, 
. . . from a poor continent, then not an important person - 
regardless of what is rneant in political speeches by Chinese officials 
in Afnca. (Survey Note) 

In a succinct staternent, one Counsellor corroborated these observations. He stated that 

for Afncan students, life in Chnese society was getting progressively more difficult: 

Before it was a question of only colour. . . . Now it is a question of 
colour and money (Embassy Counsellor B) 

The questions of "colour and money" and their overall impact on the experience of Afncan 

students in China may be further considered by reflecting back upon the two approaches to 

international relations exarnined in Chapters Two and Three of this thesis. 



Chapter Twelve 

Conclusions 

The experience of Afiïcan students in China today may be better understood by retuming 

to the two approaches to international relations laid out at the start of this thesis: the Maoist view 

and the view of Galtung and Mazmi of the World Order Models Project. Linking these two sets 

of views provides an evaluative framework in which to place the findings and reflect upon the 

transfomat ive possibilities of Sino- Afncan exchanges within international relations and 

internat ional knowledge relations. 

CHINA'S CHANGING WORLD VIEW 

In Chapter Two, the three main foreign policies of the Maoist reign served as a histoncal 

contem in which to explore the evolution of China's definition of its place in the world. China's 

definition of its place, crystailized in Mao's Three-Worlds Theory, also provided a fiame of 

reference for assessing any change or continuity in post-Mao global policy. The expenence of 

Afiican students in China may thus be seen as a reflection of the evolution of China's world view 

and a gauge of foreign policy orientations. 

African Students in Maoist China 

When Afican nudents first arrived in Beijing, they brought with them a Maoist image of 

the world that embodied the spirit of Bandung and an emerging revolutionary zeal which 

synbolically linked China's Fate with the Third World and heralded the nations of Asia, Africa, 



and Latin Amerka as a revolutionary force that would unite to end the dominance of the 

developed world and transform existing international order (Sautman, 1994). While this 

projection of a new world order had a strong appeal, most African students imMaoist China found 

the vision to have little grounding in reality. John Hevi's (1 962) account of 1 18 African midents 

in China between 196 1-62 reveals that disillusionment and discontent grew so massively and so 

rapidly that within nine months, ninety percent of students (96 of the 1 18) retumed to Africa. ' 
Hevi ( 1962: 1 1 9- 143) details the factors that caused this m a s  exodus: undesirable politicai 

indoctrination, language difficulty, poor educational standards, restrictions on social Ne, general 

hostility, spying, and racial discrimination. Hevi ( 1962: 1 83 ) identifies racial discrimination as ''the 

first item on our lin of grievances" but at the sarne tirne, this item appears to have been one 

among rnany factors. Moreover, financial hardship, though present, was not debilitating.' Thus, 

the essential elements of "colour and money," as the Counsellor put it, in the lives of African 

nudents today were not such exclusively overwhelming factors as they later became and 

remained . 

' Reactions to this mds have bem mxed and at h m a  emotional. Snow (1988: 199)~udga fhe text to bc 
"savagely polemcal," and charactemes Hevi as "something of a toady. eager to win the h o u r  of the Institute 
authonties. but was soured by his inability to find a girifnend " Snow portray Hevi as a man "spoiling for 
mengc. and that hs rancour was exploiteci by American officiais. . . . " Sautman (1994: 4 14) refen to the text as a 
"hostile accaunt" and Larlan (1971: 152) and Hutcluson (1975: 186) describe the text as "somewhat polemiçal" 
but h t h  add that the allegations have never been disproved and Hutchison pints out that actuallp the allegations 
"were substantiated b'. Zambian studenis who underwent similar experiences ten years Iater. in 1972." Sautman 
( 1994: 4 14) offers ri fm details of these experiences stating that " in 1970 Afncans reninied to China but by 1972 
became x, discontent that they deliberately bunied portraits of Mao Zedong so that they would be deported." The 
reports from Afncan students in China todau. as mealed by the findings in thts mdy. share srmilar k q  points and 
would tend to support Hevi's account. 

H a l  ( 1  962: 1 13-1 11) reports that in the fa11 tenn of the 1-196 1 acaamic year. the aiiowana for 
Afncan students began at 80 .wun per month and  as rai& to 100 .vuan per month by the second term. By 
contras. Chinese midents received IO -vuan and grahte  teachers received JO -won each month. Ha? notes thai 
"To the Chinese we must have looked a reaiiy ungratefiil lot. . . . But the fact is that we simply couid not h e  on 
the starvation muon offered to Chinese stuQents and mors. . . ." 
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This environment may be attributed to a Maoist view of the world that was marked by an 

ideological inversion: racial and social hierarchies were stratified in a thesis that extolled the 

Mnues of 'coioured' people and the poor (Sautman, 1994). These ideals were featured in posters 

of Third World revolutionaries and in photos of Mao surrounded by exchange students of al1 

races (Sautman, 1 994: 428). Racial solidarity was particularly highlighted in Mao's 

pronouncements on anti-colonial and revolutionary movements in Afnca and the black diaspora. 

At a tirne when the Chinese govenunent officially justified its Afncan aid projects on grounds of 

racial solidarity and the Red Guards rallied to suppon Afican causes, few would have dared to 

openly express hostility to people from the Third World (Sautman, 1994: 4 14). Yet with the death 

of Mao Zedong ( 1976) and the ascension of Deng Xiaoping (1978), China's world view changed. 

African Students in the Reform E n  (197Spresent) 

In December ! 978, the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Cornmittee of the 

Communist Party initiated the post-Mao era of refotm, heralded the nse of Deng Xiaoping, and 

signified the acceptance of hh open door policies (Hayhoe, 1989b; Sautman, 1994). The open 

door policies shifted attention from the promotion of international solidarity to the promotion of 

joint ventures, leases, investments, and trade with advanced capitalia nations. While these social 

and political shifts brought about tremendous openness and political refoms, they also resulted in 

a reemergence of social stratification and a rejection of Third World solidanty. As the 

preeminence of the poor was quickiy replaced by the preeminence of national and individual 

enrichment, many began to feel humiiiation - not solidarity - to be equated with the Third 

World (Sautman, 1994; Sullivan. 1994). Mao's Three-Worlds Theory, which symbolically iinked 



Chma's fate with the Third World was quickly abandoned for a reform era vision which argued 

China's destiny lay with the West (Sullivan 1994: 443). 

University Campuses in the Reform Era 

This refon era vision was immediately mdested on university campuses. In July 1979. 

just seven months after the Third Plenum, a confrontation between Chinese and Afncan students 

at the Shanghai Textile University set a pattern for a decade of contlict across campuses in 

Shanghai, Shenyang, Guangzhou, Beijing, Tianjin, Xian, Hangzhou, Wuhan, and ~anjing.' While 

many cornmentators focused on the motives behind the conflict, for others, these conflicts raised 

deeper concems regarding the emergmg world vision arnong China's future eiites (Sautman, 

1994. 473429). Chmese students began to feel fke to voice their support for the government's 

decision to cut interest fiee loans and technical assistance to the Third World but at the same time 

felt fiee to oppose the govemrnent's decision to continue the educational aid. Students felt that 

the governent should not "was~e" any more of its resources on others and panicularity objected 

to the policy of "spoiling" African students while Chinese citizens suffered on lesser rnean~,~ in 

lesser conditions because of the failed econornic policies of the Mao era (Sullivan 1994: 444). 

' The Beuing Revrew (1987 O 1  19.01 26). Cheung (1989). Delfs (1989). Scott (1986 06 19: 00 26). and 
Xaa ( l98Y) are a few among many who reponed on the Chnese-Afiican campus confrontations between 1978 and 
ear- 1 Y89 Vanous cornmentators atzribute the confiicts to a dispanty in standards of liwrg. antagonism mer 
interracial dating. xenophobia. and racisni. The Chmese govement. dismisses ail of the above as "rumour 
mongenng" and contends h t  these skirmishes were provoked by adj- a fm Chinese audents who shouted 
derogaton rernarks at a fm dismptnle African students. Crane (1994). Dikdaer (1994). Sautman (1994). and 
Sullivan ( 1994) pmide detailed examinations of lhese incidents and discuss their far reaching signüïcaflce. 
Sautman ( 1994: 415423) reports on the earlier conflicts while Crane (1994) and Sullivan (1994) focus on the 
paniculars of the week long violence in Nanjing. 1989. 

4 The dispanty over the living conditions was noted by Sam (1986b: 51) who reported that by 1986 the 
Chmese Governent provided African sîudents with a monthly stipend of 180 .vuan while Chinese students 
recewed 23 -vuan the per month. 



University administrations also began to react adversely to government policies that sent 

universities a quota of scholarship students but not the resources (Cheung, 1989). What the 

Chmese students and school authonties largely regarded as means to indulge, the African students 

regarded as means to control, segregate, isolate, and alienate them from the local comrnunity. 

Resentment built on al1 sides across many campuses. 

Adminiarators' attempts to difise the tensions by dispershg Afncan students across 

provincial universities only enlarged the problem (Sullivan, 1994: 444). Hostilities rose to such an 

extent that eventuaily Afncans across China boycotted classes and uitimately demanded 

protection. In addition to security, the students insisted that authorities eradicate negative images 

of Afica through educational programs. University administrators considered their demands 

unwarranted and refused (Sautman, 1994; Sullivan, 1994). 

Clashes of 198&89 

In 1988-89, these probiems caught international attention when they culminated in the 

Nanjing Anti-Afncan protests? For a week long demonmation, 3,000 Chinese students marched 

in the streets. chanting anti-black, human nghts, pro-democratic, and nationdistic  loga ans.^ Moral 

indignation. sparked by racially motivated rurnours, led Nanjing students to 'take the law into 

their own hands' and just four months later, this indignation and determination combined with 

patriotism and anti-governent sentiment erupted in the moa senous challenge to the CCP's d e  

since 1949 (Sullivan, 1994: 456-457). From this view, many contend that the Nanjing Anti- 

5 The anention and "negauve commentaryw from govemment and opinion leaders h m  Kenya, Liberia. 
Gambia. Ghana. Libya. Benin Senegai is detailed by Sautman ( 1  994: 422). 

Sauunan (1994: 420423) repens that though the week in Nanjing was the largest and moa suslaineci 
protest. shortly after thts incident anti-Afncan protests broke out in Hangzhou. Beijing. and Wuhan. 



Afican protests heralded the pro-democracy movement of 1989,' as Chinese "democrats" used 

the anti-African sentiments to direct protest against the party regime" (Sautman, 1994: 426)' 

Since 1989 no proteas either agauist the party regime or against African stùdents have 

been publicly aaged. This does not mean, however, that such oppositions have since dissipated. 

in fact, as the data in this thesis reveals, problems of racial hoaility and social isolation continue 

to plague Afncan students, as they have in various forrns and intensities since the Maoist era. 

Now in the second decade of reform, these problems have been exacerbated by econornic 

impoverishrnent at a tirne when, ironically, China has emerged as the world's third largest 

economy and as Amerka's largest trading pamer d e r  ~ a p a n . ~  The reform era view of the world, 

like the Maoist view of the world, has been rnarked by yet another ideological inversion; this the ,  

however, racial and social hietarchies have been re-aratified by a world view which holds 

economic prosperity, in addition to race, as a key indicator of status. Thus, "colour and money," 

7 Sautman ( 1994: 426) points out that stucient "Qmocrau" linked human rights and freedom to anti-bIack 
slogans and thus achanced their charge that the regme had failed to protect the rights of Chnese cititens a m  
alleged crimes of the Afncans. The lmk berneen unrversai rights and racial antagonisrn is incongruous. but not 
unprecedented as seen before in Bosrua. India. South Afnca. and United States. for example. 

8 The week long demonsuauons left Afncan students demanding to be returned home because of 
"enuenched racial dixrimination. police brutaiity. segregation. and 'a lack o f  human decency' towards them" 
(Cheung. 1989: 32). Afncan students felt the were used as scapegoats by the demonstrators. on the one hand who 
used uti-African sentiment to protest the govement. and b?. the Chinese goverment. on the other hand who 
marupulatesi am-Aftican sentiment to channel and dwen the protest away h m  the parp (Sautman, 1994: 426). 
@elfs. 1 989 : I 2 ) States that " What is parucularly tragic is that the Chnese mob's reaction to the initial incident 
was unnecessari]! aggravated the authorities. ï h e u  attempts to suppress accurate reports of the original incident 
and subsequent Chinese demonstrations. and their farlure to counter mideadmg nrmours. helped to inflamc rnob 
sentiment against Afncan students." 

9 Themus (1993 : 34) reports that "China bas emerged as the world's third largest ecanomy. according to 
the International Monetaq fund and as America largest trading partner after Japan. In the first guarter of 1993. 
Chna's GNP grew at an annual rate of 11 percent. outstripping every country in the world: in contrast. America 
gren-. in the first quarter of tbïs year. at a 1 percent annuai rate. The engine driving most of Ciuna's growth is 
centred in the southern provinces. a region of 290 d o n  peopie, where the goyenimcnt bas estabIished five 
Special Economic Zones." 
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are the essential element in the lives of African students today as China shifis its view of the world 

and its position in the world syaem. To gauge the shift of China's position in the international 

syaem, the World Order Models Project provides a holinic, global, and transfomative paradigm. 

WORLD ORDER MODELS PROJECT (WOMP) 

The World Order Models Project, shaped by the goals of peace, econornic well-being, 

social justice, and ecological balance, highlights the possibility for a nation's aansfonnative role in 

international order. As discussed in Chapter Three, the four principles of Gdtung's mode1 of 

positive action (equity, autonomy, solidarity, participation) and Mamli7s three strategies of 

Afncan modernization (domestication, diversification, counter penetration), provide evaluative 

conditions for determinhg the transfomative possibilities of Sino-African relations within the 

global community. 

Equity 

Equity, according to Galtung, is characterized by mutuality; that is, mutual levels of 

planning and ageement on the aims and organization of the programs. In these Sino-Amcan 

exchmges. degrees of equity are evident in that schoiarships are eaablished through bilateral 

agreements. However, the mutuality in the planning of these agreements and the mutuality of the 

intereas served raises other issues. Afncan students urged Chinese authonties to seek full input 

on an individual and national level; that is, ask individual students to iden* their background 

(personal. academic, and professional), educational needs, and goals. Likewise, ask individual 

Afhcan countries to i d e n e  their background (national conditions and national priorities), 
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educational needs, and goals. From here, students urged Chinese authonties to fully consider 

these individual and nationally identified circumstances. To best meet these circumstances, 

students felt African nations mua be aven the opportunity to play a fidl role in the' design and 

definition of these programs. 

Efforts to engage Afncans at the individual and national level will not only increase the 

mutuality of the planning but may also reduce -dents' problems of obtaining full and correct 

information. Inadequate and inaccurate prior information and ensuing feelings of being misled, 

pmicularly in regards to the language of instruction, years of program, and sufficiency of the 

aipend. may be alleviated if tenns of agreement were reached through more munial and equitable 

means 

Autonomy 

While midents arrive with little knowledge about China, their hoas also know little about 

Afiica. If Chinese educational authorities plan these programs without full consultation and 

without a 'reasonable' knowledge of Afncan conditions. autonomy, as defined by Galtung will 

remain elusive. Autonomy requires centre participants to have a knowledge of the periphery 

participants in order that theoretical perspectives rnay be appropriately rooted in their culture. 

Cultural ignorance not only precludes autonomy, but it also inhibits a sense of solidaity. 



Solidarity 

Solidarity, according to Gslltung, suggests forms of knowledge transfer that encourage 

maximum interaction and linkages between al1 participants that will evolve into. a cbllective 

reinterpreîation and broad dissernination of the new howledge. In China, however, Afncan 

audents reported that new knowledge is not freely dissemiriated. Access to appropriate 

technology, such as rice harvesting, and access to sites, such as local industries and manufactunng 

plants, was denied and knowledge withheld. Students felt knowledge was competitively guarded 

as a source of national property." Thus, while M m i  fiames the problem of African nations 

needing to 'permit" non-Western civilizations to ''reveai their secrets," in this case the issue is not 

so much Afhca's wiliingness to permit but rather China's d n g n e s s  to rweal. 

Moreover, students reponed that any attempts to 'reveai' Afncan 'secrets'; that is, to 

reverse the flow of influence, was regarded as suspect. Mamii's notion of 'counter penetration," 

the dissernination of knowledgefrom Af?ica, is marred by institutional boundaries that segregate 

cultural and intellecnial integration. Fonns of organization not only discourage but also prohibit 

full interaction. For foreign students, the scarcity of local attendance at their seminars signifies 

that forms of knowledge, values, and concepts from Africa are neither fùlly welcome nor duly 

honoured in China. Students' attempts to both contribute and receive knowledge are met with 

resiaance. Thus, in Sino-Afncan exchanges, Mazrui's condition of diversification and "full 

' O  One &nt believed that knmledge was withheld from Aaican students because of potential 
competiuon between  OU know. gws from the Thrd World" (ïnte~ew. Post Graduate A). However. 'Third 
World g - s '  may not be seen as the only source of compebtion. Hayhoe (1989b: 97) reports that intenial 
dimensions withm Chnese scholarly communities are such that ". . . new kaowledge is not freeiy disseminated to 
other institutions or the i d  community mther. it is jealousy guarded as a source of prestige and power & the 
partidar institution that is its possessor. The transformation of the svucture and organuation of knowledge in the 
higher cuniculum is thus more cosmetic than real. -1t.h new knowledge placed in persisting patterns of hierarchy 
and conuol." 
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reciprocal international penetration" and Galtung's condition of solidarity have not been fully 

r ealized. 

There may be two consolations. One, the domestication of knowiedge, as defined by 

M m i ,  while lefl entirely in the hands of individual students, rnay be enabled by Anican-only 

seminars and classes. Afncan-oniy situations may aiiow students to collectively focus and 

concentrate on reinterpreting and transforming the knowledge to make it relevant to a particular 

African context. While students researching 'purely Chhese based" topics such as rapeseed and 

soya bean reponed little hope of domesticating this howledge, others, such as the student 

researching hit preservation and vegetable storage, felt this new knowledge could be easily 

dorneaicated and applied either alone or as supplements to indigenous knowledge of his country. 

Two, the dissemination of the new knowledge in the Atncan context rnay be broad because the 

problem of 'brain drain', ofien found in North-South relations, is less likely to occur in this 

situation. However, it bears emphasis that these two points are strictly consolations. Above al1 

else. Afncan audents and the three Embassy Counsellors on their behalf expressed deep regret 

about the lack of solidarity, integration, and participation on Chinese campuses. 

Participation 

Participation, in Galtung's view. is an approach to knowledge transfer that does not 

marginalire or aratiQ in a hierarchical way but rather elicits the creative contributions of the 

peripheral scholar. On one hand, China's approach to scholarship offerings and language 

acquisition supports wide pdcipation. In fan, in ail the world, China may be the coumry which 

elicits the moa participation fiom African scholars. As the three Couosellors remarked, to their 
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knowledge, no other country regularly and reliably offers Afncan nations ?en, cumulative, fidl 

scholarships per year." Moreover, these scholarships are publicly advenised and often awarded by 

meritocratic means. And whüe these means do seem to draw participation of studehts from 

diverse socioeconornic backgrounds, they do not reach women and men to the same degree. The 

14.3% of women in this audy may even be proponionaily larger than their overall presence in 

these programs. In regards to remiting the participation of women, to date, Sino-Afnm 

programs have no special initiative. 

However, China's approach to language acquisition shows strong initiative and supports 

their wide invitation for participation. For undergraduates, the approach to language is affinnative 

and not used as a means to reanct access. It is a given that after one year of training, audents will 

acquire sufficient language skiils to begin their degrees and in the course of their studies. students' 

proficiency wiil necessarily improve At the end of the five years, students will be fluent in Chinese 

and have a degree in hand. This approach provides an interesting contrast and positive alternative 

to the approaches of the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), for example, where 

access to degree programs is rearicted until sudents dernonarate very high levels of fluency. 

While the generous approach to scholarship offixings and language acquisition may affect 

the number of Afncan participants, it does not, however, increase their actual level of engaged 

participation on campus. Students expressed profound disappointment with the narrowness of the 

intellectual or social contributions expected, wanted, or accepted of them. Students' hopes of 

participating as colleagues, teaching assistants, research assistants, or in some cases as part-time 

1 I The Counsellors' observations are backed up by Kanduru (1997: 178) who reports that in the case of 
Tantania. "the one that donates the greatest number of scholanhips is China. The Goverment of Chma donates 
about 30 scholarsfilpç a year.- 
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workers, had not been realized. Students' hopes of being integrated into school activities, such as 

cultural programmes, entertainment, and sports, had also not been W6Ued. Students felt this 

deliberate and active negation of their participation, through insmutioaal, societal, *and economic 

barriers, marginalized their fidl participation and exacerbateci cultural ignorance and racial 

antagonism 

FINAL COMMENTS 

In the post-Mao era of reform, Galtmg's conditions of equity, autonomy, solidarity, and 

participation, and Mami's conditions of domestication, diversification, and counter penetration 

have not been fully reaiized. Although these shortcornings may distract, they need not diminish the 

accomplishments and future possibilities for Sino-Afican relations. Both govemrnents and 

individualsi in China and African nations consider these exchanges to be a source of considerable 

vaiue and have gone to great lengths to secure opportunhies to train, be trained, and thus sustain 

Sino-Afncan relations. Sustained relations for China represent a continued strategic oppominity 

For many Afiican nations, suaained relations with China represent an oppomuuty to begin to 

realize what for many is a political pnority; that is, to overcome the colonial traces in the content 

and substance of their educational experiences (Weiler, 1984: 1 88). A decolonized pedagogical 

paradigrn offers an opporîunity to ensure, in the words of Amadou Mahtar M'Bow, 'Vie fùil 

development of cultural identity" (M'Bow, Senegalese educator and former director-general of 

UNESCO, as cited by Weiler, 1984: 192). 



China as a non-colonized Third World society, with an indigenous modem educational 

system and an independent socialist economic system," holds the potentid to partake in this 

oppominity and make a significant contribution to an alternative pedagogy and an ilterative 

rethinking of international knowledge transfer. However, as the data in this study reveals, this 

opportunity has not been fully embraced and thus the potential has not been fully realized. Similar 

to the experience of other Third Word nations, China's integration into the capitalist world order 

underscores the power of the dominant mechanisms that maintain the international aatus quo 

(Hayhoe. 1989 97) This reality highlights what Weiler (1984: 189) considen to be part of the 

rnost critical aspects of "Underdevel~pment". the dominate mechanisms of economic. cultural. 

scientific. and professional control that have been generated and sustained, in part, by systems of 

knowledge production and higher education in the centre countries. Though China's self-reliant 

economy and strong socialist institutions make it less vulnerable to economic dependency, cultural 

alienation. and social divisiveness threatening many other peripheral, poacolonial societies of the 

Third World. its integration into the capitalia world order is nevenheless similar to the experience 

of other Third Word nations in that China currently plays more of a supponing than transforming 

role in international power relations (Hayhoe, l986b; 1989). This notwithaanding, WOMP 

scholarship offers the optimiaic hope for emerging signs and action strategies that promote 

structural transformation to greater equahty Such emerging signs and action arategies may be 

revealed through future investigations. 

" Hayhoe ( 1986b: 534) points out the feanires which distinguishes China h m  many Thrd World 
countries. One. China is not a postcolomal soclep. Two. China's modern educational qstem. while incorporating 
select foreign ecfucational patterns. was created indigenously. presening certain cohesive Confucm and Maoh 
values. Thrd China has been a socialist country since 1949. From that time. the Chinese econoq bas been 
largely independent of the advancd capitalist world and frorn 1960 it bas been independent h m  the Saiet bloc. 



Future Prospects 

The purpose of this thesis, set out in Chapter One, was to acknowledge the sustained 

educational cooperation between China and Afnca and place this knowledge within a larger 

literature on approaches to international and academic relations, which to date has focused aimoa 

exclusively on the perspective of North-South relations. The limitations of this snidy and the 

paucity of literature on South-South educational relations raise a plethora of possibilities for 

future audies. Future investigations of Sino-Afrm exchanges pursued, for example. by a scholar 

fiom Chma or Africa may overcome many of the significant limitations of this mdy. My location 

in this study, partially defined by culture, race, and gender. necessarily limits my perspective. A 

Chinese or African scholar rnay offer a perspective with insights and interpretations considerably 

different fiom mine. Such scholars directly involved in these exchanges would add the funher 

dimension of lived experience. Moreover, this investigation conducted in the Chinese langage 

would access the cultural context of ths setting to an infinitely greater degree than I have been 

able to. ûther exciting research possibilities emerge by moving the cuitural context of this 

investigation fiom China to one or more Afncan nations and thereby shüting the fundamental 

premise for the entire project. While the findings of this investigation are largeiy the voices of 

Afncan students. this study has been anchored in a hiaorical body of literature related to a 

Chinese world view Future nudies anchored in a body of literature related to a world view and 

foreign policy of an Afncan nation would surely add rich and contrasting dimensions to this 

investigation. Such a study might be fbnher infonned by a theoretical body of titerature on 

international academic relations rooted in perspectives of Afncan scholars. Issues of global equity, 

race, difference, and the decolonization of knowledge in the international arena are a few areas of 



possible focus for such investigations. Another direction for nime studies could be gender; 

specifically the participation, or lack thereof, of women, an aspect of these exchanges barely 

touched upon here. One may choose to add a comparative dimension, for example,' contrashg 

the experience of men and women. In fact, comparative possibilities seem almost endless For 

example, one may compare this exchange with other South-South exchanges such as those 

offered in the Phillippines, India, Mexico, Argentins, and Egypt to which students from the South 

tend to flow (Altbach et al., 1985). One may focus on these or other South-South programs 

within China. within Afnca, or beyond. And of course, on- may choose to compare Southern and 

Northem experîences. 

Finally, a possibility which occurred to me througbout the course of the data collection 

would be a study devoted to the cornmunity of Afican students who remain in China yean after 

their graduation. Most of these midents cannot go home, often because of civil conflict, and 

c m o t  set a visa to another country. in a sense, they are stranded in that the Chinese govemment 

pemiits them to aay but does not permit them to work. In other words, they are dlowed to live 

but they are not allowed to make a living in China." They are thus obliged to be fully supponed 

by the United Nations Hi@ Commission for Refugees (WVHCR). Members of this community, 

many of whorn ail1 live in university dormitories throughout the major urban centres of Beijing, 

Guangzhou, and Shanghai, would provide a rich area of study in a variet. of subject areas. 

l 3  fhis point aas repeatedly emphas~ed by the graduates 1 met acros China. ïhese pduates arascd 
that within the large foréign communities in China. Westerners and other Asians. who. for the most part. have not 
k e n  eâucated in China. do not speak fluent Chnese. and do not have the years of cultural exposure, can readiiy 
find employment. But for Afncans. educated in Chuia. fluent in Chinese. and with years of iiving experience ". . . 
there is no way [toJ get [work]. SO . . . the question is always. why? . . . The e t i o n  we got, the science we got. 
it is al1 from them [China]. And we. you know. [speak] French, Englîsh. Chinese, have Master's dem. . . [but 
wej niil never get a job! Why?' (The Four Graduates). This question and the muititude of issues it raises fell 
outside the parameten of this stucly but was vital to those graduates I met. 
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The possibilities that 1 have mggesteci are jus a few of the many which 1 hope this thesis 

bas raised. Yet while this thesis may point to a variety of options for future studies, students 

ovenvhelmingly identified a single priority. Remaining h i e  to the data, 1 end by highlighting that 

in this çtudy a total of 133 undergraduates, post graduates, and graduata fiom twenty-nine 

Afncan nations, pursing degrees in more than twelve disciplines, in founeen sites, across four 

cities, spoke volumes in a remarkably consistent voice: colour and money, above al1 else, were the 

essential elemems in their lives. While this thesis may reveal these elements it does not begin to 

heed the cal1 for a full systematic investigation into the discourse of race and class in China. 

In order to assist those who may pursue funher studies in this area, I would like to offer a 

look at a few scholars who have begun to pave the way. The kne 1994 edition of The Chinu 

Quarzerly has a section devoted to a 'Focus of Race and Racism in China'. In this final chapter, I 

have made much use of the three articles in this section written by Dikotter, Sautman, and 

Sullivan. These scholars, iike the audents in this audy, urge others to recognize that reform era 

attitudes towards race and class have far-reaching significance that to date has been largely 

ignored Dikotter f 1994: 403) points out that while a considerable body of scholarly work has 

reveaied much about the hiaorical and contemporary dimensions of racial identities in the West, 

comparatively little is known about racial identities elsewhere, and "virtually nothing is known 

about the aniculation and deployment of racial frames of reference in China." Dikotter (1994: 

405-4 12) argues that racial identities in the modem world are framed in exclusively Western 

tems which marginalire and tnvialize other discourses. '' 

14 Accurding to Dikdtter ( 1994: N5-4 12). the dtscourse of race in China cannot be minimied its a 
consequeme of the "hegemonic powers" of Euro-American imperialisn for three reasons. One. it perpetuates a 
unitac conception of racism which is universal in its origins (the West). its causes (capitalist society). and its 
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Thus, the current parameters which tend to fiame the discourse of race relations into a 

Nonh-South phenomenon, like the current parameters which tend to fhme the discourse of 

international knowledge relations into a North-South phenomenon, marginalize South-South 

expenences. The challenge, it seems, is to search for broader, more inclusive understandings in 

both fields Thus, this thesis closes with an acknowledgement of the considerable work yet to be 

done In attempting to draw attention to a South-South aspect of howledge relations, the 

participants in this audy est insisted that attention be drawn towards a South-South aspect of 

race relations. Expanding the field of international knowledge relations and race relations to 

consider a South-South dimension wouid surely iliumhate signs and action strategies that would 

promote WOMP's optimism for positive structural transformations within the global community. 

The complex intertwining of social status, race, and class affects the transfer of knowledge, in ail 

directions, North and South. 

effeas (colonra.hzation). Second it drsregards the "hxstorical sptcrfities" of racial identities and &ces a variety of 
cultural groups into the West and the Rest. Thrd it represents people in China as a passive subject Qevoid of free 
thought. cntical ad,-sis. and in tell^ autonomy. The "western impactChinese respons'' approach imposes 
"eurocentric" distortions and negates historical tdormations which oaured in China Long More its prolonged 
e q m m e  to forergn thoughts (Dikoner. 1991: 409). DikOttet's (199 1) The Discourse of Race in Modern China is 
perhaps the most mernatic invesugation of the topic to date. 
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The founding of the People's Republic of China (1 949) was the chosen point of entry for 

this investigation. In this century, contacts between China and Afrca were rare before then. 

Historical connections, however, go back many centuries. The following sketch highlight these 

connections to provide some sense of the nature and depth of the historical Mages underlying 

the modem context of this investigation. 

The First Encounters: Contact by Trade 

While there is no official agreement as to the exact dates, modem Chinese scholars 

contend that Sino-mcan relations began even long before the Ming expeditions of the 15th 

century. These scholars maintain that China first traded with Sudan and Ethiopia in the Han 

dynasty (202 BC to AD 220) (Duyvendak, 1949; Filesi, 1962; Snow, 1988). Rulers of this time 

exchanged gold and silks for Afncan luxury products such as ivory, rhinoceros hom, tonoise 

shell, frankincense, ambergris, pearls, rare nones, incense, copper, and camphor. Such goods 

were probably carried by Arab and Persian vessels which imported East Afncan produas to the 

southem pons of China and, while there, picked up Chinese exports to market in Afica. Thus, 

through merchant trafficking a link was forged between South China and East Afnca 

(Duyvendak, 1949; Filesi, 1962; Snow, 1988). 

Amcan scholars tend to question such daims. While they agree that during these centuries 

f i c a n  gooas found their way to China ana vice versa, they note that t h  evidence does not 

necessarily indicate that Chinese and African people actudy came together (Fage, 1978; Ponères 

& Barrau, 198 1 ; Sheriff, 198 1 ; Snow, 1988; Vérin, 198 1). While trade to traditionai Chinese 

sensibilities may have signified the existence of favourable relations, trade without the human 



dimension leaves many Afncan scholars sceptical of such encounters (Snow, 1988). Thus, 

African historians are inclined to offer later dates of initial contact. Scholars account for these 

differing perspectives. 

For more than two thousand years, in spite of foreign invasion and domestic revolution, 

China has remained the same recognizable political and cultural unit. Successive dynasties have 

maintained unbroken encyclopaedic records which detail evidence of China's pasr trading with 

foreign peoples. Such evidence rationalizes China's relationslip with the same people today and 

the older the hiaoncal evidence the stronger the modem connection is considerd to be (Snow, 

1988). 

The African continent, on the other hand, does not have such unbroken encyclopaedic 

records Ki-Zerbo ( 198 1 ) nates that for Africa the question of sources is a dificult one. He 

explains that African nations are faced with the task of reconstructing their hiaory from written 

documents. archaeology, and oral tradition. While these three sources enable scholars to elaborate 

on and reinterpret hiaory, they may not constitute unbroken encyclopaedic records. 

In addition to the question of sources, M'Bow (1 98 1 : xvü) points out that scholars now 

widely recopize that the various civilizations of the AFncan continent, for ail their differing 

peoples. languages. and cultures. represent the hiaoncal offshoots of societies united by bonds 

centuries old. Unlike the bonds that unite China, however, the continent has not had the same 

recogmzabie poiiticai and cultural continuity (Fage, 1978; Snow, 1988). Since European colonial 

rule arbitrariiy divided the continent just a century ago, African scholars tend to focus more on 

clanfying this recent past, rather than exploring a possible encoumer with other foreigners long 

before the Europeans came. For now, long distance trade through rniddlemen with a country an 



ocean away has limited meaning (Snow, 1988). Thus, there is no official agreement as to the exact 

date and nature of Sino-AFncan relations, as sources of knowledge are scarce and hisioncal 

accounts and perspectives Vary (Duyvendak, 1949; Fiiesi, 1972; Snow, 1 988). 

Maritime Nations 

Scholars write with more consensus about the historical connections between China and 

Africa beginning in the 15th Century. At this tirne, East Afncan coastal regions were reaching the 

hei@ of their prosperity as local merchants set sail on the Western Indian ocean seeking markets 

for their ivory in India and China (Ziutchison, 1975; Fage, 1 978; Sheriff, 198 1 ). While Afncan 

ships headed out. their own harbours welcomed a hoa of foreign fleets, many of which came 

fiom China. China. for the first time in hiaory, had become a maritime nation and actualiy 

promoted overseas trade. The Emperor's Grand Eunuchs, enmisted with great fleets of over sixty 

ships and 40,000 soldiers. were ordered to inform the "barbarian" peoples of the 'transformùig 

power" of the "imperial virtue." ln retum, they were directed to receive tributes in 

acknowfedgment of the Emperor's distant authority (Filesi, 1 962; Hutchison, 1975: 1 1 ). ' 
The "most sensational salutation" was a Bengal girafFe (Italiaander, 196 1, as cited in 

Filesi, 1977: 30).' This 'gentle animal,' with a 'arange and marvellous structure,' a 'graceful 

1 Snotv ( 1988: 29-30) compares China's fim contacts with Euopean who came mer men. years later. 
Fim. Chna bd not corne to conquer but rather to garner preslige and profit for the Emperor in Pekïng. Second. 
thc Chinese wodd never have thought Africa worth conquering as th- believed extensive contact with non- 
Chnese peoples \\as neither desirable nor necesaq. Afnca was obsented fmm too lofty a point to consider 
tntermpting the flow of life. 

%s giraffe. received by the Empror in the hall of r(scpions. mas presented by renowned utplored 
Cheng Ho (sorneumes translateci as Zheng He). Stucûes of RockhiiI. Hirth, Peüiot, and Wendak offer factual 
aidence of Cheng Ho's fleets to the African coasts. These e.vpedrtions prwe not oniy China's nautical proficiency. 
but also the sale of the relationships at tbat period between continents almost entire@ separate h m  the 
infiuences of the Western European world (Fiiesi. 1972: 2). 
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walk,' and 'musical voice,' was accorded almost divine honours. Poets celebrated, artias painted, 

and philosophers extolled the beauties and Wiues of this wondrous animal @uyvendak 1949; 

Filesi, 1972: 30). The Afiican girafKe, as it arode into the Emperor's Court, becarhe the embiem 

of perfection: perfect virtue, perfect goverment, and perfect harmony in the Chinese Empire and 

in the universe (Duyvendak, 1949; Filesi, 1972). 

Yet while the gira6e symbolwd perfection, it also symbolired dissonance. According to 

Italiaander, the Chinese seemed no longer satisfied with home and conceived the desire to know 

the rnysterious temtory of East Afnca from where so many rnarvellous envoys and animais came 

(Italiaander, 1 96 1, cited by Filesi, 1 972: 30). Duyvendak ( 1949: 32) wen goes so far as to 

conclude. "It was the QirafFe, therefore, that caused the Chinese to sail to Afnca." 

Many did set sail. Today evidence of these voyages remains not only in Chinese 

documentation but also dong the coasts and offshore islands of the four modem republics of 

Somaiia, Kenya, Tanzania, and Mozambique. In the soil of these lands, Chinese porcelain and 

poaery bits can be found decorating the walls and roofs of houses, mosques, and tombs. and 

copper coins of the Tang and Song dynasties account for approximately 300-500 pieces of pre- 

modem foreign currency discovered in Kenya and Tanzania (Snow, 1988; Vérin, 1 98 1 ) While 

these Chinese merchants and travellers left their mark dong the coasts of East Afnca, they also 

made a mark in China returning with spices, ivory, as well as uIformation about the regions fiom 

which such goods came. The Afncan continent, its products, and people becarne a subject of great 

interest and a succession of writers set out to satisfy this demand. 
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Chinese Fictional and Factual Accounts 

Chinese traveilers' reports, official records, titerary accounts, and other pomayais which 

emerged fiorn the maritime voyages to East Afncan reveal that the Chinese held contrasting views 

of Africans and their cultures Wckey & Wylie, 1993; Snow, 1988; Sullivan, 1994). These texts 

show that though the Chinese merchants found the practices of the local people rather unseemly, 

as most non-Chmese practices were considered to be, the picture is not consistent. These 

accounts. charaaerized by a ''textual rniddle ground," tend to refrain fiom judgement and instead 

stress description of trade practices, landscape, wildife (Duyvendak, 1949; Filesi, 1973: Hickey & 

Wylie. 1993; Slow, 1988).) 

The fiction of the Chinese merchants in Afnca corresponds in tone and marner with the 

fiction about Afncans in China at that time. By the ninth century, Afncans carne to China fiom 

Arab dominions and were employed in T mg dynasty households. The short stories of this period 

describe AFricans, as workers in royal households, in such terms as brave. strong, athletic, 

resourceful, heroic, mystenous, and magicai (Filesi, 1972; Snow, 1988: 17-20). Over the next few 

centuries these attitudes changed. 

From fictional accounts to famal records, the tone shifked fiom awe to disdain. 

According to documents of 1 1 19, Afncan people were 'kept' by the wealthy class in Canton, 

many of whom were mernbers of a flourishing Islamic trading colony. Though the Afncans did not 

necessady work for the Chinese, the local residents saw them daily and no longer considered 

thern special When the mass slave trade reached its peak in Canton, Africans were increasingly 

Hickq and Wylie ( 1993 : 36) state that the themes. images. and assurnpuons that have informeci China's 
texmal construction of Afnca were undoubtediy influenced by narrative and qmboiic convention. In this regard 
th-. show a nurnber of constructional and conceptuai sunilarities to the later Eumpean case. 



seen as displaced nomads, ill-adapted to their Chinese surroundings. ' Referred to as "devil 

slaves," they were thought to iack family ties and were classifiecl by terms used to denote male 

and female animals (Snow, 1988: 18- 19). These beliefs were firmly established when China closed 

itself off to the world fkom the 15th to the 19th century.' 

China's Closure 

The last medieval contact between China and Africa was recorded during the Ming 

dynaay when, in 1441, the d e r  of Egypt Sayyid Ali sent envoys to the Imperial court with 

"tribute of mules. horses, and various products of their localities"(Hutchison, 1975: 1 1). The next 

recorded official contact between the two regions came over five hundred years later when the 

then d e r  of Egypt, President Gamul Abdel Nasser was introduced to the Premier of the People's 

Republic of China, Zhou Enlai, at the Bandung Conference of Afncan and Asian nations, Apnl 

74-27. 1955. Indonesia. At Bandung, China stepped out of its long isolation, reentered the world 

stage, and initiated the modem links between China and f i c a  (Hutchison, 1975: 1 1 ) 

Hereafter, Zhou Edai would stress "centuries' old links," a "cornmon heritage," and the 

"shared past" of China and Africa. Gven the exact nature of those contacts, some historians find 

4 For nertrly one and a half miliennia (a thousand vears h m  about the founh to the fourteenth cennin;). 
Afncan peoples were brought to China mostly by professional Arab traders who established abdistributing centre!' 
m Canton in 300 AD. Due to the absence of records or statistics. the actual number of Afncans enslaved in Cbuia 
1s impossible to esumate (Filesi. 1972: Wilbur. 1943. as cited Sono. 1993: 25-26 ). 

hrnng the Ming ~~ (1368 to 1644) the Mongols were dmren out and native Chinese nile restored 
Ship butlding stopped and within deades \lrtuaily no Chinese ships were on the oceans. The fuial voyage in 1433 
signaileci the end of the great merchant &YS. lmperial officiais. determineci that such mistaken policies not be 
foliowed agam bumeci al1 documenis reIated to the voyages. Historians pronounced against expansionism and 
the uicreasing influence of Confucian confonnism quelleci interest in the worid beyond the Midcüe Kingdom. 
Chm inverted and withdteH- h m  the outside world from the 15th to the 19th century (Hutchison 1975: 1 1 ). 
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this stress rather surprising, yet most concede that China was neither aggressive nor plundering. 

Prirnarily, ail China ever sought fiom Afiica was a symbolic gesture of acquiescence to the 

Chinese view of the world - and it was the Chinese view of the world that broughf them back 

together again ( Snow, 1 988: 29-30). 
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+ P ~ R K ~ B O B U % A A E ~ ~ W &  
EDUCATION OFFICE 

THE EMBASSY OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
IN CANADA 

80 Cobourg Street 
OTTAWA. ONT.. 
CANADA K I  N BH 1 

TELEPHONE. (61 3) 784631 2 
F A X  (61 3) 7840262 

25 November 1996 

Re: ChindCanada Scholars & Students Exchange Rogram 

Dear SidMadam 

It is my pleasure to lnforrn you of the China/Canada Scholars & Students 
Exchange Program for 1997/98 academic year. The program is a bilateral 
eovemment-sponsored project to encourage Canadians to study and do research 
C 

in China. The detailed description and the application fom is enclosed fur your 
reference . 

If !ou are interested in the program, I would encourage you to apply for this 
program and subrnit your application form and the necessary documents by 1 
Febmary 1997. The Selection Cornmittee is happy to consider your application. 

With best wishes 

/' l'. 

Second ~ecreu&Education) 
C h e s e  Embassy 
E-mail: xyang@.bddlink.com 
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W # A B # ~ B P B U ~ A A E @ % ~  f i  
EDUCATION OFFICE 

THE EMBASSY OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBUC OF CHINA 
IN CANADA 

80 Cobourg Street 
OTTAWA. ONT., 
CANADA K1 N 8H1 

TELEPHONE: (61 3) 789-631 2 
FAX: (61 3) 7890262 

Ms. Sandra Gilespie 

March 25 1997 

RE: ChinalCanada Scholars Exchange R o m  

It is my great pleasure to infonn you that the Selection Cornmittee of 
CCSEP has recommended you as one of the award recipients for the 
1997/98 ChuidCanada Scholars Exchange Program. AU your documents 
will be fowarded to the China Scholarship Council(CSC) for final 
approval. The CSC is also responsible for your placement in the Chinese 
University you have chosen. Please be advised that the approval and 
placement process would take about two months. A .  Official admission 
notice can therefore be expected sometime in the summer. 

Please fil1 in the formal application form enclosed in duplication(p1ease 
make photocopy). Please be noted that you don? have to provide any 
photo and research proposal if you have submiWhem with the original 
application forms. 

Meanwhile, 1 am sendmg you a copy of the Physical Examination Record 
for Foreigner. Please have your Physical Check-up done by a govemment- 
recognized hospital or health facile at your earliest convenience. Please 
send the application foms and the physical Examination Record back to 
me by April20 1997. 

May 1 wish you ail the best and every success in your fiture endeavour. 

Sincerely yours 

i 
Yang Xinyu 
Second ~ecreta&ducation) 
Chmese Ernbassy 
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Letter of Confirmation from ChindCanada Scholars Eschange Pmgrnm 

JuIy 28, 1997 



+ W L W K + U B B ~ U W C A E E B W &  
EDUCATION OFFICE 

THE EMBASSY OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
IN CANADA 

80 Cobourg Street 
OTTAWA. ONT.. 
CANADA Kt N BH 1 

TELEPHONE (61 3) 789-631 2 
FAX (61 3) 789-0262 

July 28 1997 

Miss.Sandra Gillespie 

Re: ChinalCanada Scholars Exchanae Pro= 

Dear Miss. Sandra Gillespie 

It is my pleasure to inform you that you have been admitted by Tongji 
University under the ChinaKanada Scholars Exchanee P r o - m .  You are 
required to register at the university between September 1 and September 3 
1997. The scholarship will cover tuition fees; on-campus accommodation; 
medical care; textbooks; living allowance and international air fare. The 
dudtion of your scholarship is fkom Sept. 1997-Dec. 1997. 

Enclosed please find: 
1. Admission Notice 
2. Visa Application for Foreigners Wishing to Study in Cha(JW102)" 
3. Visa Application Fom 
4. Instructions for Visa Application 
5. Enrollment Procedures and Requirement for Foreign Students for the 
Academic year 1 997/98 
6. Contact Address of Selected Chinese Universities 

Please read the above documents carefully and sign on 1,2,3 and send me 
back the following for a student visa to China by 10 August 1997: 

1. Your passport valid beyond six month 
2. Visa Application for Foreigners Wishing to Study in China(2 copies, one 
origllia!, one photocopy. The original one will be retumed to you with your 



p=sport) 
3. Completed Visa application Form with a passport-size photo glued on it 
4. A money order or certSed cheque of O I S 5 2  payable to the Chuiese 
Embassy 

Please brùig the "Visa Application for Foreigners Wishing to Study in 
China(original)", "Admission Notice" to tegister at the university and 
apply for the residency permit in the local authority. 

Since the Canadian Dept. Of Foreign Affairs and International Trade is 
responsible for providing the international air-tickets, please contact Mr. 
Ryan Lock at (6 13)9925726 or Fax:(6 13)9925965 for the travel 
mangements. You are required to Som your host institution in China 
your travel arrangements. 

Finally, 1 wish to extend my w m  congratulations and hope that you wilî 
have an enjoyable stay in China. 

Sincerely yours , 

Yang x " p , & b * ~ %  
Second ~ e c i e  (Educ 
Chinese Embassy 
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Admission Notice 

June 6,1997 



ADMISSION NOTICE 

Dear Ms. GILLESPIE, SANDRA KATHRYN LOYCE: 
(Register No.97124006) 

We are pleased to inform you that., having examined your application rnaterials, we 
have decided to enroll you to study in the prograrn of China's Educational 
Contribution to Africa taught in Chinese fbm 9/Mon. 97/yr. to 7/Mon.98/yr. 

According to the Advice of China scholanhip-Council>our fees for in China 
will be covered by: 
Full scholarship (including tuition. lodging, medical ca. ,  leamhg material and living 

allowance) El 
Partial scholanhip: Tuition [7 lodging O medical care 0 leaming materiai L3 

If you observe the laws and the decrees of China governent as well as the niles and 
regulations of the university you attend, and also accept the Additionai Conditions as 
follows, you can apply for the student visa (X visa) to the Chinese embassy or consulate in 
your country with this Admission Notice, Visa Application Fom for Foreigners Wishing 
to Study in China(Form JW2Ol),the original copies of your Physical Examination Record 
for International Traveler and your biood test reports. Please note that you m u t  register, 
with these materials, at the Foreign Student Office of Tongji University within the penod 
between 8IMon.3OIDay and 9/Mon.3/Day, 1997. If you fail to register within time limit 
without the perm&ion of the hostik institution, you will be regardeci as giving up this 
admission. 
Additional conditions: 
O In view of your Chinese language proficiency, you have to study the Chinese in the 
Department of Chinese language at our university for year. 
lZl If your Physical Examination Record is not up to the standard or is invalid, you 
need to be re-exarnined at Shanghai Sanitation and Anti-epidernic Station; and 
if you are suffering from any diseases which affect you study in China, you should 
retum home country promptly and you have to bear al1 expenses by your own. 
@ Y ou are admined oni y as a general scholar, so you cari neither pursue any 
degree nor extend your study in China. 

Applicant's signature Tongji University 

Date: M o n  Day/ Yr. Date:6Mon4Day/1997Y . - r. 

Note: 1 Be sure to eriter China with X visa otherwise you will be responsible for 
al1 the possible consequences. 

2. Please prepare eight copies of the photo the same sizc as in the passport. 
3. Please go through al1 the procedures of registration to our univenity and 

apply within thiny days of arriva1 for the residency permit to the local 
police authonty . otherwisri: vou will be fmed for overdue. 



Appendix F 

Intended Interview Consent Form for African Studentsl 

I The design of both inten-iew consent forms (Appendwes F and G) n.as large- adapted h m  Ashbury. 
F D. ( 199 1 ). Inrernational scholar!~ exchange and status recognition: R case studv of China 's exchange scholars 
and students ( pp. 22 5-226). Unpublished doctoral thesis. York University. Toronto. Ontario. 



INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM FOR AFRICAN STUDENTS 
This study focuses on the educatiod exchanges between C h  and Afbca. 

PURPOSE: 
The marn purpose for ths stuc is to generate m loiowiedge about an increasmgly important dimension of 
international education: South-South exchanges. Specificaily, ths research aims to obtain donnation about the 
Iives of ffican scholars in C h .  Questions in the intcryiew pertain to biographical uiformation motives for 
participauon applicabiiity of education and possibilities of future mutual exchanges. 

PROCEDURE: 
Intenmvs will be held at a location anà tune convenient to you. The length of inteniew should not nomall?- 
exceed one hour. With your approval. 1 will tape the interview. After the interview. 1 will prepare a tmtten 
summw of what has been said. 1 wi11 show o u  ths written s u m m y  to ensure h t  1 have properly understood 
and captured your meanurg. 

BENEFlTS OF INVOLVEMENT: 
1 would like to emphasize that ?PU. voluntq and anoqmous participation in Uus work is of geat significance. 
Ideally. the hdings of h s  research %dl conmibute on both a practicai and theoretical lmel to ail concerneci 
parhes. The results of ths stu* a m  to hghlight and fiirther enLionce the cooperation that Chuia and many 
f f ican nations have sustained for more than 40 years. Moreover, 1 hope ths research will broaden the 
understanduig in the West about the hnds and nature of mutual support between China and ffica. 

RlGHTS OF PARTICIPANT: 
Your participation in ths study is entueh. voluntan.. You will rmt receive rn be denied any personai benefits 
duc to participahon or non parhcipahon in h s  sm*. Names of person shdl mt be reieased in any publication 
whch ma?. resuit fiom these conversations. You are fiee to ask questions at a p h e .  to ci& statements. and 
to refuse to m v e r  am. mteniew questions. You are fke to vcithdraw your participation at any cime. for any 
reason. AH data \vil1 firom ths study will be coded by participant number rather than by name. Fin- wi11 be 
reported in a stnctly confidential manner. 

Your signature inhcates that you agree to be inten~ewed and have read and understood ths  form and its 
contents. H a t q  read and understood the urformation above. 1 hereby give my uiformed consent to be 
mten-iwed m the stud? 

Participant 's signature Date 

Please pruit: Famil?. Name Given Names 

Gender : 
Country of Citizensiup: 
N m b e r  of years m Chma: 
Name of uni ver si^ Phone Number: 
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lntended Interview Consent Forn for Chinae Participants 



INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM FOR CHINESE PARTICIPANTS 
This stucly focuses on the educationai exchanges between C b  and f f i c a  

PURPOSE: 
The main purpose for ths  study is to generate new kwledge about an increasuigly important dimension of 
internatronal education; Soirth-South exchanges SpecScaib, ths research aims to obtain donnatron about the 
lives of h c a n  scholars in C h a .  Questions in the intmew pcrtaui to biographical information motives for 
participation appiicability of education and possibilitxs of fimire mutual exchanges. 

PROCEDURE: 
hteniews ni11 be held at a location and tme convenient to you. The length of interview should not mrmail?* 
exceed one hour. With y u r  appro~al. 1 w d  tape the rnteniew. A f h  the uitervim, 1 will prepare a vcnttcn 
summap. of what has been said. 1 wiU show you thls written SU- to enSure that 1 have properly understood 
and captured your meanmg . 

BENEFITS OF INVOLVEMENT: 
1 would lrke to emphasize that o u r  voluntan. and mrpmous participation in ths work is of great sigrufïcance. 
Idcall?-. the findrngs of h s  research mi11 contribute on both a practical and theoretical level to al1 concemed 
partles. The results of ths study airn to higldifit and finrther enhame the cooperation that Chma and mam. 
Ahcan nations have sustained for more than 40 years. Moreover, 1 hope this research d l  broaden the 
understanding m the West about the kuids and nature of mutual support between China and h c a .  

RIGHTS OF PARTICIPANT: 
Y our participation tn this study is entxeiy voluntan.. Y ou miil not receive nor be denied imy personai benefits 
due to participation or non parbcipation in this stuc. Names of person shall not be released in pubiication 
whch ma? resuit fiom these convcrsahons. You are ftee to ask questions at i q i i m e .  to clan& statements. and 
to refuse to anwer arry meniew questions. You are fiee to withdraw o u r  participation at any me.  for any 
rcason. Al1 data wdl from this stu* uill be coded by parûcipant number rather than by name. Ftnduigs will be 
rcported rn a stnctly contidential manner. 

Your signature tndxcates that you agree to be urterviewed and have read and undmtood ths form and its 
contents. Havtng read and ursderstood the mîomtion above. 1 hereby gwe my rnformed consent to be 
rnten~ewed in the stuciy. 

Participant - s  signature Date 

Name of üni~ersih: Phone Nuruber: 
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Cover Letter and Questionnaire in Engiish 



Dear international Student: 

My name 1s Sandra Gillespie and 1 am a doctoral candidate at the University of Toronto in Canada. 1 
have corne to Shanghar to conduct research for rny dissertation. My dssertaüon seeks the knowledge. opimons. 
and expenences of h c a n  scholars in the People's Republic of Chm. Three sites ha~e been chosen for ttus 
rnveshgation: Tongli University. Shanghai Medxcal University, and Zhejiang Agnculturai Universip. Thesc 
cites represent three different acadcmic disciplines: Engineerui& Medicine, and Agriculture respectiveiy. As a 
student at one of the institutes, your participation in t)us project wodd be greatly appreciated. 

First, 1 request your assistance tn compleûng the edosed questionnaire. The questiorinatre 1s desigd 
to generate information about your educahonal expenence and life in China. Please choose to wmplete the 
questionnaire in either French or English. For each question fiii in the blarik or check [JI the box that best 
indicates your response. Additional rnshuctions are grven where nccessary. Please answer al1 eight sections of 
the questionnaire whch will reqiure apprommately 30 minutes of your time. Once finished, please r e m  the 
questionnarre in the envelope provideci. 

Second. 1 am seelmg volunteers for one hour rndividual interviews. These inteniews will supplement 
the finduigs generated by the q u e s t i o ~ e .  The mterviem's d l  be held at a time and place conwmient to o u .  
Please indicate your w i i i ~ s  to be interviewed by contactmg me at the address betow. 

Allow me to emphasize two points. First. your participation is entirely voluntup. Second. ifyou do 
fieely choose to pmcipate. your idenhty will remam smctly confidenfia/. Please do not put pur name on the 
questionnaire as al1 responses will be treatd anonymouslv. The fhimgs h m  the quest~onnaire and interviews 
b.711 be presented rn such a way that no dvidual  respondent d l  be i d d a b l e .  

Your contributions to this stu* are essential. Should 'pu have any questions. piease feel kee to contact 
me at Tonai universip. 

Thank ?ou very much, 1 look fonvard to lemmg h m  o u .  

Sandra Gillespie 

Septem ber 1 997 
Tongli Universi& 

Shanghai, C h  
200092 



Questionnaire 

Biographid Information 

1. Natioaality: 1. Su: ~ d e a  ~emaleO 3. Age: 

4. Mother Tongue(s): 

5. Other languages you speak: 

6. Religion: 

7. Marital Status: ~inglem ~arriedn meru If preseatly mirrieci, is your gpouse in Cbina? l'es0  NO^ 

8. Da you have any children? Y ~ O  NOO If ya. a n  your chüdren in China? ~ e s a   NO^ 

Family Background 

1. Please indicate the highejt level of formal ducat ion  of your parents. Please cbeck [/1 one box for each parent. 
Father Mother 

No formal educaîion 
Elementary 
!kondary 
Post seeuradar'. 
Bachelor 's degree 
Mas ter's degree 
Doctoral degree 
Other (mifi.) 

2. Occupation of Patents: Father: Mother: 
3. How rnany siblings do you have? 

4. What birth position do you occupy in your family? (1st. 2nd. 3rd born etc.) 

5. Where did you grow up? 

nin the countrysidc mm a smail c i h  00 a moderate size ci- Oui a large ci- 

CuIrural Background 
1. While growing up, how much personal erposure did you have to otber cultures? 

Please check [JI one box for each category. 

1 2 3 4 S 
V e q  great amount Great amount Moderate amount Srnall amouat None 

mer Mr Ican  cultures cl 
 si an (7 

Middle Eastern 

European 

North Amencan a 
South AmericadCanbbean 



2. &fore coming to China. had you travelled outside of your country? ~esa  NO^ 
If yes, please state the three couatrîes in wûich you sîayed the IongesL 

Country k g t h  of stay 

J 

Acadentic Background 

1. What type of secondary school did you attend? 

DPublic 
n~issionary 
a h v a t e  
a~oreign t outside yow country) 
nOther( spec@) 

2. What kind of school was it? 
OBoardmg Schml 
ODay Schwl 

3. In your secondsry S C ~ O O ~  wbat was the main language(s) of instruction? 

4. Were you the first child in your farnily to go to secoodary school? ysn  NO^ 

5. Are you the first child in your family to receive ùigher education? ~ e s a  NOO 

6. Did you attend a uoiversity before coming to China? ~ e s n   NO^ 

If yes, please iadicate 1. in which country(ies): 

2. whicb degreets) you held before coming to China: 

7. Before leaving your home country, to M a t  ertcnt were you informed about your academic program 
and living conditions in China? Please check 1 JJ the box that best indicates your response, 

Vay weil inlomd Adquatelu infoxmai Fairly WH informai Not adrquatelv inforneri Not d o m i d  at a11 

8. From wherelwhom did you receive most of your information about China? 

Current Education in China 

1. Faculty: 

2. Major/Specialization: 

3. Level of study: ~achelor'sO Master'sm  oct tord^ ~therO(specfi) 

4. How many years is your program? 

5. What year a re  you in? 

6. How many years have you been in China? 



SECTION 2: MOTIVATION 

1. At the time o f  your decision to  l a v e  yoar country to mdy  in China, how important were the following factors? 
Pkase check (4 the box that best indicates the importance of each factor in rnotivating you to study in China 

Finoracial Motivations: 

1.  I obtained a scholarship. 

3. My famiiy prormsed me assistance rf 1 studied abroad. 

Academic Motivations: 

4. In my countq-. f feared 1 would not bc accepteci into a univmity. a m 0  
5 in C h .  facilities m xq field of study were better than ut my country. a 17 

6 in Ch- there were courses and faîilitia noi available in my eounv. O 0 

Emplo.vrnenr Motivations: 

7 In p count~..  a degree f?om C h  is wonh more than a local degree. 

8.  1 felt 1 could set a good job at home with a degree fiom Chm. 0 0 CI 

9 1 felt 1 could get a good job abroad with a degree kom C h .  m a  
Personal Motivations: 

10 Relatives and hends advised me to stuc. abroad. 

1 1 Educational authontles advised me to stu*. abroad 

12. 1 wanted a chance to see the world. 

1 3 1 \vanteci to get to h o w  Chinese people and theu customs 

2. Please describe other factors that influenced you to study in Cbina. 



1 SECTXON 3: ISSUES 1 
1. Foreign students face many challenges. To what extent do yoa agrcc or disagrce witb ach of the followhg 

statements? Please check the box jJ] tbat ba t  indicates your response. 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I enjo'; living on campus. 

2. My Chinese classrnates are h d y  and heipful. 

4. I am able to eqoy contact wth fe1low foreign students. 

5 1 am able to enjq close personal relationshps wiL Chinese men. 0 0 0 

6. 1 am able to enjo?. close penonal relauonshps with Chinne women a 0 El I3 

7. 1 am concemed about racial discnminatlon. 

8. 1 sufkr f?om occasional depression. 

I O  1 fsel hghly rnotivated to do well in school. 0 0 17 CI 0 

1 1 1 fcel I had adequate educational preparation at home. 

12 The anitude of the local people tmards my counp 1s favourable. O 

13 My behavour is often msunderstd by the local people. 0 CI 0 El 

i 4. The facdh has a reasonable hwledge  of rtn. countp- 

2. Do you think the list above preseats a complete picture of the most important issues facing foreign students in 
China today? Yeso Non If no, what do you think is misring? 



1 SECIlON 4: SOCUL CONTACT. 1 
1. Wben you are in the Company of others, are they mainly: 2. Do you bave a girifriuid or boyfriend in 

China? ~ e s n   NO^ If ye .  ir bddie: 

n a  person h m  pur  otm country 
Oanother Afncan 
~anodier foreigner 
n a  pcfson h m  ~huia 

otha (gc.) 

3. Please indicate the frequency witb wbich the followhg Jtatemtnts apply to you. 

1 2 3 4 5 
M y  W d y  M d y  Yeuly Sevu 

1 .  1 have social contact with C h e  people. C ] ~ [ 3 [ 7 ~  

2.  1 have social contact with Chinese families. O U R O U  

3. I engage in athletic actitities with C b  people. C ] n [ 1 0 0  

4 1 watch Chmese television programs. 

5 1 read Chmese newspapers and magazmes. 

6.  1 participate in Chinese student organizations. U O ~ O ~  

1. Please rate your academic experience in China on the following items. 

1. Rçlevance of course content to your home country o ~ o n n  
j Program design and requirements n n n  
6 .  Ixttekmxal strmuiation III general [ ~ I ~ D C I O  

7. Relevance of course content to your hture plans ~ n ~ o n  
8. Level of involvemeni in student acti~lties ~ D D D  

9. Overail satisfaction with the Chinese educational pro gram^ a a 





SECMON 7: SOURCES OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT 

1. What are your soarces of financiil support? Please indicate gour sourca of huiding and the 
approximate percentage of support from each source. 

Check [/] al1 applicable 
OGovemmemt of tuy 

n ~ o v e r n m e n t  of Chxna 
Foreign or Uiternatronal agency 
Family and/or relatives 
Personal Finances 
Other (spec- ) 

Approximate percentage 
Y0 
Y0 
Y0 
Y0 
Y0 
Y0 

', Pmelmgesibauldddppio 100 %. 

2. Are your financial resourca suficient ? ~ e s O   NO^ If no. plerrc espliin. 

1 SECTION 8: F W ü R E  PLANS 1 
1. What are your plans after you complete your curreot acadernic program ? 

0 to seek employmeni in another counûy (spece) 
nt0 begm preananged emplcpment 
nt0 r e m  to my former empicpment 
nundecided 
nother i specie i 

If you have any additional information you wish to provide please do so in the space below or attach a separate page. 

Please return the questionnaire in the enveiope provided. 1 look fomard to hearing from you about the interviews. 

Thank you very much for completing thLF questionnaire. 
Sandra GiUespe 

University of Toromo 
Canada 



Appendix 1 

Cover Letter and Questionnaire in French 



Cher Etudiant internationaux: 

Je m'appelle Sandra Gillespie et je suis candidate au doctorat a l'Université de Toronto au Canada. Je 
suis venu a Shanghai pour faire une enquête pour ma hise. Ma thése est base sur les cannarssances. les points 
de vue et les expérience des étdmts alhcains en République Populaire de Chine. Trais sites ont été choisis 
pour la présente enquëte. Il s'agit de l'üniversite Tongji de Shanghai, l'université M é d i d e  de Shanghai ainsi 
que 1Vmversité d'Agriculture de Zhejiang. Ces universités rcprésarknt trois disciplines académiques 
Merentes. a savou: Génie. Médecine et Agrxculture. Comme vous êtes étudiant a ces universités. votre 
participation serait grandement apprécie. 

Premièrement. j'aimerais vous demander de compléter ce questionnaire en a m e s .  Ce questionnaue 
est conçu pour recueillir les dormation sur voire expérience académique et votre vie en C h .  Vous pouvez 
compléter ce questionnaire en m a i s  ou en anglais selon votre choix. Pour chaque question ecrivez dans les 
espaces vides ou cocher [JI la case qui &que mieux votre réponse. S'il vous plait compléter toutes les huit 
sections de ce questionnaire. Cela devrat prendre a peu prés 30 rmrmtcs de votre temps. Quand vous aurez 
termine de compléter ce questionnaire. s'il vous plaît renvoyez-le dans l'enveloppe armexée. 

Deuwemement, je recherche des volontaues pour des entrevues individuel1es d'enwon une heure de 
temps. Ces entrewes senuont à compléter les donnations recueillies dans le questionnarre. Les entra-ues se 
tiendront au temps et endroit de votre cho~.. S'il vous plaît rndiquez votre intention de participer dans les 
entrewes en me contactant a I'adresse ci-bas. 

Permettez-moi de souligner deux points. Premièrement, votre pmcipation est erüierement volonrmre. 
Deuuèmernent. si vous choisissez de participer. votre identité restera strictement confid4ntielle. S'il vous plaît 
ne marquer pas votre nom sur le questionnaire car celui-ci sera traite monnmement. 

Voue conrnbution iï cette étude est essentielle. Si vous voudnez des éclaircissements. n'hésitez pas à 
me contactera I'Umversité de Tongji. 

Je vous remercie beaucoup et j'attends impatiemment VOS Lnfomati~ns. 

Sandra Gillespie 

Septembre 1997 
Université de Tongli 

Shanf3hal. Chtne 
200092 



Questionnaire 

1 SECïION 1: PROFIL DE L'ETUDIANT 1 
In formations bibliographiques 

1.Nationalité: 2. Sexe: Masculin0 Fiminina 3. Age: 

5.Autm.s langues parlées: 

6. Religion: 

7.Etat CA: CélibatatreO Marié(e)O AutreEl Si vous êtes marié(e)s, votre conjoint(e) est4 (elle) en Chine? Oui O ~ o n a  

8. Avez-vous des enfants? Ouin Nono Si oui, sont-ils en Chine? Nono 

Contexte familial 

1. Veuillez indiquer le plus haut niveau d'éducation de vos parents. S'il vous plaît marquer [/) dans une caJe pour 
chaque parent. 

Père Mère 
Pas d'éducation formelle O O 
Pnmaire O O 
Secondaire O 0 
Coif ege O 0 
Bachelier D O 
Maahse 13 O 
Doctorat O O 
Autre (expliquer) r] O 

2. Occupation des parents: Père: Mère: 

3, Combien de frères et soeurs avez-vous? 

4. Quelle rang occupez-vous dans votre famille? (Exemple: ler. 2eme, 3ème enfant, etc.) 

5. Dans quel milieu avez-vous grandi? 
Oà ia campagne Cldans une petite ville adans une \die a dimensions moyennes adans une grande ville 

Contexte Culturel 
1. Durant votre enfance, quel était te niveau de contact personnel avec les cultures étrangères? 

S'il vous plaît marquer [JI dans une case pour chaque catégorie. 
1 2 3 

Trés élevé h v i  Moyen 

Autres cuitures ahcames 
Aslatiques 

Moyen-Onentales El 
Européennes 0 
Nord-Amencames 

Sud-Américaines et Caraibes 
Autres (expliquer) 171 

4 
Bas 

n 
CI 
El 
n 
cl 
O 
O 

5 
Nul 



7. Avant de venir en C h e ,  aviez-vous voyagé en dehors de votre pays? Ouia Nono 
Si oui, s'il vous plaît citer l a  trois pays duw lesquels vous êtes restés le plus longtemps. 

Pays Durée de séjour 

J 

Réparation académique 

1. Quel genre d'école secondaire avez-vous fréquenté? 
O publique 
O Ilrivée 
O 'missionnaire 
O &rangere (extérieure de votre pays) 
0 autre (expliquer) 

2. Quelle sorte de régime était en place? 
il interne 
0 Externe 

3. Dans votre école secondaire, quelle était la (les) langue(s) d'enseignement? 

4. Etiez-vous le premier enfant de votre famiile à faire l'école secondaire? Ouin N o n a  

5. Etes-vous le premier enfant de votre fuoük à f i r e  l'enseignement supérieur? Ouin ~ a i O  

6. Etes-vous allé à l'université avant de venir en Chine? Ouin N o n a  

Si oui, s'il vous plaît indiquer 1 dans quel pays: 
z le diplôme que vous avez requ: 

7. Avant de quitter votre pays, combien étitz-vous informé à propos du programme académique et des conditions 
de vie en Chine? S'il vous plaît marquer [/] dans la case qui indique mieux votre réponse. 

Tres bicn intome Adequatemrnt dorme Assez bien i n t k  Pas adquatement d m e  PU du tout informe 

8. De quelle source avez-vous r e p  le plus d'informations a propos de la Chine? 

Education en cours 

1. Faculté: 

2. Spécialité: 

3. Niveau d'étude: Bachelier0 MaamseCl Doctorat0 A m  (eq1iquer)U 

4. Combien d'années faut-il pour t e d n e r  votre programme? 

S. Dans quelle année êtes-vous? 

6. Depuis combien de temps êtes-vous en Chine? 



SECTION 2: MOTIVATION 

1. Au momeDt de h prije de désiha d'étudier ca Cbiire, qudk k i t  l'importance des facteurs suivants? S'il vous phit 
maquer [EJ dans la case qui indique mKin l'importance de chaque facteur dam votre motivation pour étudier en Chine. 

Motivations fincmciéres: 

1 .  J'ai reçu une bourse d'étude. 

2 .  J'ai une meilleure aide financière en Chme 
qu au pays natal. 

3.  Ma mille m'a prows une assistance 7 si j'a lais -der à I'etranger. 

Motivations ucadémiqu es: 

Dqns mon pays 'e n'étais Ras Gr 
d'are accepte i' hmiversite. 

O 

Les kquipements acadérniqiles dans mon 
domaine d'étude étalent meilleurs en Chrne 

D 
que dans mon pays. 

Ch' e il avart des cours qui n'étaient pas 
CC~onibles Ls mm pays. 

n 

Emploi: 

7. Dans mon pays, un Qrplôme de la Chme 
vaut plus qu un diplorne local. 

8 J'ai pensé u'avec un ch Iôrne de la Chme, 
,*aurais wiL emploi cRez-moi. 

9. l ' a i  pense qu'avec &pIôrne de la Chme, 
j'aurais un emploi fl'aranger. 

Motivations personnelles: 

lu. Me amis et connpssances m'ont conseillé 
d d e r  etudier a 1 etranger. 

a 13 O 

1 1 Les autontes en éducation m'ont conseillé 
d'aller etudier i l'étranger. 

12. tudier en Ch e constrtuaa une chance 
ge voir le m J e .  

13. J'avais l'intention de mieux connaître le peuple 
chmois. 

2. S'il vous plaît décrire les autres facteurs qui vous ont poussé à étudier en Chine. 



1 SECTION 3: ASPECTS DlVERS 1 
1. Les étudiants étrangers font face à différents défis. A q d  degré êtes-vous en accord ou en désaccord 

avec les affirmations suivanîes? S'il vous plait marquer [J1 dans La case qui indique mieux votre réponse. 
1 2 3 4 5 

Trir d'wcord D'rcord Xcrtrr Pir d'accord Pm do tout d'accord 

1 .  J'aime \ivre au campus 

Mes -des de classe sont gentils 
et servi es envers moi. 

J'a i  souvent envie de rentrer chez-moi. 

Je suis csi ble d'e tretenir 
relations Ersonnefles avec @ chinois. 

Je surs ca ble d'e tretexur 
relations geMnnefIes m a  E choises .  

La discrimination raciale m'inquiète. CI 

Je suis occrisionneIlexnent deprimé 

J 'eprowe souvent la soli tude. 

10. e ressgns une de mouvauon de trés 
Lien reusir en=. 

U 

13 Mon co rte e est souvent mal compns pa U 
la pp31Ron T J e .  

14. Les membres ma Facuité ont une bonne 
wnnvssance % mon pays. 

2. D'après vous, la liste précédente présentdle une image complète des aspects aurqueis les étudiants étrangers 
en Chine sont confrontés aujourd'hui? Ouin Nona Si non, qu'est-ce qui minque, à votre avis? 



1 SECTION 4: RELATIONS SOCIAUX 1 
1 .  Quand vous êtes en compagnie d'autres persoilws, 2. Avez-vous une copine ou un coprin en Chine? 

sont-elles principalement: Ouin Nano Si oui, est-eue (il): 

13 des ressortissants de votre pays 
17 d'autres Afiicams 

d'autres étrangers 
O des Chinois 

O autre (expliquer) 

D une personne de vase pays 
Ci un(e) Amcain(e) 
O une personne étrangkre 
G une penaine Chinoise 

autre (expliquer) 

3. S'il vous plaît, indiquer la fréquence à laquelle les affirmations suivantes sont applicables à votre cas. 

1 .  J'ai un contact social avec les Chinois. 

2.'JVai un contact social avec des familles chmoises. CI 

3 Je participe dans des activités sportxves avec les Chmois. 

4.  Je suis les programmes de la télévision chmoise 0 

5 Je lis les journaux et magasines chmois. 0 

6.  le panicipe dans les organisations estudiantines chinoises. 0 

1. S'il vous plaît évaluer votre expérience académique en Chine pour les détails suivants. 

1 
Exctikat 

CI 1 Orientation des Rudiants internationaux 

2. Assistance des membres de la facuhe 

3 Qualité de l'enseignement 

4. Pertinence du contenu des cours pour votre pays 

5 .  Plan a exigence des cours 

6. Stimulation intellectuelle 

7. Perunence du contenu des cours pour vos plans d'avenir 

8. Niveau de participation dans les aaivrtés estucûantrnes 

9 .  Satisfaction du programme d'educatmn 
chmois en general 



2. S'il vous plaît indiquer le niveau d'aisance ou de difficulté dans les domaines académiques suivants. 

1 2 3 4 S 
T m  facile Facüe Ni facile Ni difficile Dinicile Tm aIk.ib 
O D O u O 1 .  Comprendre les exposés 

a 2. Emre les essais et fâire les travaux à domicile 0 0 

3 ,  Prendre les notes en classe 

4 Faire le choix des cours 

5.  Composer avec les autontés de I'univenité 0 0 

6. Utiliser la bibliothèque 

7. Etablir des liens avec les profêsseurs 0 CI 

8.  Parler en face d'autres étudiants (en classe) 

9. Recevoir des conseils acaderruques [3 0 0 cl 0 

1 0. Passer les examens 

1 1 .  Compléter les travaux de cours 0 0 

12. Travadier en groupe avec les camarades a ul 
de classes 

13. Autre (explrquer) 

1 SECTlON 6: LANGUE CHINOISE ET PROCRÈS 1 

1. Avez-vous étudié le chinois avant de venir en Chine? Ouin Non Si oui, indiquer ia durée: 

2. Avez-vous requ une formation en langue chinoise en Chine? Ouin Nona Si oui, indiquer la durée: 
3. Comment évaluez-vous vos compétences dans l'utilisation de la langue chinoise? 

1 
Courant 

01 
O 
cl 
n 
u 

2 3 
Avance intemidiaire 

4 
Passable 

O 
0 

Parler 
Lire 
Ecnre 
Comprendre a I'audrtion 
Cornpetence générale 

1 2 
TrPs haut Haut 

4. A uel degré êtes-vous satisfait de votre 
d l u t i o a  académique? 

O nl 
3 4 5 

Moyen Bu Trb b u  

O 0 O 



1 SECTïON 7: SOURCES DE FINANCEMENT 1 
1. Qwlles sont vos sources & financement? S'ü vous plait indiquer le pourcentage approximatif pour chaque source, 

S'il vous plaît marquer (4 1à où applicable 
O Le gouvernement de mon pays d'origme 
0 Le gouvernement chmois 
0 Une agence intemationale ou étrangére 
O Ma fimulie et /ou mes parentés 
D Financement personnel 
CI Autres (expliquer) 

2. Vos ressources financières sont-elles suffisantes? 

Pourcentage approximatif 
Y0 
Y0 
Y0 
Y0 
Y0 
Y0 

+ L c i a d d o i t ~  100 % 
Ouin Noam Si non, s'il vous plaît expliquer. 

1 SECTION 8: PLANS D'AVENIR ( 

1.  Qu' est-ce que vous envisagez de faire à la fin de votre programme académique? 
0 commuer mes études en Chme 

conûnuer mes études dans un autre pays (expliquer) 
chercher du travail dans mon pays 
chercher du travail dans un autre pays (expliquer) 

O commencer le travail prévu pour moi dans mon pays 
C l  retourner a mon ancien emploi 

indécis 
autre (expliquer) 

Si vous avez des informations suppiémentaires à donner, vous pouvez le faire dans l'espace suivant ou attacher une page 
supplémentaire. 

S'il vous plaît retourner le questionnaire dans l'enveloppe annexée. J'attends votre réponse à propos des entrevues. 

Merci infiniment de compléter ce questionn&. 
Sandra Gillespie 

Université de Tormto 
Cm& 



Appendix J 

Intended Interview Schcdule for African Studeats 



Interview Schedule for African Students 

BIOGRAPEICAL INFORMATION 

Age: 
Gender: 
Borne Country: 
Number of Years in China: 
Field: Engineering, Medicine, Agriculture 
Level: Bachelor's, Master's, Doctoral 

EQUITY 
Preparat ion 
Orientation 
Motivation 

AUTONOMY 
Level of prior information and knowledge 

SOLIDARITY 
Educational Priorities 
China's response to those to those prionties 
Relevance and applicability to home conditions 

PARTICIPATION 
Acquiring and shariq knowledge: lectures. class participation, involvement, campus life 

OTHER 
South-South Relations 
Future Plans/Anticipations 

Date: 



Appendix K 

Io tended Iri terview Schedule for Chinese Participants 



Interview Schedule for Chinese Participants 

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

Position: 
Institu te: Engineering, Medicine. Agriculture 

PROFILE OF PROGRAM AND STUDENTS 
History and development of program 
Formal characteristics of the program: nurnber of students, countries, programs 
Scholarship information 

EQUITY 
Preparation 
Recruitment and admissions methods and philosophy 
Application and selection process 
Motivation: Ams and nature of Chma's educationd aid for Afnca 

AUTONOMI' 
Level of prior information and knowledge 

SOLiDARITY 
Educational Priorities 
China's educationai practices in response to Afncan development priorities 
Relevance and applicability to conditions in Xfrican nations 

PARTlCIPATlON 
Acquiring and sharkg knowled-: lectures, class participation, involvement, campus Me. 
accommodarion of the presence of foreign students 

OTHER 
South-South Relations 
Future Plans/Anticipations 

Date: 



Appendix L 

Originai and Trausiatcd Doeument from the 
Department of Foreign Affain 

of the 
State Education Commission 
People's Rcpublic of China 

Aprii 18,1997 







Translated Summary of Document' 
Department of Foreign Affiirs 
State Education Commission 
People's Republic of China 

April 18, 1997 

The Educational Exchanges and Cooperation between China and Africa 

In general, the educational exchanges and cooperation between China and Afnca cm be 

divided into the following four penods: 1949 to 1966, 1966 to 1978, 1979 to 1989. and 1990 to 1996. 

First Period: 1949-1966 

Approamately one dozen exchange students from Egypt, Camerooq Kenya, and Uganda 

fira came to the People's Republic of China. shortly d e r  its establishment in 1949. In 1955, 

China sent language teachers to Egypt and mathematics, physics, and chemistry teachers to Mali. 

Exchanges in other fields were lirnited because at this time many Afncan nations, with the firm 

suppon of China, were stniggling for independence. 

Educational exchanges began to flourish in September 1960 when Afncan students began 

to corne to China These students were sent by African political parties and mass organizations, 

such as the People's Coalition of Cameroon. the Nationaiism P q  of Zimbabwe, the National 

Alliance of Somalia, and the Trade Union of Ghana, in coordination with China's Asia-f ica 

Linity Committee, Sino-Africa Friendship Association, and Generai National Trade Union. 

Thrs document was obtained from China's State Education Commission (December 1997) and vanslated 
Zhang Xraoman in Shanghai (January 1998) and Pei Chao in Montreai (June 1998). 
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Chinese delegations also made their way to Afnca. Between 196365, Prime Minister 

Zhou Enlai visited 14 Auan and Afincan countries proposing IWO agreements regarding the 

relationships between China and Aaica. The first agreement, 'Five Principles on the Development 

of the Relationship between China and Afiica' and the second agreement, 'Eight Principles on 

China's Support to Foreign Countries' were well received and enhanced the development of 

Sino-Afncan relations. By the end of 1966, five Chinese educational delegations, two headed by 

the Miniaer and Vice Minister of Education, visited eight M c a n  countries including Egypt, 

Algeria, Mali, Guinea, Tamania, Morocco, and Central Africa2 In 1966, China provided 

Tanzania and Somalia with teaching facilities. At the invitation of the Chinese govemment. 

delegations fiom Egypt, Morocco, Guinea, Tanzania, and Central Africa visited China. By the end 

of 1 966, a few Chinese audents were sent to Egypt. Morocco, and Algeria and 190 Afncan 

students fiom 14 countries were studying in China. 

Second Penod: 1966 to 1978 

During the Cultural Revolution, all educational exchanges ceased. In 1970, China resumed 

the exchanges by sending language, mathematics, physics and chemisny teachers to the Congo 

and later sent language teachers to Tunisia and Algeria. In 197 1, China regallied its seat in the 

United Nations and established diplornatic relations with more than one hundred countries. As 

China's int emational prominence rose, many e c a n  nations, especially those which had 

association with China after their independence, sought to restore relations. From 1973, China 

* - Among these deiegations. one in 1964 n-as headed bu the Minister of Wcation. Yang Xiufeng and another 
in 1 Y 6 6  was headed by the Vice Muuster of Education. Liu W n g .  
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resumed admitting foreign students and by 1978 China had received almost 500 audents from 25 

Afican countries In this penod, Asian and Afncan midents constituted the majority of the 

foreign audents in China. 

In the meantirne, China decreased the number of delegations going to AFnca (only four 

delegations were sent to t h e  countnes including Egypt) whiie Afncan nations increased the 

number of educational delegations visiting China. African delegations came fiom Sudan, Somalia 

Tanzania, Algena. Benin, Zaire, Rwanda, Zambia, Ethiopia, the Congo, and Guinea Of the 

delegations listed above. those from Benin, Algeria, the Congo, Tanzania, and Zambia were 

headed by thei: Ministers of Education, 

Third Period: 1979 to 1989 

As a f€!Llh of the Reform and Open Policy introduced in 1978. China's national economy 

and irternational status soared. Emerging as a mode1 of the Third World, many Afncan nations 

looked to China to train their personnel for economic constmction. Accordingiy. the number of 

educational exchanges and visiting missions from each side increased sharply. By the end of 1989, 

nearly 40 Chinese delegations visited 20 Afican nations and 27 delegations from more than 20 

African countries visited China.3 

The number of Afncan cowtnes sending students to China increased from 25 in the 1970s 

to 43 in late 1980s. During this period, the total number of Afncan students amounted to 2,27 1. 

Meanwhile, China sent a few snidents to audy in Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia, Nigeria, and 

' Those rho  headed the delegauons included Li Tieying. a member of the State Council and Director of State 
Education Commjsicii~ Pcrig Fei'uri. Yi& Xiiiister uîEïu~;auon. anci 'Teng ï a g i  \>ce Girtxtor of ùie Sure 
Education Comssion .  
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Tanzania. At this time, based on a general policy of nippon to Afica and at the request of 

individual nations, China began its sustained detachment of teachers to Afnca. The recipient 

countnes included the Congo, Zarnbia, Mauritania, Gabon, Mauritius, Algeria, Tunisia. and 

Madagascar. China also donated a modest arnount of teaching equipment to Benin, Mali, 

Mauntania, Algeria., Rwanda, Burundi, Chad, the Congo, and Mauritius. 

Fourth Period: 1990 to 1996 

China's Refonn and Open Policy brought about rapid economic development and national 

empowerment. As a result, man! Afiican countries began to Mew China as the most prornising 

country in the twenty-first century. Accordingly, the contacts between the two sides, particuiarly 

in education. developed on an unprecedented sale.  During this penod, nearly 30 Anican 

delegations visited China and more than 40 Chinese delegations visited over 15 Afncan natians. 

Among these delegations were 10 ministerial level visits that included Zhu Kaisuan, the Director 

of the State Education Commission. and Zhou Shiyan, Liu Bin, and Zhang Tianbao. Vice 

Directors of the State Education Commission The hghlight came in 1996, when Chairman Jiang 

Zemin took his first visit to five Afncan countries, signalhg a new era of Sino-Afiican relations. 

In light of the emerging changes of the international situation, China's cooperation with 

Afnca developed both in fom and content. These developments came as a naturai outgrowth of 

China's diplornatic policy and the Party's guidelines for providing imellectual support to Third 

World countnes in general, and Afiican countries in particuiar. In 1990, China initiated a new 

policy of educational cooperation aimed at helping Afncan nations develop their higher education 

s;.am: x d  :r& ! a d  j x r ~ c ~ e ! .  ï k s  next polit), d e s ~ b e d  es 'Xi@ Lew!, S h w  T-, Sg!! 



Benefit" shified the focus from undergraduate to graduate education. In this period. China 

received 1,500 students fiorn 45 Afncan countries and sent out nearly 100 students to 9 African 

countries. In addition, China dispatched teaching staff and established laboratonesïn the 

universities of recipient countries. The laboratones speciaiize in dinérent subjects such as biology, 

cornputer, physics, food processing and fieshness preservation, civil engineering construction 

land survey, and the Chinese laquage. 

In the past 6 years, China has carried out 24 cooperative programs in 18 African 

countries The recipient countnes include Cameroon, Mali, the Congo, Chad, Ivory Coast, 

Burundi, Zaire, Senegal, Egypt, the Sudan, Tanzania, Zambia, Ghana, Zimbabwe, Kenya, 

Namibia. Mauritius. and Nigeria. Furthemore, 10 Chinese univershies have eaablished school 

level associations with 20 universities in 16 Afncan countnes. 

In al!. statistics shows that sifice the 1 M O s ,  China has sent more than 90 delegations, 

dispatched more than 400 teechers. and provided various kinds of educational nippon tu 25 

African countries In addition, China has hosted more than 80 delegations fiom Afncan countries 

and admitted approximately 4.570 Amcan exchange audents. These exchanges and cooperation 

have strengthened the relationship between China and the continent of Africa, promoted 

understanding and friendship, and aided the general development of our diplomacy. 

Department of Foreign Affairs 
State Education Commission 
People's Republic of China 

April 18, 1997 
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Memorandum fmm the Generil Union of Alriena Students in China (GUASC)' 
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Unfortunate- my cop- of lhts mernoranciun was faint and askew. For me. the tables were almost 
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GENERAL UNION OF AFRJCAN STUDENTS 

IN CHINA (GUASC) 
. 

SHANGHAI EXECUTNE BUREAU 

MEMORANDUM PRESENTED TO THE RESIDENT 

STATE EDUCATION COMMlSSlONER IN SHANGHAI 

BY THE GUASC SHANGHAI EXECUTIVE BUREAU. 



PREAMBLE: 
WE THE ELECTED REPRESENTATNES OF THE AFRICAN 

STUDENT COMMUNrrY IN SHANGHAI AND THE OFFtClAL VOICE 
OF THE AFRICAN STUDENTS, FEEL PREVLEDGED THAf OUT 
OF YOUR BUSY SCHEDULE YOU HAVE SPARED SOME nME 
TO MEET L'S. HOWURABLE COMMISSIONER, tN PURSUK OF 
GO00 UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE CHINESE AND 
AFRJCAN PEOPLE , GUASC BELEVES THAT SUCH MEETINGS 
ARE NOT ONLY IMPORTANT BUT ALSO NECESSARY, BECAUSE 
THE AFRICAN STUDENT TODAY IS THE LEADER OF AFRICA 
TOMORROW. IN ORDER FOR SINO-AFRICAN RELATlONS TO 
GROW TO GREATER HUGHTS, A U  EFFORTS MUST BE MADE 
TO PROMOTE GOOD REUTIONS B t E E N  THE CHINESE 
PEOPLE AND THE AFi3lCAN STUDENT AT HOME AND 
ABROAD. WE ARE THE FUTURE OF AFRICA. WE CAN PLAY 
A CRUCIAL ROLE IN THE PROMOTION OF THESE RELATIONS. 

APPREClATïVE OF THE ROLE THAT CHINA IS PLAYING IN 
THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICA, WE PAY TRIBUTE 
TO THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT AND THE CHINESE P r o w  
FOR THIS SELFLESS BROTHERLY GESTURE. WE ARE 
PARTlCULARLY MOVED BY PRESIDENT JANG ZHEMIN'S 
PERSONAL AFFECTlON TOWARDS AFXICA AND HIS GENUiNE 
CONCERN IN SEEKING SOLUTIONS TO AFWCA'S PROBLEMS. 
HIS RECENT VlSlT T 0  AFRlCA WILL REMAJN A FWTMARK IN 
THE ANNALS OF AFRIAC'S HISTORY BOOKS. WE MUS7 ON 
BEHALF OF THE AFRlCAN STUDENTS AT HOME AND ABROAD 
S!F!CEREtY TUA!% TUE C!=!!WSE GEFRNMENT AND 
CHINESE PEOPLE FOR AL1 WHAT THE HAVE OONE AND 
CONTlNUE TO 00 FOR AFRICA. 



PURPOSE OF THE MEETING: 

HONOURABLE COMYlSSlONER, WE REQUESTED FOR THIS 
MEmNG IN A SPIRI7 OF BROTHERHOOO AND GO00 
UNDERSTANDING. AS REPP,ESENTAflVES OF OUR STUDENTS, 
WE HAVE OF LATE BEEN UNDER INCREASING PRESSURE 
TO SEEK AUDIENCE W H  YOUR OFFICE. THE OWECT OF 
OUR MEETING TODAY tS NOTHING BUT A FULFILLMENT OF 
GOASC'S LONG TERM BELlEF OF CONSTRUCTIVE DIALOGUE. 
WE ARE SENT HERE BY OUR STUDENTS TO SEEK 
CtAR1FICAllOff 0 A NUMBER OF ISSUES REGARDING THE 
SCHOLARSHIP AND THEIR GENERAL LIVELYHOOD IN CHINA. 

HONOURABLE COMMISSIONER, AS YOU MAY WELL BE AWARE, 
CHINA'S ECONOMIC REFORM IMPLEMENTATlON IS NOW 
THE WORLD'S FASTEST. ANY FAST ECONOMIC GROWH 
IS NEVER WTHOUT KS SlDE EFÇECTS. AMONG THE 
VULNERABLE HAVE BEEN STUDENTS ON SCHOLARSHIP. 
ADJUSTMENTS IN PRCES AND GENERAL COST OF LIVING TO 
MARCH ECONOMIC REFORM DEMANDS,ENTAiL NEW HARDSHIPS 
ON THE PART OF THE SFJDENT. THIS NOW MEANS +HAT 
THE STUDENT CAN HARDLY MANAGE TO AFFORD THE BASIC 
NECESSITES OF LIÇE. THE GENERAL TREND AMONG MOST 
STUDENTS 1s THAT THEY HAVE TO PREPARE THElR OWN 
MEALS, PERHAPS LESS NtlTRITlOUS BUT OF LOWER COST. 
THIS , HONOURABLE COMMlSSlONER HAS BEEN EXACEBATED 
BY A CHANGED ATTTTUOE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF 
CANTEENS IN SOME UNIVERSKIES, THE FOCUS IN SOME 
I # a e 8 \  #COA.wCC. CICCIIA -CS -- - - -  *.Y) -0- 0- 
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CANTEENS ARE NOW TURNED INTO COMMERCIAL 
RESTAURANTS. WE FEEL THAT UNLESS THESE PROBLEMS ARE 
QL'ICKLY ADDRESSED, AFRCAN STUDENTS MAY FACE EVEN 
MORE PROBLEMS 1N THE YEARS AHEAD. 



ANOTHER WORRfSOME PROBLEM IS THE NUWFICAnON OF 
THE TRAVEL YELLOW CARD. HONOURABLE COMM!SS1ONER, 
THE NULLlFlCATlON OF THE YELLOW CARD HAS CREAfED 
ALOT OF PROBLEMS ON THE PART OF THE STUDENf. lT,S 
EXTREMELY DlFFICULT TO TRAVEL OUT OF SHANGHA ON THE 
CURRENT STUDENT ALLOWANCE, STUDENTS CANNOT AFFORD 
THE CURRENT TRAIN FARES. WE SINCERELY ASK YOU TO 
CRlTICALLY ADDRESS THIS ISSUE, 

HONOURABLE COMMISSIONER, WHILE WE ARE AWARE OF 
THE AUTONOMOUS NATURE OF THE OPERATIONS OF MOST 
UNIVERSiTlES. WE FEEL THAT THERE EXlSTS A RATHER 
AN UNCLEAR DISPARITY IN THE CONDITlONS OF STUDENTS IN 
VARIOUS UNfVERSiTlES ON THE SAME SCHOlARSHlP. WE KINDLY 
REQUEST YOU TO FURNISH US WlTH THE CONDITIONS OF 
THS SCHOLARSHIP SO THAT WE MAY INFORM OUR STUDENTS, 
WHAT TnëY A2E ENnTLED T 0  AND WHAT THEY ARE NOT. 
THEY HAVE BEEN PRESSING US TOO MUCH FOR TOO LONG. 

HONOURABLE COMMISSIONER, THE PROBLEM OF WlNTER 
CLOTHING IS YET ANOTHER. WINTER IS EXTREMELY SRIERE Af 
TlMES IN SHANGHAI, REQUIRING ADEQuATE CLOTHlNG AND 
BEDDING. THE 200RB, THAT IS GlVEN FOR WlNTER IS FAR FiiOM 
ADEQUATE 17 CANNOT BUY ANY REASONABLE PROTECIIVE 
CLOTHING TU SHIELD ONE FROM THE SEVERE WINERS. THIS 
PRACTICALLY MEANS THAT WE ARE EXPECTED TO BUY OUR 
WlNTER CLOTHING FROM OUR FOOD ALLOWANCE. THIS 
HONOURABLE COMMlSSIONER IS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE FOR 
THE MAJORITY OF STUDENTS. AS IF WINTER 1s NOT ENOUGH 
THERE COMES SUMNIER WHERE TEMPERATURES ARE 3540 
DEGREES CELSIUS.THE WINTER AND AUTUMN CLOTHtNG CAN 
NEVER APPLY DURING THlS SEASON. WE NEED TO CHANGE 
CLOTHlNG DURING THIS PERIOD. NOT ONLY 00 WE NEED TO 
CHANGE CLOTHING BUT ALSO THE KlND OF BEDDING WE HAVE 
TO USE. ALL THIS NEEUS MONEY. WE CANNOT AFÇORD FROM 
OUR FOOD ALLOWANCE. 



APART FROM THE ISSUE OF WlNTER AND SUMMER CLOTHING 
ANOTHER IS THE ISSUE OF ORGANISED TRAVEL FOR 
STUDENTS. WHlLE SOME UNIVERSITIES ORGANISE MEANINGFUL 
TRIPS TO OTWER c m s  so THAT THE STUDENTS CAN HAVE 
A FEEL AND APPRECiA710N OF THE DlVERSrrY OF 
THE CHINESE CULTURE AND CUSTOMS, ONE WONDERS 
WHETHER THE STATE EDUCATION COMMISSION DOES NOT 
ADEWATELY FOND SOME UNlVERSmES. THEY ONLY CONDUCT 
TRIPS TO SHANGHAI PARKS AND ZOOS. SUCH TRIPS ONLY 
WASTE MONW, BECAUSE STUDENTS CAN GO TO THESE PLACES 
ON THElR OWN A i  LOWER COST. STUDENTS A E  MORE 
INTERESTED IN SEEING OTHER PARTS OF CHINA. 

IN ADDITION TU THESE TRIPS, HONOURABLE COMMlSSIONER, 
WE UNDERSTAND THAT SHANGHAI tS THE MOST 
INDUSTRlALlSED CilY IN CHINA IT IS REALLY UNFORTUNATE 
THAT SOMEONE GAN SPEND 2YEARS AND HALF WlTHOUT BElNG 
GIVEN AN OPPORTUNlrY TO VtSfT FE% A ÇlMPtE FACTÛR't' 
OR MANUFACTURfNG PLANT. AS MENTIONED EARLIER WE ARE 
THE LEADERS O f  TOMORROW iN OUR RESPECT'VE COUNTRIES. 
SOME OF US STUDWNG HERE TAKE IMPORTANT EONOMIC 
DECISIONS ON BEiiALF OF OUR GOVERNMENTS IN OUR VARIOUS 
JOBS AT HOME. WE CAN P U Y  A CRUCIAL ROLE IN INITiATiNG 
VITAL TRADE LINKS BEWEEN OUR COUNTRlES AND CHINA 
IF WE KNEW EXACTLY WHAT CHINA PRODUCES, THAT WOULD 
BE USEFUL FOR OUR COUNTRIES. NOT ONLY ARE WE ENVOYS 
OF OUR COUNTRIES HERE, BUT WOULD LlKE TO GlVE THE 
BUSINESS COMMUNITY IN OUR COUNTRfES A CLEAR FICTURE 
AS TO WHAT CAN BE BOUGHT FROM CHINACHINA tS 
LOOSING OUT IN TERNIS OF SECURtNG A STABLE MARKET IN 
AFRICA AND INDEED OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD BY NOT 
EXPOSING US f O  WHAT THEY ARE ABLE T 0  OFFER OUR 
MARKETS BACK HOME. 



IN ADDITION TO THE PROBLEMS OtnUNED Am=, THE 
ISSUE OF BOOK ALLOWANCE AND FUND m S  
A77ENTION. S O M  UNNERSmES DO NO1 OFFER ANY PROWONS 
FOR BOOK ALLOWANC€, WHlLE SOM€ GNE A BARE 2WRB PER 
YEAR T HlS IS INADEQUATE. THE PKOBLEM OF BOOK 
ALLOWANCE NEEDS AiTENTlON. THIS IS ESPECiALLY CR!CAL 
AMONC STUDENTS STUbYlNG N ENGUSH. TWERE ARE VERY 
F E '  REiNANT BOOKS WWilZN IN ENGUSH, AND WWEN SUCH 
BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE, THEY ARE VERY EXPENSNE. WE ARE 
COMNll i i kD TO OUR SWDY, AND WE FEEL THAT WE CAN ONLY 
DUUVE MAXWUM BENEFIT FROM iT IF WE HAVE ENOUGH 
LEARNING MATERIALS. APART R O M  THE ISSUE OF BOOK 
ALLOWANCE, THE OWER PROBLEM IS FACED MOSTLY BY 
GRADUAE STUDENTS,WHO HAVE TO CARRY OUT RESURCH 
PROJECTS BEFURE THEY GAN GRADUATE, TO CARUY OUT 
SUFFICIENT RESEAUCH WORK IN SOME CASES REQUIES 
EXTENSIVE TRAVEL AND PURCHASES OF MATERIALS. THERE IS 
A SEVERE OISPARITY IN THE FUNDING GNEN BY VARIOUS 
UNlVERSfTlES FOR RESEARCH WORK W l L E  REAUSING THE 
VARIED NATURE O f  THE VARIOUS RESEARCH PROGRAMS, WE 
FEEL THAT FUNDlNG tN SOME CASES REQUIRES REWEW, 
BECAUSE IT FALLS FAR BELOW THE MINIMAL REQUIREMEN= 
FOR CARRYlNG OUT ANY MEANINGFUL RESEARCH PRWECT. 

YE? ANOTHER PROBLEM HAS BEEN VOICEO BY STUDENTS 
ON SCHOLARWP WHO FRST HAVE TO STUDY CHINESE THESE 
STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO PAY US20 IN O m E R  TO S r  
FOR THE HSK NATIONAL CHINESE EXAMINATION. WE fEEL 
THAT THE H S K  UCAMlNATlON IS PART OF THE OVERALL 
CHINESE COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND AS SUCH THE 
SCHOLARSHIP SHOULD MEET THE W S T S  OF THIS EXAMINATION. 



IN ADDITION TO AL1 PROBLEMS STATED ABOVE STUDENTS 
IN SOM€ UNlVERSiTiES HAVE TO PAY FOR ELECTRICTTY, 
TELEPHONE BILLS FOR TELEPHONING W H I N  SHANGHAI AND 
WASHlNG FACIUTIES. THE SCHOLARSHIP ALLOWANCE IS N ~ T  
ADEQUATE TO MEET ALL THESE ADDITIONAL EXPENSES 
IMPOSED ON THE STUDENTS. WE FEEL THAT UNLESS 
ALL THESE PROBLEMS ARE SEUiOUSLY ANALYSED AND 
ADDRESSED THE LlVELYHOOD OF OUR STUDENTS ESPEClALLY 
IN SHANGHAI IS IN DANGER OF FURTHER DETERIORATION. 

SURVEY: 
A BASIC SURVEY OF STUDENTS FOOD AND SCHOLARSÏIC 

MONTHLY REQUIREMENTS WAS CARRIED OUT TO ASCERTAIN 
THE CLAM §Y THE MAJORITY OF THE STUDENTS THAT LlFE 
HAD BECDME AN AFFORDABLE. THE STAITSTICAL DATA FROM 
THE VARIOUS UNtVE3SiÏlES ARE SUMMARISED BEiOW. 

TABLE 1 



: LAUNDRY T O i i C  
TISSUES 



SUMMARY 

j TABLE 3 121 .O0 

?. =%!LE !!VE UIG4Lv APPEC1AfE T9E CUINESE SOVERNMENTS 
4SSISf4NCE TO US AND OUR GOVERNMENTS THROUGH THE 
STATE ESL!CAT?CN CCIMM!SSIQN !N TUE TRA!NING r)f !=!!GE 
LfVtL MANPOWER, WE HAVE BEEN COMPELLED BY THE 
RSING C E T  C F  t!N!NG TA UCLNISLY ASK F Î R  AN 
INCREASE !hi THE STUDENT UWEEP 4LLOWANCE, SO THbT 

E MAY EE ASLE TG AFtrZRD THE SAS!C NEESS CF F!FE. 
WE ARE MlNDfUL OF AND SYMPHATHETîC TO THE CHINESE 
EMMENSE P.ES?QNY!E!L!TY TOWARES !?S GY!+! PEQPLE. E E  
VVE ARE 4WARE THAT ITS NGT EASY TO SUSTAIN SUCH 
.4 LARGE POPULATION. HOWEVER, OURS IS ONLY A PLEA 
!=OR A SURVIVAL ALLOWANCE. AS CAN BE SEEN FROM 
.A. SUMMARY OF THE SURVEY, THE MINIMUM ALLOWANCE 
THAÏ CAN MEET THE BAREST MINIMUM OF THE BASIC 
DA!LY NEEDS OF TSE ST'JDCNT AT THE MOMENT !S 
1050-00RB. WE SINCERELY PLEAD WiTH THE CHINESE 
YWERNMENT T 9  LOQK AT OUR PLlGH? WlTK SYMP)4ATUY 

\IVE H W E  fO SURVIVE. 



WE RECOMMEND THAT THE STATE EDUCATION COMMISSION 
PUBLlSH THE CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS C E A R L Y  

STlPULATlNG WHAT THE STUDENTS ARE E N m L E D  TO AND 
WHAT THEY ARE NOT, THlS WlLL HELP THE STUDENTS 
UNDERSTAND THE CONDiTiONS UNDERWHIC)? T H E  ARE 

STUDYING. 

WE FURTHER RECOMMEND THAT THE RESIDENT EDUCATlON 
COMMlSSlONER FREQUENTLY VlSlTS UNIVERSITIES T3 MEET 
STUDENTS ON SCHOLARSHIP. THIS WOULD HELP RESOLVE 
A NUMBER OF PROBLEMS. IN mD(TION URGE THE 
COMNllSSlONER TO FREQUENTLY ME= THE STUDENT 
REPRESANTATIVES , SO THAT MCST OF THE STUDENT 

PROBLEMS CAN BE C3LLECTiVELY RESOLVED. 

WE THE LEADERS OF THE AFRICAN STUDENTS IN 
SHANGHAI, BELlEVE THAT IT 1s ONtY THROUGH CONSTRUCTIVE 
DIALOGUE THAT MOST OF THE STUDENTS' PROBtEM2 CAN 
BE RESOLVED. WE RE-AFFtRM OUR COMMITMENT TU DIALOGUE 
AND ASSURE YOU THAT WHENEVER WE FACE PROBLEMS WE 
WJLL ALWAYS DSCUSS WITH YOU. WE SINCERELY VALUE THE 
WARM RELATIONS BETWEfN AÇRICA AND CHINA. OUR GOAL 
IS TO WORK TOWARDS STRONGER RELATIONS BETWEEN OUR 
TWO MOTHERLANDS, AND DO NOTHING TO HARM THESE CORDIAL 
RELATIONS. WE HAVE RESPECT FOR YOUR ADMlNSTRATlON 
HONOURABLE COMMISSIONER.THE FACT THAT YOU HAVE 
SACRIFICED YOUR VALUABLE TIME TO GET THE TRUE PlCTURE 
OF THE STUDENTS' AFFAIRS IS AN INDICATION OF THE 
IMPORTANCE YOUR OFFiCE ATATCHES TO EDUCATiON AND 
THE WELFARE OF FOREIGN STUDENTS IN CHtNk WE HOPE 
THAT YOU WLL RESCUE US FROM THE SITUATION WE ARE IN. 
WE HAVE TRIED TO TlGHTEN OUR BELTS ALL ALONG, BUT WE 
CANNOT TlGHTEN THEM ANY MORE. WHEN WE TRY TO SElTlE 
IN OUR ROOMS TO STUUYl THE STOMACH COMPLALNS. WHAT 
MAKES THE SiTUATîON WEN MORE PRECARlOUS IS THAT THIS 



IS A FOREIGN LAND FOR US. WE HAVE NO FATHERMOTHER TO 
RUN TO IN TIMES OF REAL DESIJERATION. YOUR INlERVENi1ON 
AND QUlCK ACTION HONOURABLE COMMISSIONER WILL SAVE US 
FROM OUR CURRENT SUFFFERING. WE HiGHLY APPRECIATE . WHAT 
CHINA IS DOING FOR AFRICA 

LONG LN€ THE CHINESE PEOPLE, 
LONG LlVE THE SINO-AFRICAN RELATIONS. 
WE StNCERELY THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATIENCE. 

PRESIDENT 

ÛENERAL SECRETARY 

SOCIAL SECRETARY - - 
>t S"i 
SBetAt. SECRETARY 

NAME: - SIGNATURE: 
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MUHAMMED DAODA (CAMEROON) 



Appendix N 

Letter from Master's and Doctorai Foreign Students 
To the Director of the Foreign Students' Office 

Tongji University, Shanghai 
People's Republic OC China 

November 17,1997 



hlaçtrrs and Doctorale Foreign Students. 
Tongji University 

17th Novernber 1997 
Tlic Director, 
Foreign Studeiit Oflice 
Tongji University 
Shanghai 
P.R. CHINA 

Dear sir, 

Allow u s  convey to you and tlirmgh you. to the entire fc;-eign students' oificc 
administration, Our siricere gratitude for p u r  positive attitude towards our welfare. Sour 
oflice has always been open to us for both personal and group discussions where it lias 
been deemed nece~sary This cordial relationsliip that has cut across our cultural 
diffcrences, has boosted our confidence in your good oflice so much tliat we don't Iicsitatc 
to sliare Our grievances with you in person 
WC tlierefore wisli to draw your aticriiion to tlic rollowing issues that we believe arc 
crucial to Our welfare: 

1 .O Reeular meetinps 

To irnprove and niainiain a cordial rcln~icinsliip \vit lt tlie oficc there is 3 nccd io ! l i i i ; .  

rcg::lsr meetings betweeii tlie oîlice and the studeiits or their rcpreseniatives. 

2.P New Forei~n Students Buildinr. 

v~ Please clearly explain the qualification iieecled to &de in the new building. 
'l'lie nced to have a random allocatiort of rooins . the side the rooni is facing iioi 
ivithstrnding. 
Lack of telephone facilities in each room and a conimon Iaundryldrying mom. 
lllamed students who need an extra room should be allowed to pay an equivalent or 
what they pay in the present building. 

3.0 Msiinienrince Problcms 

The Furniture in the T.V rooms are eitlicr iiot adequate or broken. 
e The security in the Bicycle shed is clealy qiiesiionable beczise of tlie higii iliefl 

incidences. 
We iake iliis opponunity to Ligiily corninend yoii on tlie improveinent in heating oui- 
rooms during the last winter as compare<: to previoits vears. We then request the oficr 
to iinprove the service even more. 
Living with pets (Dogs, Cats and Snnkes) is not acceptable, especially having to sliare 
bathroom faciliiies with sucii creatures. 



I'hying or luud iiictsic sl~ould be sioppcd niid soiiic forni or pcnalty iinposcd lu 
discourage sirnilar occurrences. 
Have provisions l'or bot aiid cold water mixer iii tliç ablution. 
Duration when Mot wrter is availnble for sliowering doring tlie n~orning heurs is 
extremely too short. 
The games room should be upgraded to include gymnasium facilities so that WC can 
improve and maintain a Iiealth body. 
Due to various religious beliefs, particularly t i~c lslamic faith, the Foreign Stiidrnts' 
restaurant sliould make special provisions to accoinmodatc the acceptable manncr of 
handling meat. right from the slxphter io servitig ilie food. 

4.0 Visitors 

Visitors from iiiside and oiitside the Tongii University community shoulti be 
allowed to enter the building. witliin stipulatecl Iiours, d e r  they have properly 
identified thenisclves. To ensure tliat security is nirintained tlic host could be reqiiircd 
to physically identify the guest and then sign them in at the reception desk. 
We consider ourselves more mature (botb in age, living and working experience) than 
al1 of Our counterparts thus making it sometimes necessary to seek fiiends outside the 
sc1100l. 
We demand a minimum levei of rcspect cause we know that we have eamed it. 
We al1 accept that al1 unwamii ted beliaviour is iotally unacceptable. 
Therefore we wish to add that if sucli uncoutl? bchaviour was our intention, it could 
easily be directed to the foreign community or tlie local students and staff who are 
currently allowed to visit our rooms. This clearly sliows that our intentions have cevcr 
and will nevcr be evil. 

5.0 Academic issues. 

Requrst the office to facilitate aliy rissistnnce the students might require:- 
(a) Discuss with the relevant departments the possibility for change of the language 
of instruction. 

(b) Arrange for teachersl supervisor before the sernester starts to avoid al1 the 
inconvenience of us personally going to iook Tor tlici~i. 
To assist us plan Tor our studies could the officc kiiidly inform us the money allocrtcd 
from the full scholarship and balance remaining for the following: 
(a) Book and stationary allowance 
(b) Final year thesis for Masters and Ductorate students. 
The office should siart to tearrange long tour trips outside Shanghai. 
Due to the long period it takes for Doctorrrtc degmc certificate to be ready could the 
university ei ther 
(a) provide the affected students wiih temporary certificates to acknowledge 
completion of studies. 



(b) allow studciits to s u y  I I I  l o i  tiiiivci sii  k. SM uiidcr tficir lùll sclioliil sliip 
privilcges. 
ïlie offce should have ail oriciitaiiun @od so tliat the students could acquaint 
tl~ciiiscives with tlic Scliool library, Diniiing Iinll. <hmcs room etc. 
Notices and rnnounceineiits slioulcl be in botli Cliinese and English. 
Infortn new studcnts in ttieir lettcr of rtdaiissioii 
(a) cost of applying Tor a resident permit and any otlier fee required from them. 
(b) the need for tlieni to gci the Taxi reçcipt caiise tliey are entitled for n fiiII 

reimbursement. etc. 
In this aye of teclinology tliere is a nec6 fur close availability of EMnil and Intcniet 
faciiities. 

We finish by piedging to continue working with you in a favoiir~ble atmosphere kncwins 
tliat our stay in China and in Tongji University in panicular will have a great impart iii our 
future life and relationship with China. 
We thank you for your kind consideration and WC cxpect to have a meeting with the office 
as soon as is appropriate. 

Yours Faithfully, 

Al1 Masters and Doctorate Students. 




